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Cf)e ftamfiler,

A CATHOLIC JOURNAL AND REVIEW.

VOL. V. JANUARY 1850. PART XXV.

HOPES AND FEARS FOR 1850.

IT is a wonderful thing to be a Catholic. It is more than

wonderful: it is so awful, that, were it not for the consolations

which the Catholic religion confers, it would be overwhelming
and appalling. What Catholic can realise, even in a faint

measure, all that is involved in the fact that he, personally,
is a Catholic, and not tremble at the thoughts on which he

dwells? Take any one of us the writer of these lines, or

any one Catholic who reads them and think for a few
moments what that person is, and the spiritual condition in

which he is at this moment existing. On every side he touches

on the Infinite and the Eternal. Himself a mote in the sun-

beam, a speck in the universe, his past, his present, and his

future are all bound up in ineffable intimacy with the will and
the glory of the everlasting God. From the most venial of

his sins, with which he, the mere breath of his Creator, is

permitted to insult the majesty of the Omnipotent, to the

never-ending chant of praise with which he hopes to make the

very heavens resound hereafter all that he does, all that he

thinks, all that he is, begins, is carried on, and is ended in in-

comprehensible connexion with the attributes of the Eternal.

Oh, wonderful thought ! mysterious, indescribable, un-

fathomable destiny! A few years ago this creature had no
existence

;
he simply was not

;
and now, what is he ? Think

only upon one of the circumstances of his present state look

at him as he kneels before the little tabernacle upon a humble
altar. What is it that this poor, helpless, sorrowing, sinning
one is engaged in? He is adoring God; he is commencing
the occupations of eternity. Nothingness is resting upon
Omnipotence ;

a sinner is bathing in the blood of God. Who
can comprehend it ? We can but believe, and believing, while

we tremble, rejoice.
VOL. v. B
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Then turn to the lijjlit
in which the Catholic is

by the world about him, and t -.iidi-r-

ful still. Go forth from the church where you hare It -ft him

prostrate before his God, and observe the throng that fil

streets without. cstlesa stream of human
beings,

careworn, eager, sad, or boisterous sec how the tide of life

surges to and fro in the thoroughfares of a vast city Mich as

London and, amidst the countless variations of imli\'

interests and passions, how they arc all united in one delusion

respecting that Catholic worshipper. Single out one of

as A type of bis kind, and
pause

to realise hi* state also. Be-

ginning from nothingness, no has ated and redeemed

by God, and perhaps also was once made the living temple
of God in baptism. His existence once commenced, it \\ill

never ty is before him; and what an eternity!
If he is not one of the ft iay know and love God with -

out knowing and loving his Church also, who can steadily con-

template the coming eternity of that cue solitary beiiu .

not hudd< .Is? And n<

person is habitually regarding
the Catholic and his religion

with nity and dislike, if not with horror and hatred ! We are

as unknown to >ns amongst whom we live .-..- are tin-

actions of unborn generations to the men of this present day.
Some fear us, some abhor us, some despise us, some v

at us, some pay us a trifling measure of respect or regard :

none comprehend us. We share the lot of Him who has made
us his own, and are strangers to our very brethren. The
Jews accounted the Son of God to be an igin lianu

-,

an impostor, a dealer in unholy arts, a destroyer of all that is

pure and honourable; and Englishmen account us, in our <!-

.lint the Jews accounted Jesus Christ.
'

ntiles

rage; the people devise vain things; the kings of

stand princes meet together, against the Lord and

against his Christ." Who can count the multitude of t

Unions which fill the souls of th<
people

of this ootu
the Church of (Jo<l ? Who can walk along t

or look down upon .se mass of human L.-in^s that i
.

gathered together in a great public assemblage, and n < k<>n th<

sum of the hatred, the error, and the . 11s the

hearts of almost all those thousands against each one of

Yet wh< Catholic, in whose heart faith

find love i
, who is conscious of ; lit of fear

towards this innumerable host of foes? At the beginning
* new

yc,-.
(

fce her

thirty-scvcj)fl jubi' irnaf* I

the breast English* Dme1
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While all is marshalling for the battle ; while signs and por-
tents multiply, and betoken the fierceness of the coming con-

flict between the Church and her foes; while we hear the

trumpet summoning us to a far harder trial than our fathers

endured the trial, not of patient endurance, but of mingled
prosperity and warfare

; who is there who is conscious of one

single thought of dismay, or dreads to encounter any weapon
which the skill of man or of Satan can fashion and wield against
us ? While kingdoms are falling, and old institutions are swept
away, and new devices spring up to delude, and we perceive
that the very fabric of English life is crumbling and tottering
beneath our feet, what is it that the Catholic feels when he
turns in upon himself, and estimates the position in which he
stands prepared for the shock and the struggle? Does the

thought ever cross his mind that the society to which he be-

longs is about to fall to pieces and perish ? Is he moved with

apprehension when he hears the raging of the voices which

proclaim that the Papacy is about to yield to the common lot

of mortal kingdoms ? Does he dread lest faith should lose its

vital power because every science of man's devising seems less

trustworthy every age that passes ? Does it appear to him to

be within the limits of possibility that a time should come
when the Catholic religion and the Catholic Church shall be
no more ? Are not his thoughts like those of one who watches
the tumult of the elements above, and sees the heavens black
with clouds, arid rent with lightning, and echoing with thunder,
and deluged with rains, and swept with hurricanes, and yet
never for one instant conceives that the bright and glorious
sun will be driven by the storm from its place in the firma-

ment, or shorn of one ray of its ceaseless light ?

Such are our thoughts for futurity. We know not what
is at hand. We can no more pierce the gloom with prophetic

gaze than with our feeble eyes we can discern the azure hea-

vens through the thick blackness of a thunder-cloud. We
cannot guess at the circumstantial peculiarities of our own
fate. What shall be the sufferings or the triumphs of the

Pope ;
what nations shall apostatise, and what become Catho-

lic; who amongst ourselves shall fall away, who shall perse-

vere, and who amongst our friends shall have grace to submit
to the truth

;
what shall be the precise issue of Anglicanism,

Methodism, and every other phase of religious variation
;
and

even how, or by what exact means, we shall fulfil our own call-

ing, and sustain the Lord's battle against his foes; all these

things are hidden from our knowledge : yet, as the sun above
us rises in its majesty, unmoved and untouched by the tem-

pests of this nether sky, so does our faith display to us the
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undying life and beauty of her whose children and soldins

are. So surely as we expect that the Creator of tin- universe

will uphold the vast orb of light in the place where He has

huu. t day; so surely do we know that the

Ore*' Catholic Church will uphold her upon the earth

on which He set her up, till the day when the sun and moon

pass away for ever, but when the still abides, and enters upon
tier.

Still, joyful and bold as we are, and as we ought to be,

we can scare t tba opening of such a
^rear

as this go by
without recurring for a while to our anxieties respecting our-

selves. Encouraging as is the present position of the Catholic

body in England, when contrasted with its lot for many a past

year, it were
folly

to overlook the reality and weight of the

disadvantages under which we still labour ; for we cannot for-

get that iise of perpetuity and victory which has 1>

given to the Church is not given to any one individual branch

of the whole. It matters not that for three hundred years of

persecution the Catholics of this country have held linn the

i of their fathers, and that in our own time a movement is

in progress which half a century ago was deemed impossible.
In a year, or a month, all may be changed. Notwithstanding
the infallible nature ol itfl to the Church her-

self, the conversion of England depends in no little degree

upon ourselves upon our zeal, our piety, our . and
our prayers. With our hopes for ; ng year we tl

nglc many a fear lest our own carelessness or errors

should ruin the glorious cause we h.ive in hand. The si-lit

that vast array of foes who are drawn up for the Kittle

against us awakens such hitter thoughts of our own short-

Mings, th.v almost tempted to cast away our new-
found hopes in despair, and tobeli<\< that Catholicism, such
as it is in our hands, can i :< <ril>K adv. :

loncd to contend.

That English Catholics, indeed, are not alive to tin ir want

reparation
for the conflict, cannot he said with any truth.

ir resounds with our lamenta-
and complaints. Every body has his gri

body has some tcrril>:

out against some one else, and wonders, or declaims, or si is

is not an element in our Catholic
itence which does not furnish food for sadness. Education,

church-building, money matters, the poor, the rich, the cl-

^hops, the colleges, every where somebody
is matter for serious complaints, serious remonstrances, and

serious dismay. On many of the subjects which call for our
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most searching investigation, and which must be amended if

we are to do our duty as we ought to God and man, we have

already so often enlarged, that we need now say no more upon
them. There is, however, one special ground for anxiety,

which, as it may be said to be the great standing subject of

lamentation amongst us, can scarcely be passed over without
a few rapid thoughts at the commencement of our new year
of jubilee. In every Catholic society, where Catholic affairs

are talked of with earnestness and candour, on this one topic
our complaints are on a par with our helplessness to remedy
the mischiefs over which we grieve.

This topic is, our want of Catholic organisation. Why arc

English Catholics never united ? Why is it that, agreeing in

faith beyond all the rest of the world, we disagree in every
other matter more than ordinary Protestants and unbelievers ?

Why will not the bishops, and the clergy, and the laity pull

together, and write books, and publish periodicals, and build

churches, and found schools, and superintend ecclesiastical

education, and confer and contend with the State, and, in

short, do every thing with one hand, as we trust they all have

one heart ? "Why do we waste our energies and our money
till we are ashamed to look one another in the face ? Why do

we stand with our eyes and mouths open, staring at our diffi-

culties, wondering, wishing, hoping, fearing, grumbling, and

fault-finding ;
and repeating, till the whole heart is sick, the

old story of Catholic mismanagement, Catholic disunion, Ca-
tholic extravagance, and Catholic impotence ? This, we say,
is a scarcely overcharged picture of the doleful strains of sor-

row with which we are wont to console ourselves for our mis-

doings in every part of this island.

Now, then, let us look the fact in the face ; and in place of

dreaming of a Catholic Utopia, such as never existed upon
this earth, even in the days of the Apostles, let us ask our-

selves, as men, what can be accomplished, and what it is per-

fectly hopeless to attempt. Is this perfect organisation a pos-

sibility ? Is it as possible among Catholics as among Pro-

testants ? Is it more so, or is it less so ? And if it is less so,

how comes it so to be ?

For ourselves, we have no hesitation in avowing our con-

viction that the perfect organisation for which so many cry
out is utterly impossible in the Catholic Church, not only in

England at the present time, but in all countries at all times
;

and we cannot perceive the shadow of a proof that such a thing
ever did exist, except in the stories of romancing idealists,

who, finding that this world is a rough and thorny place, even

for Christians, must needs believe that a millennium did once
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exist, if not in tlu- ilays of the Apostles, at least in the middle

fB*. Christianity does not mould and fashion the intelli-

.;, : , ..- :, of ill ehil.iivM to surh a uniformity of

type as to admit of this faultless unanimity in action, li docs

not obliterate the peculiarities of individual ch, r con-

fer a semi-omniscience even on the most saintly souls,

of different degrees of ability, of different classes of mind, and

possessing different amounts of information, must oft

against one another, even when most closely united in aim-

ing at the same end. We may mourn ov

we will, as we mourn over the existence of evil and sorrow.

Nevertheless, so Almighty Ood has erratic! man, and the

Church, which consists of men. No doubt, ifwe had pi

the universe, we should have devised something very different,

and, if dreamers are to be believed, something far more unex-

ceptionable
than that strange system of which we find our-

selves to be
component atoms. From the law of gravity down-

wards, we should have changed all. There would have

no doubts, no fears, no quarrels, no earthquakes, no pcsti-
no death, and no hell. But as we are simpK
es of the unfathomable purposes of the Eternal.

child's-play to weep and mourn after a supposed p
wtead of vigorously attempting what is practical, and

his working world.

To expect, therefore, that all our vicars-apostolic should

every Catholic affair as if all the eight together w<

possession
of identically the same faculties and the s.

ledge, is absurd. To 'find fault with the clergy of a town or

city, and with the laity <>i ngrcgations, because nobody
will give up his private opinion on matters which In conceives
to be of vast moment to put T own p<

at they have no charm in the eyes of all livin;:

<M in a word, to call upon people to devote

purse and their energies to the furtherance of means of
n ally disapprove, is worse than useless. Wiy

I I give up my own view to another m:m. when I con-

Sflimtipusly
believe that I am as well informed in ;

as he is, and w; dices he would ei

to be table but mischievous? ;>s are
men priests are men lay-folk are men ; and \\hen we say
they all nr , say that they all are

inner*, and net from mixed mo*

right to expect Catholics to triumph
it we mean that ;ral intellects are dif-

ferently constituted by Almighty God him elf
;

that they-
educated in different feelings and habits, and can-
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not (except by inspiration) possess equal information on all

subjects on which they are called to act
;
and therefore we

never shall agree to the extent which many persons require of

Catholics. We must take the Church and ourselves as God
has made us, and act together where we can ;

not suffering
our differences to thwart our united action in points where
we are united in judgment, and ever differing as brothers,
and not as foes.

Again : it is undeniable that English Catholics have not

only been distinguished for their disunion, but that they have

been, and still are, more disunited in many practical matters

than many Protestants and Infidels. But why is this ? Is it

not to our indelible disgrace and shame ? cry the very parties
sometimes most marked for their disagreement. Is it not a
want of Christian love and singleness of purpose which fosters

this abominable and exaggerated independence of character ?

Ought we not to labour to root out this personal self-depen-

dence, not only as a defect, but almost as a sin ? We think

not. We do not believe that this positiveness in personal

opinion, which is our characteristic, does necessarily spring
from any thing that is sinful, even in the most venial degree.
Our uncharitable imputations upon one another's motives,
and our headlong public attacks upon each other, are too

often the result of the uncured evils of our own hearts
;
but

we do not believe that our opposition in action is generally
to be imputed to any such source; nor do we concur in another

explanation of its origin, which is frequently brought forward.
It arises, according to the theory of many persons, from the

natural reaction of the mind, which, being compelled to sub-
mit itself to authority in matters of faith, makes up for the

control to which it thus submits by an unbounded license in

all other questions on which it exercises itself. We do not

believe that this is the true solution of the problem. We
suspect our disagreements to have a less dishonourable origin.
We are more than ordinarily dogmatic and unyielding, because
we are more sure of the groundwork of our actions namely,
our faith than any species of unbeliever can possibly be.

Every Catholic can attain a certainty of religious knowledge,
and a purity of aim in his acts, which are utterly impossible
in the most admirable or accomplished of the world around
him. Strenuously disowning that strange sort of quasi-inspi-
ration which Protestants claim, the humblest Catholic is yet
more confident of the truth of all the separate articles of his

creed than those who are not Catholics can conceive. What
single Catholic doctrine is there which may not be as well

known to evexy one of our Catholic readers as to the most
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learned doctor of the Church >

IMigious certainty \\ith us

not being a matter of intellectual study, or biblical criticism,

or acute reasoning powci uply a gift from God, granted
to us all, we stand on terms of equality towards one ano-

ther to which Protestants are total strangers.
" What does the

Church teach ?' is the question put by profound theologian and

ignorant layman alike; and when this very easily ascertainable

. all arc on the same footing for commencing
action. Hence that weight of

perional authority, which is

the grand instrument for producing united action among Pro-

testants, has far less power amongst ourselves. The Catholic

li does not swarm with seli'-constitnted 1'opi s, like the

theological, scientific, and political world. \V. :v individual

Catholics, whether prelates or laymen, to attempt to enforce

intellectual slavery on their fellows, without which this

Utopian union cannot be, they
would be laughed at and

scouted for t . \\iscst and most h

amongst us are compelled to tolerate differences of view

among their fellow-Catholics, which they would over-ii

beat down, were we not all on equal terms as regards the

articles of our faith.

At the same time, also, this very ]<
s in his <

unicates itself to the vslu> ,il character of the

Catholic. He does not love individual independence because
he abhors the controlling power of authority in faith, but
because he lovct the certainty which that authority be

He is so sensible of the blessings of law and government in

doctrinal questions, that he is tempted to seek for the

establishment of a similar unanimity in all practical matteis.

of disunion that makes us disagree, but para-
doxical as it may seem it is a love of union. Our error lies

MR loo much ; in hoping for so much from co-(

tion, that we both neglect individual action, and refuse to act

together when we can, because we cannot act together in

detail, and on every separate question. We long so

ardently for unity, that we will not agree to differ. \V C are
so fully possessed with a ronvicti< :

- \\n independence,
that we will n< > others what \\e claim for

Instead of rganised action in points where

already united in opinion, we i: .Is struggle and
pant ,v n possible unanimity, and talk without ceasing,
while We ought to be silent and bcgi

A. .

n, or organisation, of English Catholics for

general Catholic purposes we account to be a I IM'OD.

t is beyond the ,t of human faculties. Such a thing
was, and never will be. But, at the same time, an or-
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ganisation, if not of our whole body, at least of considerable

numbers amongst us, for specific purposes, is not only possible,
but is of the highest importance at this present juncture. In

a subsequent article of our journal will be found suggestions
for such an organisation for one particular aim

;
and though

it contemplates the union of but one small locality, we see no
reason why even the whole of England or of Scotland should

not be organised for purposes of similar character. Neverthe-

less, we venture once more to press upon our readers the abso-

lute necessity for individual energy and self-sacrifice for the

attainment of the ends in which we all agree. Take, for in-

stance, this very question of Catholic organisation. The Ca-
tholic body cannot organise itself by one simultaneous, self-

originating impulse. It must be done by individuals, and
commence with small beginnings. No one can tell from what

quarter and from how humble an origin it might not at any
time arise. One thing only is certain we never shall Jind
ourselves organised. It must be a thing of slow degrees. It

must be tried on a small scale, and on certain limited objects,
and prove itself a working system by success, before Catholics

in general will take it up, or believe it any thing better than

one of the innumerable schemes of all kinds which the last

century has seen attempted amongst us and come to nought.
It is idle to talk of Bishops correcting eveiy abuse, and wield-

ing the whole strength of the Catholic body, pecuniary, in-

tellectual, and moral, with superhuman wisdom and might.
It is as unreasonable to expect such a miracle in England, as

to be amazed because Rome, under the rule of the Sovereign
Pontiff, is not a paradise of immaculate saints. Every man
must do not only his duty, but more than his duty, in the sphere
in which he is placed, uniting with those who are willing to

unite, and rousing others to do the same by a holy emulation.

Thus, and thus only, shall we master the obstacles that oppose
our onward march

;
and thus, and thus only, shall we attain

to that unanimous action, which, if not all that idealists yearn
for, is yet all that can be attained on this side the grave.

And now, with one word of cordial thanks to our readers,
and to all who have in any way aided us in carrying forward
the work of our journal, we conclude our opening address for

the New Year. All the sympathy, all the aid we could rea-

sonably have looked for, we have found, and unquestionable
success is gradually crowning our efforts. The commence-
ment of our fifth volume finds us with a rapidly increasing cir-

culation, with additional contributors, and with expressions
from all quarters of the esteem in which our humble efforts

are held. We have at least the satisfaction of being able to
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say UuU wo tave practised what we have j

ncojchinir and thft the remits we should anticipate in tlu

of others have come to pass in our own. Even the

cautious and long-headed arc- \ inccd that the RamtUf
is so far established that it must be its own fault it its ulti-

mate success is not all that its well-wishers can (loin.

ing upon none of those sources which arc ordinarily counted

necessary for the establishment of a new periodical, such as a

well.filled purse, a powerful bookselling interest, or a numer-

ous array of great names as patrons; with no authority to

back it, and not coming into the world as the

organ of any powerful party or class of opinions; but trusting

only to what could be effected by a single individual and a

icnds, animated by courage, and abstaining from per-

sonalities, we have now, at the end of two years, fairly made

good our footing; and in
requesting

our i utinue

their exertions in our behalf, and to do all that lies in

power to increase the number of our su! know
that wo appeal to sympathies already warmly kindled in our

favour, and ask a boon which will not be refused. At an

epoch so pregnant with mighty results as this very year
little moment that a journal which attempts,

whatever faults, to meet the terrible Questions <

time, should be maintained amongst us with the utmost

ticable efficiency. All around is in fitful motion ; men's hearts

are (ailing them for fear. Thousands and tens of thousands

of longing eyes are turned wistfully to that Church of which
it is our unspeakable privilege to be children. In lu

hope to recognise the lineaments of that tin.- moth, r

whom this nation was stol -n in the days of their forcfatlu is.

Billions of our countrymen arc walking to and fro, and

miking for some to gui . them; while science, and philo-

sophy, and politics are failing to give rest to their souls, and a

dark unfathomable future presents itself to their shuddering
gaxc. The old feeling towards Catholicism is w< 11 ni

w thoughts towards us arc springing up; ptflfapl
more friendly, perhaps

i riously hostile, but still not

the same as hitherto. The malignant spirit
who rules this

world is beginning to cry aloud bef< : of the

h, as the devils of old cried out before th

of Christ. "Torment me not!" is the fierce remonstrance
of that power ^ iow feels

-

;1 touch of tin-

hand ofGod ; and with shouts, and mockings,and blasphemies,
i fain scare away his messengers when they bear the

gospel
of

peace
to the souls which have been groaning under

its infernal sway*
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What need have we, therefore, of every instrument which

may inform us of the subtle snares which Satan is preparing !

How momentous it is that we should be accurately informed

of the nature of that system of delusion which, under the end-

less guises of Protestantism, Infidelity, and Sensualism, is per-

petuating the reign of sin among men, and blinding its victims

to the claims of her who comes with power to save. To aid

our brother Catholics in some little measure in this mortal

strife, will be, as hitherto, our strenuous endeavour ;
and we

are assured that, in requesting those who share our feelings,
our hopes, and our fears, to strengthen us in the responsible
office we have ventured to undertake, we are not asking in

vain.

TOWN CHURCHES.

WE want from twenty-five to thirty new Catholic churches in

London only. How many more we need throughout Great
Britain may be gathered from the necessities of the metropolis.
As we slowly proceed to supply this awful want, what kind of

churches shall we build, and how shall we pay for them ? We
do not mean, shall they be Gothic or Roman, for in this every
man should follow his own predilections : but what should be
their ordinary size, and what extent of splendour should we
permit ourselves to aim at in their construction and decora-

tion ?

First, then, as to their size. Shall we mimic the old

cathedral or collegiate church, or content ourselves with the

ancient parish church as a model, suited to our practical neces-

sities ? Now, what are the purposes which, as Catholics, we
are bound to accomplish in church-building, for the sake of

our fellow-Christians? A glance at our spiritual condition

shews us that, except in rare cases, we are not in a position
to raise magnificent structures, rivalling the most gorgeous
edifices of our days of ecclesiastical and secular wealth. We
must do what our forefathers would have done in our circum-

stances. They first raised a sufficient, and more than suffi-

cient, number of churches for the general spiritual necessities

of their whole population ;
and then, when the clergy and

monks were multiplied, and the treasury overflowed with gold,

they pulled down the humble cathedrals and abbeys where

saintly prelates had delighted to dwell, and reared in their

places the noblest fanes which art and piety could devise. And
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thus it is that \\c find that wherever a cathedral or collegiate
church was surrounded by a dense population, it was also sur-

rounded by a cluster of smaller churches, which served lor the

ordinary spiritual purposes of the people.
In fact, churches beyond a certain size are practically

less for the daily and weekly necessities of Catholics. They
serve for the more splendid and extraordinary functions of tin-

Church ; but if we depend upon them for lifting up our va>t

masses of the poor from the depths of their ignorance and

sin, we shall bitterly be disappointed. We account, then,

that, with certain exceptions, our new churches should be of
such a size as to permit a preacher with average voice to be

distinctly heard by the whole congregation ;
and also to bring

the altar so near to all, that no one shall feel himself, as it

were, driven away even from the sight of that spot when- 1 is

heart delights to dwell. There is something positively ludi-

crous in attempting to instruct a countless mass of human

beings, of whom one-half can barely sec the preacher enacting
what is to them a dumb show. There is something
chilling to one's devotion to be compelled to hear Mass
from the altar, that a pocket ; is almost needed to dis-

cern the movements of the celebrating priest ;
and when, as at

the present time, the immense majority of our people are poor,
dull, and ill-instructed to the very la>t drgn-e, it l>ec<>

cruel mocker}* thus to tantalise them with dim, distant visions,

.iid with the voiceless gesticulations of a preacher, of whose
words scarce one in ten can penetrate through their ears to

their inmost souls. There may be something superficially

grand in addressing a multitude of some two or three thou-

sand people, but there is something also intrinsically absurd,

considering that the human | ! to fill an area

in which such throngs are collected ;
and that all the zeal and

all the
]>]'( ty in the world will not alter thr laws of sound which

(iod has created. It is quite a different thing in the case of

the more rare and magnificent ceremonies ( ,f the Church. In

these last, how :;ihle it may he to assist at them when
not necessary to our spiritual life

;
but when

the Church positively commands us all to hear Mass \\ith de-

votion on certain days, and when the instruction i

sermons is practically the sole instruction which is within the

reach of the great body of the poor, it becomes an absolute

duty in us to take care that our chun -<> planned and

multiplied that all may really fulfil the obligations under
which they are laid.

Now it is certain that few preachers can make themselves

intelligible to an audience of more than eight hundred or
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a thousand persons, especially of the poor, who are slow of

apprehension, and therefore require to hear more distinctly

than the more educated. Those who doubt this statement

have only to make the experiment themselves. They need

hut to place themselves in the extremities of our churches

and chapels, to be convinced that even in these there are many
of the poor who by no possibility can comprehend what the

preacher says. Let us, then, suppose the case of a church to

contain eight hundred persons, in order not to be above the

mark. Indeed, we know well, from many examples, that

there are hundreds of our clergy who have not lungs to make
themselves distinctly heard even by eight hundred people.

However, let us see what can be done with a church of this

size, and how such a church can be built.

Such a church will adequately supply the necessities of a

Catholic population of about four thousand persons. We
may take it for granted that it has three priests attached to it;

or that, if it has but two, one of them duplicates on Sundays
and days of obligation, so that three Masses are said within its

walls. Three times 800 being 2400, it follows that 2400 per-
sons may thus hear Mass every Sunday, and that (it being sup-

posed that there is both an afternoon and an evening service

in the church) a considerable number may have the benefit of

a second service, with a sermon or catechising. But 2400

persons must be taken to represent 4000
;
for in every family

we can only expect about three-fifths to be able to come to

church, on account of old age, infancy, or sickness. In each

family there are, further, on the average, five individuals;

therefore, a church holding 800 persons supplies the wants of

4000 individuals, and of 800 families.

In the next place, can 800 families build for themselves

a church of the size they require ? If they are rich, of course

they can
;
but can our average English Catholic population

do this ? We have no doubt that, by a judicious organisation
and zealous superintendence, few districts could not raise a

sufficient sum to build a church, which, if not gorgeous,
should be at least substantial, and should look like a church,
and not like a barn, or one of the old-fashioned Methodist
conventicles. We do not say that in London, or other cities

where ground is frightfully dear, our average population could

purchase the site as well as pay for the building. For this

they must look to the charity of the few and the wealthy ; and
we are confident that, were our poor once brought to do their

utmost, the few and the wealthy would not be called to their

aid in vain.

But what will a town church (for we are not speaking of
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country churches) cost, exclusive of the site, but inclu.

:v other expense? Ofcou: fo not mean a eh;

with a stately tower or spire, and a peal of eight or t\\

hells; but a church to which these additions may be n

hereafter, and which at thefirst contains all that is neces^

for the reverent and edifying celebration of the worship of

God. In these i s we include not only proper I

inents and the like, but an organ and a fair amount of
;

tures or images, and other sucn peculiar characteristics <

Catholic church.

Such a church, unquestionably, can be built for 4-500/.,

and not only can be, but has been not unfrequently built.

For it must be remembered that, in a town church, there will

generally be but one front namely, the entrance. The diffi-

culty of procuring ground will generally make it necessary to

block up the other three sides of the building, and to obtain

all the requisite light from the upper story; and this neccs

if it is disliked as a matter of taste, at any rate diminishes con-

siderably the cost of a church, though at the same time it i

,1 certain increase in internal decoration

Can four thousand Catholics, then, ordinarily raise

4000/. to build the mere fabric. That they should do'th:

once is clearly impossible, but in four years they surely may
do it with ease. Four thousand individuals, as we have s<

represent eight hundred families; and th

their powers to bestow, we must reckon them at eight hun-

Membering at the same time that there are many
families in which two or more persons have ft ,d inde-

pendent sources, from which they can contrib

In eight hundred families we might surely reckon upon

fifty who could contribute 2*.
per week, upon a hundred who

could give l.v., upon two hundred \\lio could give (>r/., upon
bo could upon a hundred who

could give &/., on fifty who could give Id., and on a hum:

who Could give nothing. I'pon this we might calculate in

round numbers; i M^that the IQ]

collected by mngic, or
h;. holding a public i

and making a few speeches, or by putting an advertisement

the newspapers. Such a D would demand the com-

rgies of a small body of colltctors, and a large body
of sub-collectors, aroi duty by /.e,il,, u

'

s

and indefatigable superintending clergy ;
and it would require

that our clergy should force upon th- uces of their

ll.u-ks far different ideas on self-denying alms-giving from

which are now too common among the Catholic hify of
i ind.
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Of such an organised system of collection the annual pro-
duce would be as follows :

50 families at 2s. per week
100 Is.

200 6d.

250 3d.

100 2rf.

70 Id.

260
2(30

260
162 10
43 8
15 3 4

Total .... 1001

In four years this would pay for the church. The first

year might be spent in organising the system, and collecting
the first year's payments ;

half of the second year in making
arrangements with architect and builder

;
and the remaining

two and a half years in building and completing the fabric.

That the sum here named would, when judiciously laid

out, pay for a very creditable structure, and all necessary de-

corations and fittings, the series of designs of which we now
present the first to our readers will abundantly shew; while

the names of the able architects who have furnished them are

a full guarantee that the designs and estimates are genuine
and honest, and that their designers consider themselves com-

petent to carry out these, or similar designs, into actual effect.

They are so estimated as to devote 4500. to the fabric, in-

cluding lighting and warming and architect's commission. This

sum, however, includes the cost of the tower, and also 3001.

for decoration and pictures, &c. In a town church these latter

would most advantageously be employed upon the lower walls,
where no window would interrupt or distract the sight ;

and
small as the sum may appear, it would go far towards pro-

curing a series of excellent copies of the greatest master-

pieces of foreign artists. We should not even be surprised
to find that, considering the low cost of copies made abroad,
200 1. would provide a very satisfactory series of the " Stations

of the Cross," each of a large size, after such admirable works
as Fiihrich's Stations, recently painted in St. John's Church
at Vienna. How infinitely useful, as aids to Catholic devo-

tion, would be such pictures, in comparison with a mere mul-

tiplicity of costly "patterns" and unreadable inscriptions, every
religious mind will perceive ; while, as a pure question of art,

the two species of decoration will not bear a moment's con-
trast. Monograms, stencilled leaves, stars, and heraldic em-
blems, are all very well in their way, though they generally
cost a prodigious sum

; but they are not to be compared for a

moment with those pictures and images which lift the soul
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from cartli to heaven, nnd please us, not
only

as artists and

antiquarians, but as Christians and fel low-citizens with the

saints in glory.
The church now before our readers, which is designed by

Mr. Matthew Hadfield of Sheffield, who has also supplied us

with the following description, is arranged for a plot of land

about 84 yards square, or for an irregular plot of about the

same area. The form of the ground being imaginary, it is

probable enough that in actual execution some little modifi-

cation of the plan might be necessary. It has but one front-

age, and that to the south.

The style here illustrated is generally called Byzantine,
from the circumstance of its having taken its origin from

I'.y/antium, after the seat of empire was removed thither from

Rome, whence the ancient form of the Basilica was carried

to the " Mistress of the East." The Christians in the new

imperial city not finding, as in Home, a crowd of ancient

buildings heathen temples, halls of justice, and the like to

convert into churches for the worship of the true Clod, they
raised churches which still remain, and are familiar to i,

persons from the sketch-book and the narrative of travel

Stone not readily presenting itself, brick proved the n.

available for use; and the artists of that age succeeded in

developing, with this comparatively humble material, a style
of ecclesiastical architecture peculiarly suited to the wants of

the time, and which, with some modifications, rapidly spread
into Italy, and, beyond the Alps, to Germany. Jn reaching
this latter country, features were introduced which so chai

its aspect, that it deserved and required a new title; and as

it came from and through the Lombards, the name- Lombardic
has been given to it. The Hhine churches, which have- afforded

the principles upon which the piv.sent design i.s founded, art-

led out in a fashion peculiarly suited to the habits and

feelings of many of our own countrymen.
The plan consists of nave, double aisles, lower, and a;

termination, embracing a choir and an ambulatory beyond.
The reasons for this peculiar arrangement will he at once

recognisi ;, it gathers the people together in a com-

pact mass, so that all may sec and hear both precentor and

brant; and, secondly, it presents great advantages for

light and ventilation, points to which too great attention can-

not be paid.
The level of the choir is raised some 1 fret or more above

that of the nave; and behind it passes an aisle or ambulatory,
for processions, at a lower level, giving entrance to the crypt
beneath the choir. The choir is duly fitted with stalls for
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choristers
;
and pulpits, or ambones, are on either side of the

ascent of steps from the nave.

At the eastern end of the northern aisle, as being the most

secluded portion of the edifice, is placed the chapel of the

blessed Sacrament.

The baptistery is at the east end of the southern aisle.

This departure from ordinary custom arid the rules of sym-
bolism was necessary under the peculiar circumstances of the

site and design.
Above the baptistery, in a chamber opening into the choir,

should stand the organ ;
and beyond this stands the spacious

sacristy, at the south-east corner.

The principal entrance to the church is beneath the tower,
the lower portion of which would form the porch, There is

a double doorway, with the rich mouldings and elegant foliage-
work of the period. Should the funds not prove sufficient in

any case for the carrying out of this portion of the design, the

tower might be postponed, and merely the Sanctus bell-turret,
in connexion with the sacristy and apse, be raised, as shewn
in the external view.

The confessionals might be conveniently placed in the
eastern ambulatory. Chairs for 600 worshippers would be

provided by the estimate, no benches being used. The floor

would be tiled, and the roofs framed in open timbers, stained

in the usual way, or decorated with colour, &c., according to

the amount of funds which might eventually be available for

such purposes. The glazing would be wrought in mosaics of

coloured glass, or painted with foliage.
The exterior would be built of particoloured bricks, with

stone dressings and enrichments. The south aisle would be

lighted by circular windows, cusped, a form familiar to those

acquainted with the churches of Cologne and other German
cities, the clerestory-wall on both sides being pierced with

large semicircular-headed windows. The interior view shews
that additional light is gained by a lower clerestory, so to

speak, over the arches of the second north aisle. The pillars

would be of stone, all the walls of brick, plastered in plain
broad surfaces for future pictorial decoration, much of the

interior effect depending upon the judicious treatment of the

field here laid open to the artist. All the appointments for

altar, sacristy, &c., as far as regards the fabric, would be

included, exclusive, however, of furniture, such as lamps,
candlesticks, organ, vestments, c.

The estimated cost of such a building would, we believe,
not exceed 4500/. The 300/. which is reserved for decorative

painting must be expended at the beginning, in order to give
VOL. V. C
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the interior a tolerable appearance; though to do

justice
both to the building ami the artist employed, n much

larger sum would, of course, l>e i

In furnMiing this design and estimate, Mr. Iladfield re-

sts us to slate, that he by no moans wishes to bo under-

stood as regarding the Byzantine style as in pcct the

beat which can be employed for ChriMian chinches,

aside peculiar circumstances; but merely as considering it well

fitted lor practical use in the present i xigencies of the Church
in this country.

NVe must further remind our readers that the merits of

the accompanying designs, and of those which arc to follow

them, are not to bo tested by a comparison with works
which a large outlay has been !. They are adapted
to tli \vishcs of those who would undertake only what!
can pay for, and who, like St. Chrysostom of old, account the

splendours of Divine worship a species of dishonour to Al-

mighty God, while the poor, who arc his special repreten-
re*t remain untaught nnd unfed with t life.

V arc strictly churches for a time of poverty and o

lining pressure, like our own
;
nnd ut think

that the architect of the designs now 1 inr-d

y considerable success in his pl.v eting our diflicul-

ties. Those whose religious associations are connected with

the nut vencrnblc Catholic churches of Ciennany and Italy
will at once recognise their peculiar character

;
nor i

reminded of the gorgeous mosaics and paintings, mai

them among the most interesting relics of I'hristiau antiquity
which vet survive, which make the foreign churches oi

style almost as interesting to the - and
the artist, as they are impress;
tian. In many of these ancient chuiv! . it will 1

collected that the altar still i -it ion, and is

brought forward to the front of the chancel, the choir ai,d the

cl< i-Lfv l,,i\ing seats round the d hind the alt, .

is the position of the altar nt St. i 1 such a position
uld probably be preferred by many Catholics in our own
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CATHOLIC PAROCHIAL MINISTRATIONS,

VISITATION OF THE SICK.

THE visitation of the sick is either the most comforting or

the most disheartening part of a priest's duty. At times he
will feel that he is sent for merely as a matter of routine, his

ministrations will be coldly accepted, and his visit evidently

regarded as rather a call for patience than a subject of satis-

faction. Even where the sick themselves are glad and thankful

(as is most commonly the case) to see him, the by-standers
and attendants may possibly contrive to impress him with
the painful sense of being in the way. This discomfort is

apt to be found particularly in hospitals and workhouses,
where the frequent sight of misery has an unhappy tendency
to blunt the feelings of compassion, and to induce a business-

like way of regarding the ministrations of religion, as well

as of corporal charity. And yet we have been told by more
than one priest, that the exceptions to this rule are more
numerous than might at first be supposed ;

and that where
the clergy act with their accustomed moderation and for-

bearance under those trying circumstances, waving their rights
in things indifferent (where they would certainly have but. a

poor chance of vindicating them), and making friends, by kind

and gentle ways, of that very influential body, the nurses,

they will be exposed to few serious hindrances, though to

some trials of humility ; nay, that they will commonly meet
with a great deal of civility and attention. It happens not

unfrequently, as we are told, that these stern officials are

struck by the power which the priest exercises over the pa-
tient in matters affecting their own comfort and convenience,
such as calmness of demeanour and thankful acceptance of

services. For it is a fact not less observable than true, that

the most clamorous opponents of sacerdotal influence are al-

ways glad to avail themselves of it as a means of securing
their own ease.

On the other hand, the joy with which the priest is hailed

by the wretched and suffering inmates of these charitable in-

stitutions is no small compensation ]
to him for what he loses

in another way. If any where the ministers of the Church
are felt as our guardian angels, surely it must be in a Pro-

testant hospital or union workhouse. What a contrast our

Mother's words of loving tenderness to the language alter-
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nately of profane jeering and peremptory
insolence to which

ar> of pious Catholics arc in those receptacles

.nbcfriended poverty ! And if the very sigh
1

tole,

or the sound of a " Domimis vobiscni to lull the

ruffled spirit into calm and hopeful peace, what, it may well

be conjectured, mu>t be the effect, in such a place, of that

sweet Presence which can con 'h's loneliest dungeon
into a par '.lights!

And, in truth, it is only by considerations such as this

that the priest is reconciled to the most painful ncccs

(incident to England) ng the blessed Sacrament, and

mmunion, without any outward accompaniments of

solemnity. The transmission of the Adorable Victim from

the church to the houses of the sick without attendants and

lights, or any thing to denote its presence to the multitude

ugh which It passes, is a proceeding so acutely repug-
nant to the heart of our dear Mother the Church, that i:

said to go on with the passive acquiescence, rather than under
;cit sanction, of the Holy See. May our go<

in his i! B day when we may bear o

i through the streets like a Sovereign, instead of having

(oh, shame and blasphemy!) to inuflle Him like a prisoner,
or smuggle Him like some contraband treasure! How 1

tiful is the mode in which the Church
]

lor this

august transit, so full of blessing to the people which, unlike

our own, are holy enough to rejoice in it, or at h

ugh to snfl. r it! How have we seen the crowd awed
into silence and subdued into humble, devotion, as the well-

known signal has announced, in some foreign city, the ap-
. ing God, on his way to th. :' the

and dying ! Though veiled from the eyes of the multi-

tude, lie is rccognis* d by the \\hite robe of th ho bears

Him. by th which shelters Him, and by the lamps
of the attendant* who escort Him. We have ourselves ;

th.- busy hum of a market-place suddenly hushed at tin-

sound of the bell, as it denoted the approach of the little

'.MI
; and, as the Adorable passed, the military pre-

scntingarms, and the by-standers falling on their 1

m;.l .g of the people their own. We have fol-

ed the train, and found ourselves at : not of one of
the poorest of the poor houses in the city, where, when the

priest had passed within the open door, the torch

fnnnid a guard around it. continuing the recitation of appro-
pri m rs-by observed these signs of
the nee in that lowly dwelling, they band their

>ds in acknowledgment of Its majesty. Meanwhile, not a
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Catholic inmate of any house along the line of the procession,

but, as it neared his dwelling, fell down and said his Pater and

Ave, or other devotion, in honour of the adorable Sacrament,
or, as he would naturally say,

"
le bon Dieu." They who

accompanied the procession with lanterns were generally the

members of the Confraternity of the Blessed Sacrament, who

gain an indulgence of one hundred days by performing this

act of respect. In a beautiful article which appeared some
time back in the Dublin Review, and which was attributed to

the eloquent and graceful pen of Dr. Wiseman, it was said

how vividly the presence of our Lord in the blessed Sacrament
is realised in Spain, where the procession of the holy Viati-

cum is described in the language of the country as a kind of

royal progress.
" His Divine Majesty is coming ;" such is the

account which a devout Spaniard would give of its approach.
If the earthly sovereign encounters the King of Heaven on
his way to the sick, he quits the royal carriage and resigns it to

the priest. If a party of guests is assembled at a dinner-table,
and the bell is heard outside, denoting the approach of the

procession, immediately the feast is interrupted, and the com-

pany betake themselves to prayer.
How miserable the contrast to these doings in our own

degenerate England ! Here, instead of exposing the blessed

Sacrament to devotion, we must hide it from blasphemy and
insult. With the treasure buried in his bosom, the priest
must quicken his steps through the crowded thoroughfare to

avoid the rude jostle or anticipate the flippant jest. After

night-fall the danger of irreverent riot or impudent molesta-

tion is increased to a frightful extent. How deplorable truly
is the condition of a country which expels the Lord of power
from its infected streets, and will have none of those gracious
ministrations which He is ever impatient to dispense towards

it!

The reception with which the priest is apt to meet in the

dwellings of the poor, especially when he goes to give com-
munion to the sick, is often a compensation and relief to

the distress of bearing the Holy Victim in such sorry guise

through the public streets. Whatever else the poor Irish lose

in this Protestant country, they rarely lose their faith, at least

all traces of it
;
and cold and dead must be the heart of that

Catholic who feels no emotion of tenderness and reverence

at the entrance of his Lord under his roof. Ordinarily, He
receives a hearty, although outwardly but a sorry welcome.
The little table set by the sick-bed, covered witli as clean a

cloth as the scanty wardrobe of the house supplies, a phial
of holy water for the "

asperges," a glass or cup for the ablu-
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; the priest's fingers, and a blessed candle r.

of the ad. vramenl, constitute

the sin, ;! and touching preparation 1'or the do. ivmo-

nial. The members of the family often gather round, on their

knees, and the languid eye of the nek or dying sufll

imes seen to assume a
pn-iernatur.il brightness as he

listens, in the presence of the Holiest, to the sweet words of

consolation,
" Ecce Agnus Dei, ecce, qui tollit peccata immdi."

And not less observable is the heavenly composure which, in

favourable instances, is often seen ;<>" pass over the

and pallid countenance during those ; icnts of highest

earthly privilege, in which the sacred species, as yet uncon-

sumcd, indicates and involves the immediate presence of Christ

tabernacle of the body.
" JJoth after the viaticum

and after extreme unction," says a priest,
"

I have witnessed

the most inexpressible, yet most unmistakable, cvidein

internal peace upon the countenance of the i

It was a sad attendant on the late dreadful pestilenjft

that, in the vast majority of cases, the patient was del

from receiving holy communion by the vomiting which almost

always accompanied the disease. It is well known that, where

this symptom has not in 1 for a sufficient tii

the best moral security against its rcc . tin- hies

orament is required to be withholden, for fear of accidental

profanation. The compensation which Divine Providence

supplied in the case of the cholera was found in a calm and

clear possession of the intellects, almost as \\\. n the

Mid, as the symptom to which we have just refrnvd, on

the other. And, in some favoured instances, it

p
have

been allowed as the reward of an extraordinary devotion to

the blessed Sacr.--.mrnt, or of an unusual frequency of commu-
nion during health, that the sickness was rithr, wholly want-

ing, or was withdrawn a sufficient time before death to allow

.lUiunioii IM in^ L'i

1

' me cases the act of communion is followed hy
the administration of the last : and where communion

(as so often in the case of chol i vines

observe, that the obligation of pun
. more than ordinarily i: .Me. The three

holy oils, that of the sick, that oft), ,:d the

blessed (we may add for ulei s)

during the Mass on Holy Thursday, in conformity to a

tion, which records '

>ilswerc tl d hy our Lord
after the Last Sup} accompaniments of this

rite shew how highly the Church esteems it. The Bishop alone
is the officiant, although the clergy of all orders assist

;
and the
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priests, after solemnly greeting the sacramental oils on their

knees, infuse the Holy Spirit into them by the breath of their

mouths. The Church has made no provision for the benedic-

tion of the oils except on Holy Thursday. If, therefore, they
begin to fail before the year is out, the deficiency is to be

supplied by natural oil in lesser quantity than the sacred sub-
stance to which it is added. Of these holy oils, that of the

sick is used in extreme unction alone (with the exception of

the ceremony for blessing church-bells). It has to be pre-
served, of course, with the greatest care; and any material with
which it has come into contact must be burned, and the ashes

should be thrown into the sacrarium, or drain for all sacred

reliquia. Of all the phenomena of the event called the Re-
formation, none is more remarkable than the fact, that the com-

pilers of the Anglican Prayer-book should have rejected a rite

so plainly (as the phrase goes) "scriptural" as that of Extreme
Unction. But so they did; and together with it passed away
from the minds of Protestants every idea of oil (so often com-
memorated in the Psalms and other parts of holy Scripture) as

a symbol of joy and a sacramental medium of benediction.

The sacrament of Extreme Unction, from the very cir-

cumstances under which it takes place, is so little likely to

have fallen under the observation or experience of the reader,
that we shall make no apology for giving a particular descrip-
tion of it. It is administered by the priest only, and never

but in case of mortal danger, at least presumed. It ought
properly to follow, and not precede, the reception of the holy
viaticum. Where it immediately ensues upon the latter sa-

crament, the priest (who should properly be habited in surplice
and attended by a minister) exchanges the white for a pur-

ple stole, and, after the preliminary prayers, pronounces, with

the accompanying sign of the cross, a benediction over the

sick, praying that, by the imposition of hands and the invo-

cation of the holy angels and saints, all the power of the

devil (that is, all the remnants of sin, and especially all venial

sins) may be extinguished in the soul of the recipient. He
then proceeds to the anointing, which is made with the thumb,
or with a style (in contagious diseases), upon the eyes, ears,

nose, mouth, hands, and feet, in succession, with the form of

words,
"
By this holy unction, and through his most merciful

compassion, the Lord grant thee indulgence for whatever
sin thou hast committed by the sight;" and so in the other

cases. As the mouth is the instrument of two sorts of sin

(of the taste and of the speech), these are both specified in the

prayer applicable to that member. As the words are used,

the oil is applied, and afterwards carefully wiped off with
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cotton wool, which is subsequently burned, and the

ic sacrarium. The office concludes with several pi

in which the restoration of the bodily health is made the

of definite petitions. The ii

unction are numerous, and so remarkable, as to preclude any

hypothesis but that of a to the worthy

reception
of the sacrament.

The ministerial offices of charity to the sick do

here, because neither, on the other hand, is there as
j

end to our earthly trial. On the contrary, it pinion
of divines, that the whole power of the Kvil One is con-

-t effort to get hold of his reluctant

in the hour of death. If, as is necessarily often tl,

country like our own, tin- priest be unabl'e to give the benefit

of his personal presence at the bed of the dying under then
awful . he must commend him to tlu- care of our

dear I ill the Avcs which the sick has ever said to her

for the grace of a happy death, and leave her to supply his

place. But the Church ^tros upon the at-

if
possible ;

anil in Catholic countries,

no doubt, he would sin grievously by absenting himself. 1 las

^tudied the instructions which the Churc;

^ts for the discharge of these last duties to th

If not, let him refer to the Kitunl. Suchgcnti h wis-

such motherly ca; shall exhort the sick man,

first, to ex Meet all if

for the great M: re all the articles of the holy
:id Human Church ;" his hop--.

"
l.y trustin;/ in the

Christ, t: -si..n. tl, of the

blessed Virgin and saints;" his 1 re God
.our oft he blessed sain

1

contrition,
"
by

<;ri\ing from t ill the sins of his life, and !

tiring all men the injuries th. \

He shall further move him "
iieir forp i

of th' he may Lave commit! and to

bear for God, and as a on sin, the pains of sickness

and t ;ieu of death." li with him,
nnd, abov< utinually of the most holy Name.

i the last agony comes o; is to begin the

y of the -

v
ucsts to the whole

of he. passage* idling soul.

d, at least am 1 - customary for

cighbours to assemble round the bed, and to join with
the pri st in sayinu

r tls lighted candle is held in

md of tli
'

as a token of departing with the sign
The priest passes on to that wonderful " com-
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mendation of the soul," perhaps, in its mere wording, among
the sublimest and most touching of all sacred compositions.
In the Roman Ritual, the " Passion according to St. John" is

appointed to be read in this place. When the moment of ex-

piring comes, the priest is with a loud voice thrice to repeat
the most holy Name, adding, if he pleases, the words, "Lord,
unto thy hands I commend my spirit,"

" Lord Jesus Christ,

receive my spirit,"
"
Holy Mary, pray for me,"

"
Mary, Mo-

ther of grace, Mother of mercy, do thou protect me from the

enemy, and receive me in the hour of death." Then, where

customary, the "
passing bell" should toll, summoning the

faithful to unite with the prayers of the Church. On the de-

parture of the soul, the priest begins,
" Come to his aid ye

saints of God, meet him ye angels of our Lord
;
receive his

soul, and offer it in the sight of the Most High. Christ re-

ceive thee, who called thee to his service, and the angels carry
thee into Abraham's bosom." And then, for the first time,
are said the words for the departed :

" Eternal rest give him,
O Lord, and let perpetual peace shine upon him." In a mo-
ment the soul which had been with us has passed into the

world invisible. Its everlasting doom is sealed !

It is not uncommon, even in England, to clothe the corpse
in the dress of the confraternity of which the person was a mem-
ber, while the crucifix is meekly laid on the breast, and the

presence of lights betokens that the soul still lives in that part
of the Church which is hidden from the eye of flesh, but to

the eye of God, as also to our spiritual eye, is one with the

militant body of which it was late a member, and in which we
remain to fight the battle of faith.



A SUNDAY IN LONDON.

[Continued from p. 498, >u!.

CHAPTER V.

PREACHERS AND TEACHERS.

As soon as T. bad I'm: \traurdiniuy story, vhich lie so-

Icmiily assured mo was true in every respect, we rose from our seats

and walked back into tbe bcart of tin houses and streets. i

Park was tbronged in almost every part ; and I observed tli.it the

further wo advanced from the road >vh-iv the carriages were driving

up and down, tbc less aristocratic lookl the pedestrians, until, in

parts, the wbolo place seemed in possession of nun- and

children, private soldiers in undress, and vulgar, swaggering \.nths,

evidently just emerged from the back of second and third-rate

bops, and dressed out in all <

y of advertising tailors.

I don't know whether my impressions were correct ; but I certainly

thought the men of this class were far more coarse and vulgar-look-

ing than the women. There was a sort of effrontery in their looks,

and an ungainly roll in their stop, \\hii-h. in my cyr>. contrasted

strikingly with the more modest :

'

look of

girls and young women. These 1 od-

looking, and often really well-dressed ; thui. even

among us Germans the women put on their dress \\\ un-

attainable by the English. Ofe he grace-

ful smartness of our Gallic friends, who certain
1,.

1 in

this not unimportant respect
T. confirmed my opinion in this inatt'i. iind said that 1

there were many more tadiei than ffeiUkrncn in England ; and

among persons of honest character, whether rich or poor, you seldom

a woman of thoroughly off. male

are often conspicuous for an intohrahlc "
I'm-as-good-

as-you" manner and bcari '. I must confess struck me as

quent among the people I saw walking about me. He said

also, that Sunday is not at all a fair d \

of Enj, r that many a man >vli<> If \\ith

unexceptionable propriety behind hi.s counter, or in 1

business, cannot take his pleasure, or come into mixed company.
without losing all his self-respect, and giving himself odious airs.
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This, T. thinks, arises from the almost universal wish these islanders

.have to be thought to belong to a class in society higher than that

of which they really are members. Certainly, as far as my expe-

rience has hitherto gone, an Englishman is by no means seen to the

best advantage when he is amusing himself.

" Let us walk back through some of the less frequented streets,"

said I to my companions, when we had reached the dense mass of

houses which are skirted by the large expanse of the Parks. And

accordingly we soon turned into some bye-ways, whose names I did

not care to note ; and I looked about me, to see if aught could be dis-

cerned to shew what the world about us was occupied upon. Pre-

sently such a sound of singing smote my ears, as never before had

visited them. It was more like the braying of a jackass than any

thing else I can compare it to. If you can conceive a "
donkey-

stop" in an organ, you will have some notion of the marvellous nasal

tones which rose in vigorous cadence upon the air, issuing forth

from the open windows of a house we were now approaching.
"
Oh, shade of Beethoven !" cried I,

" what unearthly groanings
arc these I hear ?"

" Look up there," replied Valentine, as he pointed to some large

letters painted on the wall, which announced that the place was a
"
Strict Baptist Meeting ?"

"And pray what is a 'Strict Baptist Meeting f" I inquired;
" can you expound the mystery, T, T

"Not I, indeed," replied my friend ; "but, if you like, we'll go

in, and listen to what is going on."

"
Oh, horror of horrors !" I exclaimed again as we entered the

building, and a stifling gale of hot and foul air actually struck us

almost with a blow. Within the building was congregated a dense

mass of human beings, the majority being women, though not with

so large a preponderance over the male sex as in the church we had

visited in the morning. They were nearly all apparently of one

class in society, of what may be called the small shop-keeper's grade ;

and, to judge by their countenances, were all in a violent condition

of mental and physical excitement. Such an assemblage of red-hot

faces I never beheld in our phlegmatic and philosophical Germany.

Every man, woman, and child seemed to be singing at the loudest

pitch of the voice ; and one of the most vociferous of the vocalists,

by whose side I planted myself, without ceasing for a moment to

pour forth the turbid tide of his song, handed me a little black-look-

ing well-thumbed volume of hymns, pointing out to me at the same
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time the particular stanzas now in process >f execution. They were

a> vehemently and familiarly expressed invocation to Jesus Christ,

and seemed to imply that every individual who used the words con-

idered himself as infallibly elected to eternal salvation, without the

possibility of mistake. In short, so extraordinary a hell. .win- f,, r th

of sounds, intended to be musical, surely n< .where else could he found

tormenting the ear ; and in no other country under the sun could

be teen a more rudely zealous mode of giving utterance to feelings

apparently sincere.

As soon as the flinging waa ended, a sort of sound, partly groan,

jmrtly sigh, partly cough, issued forth from the whole assemblage,

ng that their lung* were as much fatigued as their feelings

were animated ;
and sitting down, they all turned their eyes to a

pulpit which rose up nearly in the middle of the building. An indi-

vidual dressed in black, and wearing the peculiar badge of the cleri-

cal order in this country, a white cravat, but not having on the

black gown which was worn by the Church minister in the morning.

mounted this pulpit, and kneeling down, while some few of his

audience stood up, some few knelt, nnd the greater part sat still,

proceeded to utt-r what, after a f.-w smtence-:. 1 perceived t

prayer. Honestly, however, I must own that t n an almost

incomprehensible production. fore had I listened to or

read any thing at all approaching it either in sentiment or diction.

I wish I could give you a few sentences as a *ptvim-n : l>nt I find

it imjKMsible to recall the speaker's precise words ; and his ideas were

so strange, that unless I could call to mind the \a--t phrases he

used, I could do nothing towards convey 5m; to you a conception of

his wonderful harangue. I t< n it an harangue, for su< h. in fait,

it was. It was no more what you and I. with all our free-thinking

notions, would term a prayer, than this long letter of mine is a

prayer. Wko was the person for whose special benefit it was de-

signed I could not conceive. Whether it was meant to con

formation to the Deity respecting the exalted piety, and at the same

time the uncnred and incurable wickedness, of all the people present

in whose name it was uttered, or whether it was meant to admonish

the said audience respecting their faith nnd practice, I was at

to divine. At last I concluded that the individual who tl

pressed himself must hare in his eye a certain hody of .scoundrels or

reprobates present in the congregation, whom he was lecturing under

the guise of an invocation to the Deity. Certainly he never seemed

to be addressing the Divinity in simple supplication, either on his
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own part or on those of bis audience, especially as the tones of his

voice were not in the least those which are natural to a person ad-

dressing a superior Being. Valentine and T. said that his mode of

speaking was what people call spoiding ; a curious word, but not

inexpressive of the flood of sound which poured forth from his lips.

I was the more confirmed in my idea, because every now and then

he wound up with a species of climax, or grand rhetorical flourish,

at each of which a kind of unearthly sound was emitted from the

breasts of his hearers, at the first of which I almost fancied they

were all suddenly taken ill
; but which by and by I perceived to be

a mere conventional mode of expressing sympathy with the speaker,

similar to the applause given to public orators and actors, and which,

I am told, used in the early days of Christianity to be given in the

churches to preachers who spoke well.

After this there was a fresh singing, and after that a sermon,

of which we only heard a portion, as I could endure no more. How

any sane man could utter such a string of contradictions as this

person poured forth, it is difficult to comprehend. At one moment I

imagined that he looked on himselfand his hearers as unquestionably

about to be tormented eternally ; but the next moment I perceived

that he and they regarded themselves as the elect of the world, im-

maculate and pious beyond compare. At one instant he praised the

text of the Bible to the skies, and then again asserted that, to the

great body of men, it was dark as night, and only comprehensible to

the chosen few (among whom he included himself and his audience)
who were enlightened from on high. I was curious to hear who
else this worthy individual supposed to be illuminated ; but on this

point I was left uninformed, though I ascertained pretty clearly that in

his view not only Jews, Turks, Pagans, and Papists would be damned

for ever, but also most Protestants besides, including most especially

Dr. Pusey and the members of the Universities of Oxford and Cam-

bridge. However, we could not stay to; hear his farrago to the end,

but left the place in company with another stranger, who, like our-

selves, was sick of the bewildered nonsense he had been hearing.

As we stood outside to breathe freely a few moments after escap-

ing from the noxious exhalations which had nearly poisoned us in the

suffocating meeting-house, this same person, guessing by my dress

and beard that I was a foreigner, addressed us, with an apology for

the intrusion.

" I hope, gentlemen," said ho,
" that you will not conclude that

all our dissenting ministers are like the worthy preacher we have
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just bean hearing. I am myself a dissenter, though a liberal our,

I trust, and I deeply lament to hear the bigotry and fanaticism which

I doubt not lias offended you as much as it has my

My companions, however, did not seem much to relish this un-

called-for address from a stranger, which T found afterwards i

both looked upon as somewhat impertinent. Nevertheless I,

knowing tho customs of the country, thought little of it. and went

on conversing with the individual who addressed us. He t<>M u

that the body to which ho belonged was becoming more and more

educated and enlightened every day ; and that the influence of our

German theology and philosophy was exercising a more marked in-

fluence among them than upon tho members of tho Establi

Church. I soon found that he and I were wonderfully agreed in

our first principles, though we differed as to the details in which \\e

developed them. Ho walked with us on our way onwards, and as

his manners were polite, and he was an intelligent ;

oeived that T. and Valentine gradually littlo of their still

neat, and vouchsafed to join in our conversation. It |ui.-kly grew ani-

mated, and became an actual discussion of the claim* <>

schools of thinking. Young Valentine represented the old
'

school, which cleaves to theological dogmas as literally re]

real spiritual truths, and in a certain sense inspired ;
T. sen-

timents of a thorough man of the world, the modern Kpicurcan : and

OUT new acquaintance ir me in urging the claim-- of!

new and enlarged system of thought, which embraces in one gloi

whole every religion that man ever possessed, while it reject* the

narrow dogmatism of polemics, as the mere husk which encloses the

kernel of pure philosophy and truth.

I cannot say, indeed, that we made much
pr<v_rr<

or enlightening one another
; for, to be candid with you, we ^

more successful in shewing the inconsistencies and groundlessness

ch other's theories, than in r-- our own. T . ur

friend, and T. proved incontrovertibly that V. vos a bigot and

a timid reason -night we were atheists and destroyers of nil

morals; T. accounted me and my supporter to be dreaming pimplc-

tons ; and we told him >t he was a mere beast of the

and, what was worse, no true philosopl

"WeH,
w

said our companion, who on our requesting to know

hat it was Billington ;

"
if ymi want a proof

of the folly of all rw, pray come with me to a great
school for boys not long ago opened near my house. It is not very
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far from here, and I know the master well. He is a stiff Church-

man ; but you know, on my principles, that makes very little differ-

ence, as I look upon the doctrines of all religious denominations as

mere mythical representations of the same great principles of uni-

versal humanity. So wherever I meet with either priest, preacher,

or parson, who does not cast me out as altogether vile, I like to

cultivate his acquaintance, and observe the workings and weaknesses

of his practical system. As I make it a point never to insult any
man for his creed, and give them all credit for their sincerity, you
would be surprised how many people I have scraped acquaintance

with ; and as this gentleman as I gather from what he says wants

to see what we English are like, I think I can introduce him to one

or two people and places worth seeing as specimens."

"With all my heart," replied I, delighted at Mr. Billington's

goodnature and openness of disposition. T., however, did not seem

to enter very cordially into the proposition, and pleaded the dinner-

hour. Nevertheless, as I had fully satisfied the cravings of nature

at Mrs. Valentine's hospitable table, I was resolved not to lose the

offer now made me ; and Valentine sharing my curiosity, we bid

farewell to T. for an hour or two, and while he went to feast his

body, we accompanied Billiugton in hopes to feast our minds. And
I did this the more readily, as I found we should be passing near

Sir Stephen Wilkinson's, where I was bent on calling, to learn what

tidings I might of the unfortunate William Harman. A casual

remark also served to get rid of the awkwardness my English
friends evidently felt in associating on friendly terms with a perfect

stranger. It appeared that Billington was intimately acquainted
with many of T.'s nearest relations, and was indeed known by namo
to T. himself, so that they were now without further delay on that

agreeable footing to which a formal " introduction" is accounted

indispensable by English etiquette.

We soon reached the school-room to which we were bound, and,

inquiring for the master, were directed by one of the boys to a desk

where sat a tall, thin individual, pale in countenance, bald, with

shoulders a little bent, and with a benevolent look that at once pre-

possessed me in his favour. The scene I beheld was certainly amaz-

ing to one of my previous life, and after the brilliant display I had

just witnessed -in the Park ; and most forcibly it impressed me with

the conviction of the boundless varieties which exist in London life.

The apartment was very long and very broad, but by no means pro-

portionately lofty. On the contrary, it was extremely low, and the
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atmosphere made the foul odours of the Baptist meeting I hud lift

MOB like gales of Arabian perfumes. It wa.s perfectly murder

It was not merely ita heat, nor the actual nauscousno i.-ll,

l.ut it literally/& thick and clammy ;
and the moment I i :

produced oil uncomfortable sensation in my throat and head, which

speedily extended itself throughout my whole system. Had it not

been for the interest I felt in what passed. I am sure I should either

have fainted, or been taken really ill. Kvery window in the room

was closed; and afterwards I learnt from the muster that tin* el.

was the least of two evils, for that when the windows (which 1....K. .1

into a back court, and not int.. the street from which we hud entered)

were opened, such intolerable exhalations from drains and <K

heaps entered the school-room, that the Milling air within wus

ferable to the mrphitic vapours which would infallibly pour in upon

them, and make matters ten times worse.

As far as I could judge, there must have been above 500 boys

in the place, of all ages, but certainly not of all classes, fur almost

every one looked poor and half-starved, and there was K-areely a

jacket or pair of trousers not abundantly patched in the entire as-

semblage. The fittings of the school were of the rudest kind, but

teemed useful and substantial ; and the moment l it .-truck

hat there WM a certain lonAfide reality and life about the whole

thing, that made me anxious to inquire into its inner workings.

"Mr. Hi-rdiT. from r.rrlin." .-aid Hillington. introducing me to

the schoolmaster, whom In- introduced t<> me by the HUT !

y.

Mr. Id pi- r wishes to see all the night* of b-ndon. Mr. i

he continued ;

" and as I call your school one of the si^ ith

seeing, I have taken the lilx-rty of ! im."

The schoolmaster Wed poll'

r. Townley is not a professional schoolmaster," Hill;:

pursued; "he does this Work, including the endurance of this

horrible atmosphere, which I perceive has nearly upset \ on ah.

nil for love,"

"All for love iii amazement.
<( Tis an easy work after all, air/' interposed the Mho,,ln

" when one's heart is really in one's task."

"Undoubtedly but I confess I could hardly bring

wty heart sufficiently into such a task as you M< m t.. have under-

taken, to enable me not to f< 1 it an int"h rahlr bunlen. I

understand persons doing this kind of thing for the wike of getting

their daily bread ; but short of ultra- religious fanaticism, I can
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hardly fancy any motive powerful enough to counterbalance such

toils in such a state of physical discomfort."

" I am certainly not a fanatic of any kind," rejoined Townley,
" but a sober old-fashioned Church-of-England man ; and yet I have

contrived to get on with this labour for some time past, and find

myself happier rather than otherwise for it."

"
Then, sir," said I,

" I fear you must have been singularly

miserable before you commenced your undertaking."
" Far from it," replied he. " I am a man of some little private

property; I have no wife or family, and have jogged on through

life with as little sorrow as most people. I have had good health,

a few good friends, and, thank God, I trust a good conscience. The

only thing that ever really pressed upon my heart was the misery,

ignorance, and sin of the poor children in this great metropolis ;
so

that in one way, indeed, in doing what I can for their education,

I am rather diminishing my previous cares than adding to them."
" Then you do not belong, sir, to any one of the various classes

of enthusiasts whose different philanthropic schemes I hear so much

about ?"

"
No," said he,

" to none of them. I am neither of the Oxford

school, nor the Evangelical school, nor the philosophical school, nor

the liberal school, nor indeed of any school at all, except that I was

brought up in. I teach my boys the Church Catechism and the

Collects, and the Old and New Testament history, and besides that,

all the secular learning I can get them to acquire. That is not

much, indeed, for they only come on Sundays."
" Do you find them generally slow and heavy T I inquired.
" The very reverse/' said he. " You can have no idea how low

London life sharpens the intellect, and gives it even a premature
keenness and quickness. I verily believe that the ordinary range
of London boys are far ahead of most men of the same class in the

country in all intellectual acquirements. Just look at that row of

faces ; there, down on the right-hand side
;
and see what an extra-

ordinary degree of readiness of apprehension they display."

And so in truth they did. There was not one of them who
seemed really and hopelessly stupid. One or two had a splendid

development of forehead for so young an age ;
and the eyes of half

the number gleamed with vivacity and intelligence. Their mouths

also, for the most part, displayed a great degree of firmness of character,

and a steadfastness of purpose which might stand its possessor in

good stead, if only well directed in its aims,

VOL, V. D
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*n't say, however, sir," I observed, "that tK-y

me In their favour in other respects. I confess I don't like the looks

of most of them. They hardly look likr rhildren, but hu\e all tin*

restless, careworn eagerness of grown-up nun, which, to my tast

least, is anything but fascinating."
" I agree with you," said Townley.

" T .d advance-

ment has been acquired at an awful cost Their wits are for the

most part sharpened by contact with habitual, daily, hourly vice ami

crime. When these boys first come to the sch>

worse than heathen-. Tluy hardly know they have soiuV

there is a God in heaven. If I ask them about Jesus Chri>

Is Just as likely that they tell me that lie was once king of Eng-

land, as anything else. Their earliest moral code may In

up in one phrase, Get as much as you can at all costs, for every body

about you is your ci.

"And you teach these wretched children your Church Catechism

and other theological dogmas ?" -.iM I.

" Of course," he replied,
" wliat else could I do ? It!

tiling, nnd I learnt it myself when I was a child ;
and it did ma good,

I am confident**

"Pardon my repeated questions,** said I.
" Permit me to ask

whether you think dogmatic teaching has any influence upon these

boy*, and whether you find it really docs the same good work which

plain moral teaching would do 1"

"Why, to say the truth, sir," replied Townl.

nrison. I am sure something does the boys great

good while they are here, for tiny learn to conduct themselves

decently, by degrees tin \ personal cleanliness, nnd

I am confident that in some oases a very
< nee takes

place in the expression of their countenances ; and they c<--

more open and honest, without losing one whit of their intelli-

gence."

I take the I said, "to ask you to let me hear

how you instruct your pupils in religious knowledge, both in doct i

and morals t*

"
By all means," replied Townley.

" Hero is a class ready to

begi

And accordingly a class of the elder boys was transferred from

the assistant-teacher, who was m;- Mr. Townl. \

-If; nnd T had the satisfaction of hearing the process by which

tfOTQ t. initiate tlio^c youthful minds into tho recondite mys-
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teries of his creed. His efforts, I have no hesitation in saying,

were a total and palpable failure. The children learned the words

of their catechism, and gabbled through several sentences of the

Bible ; but when the good man, at my instance (somewhat reluct-

antly, I thought), proceeded to try whether they comprehended what

they uttered, the unillumined darkness of their understandings was

absolutely ludicrous. I saw in a moment that the excellent man
was a victim to forms and ceremonies in religion, and that his

notions of orthodoxy were confined to the learning sentences by
heart. He made also rather a lame affair of his expositions of

morality, and sorry should I be to be condemned to such a system
of inconsistencies as he drove into the heads of his bewildered pu-

pils. The plain historical facts of Bible history were all that they

really learnt from him.

As I was wondering how any actual influence for good could be

exercised by such a shallow and unsatisfactory mode of disciplining

the young mind, a little incident revealed the mystery. A sudden

scream arose from the other end of the room, followed by a violent

crying and the confused murmur of many children's voices, scolding

and remonstrating with one another. In a few seconds the good
schoolmaster was in the midst of the disturbance, and we followed

him to the scene of action. The calamity that had happened was

not very serious. One boy, perceiving that the ragged trousers of

a companion were held together with a large pin, had quietly ab-

stracted the pin, and then thrust it sharply into the legs of the

tattered urchin himself, very naturally producing the shriek and

hubbub we had heard. And then we perceived the secret of Town-

ley's power over the boys. His manner with the culprit and with

the injured child was beautiful to witness. Such a mixture of sad-

ness, sweetness, firmness, and gentleness, I have rarely beheld. He

spoke not one word of passionate anger, scarcely a word of calm and

self-controlled indignation ; but in two minutes, so magical was the

effect of his voice, and his quiet affectionate determination, the

disturbance of the whole school was hushed, and a perfect silence

reigned, broken only by the weeping of the culprit himself, humbly

entreating for pardon.
"
Well," thought I to myself,

" I will forgive all your old-world

follies and superstitious creed a hundred times over for the sake of

one-half the true spirit of humanity and wisdom I now see. This

is something better than priestcraft and polemics ;
and I don't care

how many Church Catechisms are thrust down the throats of gaping
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children, if lvc and wisdom unite in t'. o close

palatable aittl fit for digest

My con.; \v both hinted tl::it we should 1>C inter:'.

with the duties of tl : so, with luuuy

thanks to ite admirable superintendent, we t-.uk our h

u agree with me, Mr. lb-rd. r. 1 Me by \,.ur l...,k s
'*

said

P.illin-
1

1 the street.
"

1 think I c:m now com-

<>u yuiir mind by a short \\^\[ to a ^ehool of

an.. t her class, where you shall sec r. I uf u hy.stem as dia-

illy opposed to our good friend T..wnl.-y's as you can con

With all my heart," said I

'

.illin^toii lost no ti:

ting us to another seminary for the poor, attached to ouc of

the London churches, where the mini-tcr boosted of th> purity of

tanti-m, and of hi.s hatixl to Traeturianisin, Jioin

and Dissent of all kinds.

cd the room without any ceremony, and stood a while

door gazing at iu inmates. It w. I with boya and

^'irls, the bo)-s at one end, the girls at tl.- <-tl><r. On.- < easdefis

hum and din rose from the cliuMcs, whi< <

a*, and

... 'n
]

er by a well-dressed person of the same sex OH the

unoYr instmetion. A group of four or five you;.

w,i* collected together at one ei,.l .f th- ro..m. M-rmin-ly

'.nvcrsatiun, and cnli\ nin^' flu-

pure tcholostic bur of the place with an oceusioiiitl i,.. :

Miition. Nobody neeir.-.l t. preside over tli- \\liol>. and a

spirit of hiyglcdy-piyyfaly, as my companion trnm-d it. ma:

guide*! tl ntirc a-

A class of girls near the doorway Was sup< rint. n.!i .1 by !w..

*, instead of one
;
and as th<

; a'(|uaint-d with our

1 to him on our entrance, we walked close up to

and begged tin m not to buffer our coming to disturb thrir

m sorry to say we have 1 one

.f tl..- 1:.lies, as pretty a
t-\

f a lively yon,,

an I would wish to s- n are a liln.il Mm, Mr. I'.ili

and. I nm sure, will take my part in a
'

having
with our fti. ml Miss Mangro%

'

i-.ul.l 1,- loath to believe that either of two sn.-h fair ladies

could W in the 1
;

,li,-d the party .-ipprah-d to, with a

what T. -smile. "logical diflieulty is it, pray ? J

trust not : I do not like theological disputes."
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"
But, sir," exclaimed Miss Mangrove,

" consider the interests of

gospel truth. They must not be perilled through fear of man, espe-

cially when so pious and scriptural a minister as Mr. Longbow takes

my view of the case."

"
Nonsense, my dear Miss Mangrove," retorted the other damsel ;

"Mr. Longbow is not the pope."
" God forbid !" cried Miss Mangrove.
"
Why God forbid, Miss Haliburton ?" exclaimed the other.

" It

Avould not be for want of will, I suspect, if Mr. Longbow had his

own way. I don't believe there ever was a pope who wanted to

have his own way so much as this Longbow, with all his pure Pro-

testantism. Will you believe it, Mr. Billington, at a meeting of us

class-teachers the other night, he insisted upon our telling these

children that they were not regenerated in baptism ;
and yet he

makes us teach them the catechism, which forces them to say they

were. What does Mr. Longbow take us all for, that he bids us

make such fools of ourselves ?"

Mr. Billington's eyes twinkled with delight at the zealous young

lady's declamation, and the whole class dissolved into ono promis-

cuous gossip while the disputation continued.
"
Baptismal regeneration is contrary to the gospel," rejoined

Miss Mangrove, slowly and solemnly.
"
But, my dear Selina," retorted the more lively Haliburton,

"
it's not contrary to the catechism, and that's what I am say-

ing. Here's our minister, a good man enough in his way, I dare

say
"

"
Really, Sarah, you should not speak of a minister of the gospel

in this way before the school- children," interposed the other, greatly

shocked.

"
Well, then, our minister, who is not a good man enough in his

own way, preached a sermon some time ago, and begged and prayed

all the young ladies and gentlemen of the congregation to become

teachers in his Sunday-school. A great many of us immediately

consented, for we want to do something for the poor ;
and the first

thing he did was to insist on our all teaching the catechism, and

yet now I find there's hardly one question and answer in it that ho

does not disapprove of. All I can say is, that Mr. Longbow is

making fools of us all, both teachers and children. He really would

have us believe that it's not a Christian catechism after all, and

complains that it's as bad as the Apostles' Creed, and makes no

mention of the atonement."
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I cannot argue with yon, Sarah," here interposed the other

lady ;
" and I am sure Mr. Billington will agree with me, that we

ought to do what our mi us."

"
Unquestionably," replied Billington ;

"if that is your agree-

ment when you undertake to teach."

"We don't make any particular agreement at all," excl

Misa Haliburton
;
"and the consequence is, that then* arc at least

fifty different systems of doctrine and interpretations of Bible

taught in this single school"

"Well, ladies," responded Billington, with ft shni. "
I am sorry

for you, but I cannot interfere. Perhaps you will kindly introduce

us to one of your other teachers, as my friend here wishes to see the

working of the school."

" With great pleasure," said the lady ;
and leading us to an cncr-

oking youth who was discoursing loudly to his class, she

introduced us, and returned to her own duties. The youth bowed

Mlcntly, and continued his harangue.

"My dear children." sir is of the utmost impor-

ting in these days of Tractarianism, Romanism, Latitiidinnrianism,

and Dissent AS of your privileges, and of reli^-us doctrines

in general, should be and profound. The true

middle path of Church-of-KnJ.md rrot.-stantism will <"

surest guide through life ; and this invaluable catechism, which you
tare nowc- 1. will prove your best informant n-

i. I tru.t that you ha-

lited by the exposition** I have ^'i\ n yu t it- \ uioua portions, and

:e and intelligible rej.lirs to offer to all

queries \\hieh may e\cr be put to you rwqxjcting your cred as

!. enntinurd. a-ldn-ssi,,^ the tallest

of the boy^ tell me * you have

learnt respecting b] r^t of nil. \\hat arc the errors you
are to guard against on tl '.!*' I - n told

.it the best way t-> find out truth is by fiM 1. arning to avoid

error. This I account the fundum. ntal theory of our faith.

.ire the two chief errors on the subject of baptism, against
ir guard r

Edward Wickens, thus a bammed, I

first on the lt t 1,5 H t .

;i.,w-pupils

!o\vn a^iiin. aul said not
:

" This i- the fifth time I

tion," said the teacher to the taught; "and not once lun
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answered it. George Stubbs, can you answer it ? What, have you

forgotten the right answer 1 The next boy answer it, then. The

next. The next."

At last a little boy with a red face (a rarity in the school) cried

out,
"
Please, sir, baptism's not one of the seven sacraments."

The teacher shook his head, and asked another urchin what he

was not to believe on the subject.
" What is baptism not i" said he.

But no oracle came forth
; and the young gentleman was forced

once more to expound his views.

" The two great errors of the day," he said,
" are these : the

belief that regeneration is synonymous with conversion, and the

belief that baptism is not regeneration. Regeneration is the admit-

tance into a state, according to the doctrine of Church-of-England

Protestautism
;
and hence both the extreme opinions of the ultra-

Protestants and of the Romanising section are equally erroneous.

Let this be your unfailing satisfaction, my dear children, that by

being baptised you are in a state to be forgiven. You have received

ecclesiastical regeneration, but not spiritual regeneration. For this

you must earnestly pray, especially guarding yourself against the

dreadful doctrines which arc taught on all sides, whether by those

who teach you that you are children of God leccmse you are bap-

tised, or by those who look upon baptism as a mere form, conveying
no great Christian blessing whatsoever,"

Such was the extraordinary farrago of nonsense which this hope-
ful guide of the blind was instilling into the wretched children of

poverty and sorrow. Billington, when it was concluded, growled
forth a half-audible " Bah !" and looked so supremely disgusted,

that I thought it better not to enter into conversation with this

lucid expounder of spiritual mysteries, and, bowing to him, I fol-

lowed my companion to another class, where a middle-aged lady in

spectacles was instructing a number of the elder girls. She was ad-

dressing her pupils as we approached in terms of reproof.
" I am sorry to find that you have been very ill taught by your last

teachers, my good girls. You do not even know how you are to be

justified. Tell me again, now, each of you, how a sinner is justified."

The girls thus questioned gave each a reply in the order in which

they stood.

"
By faith," said one.

"
By good works," said another.

"
By being baptised," said a third.

"
By going to heaven/' said a fourth.
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..y duty to my pastors and masters," said :i fifth.

'

By my Bible," said a sixth.

Jesus Christ," said a seventh.

y being converted," said nn eighth.
"
By coming to school," said a ninth.

I'.y going to church," said a tenth.

"All wrong but one," exclaimed the lady, greatly shocked ;

"and that one is not fully right. We arc just it'n-d l.\ faith only.

Tliis is the sum and substance of the Gospel ;
and all else is imma-

<>r comparatively so."

I nin^t not. however, linger more in repeating all thcnmltif.

doctrines I heard broached by this regiment of umat< nr theologians.

Suffice it to say, that, until then, I had not conccivi-d it possible for

human beings to utter such an enormous quantity of words with-

out attaching any meaning to them. Whether Mr. Longbow, who

was responsible for it all, was awn- '.ii- 1 of confusion which

'.i-tic domain. 1 cannot tell ; l.ul I frankly confess,

that of all that I have seen in. -\plical.lr in this country, the MM* fa

Me in this system of turning a crowd of amateur loOM

npon a mass of children, and hiddin ach whatever :

please al>- D to th,-ir unf.rtui \!iy thing i

I AFTER VI.

i: BUBLE10HS SCEPTICISM AND r.VlTll.

"TitL me, now, honestly," said I, as soon as we found

once more in the street,
"
may I consider these schools a

mens h n hu''"n

Bi laimi d \

"they no more rcprenciit .-Imnl

system and
j -ystcm of .uism."

thought th-y ri-uld hardly he genuine r ;ves of the

f.iith
'

..tiling

more sensible and m< ,d than all DM, Jf all your
various denominations h;sd nothing l-< tf r than thi^ cant and i^noranr<^

to rest upon, they must long o_ h.-fnn- the

gpvead of knowledge and I les of care and trcnhle.''

:-," rejoined Valentine,
"
you would go away with the most
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false conceivable notion of our country, if you took these caricatures

of all that is good, as types of what we really are. Amidst all the

boundless varieties of opinion which exist amongst us, there is a

certain genuine Church-of-England character prevailing among mul-

titudes, which constitutes our religious strength, and which is as un-

like Dissent as it is to Romanism. Of course, I am speaking of the

Established Church, for of the Nonconformist communities I know
little."

"
Pray describe this character to me," said I.

"
It cannot be described," replied Valentine. " To comprehend

it, you must see it in action, or rather in quiet life j for action is

the very thing which least of all distinguishes it."

" You would confer on me a great favour," said I,
"
if you could

introduce me to some family, or person, or school, where I might

glean some notion of this genuine Church-of-England character."

Valentine reflected for a few moments, and then promised to

call with me at the house of a friend of his, before we rejoined our

companion T. ; and towards the dwelling of this individual we at

once turned our steps.
" Can you not tell us, Mr. Valentine," said Billington, as we

walked along,
" what you really consider the genuine essence of this

pure Church-of-Englandism of yours, of which I know many of your
Establishment make such boast ? I confess it is a puzzle to me, for

I see nothing but interminable divisions and subdivisions among
you ; and if you insist upon shewing Mr. Herder your type of per-

fection, I shall certainly take the liberty of adding a few sketches of

my own, that he may judge fairly between us. Besides, I've heard

gentlemen of your school from Oxford shouting with laughter at

their own witty descriptions of the variations in their own body, and

shewing up Church-of~Englandism more bitterly than any Noncon-

formist I ever met with."
" That may be all very true," retorted Valentine,

" but nevertheless

there is undeniably a clearly denned and deeply ingrained character

of sobriety about your genuine Church-of-England person, which I

seek for in vain in the whole religious world elsewhere. Defective as

it may be in some respects, I maintain that in this religious soberness

lies the strength of the Anglican Church. Quiet, unobtrusive, reserved,

and steadfast, it shrinks alike from enthusiasm, from rash innova-

tion, from familiarity, from fanaticism, from Romanism, from Dissent.

It is eminently domestic ; I wish you could sec it at work daily in

the ordinary life of some respectable middle-class family in London,
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or in some obscure country parsonage ;
how calmly nnd peacefully

It goes along its way, Sunday ttf< 'inch's

prayers, hearing the good o :' preaching rearing irm. '

ofsons and daughters in nil tful respectability of tin- KngHah

fireside, and forget t in ir alike tho storms of theological nnd political

revolution* und emlu'dii-d in the- morning

and evening services of the Book of Common Prny r. ami in that

book of verses whose . is still n mam-l in tl

an the Ckridian Year."

"A very r.illintfnn, as our yi.nn^

waxed ardent in drf- <

iplc of sol'i-mc^. -Ami

now look on this other jH.r i /,-/', though an avowed <

'/ tale too, and let Mr. Valentine lmy its jii-riinu-y if 1

I shall just give yon the names and doMftpl

Church as by law established, M I drew them uj> for a

rmrpose not long ago.**

"And is not --ity in luiity the very mark of .nr

nceT demanded Vuh-ntii t n rn>-h f.-r all that

can be alleged of mr di\i-i..ns so long as the

tree. Is not variety one of th- marks of the Dh
and power f And in these variations in our beloved ( hnrch. so long

y stop short of actUM pmdfft I

by thin trne Chur land Ppirit of pnlierncss, I find

lor consolation, and ]>rn^notie of an nnchanging Ktability. But,

however, yon shall have your fling at it. fcr

you have no time tor any very eloquent tin.-:

"Well, r dergy and

laity, apart fn>ni the Dissenters and Papists, into some fir-

teen distinct sections; and I assure yn. Mr. II. ni. r. that in Tnakin^

this division I receive'

man, not to count hinU from the writ* is in

'^. First of jr! ;ir nn-

blushing RomatiMeni, I

A good many of them hn t, nnd M
ten for consistency ; but as for c the nv>

MM ill hn iCUng, f DOVDI ;''' :

> " v - " ( '"'
b, nd

ttsedby HoimM' -lit

books,

the C1-

'"n na-

tion, hate to be called Pr- f sham
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High Mass in their churches and chapels. For these men I have no

respect. I don't mean to say they arc all consciously scoundrels, far

from it ; but I do mean, that, with their views, it is monstrous for

them to refuse to submit to the commands of Rome.
" Then we have the Anglo-Catholics ; men who really and hear-

tily dislike Popery, I believe, though, for my life, I cannot see how

it is that their views do not lead to Popery. These persons devoutly

believe that the Reformation was conducted on what they call

' Church Principles.' They have a set of dogmas, which are a sort

of Popery-and-water ; some notions or other about the Real Presence

and the sacramental character of ordinances, fasting, absolution, and

all the rest of it. They don't thoroughly like the union of Church

and State, but they dare not denounce it. Their boast is, that they

descend from the Primitive Church, before the separation of the

Greeks from the Pope, though by what exact line of ancestors they

do not trouble themselves to inquire. This school is respectable and

honest enough in its way, but it is entirely confined to the wealthy
and the professional members of the Church.

" Then comes the old High Church, now comparatively a small

section of the whole body. These are mighty shy of the word ' Ca-

tholic,' even when tacked on to a thoroughly Protestant designation.

They believe in baptismal regeneration, a sort of special grace in

the Lord's Supper, and in the non- validity of Dissenting orders.

They cannot stomach the Evangelicals ; they hold Nonconformity
in abhorrence ; they abominate Popery ; but most of all they abhor

Romanising Protestants.

"Akin to them are the high and dry; a class of respectable,

dowdy, prosy, jog-trot parsons and people ; turning up their noses

at Dissent, scarcely tolerating family prayer, shelving saints' days,

and never fasting except after a good dinner. By the way, I should

tell you that both Anglo-Catholics and High Church uphold and

practise fasting ; more moderately than the Romanisers, the High
Church especially having a marked dislike to severe austerities.

The high and dry, however, would as soon fast as pray to the

Virgin Mary (which latter practice, I am told, is common enough

among the Romanising school). They are the embodiment of the

most prosaic portion of England, and what they hate above all

things is enthusiasm.
" No very distinctly marked line divides the high and dry from

parsons of the port-wine school, or old-fashioned Church and King ;

a jolly, burly, feasting, sporting set of dogs ; often coming from
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the ranks of the aristocracy, ami fillin- family living. They are as

-uil'Jt ,< i.fl k leaniinu' an .f asreticism or fanaticism. They are

mostly Tories to the back 1 n. \ertluless 1-elieve in Kin^

William III. and f November. They are eloquent at din-

ners, electioneering and agricultural ;
and patronise all sorts of

<1 plays and assemblies in L-ndon. A

or two ago the whole kingdom swarmed with those modern mis-

sionaries and martyrs, though the only lands they ever tr..

were the fields where they shot partridges and hunted foxes, and

aly martyrdom was a martyrdom to the gout Happily for

the people, the breed is now comparatively ^one. though 1>\- no

means entirely extinct. They arc no longer a ren.-ui-, <1
;

Establishment; and even their old M

newspaper, has taken to theology and Sunday observance".

"While talking of these wine-l>iltliin<_j divine-. I mibt not :

the disreputables and the scandalous clergy. Both of these an

d.
-rfully dimini>! arvellous in ^hat an -\tmt the

respectability and the professional zeal of the cler-y of the Umr.-h

has increased of late yean. The ^-imiuc ilisn-putaibKs nr-

quite scarce '1
'

y .-till throng certain linunts in t

do any body's work who \vill pay them half-a-piinea for a Sunday's

duty. ;.
live, and where t: .ohody knows. They

hare no great blots on their moral i-hara. -ter. )>ut a eertain

dog look, and seediness of
i .par. -1. that IM hours not passed

in study, and company not of tl arned or

grade. As to the thorough scoundrels drunkards, loose livers, and

so forth, there arc still plenty of them, as th

siastical Courts betray; but 1 admit that they ; re f. u in..

what they were; and it would be unfair to make mn.-h of their

existence, so I shall let t

"
Besides, I must turn n-ain to ;

sections, of whom there is a handful yet to Ml of. Winning with

the Evangelical*. .rl.m-y

is a rery fair specimen of this seh...,! They are modified Lutherans

decent an lo class of
\

r;l ; haviii- a litdr 1 .'.rnin-. and a great IP i

..p. iy and

Fuseyism ; a f-'inlnes-t for hymns and ermnns, and a wnnl of cold

*c. They praise Bapti-m
and the Kuoharist. and lilv

j..
and Mil

to the Bible So. :he C'imrrh Mission. .. an.l tak<j

in the Record (which. ;hink too violent). They have
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a high sense of the advantages of a good income, and the favour of

the great, and the amenities and comforts of life in general.
" These are the Evangelicals, as such. But others, sharing the

same substantial doctrinal views, tack on to them sundry and dif-

ferent additions. Some fraternise eagerly with the Dissenters, and

laugh at the notion of Episcopal ordination ; others boast of their

apostolical succession, and shake their heads solemnly at the union

of Nonconformists, Papists, and Socinians, in a supposed Anti-Church

League ;
others are violent Predestinarians or Millennarians, conceiv-

ing either that the whole Bible is an exposition of the Divine decrees,

by which some men are lost and some saved, without any fault or

merit of their own ; or else that the whole Christian life consists in

looking out for the conversion of the Jews, and the personal reign

of the Messiah, to commence in a certain given year, to be ascer-

tained exactly by reading any of the books published at Nisbett's

shop in Berners Street.

" Another school is the Latitudinarian, with its subdivisions. This

is the Whately, Arnold, and Hampden section, now swarming in

numbers up the high-road of Church preferment ; patronised by the

Whigs, approved by the Parliament, tolerated by the nation, and

half-loved by the Evangelicals. These divines disbelieve the inspi-

ration of Scripture, and are cool about all doctrines whatsoever.

Their great hatred is to priestcraft of all sorts. This, I take it, is

the school now making the most progress.
"
However, I must not tell you too long a story, so I shall pass

over the remaining schools pretty quickly. Such are the real old

Church-of-England school, such as our friend here lauds so loudly,

and which I agree with him in esteeming highly ;
and the good sort

of people, who have no theology on earth of any species whatsoever,

though they read the Bible, and go to church, and can't bear the

idea of any body being lost eternally. Then, too, there are all the

local schools of Oxford and Cambridge, and the city and town pa-

rishes : the don, the tutor, the fellow, the "
gentleman" that preaches,

and the " man" that reads prayers ;
and I know not how many

modifications and variations besides. All these, I assure you, are

to be found within the ample bosom of the Church of England ;

and so they will ever be, as long as she retains the incomes of some

12,000 churches and livings. And every one of these classes is at

this time preaching in this great metropolis."
" And a very pretty story you have made of it, in faith, Mr.

Billington," interposed Valentine, whose discomfort, as he listened
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to this exposition of the weakness, or, as he tl

Church was truly amusing. However, he took it all very

good-humonredly ;
ami as we liad now reached I

'

;i)..l,-.

wished BUlington go. y cordialK ng he could nd
n*k him to accompany us, and hoping t H at T.'s in the

he promised t<> lo. if we would ngrce to accompany

him to a scene of another kind, where ho promised we should wit-

ness something which omplcte my day's observations of a

London Sunday with true tragic grandeur.

The family of Mr. Burleigh, to which I was now about to be

introduced, lived in a very respectable house in a very res]

street We knocked at the door, which was thrown \*-\\
\\ ith tliat

vigorous swing which I have noticed to be among the various ac-

rnmplMiments of the genuine London footman. The cntrance-liall

looked almost as comfortable as a continental dining-room. A gay
mosaic <>il-cl<th covered the floor, on which stood a hrilliantly-

polished mahoga and some equally 1-rilliant chairs

iiinbrclla-atand, and shining hat-pegs ;
a bright-looking ban

fire-place shewed that the inmate* delighted in warmth ; neatly

brushed hate and smart gloves betrayed their fastidiousness in

draw, and a rich carpet was spread staircase. I note all

these details, because, if there is any thin- that strikes the eye of

_mcr more than any thing else in these English mansions, it

ifl the luxury with which they carry out thrir notions of 00

even to their staircases and passages, while in many a superb palace

on the continent, an avenue of
]

& lads the way to

gorgeous chambers.

We found th- as we expected, all nt
1

having ! nn ear! dinner. There was the

father of the house, a portly, goo.' ..Id-head. <

moderately intelligent-looking man : there was hia wife, thin and

anxious-looking, and handsomely but not nlmwily dressed ; three or

rls sat at a large table, reading and writin . \vhil<

or seven yean old, played
with n Inrgr Pemian cat v and made the

ring again with hr r merry laugh. I received a polite nnd friendly

welcome from l>oth father and mother, and was asked to take \\ ine

and en
1 '

ieh I had some difli. -ulty in being suffVre.l to de-

cline. While T was i my inahility to ]>rofit liy th.

hoii-p turned to \\.-\- ehildren. and

MI continue tin
:

: ions,
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" I am suro you will excuse them, sir," she said, turning to me.
" We keep up the good okl-fashioncd custom of spending our Sun-

day afternoons with our children. They write out an account of

the sermon they have heard in the morning, and learn the collects

by heart, and read a chapter out of Mant and Doyley's Bible
; and

we always have an early dinner and an early tea, and then go to

church again in the evening."
" I trust, madam, you find great benefit from the system," I re-

joined, as politely as I could.

"
Why, yes, sir, altogether we do," said Mrs. Burleigh ;

" but

children, you know, will be children, and we must not expect a

superhuman perfection."
" I confess," I replied,

" that I do not quite enter into your

English notions of spending Sunday ; and am greatly puzzled to

make out on what general plans or rules you shape your conduct

in the different classes of society. Mr. Burleigh, I dare Bay, could

throw a little light upon the subject."
"
Why, as to that, sir," responded the master of the house,

" I

am not a man of much speculation, or many theories. I am what you
know we English glory in being, viz. a practical man. My wife and

I cultivate the domestic affections as far as possible ; we endeavour

to make their home always delightful to our children, as the best

safeguard against the evils and temptations of life. We bring them

up to do their duty to their Maker, and to fill their station in life

with honour ; and as to all the religious disputes of the day, to tell

you the truth, we do not concern ourselves much with them. Our

motto is,
* Fear God, honour the king, and meddle not with them

that are given to change.' And, thank God, though all of us have

our troubles, our children reward our love to them very gratefully.

You foreigners, Mr. Herder, I fear, hardly understand the feeling

with which we family-people look back two or three generations in

our households, and bring up our children in the same sober way
that we ourselves were brought up in."

" But do you really mean, sir, that in these days of the revolu-

tion of the human mind, you find your sons and daughters willing

to submit to what every body else calls a cruel trammel, if not a

tyranny V
The good man here shrugged his shoulders a trifle, and replied,

" As to that, I must own that my eldest boy seems just a little

touched with some wild notions or other. But, poor fellow, it's

only his Oxford acquaintances who have misled him for a time ; and
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his Affection for his mother nml myself is as warm as ever. Al>. la-re

he cornea, I hear his voice in the hall."

A youth of sonic twenty years old now entered the apartment ;

ami. notwithstanding all his father's eulogies, I snw plainly
.

a look of anxiety nnd sadness cloud their amiable and hone>t r.mn

tcnauces, and mingle with their gaze of fond affection, as their first-

born child came in, and was by them both sinuiltancu>ly introduced

to me. With VaKntinc lie was already acquainted.

Will, Charles, where have you been all this morning f in-

the mother tenderly, and somewhat sorrowfully. \

church with us, and lost Mr. Goodenougb's beautiful iet>

mon."
"
Oh, I can't stand Mr. Goodcnough, mamma," cried the youth ;

" he's too much of the old school for my taste. These old stagers,

with their ancient dogmas, will never regenerate Kngland."

"Charles, Charles,! the father,

v dear father, you don't suppose t' volu-

tion of modern times is to be accompli-hed l.y a .set of men that

take tbc Athanasian Creed for pure gospel, and preach the original

corruption of 1

" Good heavens, Charles !" evl.mned P.urleigh. "\\here in the

world .rn these shocking ideas? You di>tn--< me

measure. I lly tho kind of notions that you y.m
are taking up at Oxford just n<

"Ay, indeed, sir," rejoined Charles;
" and \\\ may rely upon

c are thousands and thousands who think as we do. if only

<>uragc to avow it I wish you had heard Mr.

Warton'a lecture this i Morning, as I have.**

" Mr. Warton I" said tl, j-ray who ,,-ton ?

I never : him ; \\

'

<liureh/ I w..nder what the

Bishop of London will say t him, if he really teaches his flock what

HCf

..f I,,nd..n P echoed Charles, with a loud 1

"
Why. my dear fath- >-m know who Mr. Warton is ? II,',

r of I'arliaiiH'it f.-r our of th,- Lr-c V-al^liirc boroughs, I

forget which, n: r a scries of lectures on '

C'hristianity

f'-r the Present A--.' in Sidm..nth-Street Cbap.l."
" And do you reall .t you, the grandson of a

dson of a hihop, who ar> :dained

a clergyman yourself, have actually been to hear a Socinian and
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radical Member of Parliament preach ? Where is the world going

to, when these things take place !"

" And why not ?" asked Charles, somewhat contemptuously.
" Why not r replied Mr. Burlcigh.

" Can I believe my ears,

that my own son, brought up from his infancy in the strictest or-

thodoxy, should now be ruining himself with such conduct, and should

not even blush to avow it T
" My dear father," answered Charles, a little more respectful^

"
orthodoxy is all humbug. We are too wise for it now-a-days. It

did very well for darker and more unscientific times
; but you know

that the discoveries of geology have put an end to it, once for all."

"
Geology ! discoveries ! Put an end to it ? Am I dreaming

when I hear you say all this
1

? Sarah, my dear, has Charles ever

said anything of this to you before T continued the father, turning

to his wife.

" Not much, my dear," replied the mother ;
" and I had no idea

Charles would go so far as he now seems to be going."

"But now, Charles," said Burleigh, in an affectionate and for-

bearing tone,
" do be open with us, and say what you mean by all

these rash words. Surely you are not serious."

" I never was more so in all my life," rejoined Charles. " Don't

you know that it's now a received fact, that the human race did not

spring from a single pair, so that the whole Christian system, as

formerly understood, falls to the ground T
A cry of painful amazement broke from the youth's parents at

this avowal, in which the elder children joined, while the little fair-

haired girl, before mentioned, went up to her brother Charles, and

taking his hand, as he grew more and more excited, looked up into

his face with silent wonder. After a pause, Mr. Burleigh addressed

his son.

"Where did you first learn these notions, Charles?" he said,

kindly and gently.
" I can hardly say where," responded Charles ;

" sometimes in one

place, sometimes in another."

"And do your tutors at Oxford know that you hold them 1

?"

asked the father.

" That I can't say," said the young man ;

" but I know this, that

the very first thing that put them into my head was what one of

them said himself in a lecture, in which he tried to prove the inspira-

tion of the Bible on grounds which I soon saw to be rotten and sC-lf-

Contradictory,*

VOL, V. B
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A deep ngb here broke from Mr. Burleigh, but he restrained

! ban !:". Hid went on t" <|iu-ti"ii hU son.

nd arc there many young nun nt Oxford >\ho think a-

arlesf he said.

"Numbers, I am confident," said Charles; "almo-t i-very under-

graduate that cares for anything of the kind is disposal io ;

ohl-fashi- '"\v. Now rn>r\i>m i> and the heads

of houses have it all tlu-ir own way, philoMtphieal Christianity spreads

like wild-fire, and by and by we hh '.i/e will bunt

d preserve me fr<m li\ing to see i ilated Mrs. Bur-

leigh in a voice of anguish.
" My poor dear boy," the father continued, have you ever

ked any of your old friends about \vs of yours? Why
t you talk about them ti Mon-ieur Mahnont I He's not an

Englishman, to be sure, and I never 1.- .n-d him >ay nmeh al...i:-

ligion,
hut he seems very learned about it, and he knows all n 1

these new geological fancies, and would satisfy your mind. I dare

say."

"I can't make out M. Mahnont at all,'

1

rejoined C Imrl. -. -I I. ',

the most mysterious man in the world. Who is he? and wl

lief I never could COneeive h..\v \<>u and my mother n.uld be BO

fond of a Frenchman, as you all arc of this M. Malmnnt. There*!

little Mary loves him, and eall* him grandpapa, till I'm (jnite tind of

his \er> namr."

"For shame, Charles!" < n- d lii- mniher. indignantly. "Von
know that M. Mahnont has been a friend to us in MB h as

few friends are. And wlmt business have we to in.|nire int-

secrets of his heart, wl .< < hound up with sorrows ns <hcp
M those he suffers evidently

"That's true < ut nevertheless

M. Malmout never could convinee me that the old hum-drum ways
-f the past generation are not all hypocrisy, and a tyranny upon

"Beally, Charles,' tl. fathn. "you forget yov
most seriously. You forget that you are n.ndeinning your
father and mother in what yon say about hypocrisy and" tyranny.
What has our education of you been but all that is wise and kind

and open T
"Kind enough, sir, I admit : but as to the wisdom nnd open-

ness, that r thing."
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" And pray let me ask you, Charles," said Burleigh, deeply hurt,
" what we have ever taught you inconsistent with wisdom and open-
ness r

"
Why, sir, you have taught me to believe all your old Church-

of-England scholastic follies about dogmas, and made me pin my
unreasoning faith upon creeds and articles, when you did not believe

them yourself."

"Not believe them myself, Charles!'' exclaimed Burleigh, in

amazement. "Do you take your father for a scoundrel?"
" Then why did you not explain and prove them all to me, in-

stead of teaching me like a parrot never telling me all the opinions

of other sects, and concealing all the rational objections against the

inspiration of the Bible, against miracles, and so forth?"
" I am aghast at what you say," cried the father. "And is all

this new? How long have you thought like this, Charles? Why
have you not unbosomed yourself to your mother or myself long ago?"

" Because you never would give me a clear intelligible answer to

my difficulties whenever I did hint them, but put me off with talking

about radicals, and atheists, and Tom Paine; and how shocking it

would be to disbelieve the religion of my ancestors ; and of all the

good and great men who had filled the highest offices in Church

and State, and were now gone to their reward."
"
Charles," replied his father, solemnly,

"
you will break my heart

in my old age. And you think nothing of saying all this before

your sisters, and before strangers too. Why, here's dear little Mary
herself confounded at what you say, and shocked to listen to such

terrible words from her own brother."

"
Nonsense, sir," cried the youth, impatiently ;

" I don't believe

that Mary has one whit more faith in these fantastic dogmas than

I have. Come here, Mary, and answer me a question or two."

The child again came near her brother, half terrified, half gladly,

and gazed up with a sweet and sad smile into his excited face.

"Do you believe in God, Mary?" asked Charles, taking her fair

little hands between his own.
" I don't know what you mean, Charles," replied the child.

"Do you believe there is a God, then, Mary?" said her brother.

The child looked puzzled, blushed, and looked first at her ques^

tioner, and then at her parents, who watched the scene with the

deepest anxiousness.

"I told you so," at last cried Charles; "Mary is as great a

sceptic as I am."
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: a r. ply could be made, the conversation was interrupted

by the entrance of a visitor. A vi-ncrahle man, his Imir white as

silver, dressed in a very old-fashion, d costume, his r>untt :

stnting a mixture of sadness ami cheerfulness, was ushered in l>y

th.- servant as M. Malmont. 11.- >h..ok hands with t!u- elders and

the boys, kissed the girls utV< ..-d politely to Valentine

and myself, and, sitting down, took Mary upon his knee.
"
Why, my little pet," said ho to the child, with a very peteep-

tible I-'rcwh aee..-!:' the matter/ Is she Dot veil to,;

he continued, addressing her mother; "she seems out of spirits."

iiarles was asking her a question that she did not understand,

<r did nut like 1 don't know which," MM M>^- 1'url. i^h.

Charles is at his old tricks," exclaimed Malmont

good-humourcdly. "Always making diilieulties, and pu//ling \

fbofy, Charles? It's not fair, Mar)-, you should tell

l.rin^' hi- Oxford i \\ildcr my little Mary'* l.rainv"

1

It'i* not Oxford logic, sir," said Charles, solemnly and bluntly ;

:uked Mary if and she could not

cried Malmont, c\idn.tly ;,hoek. d.

"By no means impossible," rejoined Charles; "she could m>t. <>r

;!.-

I don't mean that." n-j.lird the oth-T; "1 meant that i'

imp.., Mi; , rniild ha\c put Mich a i|Me^ti.n to a ehihl like

"And why not, M. Malmont /

"
a>ked Charles.

" ThtU I leave t.. \..ur own conscience to nttle, C'hu

Malmont, in a tone of displeasure.
"

It is partly our fault. friend." Inn- iut.r-

posed Mr i'.url.iu-i tion arose out of a ratlin- painful

discussion; and now you are come, <>u the whole 1 should prefer

that Charles should . ..Mint., his M

fath.-r th.n d.-,ired the child to go back to her brother;

and Charles repeated his question, and Mary still found no reply.

"Yon put the question in an in.j .y," said Malmont to

m. m. " You talk to Mary as if it was a matter of opi-

nion with hi r whethi-r th< -n- is a God or not. She does not und< r

stand a state of mind which r..nld MMldsY : a matter of opinion

what with her is a subject of faith. It is as absurd to ask her

HU< h a '{iiestion, as it would be in me to ask you whether you <

had A father and mother. You would think me nmd if I asked
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such a question, because you knoiv you have both father and mother.

Just so it is with your sister: she does not think or believe that

a God exists; she knows that she has a God"

"But how docs she know it?" asked Charles, triumphantly.
" Because God has revealed Himself to her," replied Malmont.

"What do you mean, sir?" asked Charles, puzzled in his turn.

"
When, or how, do you suppose that God revealed Himself, as you

call it, to Mary?"
"
By the mouth of her father and mother," said Malmont,

" and

by infusing into her soul the divine gift of faith, which brought her

both to know and to love that God of whom she heard her parents

speak."

For some moments Charles could not reply : he was lost in

thought. At length he said :

"How am I to find out whether what you say is truth or fiction?

Can I see into a child's heart, and observe its workings?"
" If you wish to learn the fact, Charles," rejoined Malmont,

" ob-

serve whether or not Almighty God is not a present reality to your
sister's soul. Try her on any one of those subjects which she has yet

been taught, and see whether she does not live in them, so to say, in

a way to which, I fear, you yourself are a stranger."
"
Question her yourself, M. Malmont," retorted the other.

Malmont then took Mary again on his knees, gently stroked her

delicate hair, kissed her forehead, and then said :

" Tell me, Mary, where God is."

"
Here, grandpapa," replied she, with the sweetest of smiles.

" If you went out of the room, should you leave God behind you ?"

continued Malmont.

"Oh, no, grandpapa!" cried Mary, surprised, but clearly not con-

fused.

"Should you find Him where you went to?" said Malmont.
"
Yes, that I should," said the child.

"Why, my child?" asked Malmont.
" Because God is everywhere," replied she*

" Did you ever see God, Mary?"
"
No, never, grandpapa."

" Did any one ever see Him ?
"

"
Yes, once."

" Think again, Mary ; no one can see God."

"Yes, grandpapa, they can, You told me last time you werd
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hen that God was once n little child, and grew up, and was killed by

wicked people; and I suppose they saw <

" Tr r child, it was so. In thac way persons have seen

God. Should you like to sec Him y,uis, If. Mary?"

s, that I should." cri-d the child; "and some day I shall, if

I am a good girl, when I die. Should you not like to sec Him.

grandpapal*
The old man's eyes filled with tears. For a moment he lift-d

them up towards heaven, and a gleam of extraordinary expression

hoi across his countenance; and he then went on \\\i\\ thin singular

conversation .

'i love God, Mary, do you not?" he said.

4, grandpapa."

MVhy do you love Him?"

"Why?" said the child, again surprised. "Because II.

kind to me. Some day we shall all see Him, shall we not, grand-

papa? Charles, and sisters, and Edward, and papa, and mamma
all of us. And poor pussy, too will the go and see God some day,

grandpapa?*
1

Before Malmont could reply. the 1 I before menti.n<-d.

hearing itself spoken of, came up >ry, nnd putting its face

tip against her legs, as they hung down from the old man's knees,

made the child start backwards with the sudden touch. Malmont

fa-etched out his hnud to save her from falling, hut too Inte.

lost her balance, and f.-ll from hU km .-,
; and as he was sitt

fireplace, her head struck against n projr< tiu^ >lmrp point in the

iron fender, and she lay mot limits on the floor. The father and

i n "t her started up affrighted: hut i

J
r.-uld n-arh tlirir child,

Malmont liad rawed her from the
'

min-
"

r head to sec ^h.it hurt sin- had received. Observing the look

of alarm which immediately < .<> nil row from

our seats and gathered round him the

old man'- taking the rhild in her bosom, ^nsted for i\

moment^ nit-, her fneo ; nnd percriving that hc had received a R

MOM ,1 aloud to Charles to run f-r th- doctor, or

Mary would certainly die. < harlc*, however, stood trembling nnd

pale, nnd ineapnM' ntine. M
'

hastily in|uirrd \vh. If ran to fetch him.

.dm. hut tin- lightly-drawn inn

of hi- lip <'ss eyes and painfully sul..lu.
'

1 his

inward terror. The servants were summoned, mid every common
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remedy for fainting was rapidly tried. All was vain; and at last,

having some little knowledge of medicine, I ventured to ask to be

allowed to feel the child's pulse, and whispered to Charles to fetch a

looking-glass. I could detect not the faintest pulsation ; and when

the glass was placed to the mouth, not a breath dimmed its surface.

The doctor now came in, and examined the little girl's state. 1

watched his countenance, and saw all my fears confirmed.
"
Perhaps it would be better to take her up stairs at once," he

said to the mother.

The mother lifted up the lifeless frame in her arms, and tottered

out of the room, supported by her husband, and followed by her

children. The doctor gave one or two trifling directions, and said he

would join them up stairs in a moment or two. When all were

gone but Malmont, Valentine, and myself, he turned to Malmont

and said, that, knowing his intimacy with the Burleighs, he thought
he might be able to break the truth to them better than any one

else. The child, he said, was unquestionably dead. Malmont uttered

not a word, but, taking the doctor's arm, led him out of the room,

and we heard them mount the stairs together. Valentine and I then

first thought we might be in the way at such a terrible hour, and pre-

pared to depart; but I felt so shocked with the occurrence, that I

found it necessary to rest a few minutes before going. Besides, we
could not bear to go without hearing of the state of the poor be-

reaved parents.

We had not waited long, when Charles Burleigh rushed wildly

into the room, followed by M. Malmont, and, throwing himself upon
a sofa, burst into a violent fit of weeping, and sobbed as though his

heart would burst. His kind-hearted old friend sat by his side, not

speaking, but silently watching the progress of his anguish. As the

youth grew calmer, Malmont took his hand affectionately, and spoke
a few words of consolation. What followed I will now relate as

faithfully as I am able.

[To be continued,]
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AD PIOS DIV. I IITMP. NERI FRATRES,
CCM raiUUM, POST LONOAM AB EUKOPA AB8ENTIAM, NOVUM ORATORIL'M

CON8PEXI88EM.

TOW ecm fyhctians :

GRATA ccclo 8ACFR silent in,

Ac au^picati rclligio loci,

Snlvetc post Jongos Inborcs

Et pelagi varias proccilas !

II ic Rospitalis gloria Numinis

Pacisquc fulgi-t luiucii amnbile,
Ilic pcctus ohlii inn doloris

Intuit u propriorc epcctnt

Deum Intent, in : nani hie Dens exculi.it

Atquc imprditna coinpi-dc rnrnea

I.ntM.jiH- Kuhuicrsos profnndo
Evchit ct reficit bcnignc.

i jam rcrludc ns mens ana vulncra

yEtrrnn solvit vinculA criiniimni,

Et lain- jirrrati rcinota

SpiTnit htimuni nic-lioru pcnna.

Qusc palpitAiitis gnudia pcrtoris
Alldirc rnntim, laiulis adm-mm,

Cum Diva n-sjdcndt t .Maria

Luiiiiiiihud roseisque si-r
1

Artlore matris pulclira (rnrllulum

Molli riu-llum jnm gremio f(

l.t dulcc ri'li n lurtiiosos

Advocat ad Patria

II;' us in ardui",
Ihr virta nu; n floruit,

Nam Chrittua instnuratu* ardct

I vn rcparare gen tea.

AfTulget nctafi nunr mrlinr .
I

!>'!< : Indium liu ri,

niirantiiiu

jutant simulacra rcrum.
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Surgamus ! instant aurea soccula,

Fidesque tandem, clade supcrbior,

Assurgit, infaustosquc ritus

Atque supcrvacuam quietem

Pcllit triumphans ! En novus arbiter,

Testisque verax eloquio potens
Addictus et sancti vereri

Consilium sapiens Philippi.

Surgamus ! adsunt magnanimi viri

Et militantes ense Catholico,

Cunctique portantes tropsea,

Impavidaelee monumeuta pugnse.

Regnans per annos innuraerabiles

Ter gloriosa Ecelesia vos tenet,

Nee saecla crescentem vigorem
Imminuent hominumve jussa.

Vos separavit de grege gentium
Quos ducit error, lumine gratior,

Cretuque eo qui vanitatem

De tenero meditatur ungue.

Gaudete fratres ! agricolas seges
Matura fortes undique conclamat :

ite
; turbas et fideles

Vivifico recreate verbo !

JAMES MORRIS,
Late Head Classical Professor and Professor of

Languages in the Royal College, Mauritiui.

Calend. Decembris 1849.

[We have pleasure in inserting the following paper, with which we have been
favoured by Mr. Wardell, without, of course, expressing any opinion as to its

views and calculations. ED. RAMBLEK.]

A FEW REMARKS ON GOTHIC ECCLESIASTICAL BUILDING,
AND ITS COST,

COMPARED WITH THE ROMAN AND NINETEENTH CENTURY STYLES.

MR. PUGIN'S eloquent and animated advocacy of Pointed Ecclesias-

tical Architecture leaves but little to be said in its behalf; but as its

revival has been objected to on the plea of its excessive cost, com-

pared te the rival systems, and as this question has not been suffi-
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i.scusscd to satisfy i. .iture to i

the hope of shewing that a Gothic church, rn-lcris puritan;, will

very much lew than one built in the Homau or classi. With

those who love Gothic : . 1 be nn additional H
;.t in its favour; to those \\h> r tin <

\|

will remove their dillieultics; and to those v the other, tliis

fact, in these utilitarian days, will go far to gain their suffrage.
Fora Gothic church, nny material is admissible; and whether it

is built in rubble, or rag-stone, or hewn stone, or brick, or wood,
the eye Mill discover nothing harsh, unhannniiious, or displcn
The best of these materials, both i.ility and

rough rag-stone; and its cost, in and about London, is the same as

brick-work, in the neighbourhood of the cnmrrirs.
pfcon

much less. Our anciei ,
a* a rule, built of the stone

>r iiiati-nal most easily obtainable in their neighbourhood; bu-

rn classic building, on the contrary, nothing but \\hat is technically
called "rubbed st<> : ith propri the other

materials are totally contrary to the genius of a style that delights
in large masses and great breadths. The Parthenon in hi

never have had an a

Professor Cockci.-ll. H.A. whose prejudices in favour of the

works of r and Rome arc as own

great master's (Mr. I'upin) :' r Catholic forefathers

has npth of the i -uiv.

"The one," li the triumph of physical force ;
the 0<

of human ingenuity and completeness of adaptation to ny material."

trabeated syst sential g

requires always large, sometimes immense, blocks of

the difficulty of obtaining stones of lnrp:c senntlini: '"gly

great, and often ii it followf, that tl.c M\lc which makes

requurd in a church, without nt nil rcfcrrini:

expense such huge i uit.nl. Vne jirch-systcin, on the .

trary, shrinks not at any span, 1 ii'to all nec(s

and i ;il--ycd i):

develop; r beauty ai

. nd how

trill; jl-iteil in its n:

d ninpf i! i an
c\idi-nce i.f MIIIMC the most wonderful in the vholc history of

intelligence.
of tllC ni( th art, been better e\hii

than in tl mn**, tin- liction of

downward ;.h'>ld< th- reed like clinun. and brni.L"* on hiirh

the
]

in cdntaii.s within

itself the essence of its own ans and
of minute con; ,d of one purpose. Vet, amid all this

no effort is np| ,ile the mind Marts nt its own ingenuity
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over the properties of matter and the laws of nature, the artist seems

to sport with his subject, and to tempt the prostration of his airy

fabric. Here come into aid the principles of Gothic ornament, than

which nothing pertaining to the style more merits admiration, whe-

ther as enabling the architect to extend the phantasy of his plans,

or, still more, as essentially producing those effects which the plans

contemplate. In no system of architecture do the ornamental so

completely integrate and harmonise with the necessary modes. Or-

nament could not be removed without destruction both of stability
and beauty; it strengthens yet conceals the necessity of support,
and, like the garniture of herbage and flower and twining plant upon
the rugged face of the earth, it spreads to the delighted eye its mazy
error, where would else be only a frightful and unformed mass of

nodding masonry."
Now the most vast and majestic of all our Gothic cathedrals can

be constructed of stones, the heaviest of which, so to speak, a man

may carry ;
but in a Greek or Roman edifice the case is far other-

wise. Take, for instance, the great Temple of Selinus: although its

length, 331 feet, was but little more than half that of Canterbury
Cathedral, yet the porticos alone required a hundred columns of

marble, each 60 feet high and 30 feet in circumference; and these,

placed at only two diameters apart, would require a stone for the

architrave of the entablature 30 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 3 feet

deep. The arch, it is true, was applied to many purposes by the

Romans
;
but it was far from being the genius of their system,

indeed, it was but a very secondary feature in it. To return, how-

ever, to a more practical subject for consideration than either a

Gothic cathedral or a Grecian temple a parish church, and we
shall find that here too the same character is maintained by the

different styles, the difference alone in the materials requisite would
make a Classic building far exceed the expense of the other. The
entablatures and cornices, which in a Classic building must be con-

tinued round the sides as well as the ends, form a large item in an

estimate ; while in a church of quite equal pretensions in Pointed

architecture, a small stone cornice under the caves is all that is

required ; indeed, even this is not necessary. The difference of cost

in this particular is startling : the one would be worth perhaps
2s. Gd. per foot run, and the other at least 27s. Gel. in a very small

building. Then, in a Classic edifice, the walls are required to be at

least one-third as high again as those of a Gothic building containing
the same number of cubic feet

;
and in this item is not only to be

taken into account the extra height, but an increased thickness ; for

a high wall with a flat roof, where the lateral thrust is enormous,

requires to be much stronger than a low one with a high roof, where
the pressure is almost vertical. A Classic building also requires a

roof of much more expensive construction, and larger timbers : here

is an additional expense; then the ceiling has to be constructed,
and is one of the most expensive features of a Classic edifice. The
Pointed system, on the contrary, decorates the construction of its
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roofs; and a much finer effect is obtained nt half the co?t of the

other. A small porch at the side is the ordinary entrance to a

Pointed church ;
but ft porch is nn unknown feature in Classic

architecture (for the stupid enclosures of cockneys' villas' doors

no precedents); the portico is therefore required, and the cost of

this will be certainly six times that of the porch. These remarks

are made, to account for the difference the two following estimates

shew in favour of Gothic buildings.
It lias been endi-avonn-d to confine the comparison to buildings

affording equal accommodation, and of equal pretensions in their

respective styles. The Pointed building is supposed to be built of

-;<>nr, v. ith Caen-stone windows, doorv and two rich

niches and
canopies,

with figures: the Classic building, built of

brick-work, faced with rubbed stone ashlar; nnd no fittings are

taken in cither.

Now, the Gothic design has been completed for 818/. 10*., and

estimated cost of the Roman plan is 132 1/., making the Gothic
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plan the cheaper by 503/. Here, therefore, in two buildings offering
the same accommodation, and of equal architectural pretensions, is

a diflerence of no less than about 62 per cent in favour of Gothic

building ;
and a sacristy is included in the Gothic plan, and not in

the other: it will also be borne in mind, that a large Classic building
will always cost more in proportion than a smaller one, because of

the increased scantlings of the materials used. For further proof, a

list of a few churches and chapels is added, with the numbers they
accommodate, and their cost respectively ; and should any inaccu-

racy be discovered in this latter, much indulgence is craved, as the

writer can only vouch for those erected under his own professional
direction

;
but he has no doubt himself as to the proximate cor-

rectness of all.

Gothic.
No. of r .

Wowhipperg. 508t
;

S. George's, London, in-

cluding towerand spire,
but not fittings . . . 3000 28,000

S. Wilfrid's. Manchester 800 5,000
S. Mary's, Farm Street 700

S. John's Wood . 800

Henley . .

Greenwich .

S. John's, Hackney

400

330

5,000

6,000
4,500

5,700

2,000

6900 59,200

Pagan, 19/A Century, Sfc.

No. of f, t

Worihipperi.
CoU<

S. Mary's, Moorfields* 1800 26,000

S.Elizabeth's, Richmond 300 20,000
S. Mary's, Hampstead . 250 2,000
Protestant Church at

Wilton (Byzantine) . 1000 30,000
Ditto in Euston Square 2500 66,90 1

Ditto, called All Souls',

Langham Place . .1000 17,713

6850 162,617

So that in Pointed buildings, 6900 worshippers are accommodated
for 59,200/., or for an average of about 8/. 10s. per head

; while in

Pagan structures, an outlay of 162,6 17/. has been required to accom-
modate 6900 persons, or an average of about 231. 10s. per head ;

and many other examples might be added but for space. Surely
this is sufficiently convincing for all who are willing to be convinced.

I shall not, of course, be understood to imply, that because Gothic

architecture is less costly, that therefore it is not capable of the

same, or rather greater grandeur, beauty of outline, grace of pro-

portion, and richness of detail, than the other. This it is not my
business here to prove in truth there needs no proof of it ; I ain

only endeavouring to shew what advantages may be gained from the

use of our own Catholic architecture, which bends to all necessities

and wants, and is alike beautiful and true, whether in a wayside

oratory, or when glowing in all the luxuriance of Amiens or York.

W. \V. WARDELL.
The Green Hill, Hampstead,

Feast of the Immaculate Conception, 1849.

* It is hardly fair to quote the cost of Moorfields, because it is as sham and
unreal as Roman cement and stucco can make it

;
and the other Pagan buildings

are at least honest in their materials.



NEWMAN'S DISCOUK

Discourse* addressed to Mixed Congregations. By John

IKnry Newman, Priest of the Oratory of St. Philip NYri.

Longmans.

THIS remarkable volume will possess attractions for readers of

kinds. Those Catholics themselves who have had
no special interest in the author's past career, nor i

thing beyond the most general knowledge of his history, may
vet well be anxious to see the one doctrine they 1:

learned illustrated and enforced by a most powerful and original,
most humble and loyal, mind. Even the oneness and un-

changeableness of Catholic dogma is not a mor rful

phenomenon than is the infinite variety comprehended in

that oneness; or rather, the union of those two qualities is that

j
fact which constitutes the characteristic property and

peculiarity of the true religion, considered as a doctrinal sys-
t is amoiiff the

strongest proofs of the depth and

lity of Catholic truth, that it admits >; ^anK d from
such various points of view, and illustrated by such various

analogies, and enforced by such various arguments, and com-
ith such various philosophi-s, and harmonised with

uch various classes of phenomena, and brought into the

closest contact with such infm: >th of social cir-

cumstances and of individual character; tli ,-titnent

.r being dwelt on one by one, or a^./m viewed in

r relations to each oth. nig as an individual mind
is drawn to consider them, and the whole docs but gain in-

sed light and
J

one su<

nnd accurate investigation. C< :,>r instance, the 1

uing to the Christian scheme from the labours of such as

Vugustinc or ins; a light so great and manifold,
that is or unl

B
prcat

saints as antl iat

within the Church, who see th

the- light of faith, and have pi of

the indivisible oneness and in,

TO able to recognise with boundless gratitude the services

of these and other such illustrious doctors, in giving us deeper
and more diversified insight into its various parts and tl

mutual rclati-

And we may fearlessly assert, without any danger of error or

Deration, that there can bo f< .in tin's or in any other
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individual age, from whom such services may be expected to-

wards the illustration of Catholic doctrine, as from the pre-
sent author's. Rare indeed is the union of such profound and
various learning with such originality, vigour, freshness, and

elasticity of mind : few are they who are so deeply read with-

out being thereby cumbered and dulled ; few so highly gifted,
without being led into more or less of unbridled speculation.
For an illustration of the first-named danger, we may point to

Dr. Pusey, who, with not one half of Father Newman's learn-

ing, is yet cowed, perplexed, and fettered by his reading, like

a weak man in cumbrous armour
;
for an illustration of the

second, we need go no further than the very current litera-

ture of the day, to writers who seem to have been permitted
to inflict their crudities on the world almost contemporaneously
with the present volume, as if for the very purpose of display-

ing the broad contrast between the results of great intellectual

power respectively subjected and not subjected to the obe-

dience of faith.*

But indeed, not only as compared with Protestants and

unbelievers, but as compared with most recent Catholic writers,
Father Newman has taken singular and unusual pains to sa-

turate his mind with the wisdom of the past. Such writers,
for example, as De Maistre, and again Gerbet, have rather

occupied themselves with throwing out brilliant and attractive

views of their own than with reproducing ancient writers. We
are not mentioning this in any way to their blame

;
the nature

of their subjects led them in a different direction
; but such a

circumstance cannot but indefinitely lessen the interest of their

works in a strictly theological point of view. De Maistre's

principal work has indeed always struck us as partaking far

more of a historical than of a doctrinal nature
; and in the

former character is indeed beyond all praise. But for Father

Newman, even if his own bias and habits had not led him to

more purely theological studies, the very nature of his position
would have done so. The work of the Oratorian Fathers is,

not to arouse one congregation after another from the sleep of

sin, and then deliver it over to its regular pastors to be main-
tained in its new state of wakefulness; but, as we observed
a few numbers ago, it is the no less indispensably necessary
task of feeding and sustaining the flame of devotion in single

congregations. Now it is impossible to address the same con-

gregation week after week, and day after day, without falling
into the most miserable vapidity and self-reiteration, unless

* We do not mean for a moment to compare the intellectual ability of such
works with that of the present volume ; in truth, human reason is most contemp-
tible when most audacious, and never shews itself to so little advantage as when
stepping out of its own limits, and encroaching on the province of faith.
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tin- mind be continually replenished by the stream of theolo-

gical study; and no one can hear the various discourses of the

Philippines without observing how thoroughly ]> they
are of this truth, and how ally they act upon it.

Another characteristic of Father Newman's mind, emi-

nentlv lilting him for a theologian, is implied in what has

already been said, but needs special mention. He is not only
most deeply versed in both aneients and moderns, so as, like a

good householder, to bring from his treasure tilings both :

and old, but he is unusually endued with that very rare gift,

intellectual modesty. He appreciates and defers to greatnet*.

not only knows what eminent theologians have said, but

feels keenly the respect and submis.sion due to what tiny have

said. And as he ungrudgingly and eagerly tendcis to doctors

and eminent thinkers that full measure of respect which they

may fairly claim, so does he, most entirely and without mea-

sure, submit his reason and his judgment to that which claims

such submission without measure, the voice of the ever-living

Church. A more simply humble and deferential son of the

Church ha-; never lived.

Another source of intellectual strength, if it do in.;

pear paradoxical to say so, is to be found in the autl.

: intellectual wanderings. This is a very parallel matter

in the intellectual order, to what he hiinsei: in the

moral order. Speaking more especially of the great St. Au-

gustine, and his former excesses of sin, "Do you not think,

i.rt thren," pursues the p readier,
"

that lie w.is better fitted

than another to persuade his brethren as he had bet n per-

!ed, and to preach the holy doctrine \\hieh lie had de-

ed? Not that sin is better than obedience, or the sinner

than the just; hut that (iod, in his m, rev, makes use <>l >in

against itself; that He turns past sin into a iiemlit
;

while He washes away its guilt, and subdues its po\\

II leaves it in the penitent in such sense as enables him,
, tlu knowledge of its . to assault it not

:id Strike truly, than other men; that while

II
, by his oinnii the soul as clean as

if it had never sinned, II- ,n pos e>si<>n of a tend

ness ami compassion for other sinners, an experience how to

deal with tin ; I than if it had never Him. d" (pp.

Now, without speaking as if we could with any certainty attri-

bute sin, in the present miserable stat and, to t

mere fact of one born of Protestant paient.s remaining for a

long time blind to the Church's claims, still, i> there not at

least on the side of advantage, much in past habits of Protest-

antism, which affords a very parallel power with that here at-

tributed to past habits of sin f It is the very blessedness of
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those who have ever been within the Church's happy embrace,
that they are unable fully to analyse their various grounds of

conviction, and to assign to each its respective strength ;
it is

their very blessedness that they cannot, by ever so violent

an effort of the imagination, conceive the appearance pre-
sented to many Protestants by great part of the Church's

doctrines; and that, in their astonishment, they answer almost

at random, and so as quite to miss the- mark, when assailed by
difficulties which, to Protestant minds, are most real and in-

fluential. The great question of reason and faith, again, is to

them an uninteresting point of metaphysics ; may it not pos-

sibly be more profoundly fathomed by one to whom for years
it has been matter of life and death ? Church History is

to them hardly more than a literature, their conviction of the

Church's divine authority resting on a far deeper and more

spiritual basis
; may there not be points in that history which

will be more carefully marked, and more rightly apprehended,
by one to whom that study has been the ladder whereby
Catholicism was attained ? And so with many similar in-

stances which might be mentioned.

Lastly, Father Newman possesses that highest and crown-

ing gift of a theologian, the most keen and ardent apprecia-
tion of sanctity. The present volume is an amply sufficient

proof of this
;
but a still more undeniable proof is afforded in

that admirable series of hagiography which it is the high honour
of the Oratorian Fathers that they have been the instruments
of bringing before English Catholics : a series which, while it

more and more imbues our own body with a relish for the

holy and the supernatural, tends also more to attract towards
the true Faith those without whom we may most hope to

gain, than volumes of argument and controversy.
Thus it is, as we started by saying, that even apart from

any special concern or conversance with the author's past

history, this volume is yet an object of the deepest interest to

all Catholic minds. Those, however, of course, who have been
more or less bound up with Father Newman's antecedents,
those who have been fellow-members with him of a schismatical

and heretical body, nay, who have haply been for some time

retained there by his advice or example, such as these will

naturally be led to examine with peculiar interest this publi-
cation. They will wish to compare his present style of writing
with his past, and to trace the effect produced, whether on his

argumentative or rhetorical powers, by an introduction to the

full truth and an initiation into the mysteries of the Catholic

Church. As for those unhappy men who endeavour to con-

sole themselves in their] exile from their true home of light
VOL. V. F
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peace by fond notions that lie \\hom they formerly rc-

I is, somehow or other, hampered in hLs ion; or

who talk of it, forsooth, as denoting deterioration of characti r,

that in writing a talc he adopted a ^ re style than in

delivering a termo?i; to these the present volume will ind

be a mortification. To speak
of these sermons as sympathising

witi. :..h standard for ordinary life than did the autl

former ones, would be a simple absurdity ;
while there does

appear here
(i

: have been expected) a glowing and i

turous exaltation of tl mlerncss of God, and
!e man-els of his grace, and there does ap-

Hg appreciation of the hii .

s of the saintly character, such as you would look lor

in in any of his earlier productions.
in tlie matter of intellectual ability and consistt

the superior! n far more striking. "What com;

indeed, can be greater than 1 thfl direct, steady, and

VTQ here find, as of one thoroughly well

inted with his ground, and sure OJ i fearing

tumble, and, on the other hand, those implications and

innuendos, and vague generalities, which abounded in liis 1'or-

,
as though he knew not how far he might \entniv

:How out his o\\n
]

to their legitimate concha;

or of the conclusions which he did admit, DOW much lie mi^ht
. and Low plainly, to declare to the world ? It was on

subordinate or nu rely theoretical matters th. : .1 to

\NJtiuss .res, but on the most practical

01 that can be possibly conceived. Compare, f..r

direct statements in the present volume on the

sacrament of 1*> -nance, with his ceaseless and
and com ..ing, saying and unsaying, of old, .

the means of forgiveness open to a penitent Christian, and the

state of such an one in God's si^ht ;
that is, in all probability,

the state before God of the very best and m< !,u y
II his hearers. .pare his most beautiful passage on

rgatory (pp. 8G-N) with his old questionings, and doubt i-

and .suggestions of the possibility of an unknown sonut;

not isant, in the ii itc state. Or tak<

simple . d exposition of the Choreh'i o'

as . ivalled and unapproachcd among relii .

iiich alone bears constant witm
the un< artldy and supcniatural (p. 109), the one which alone

sus' angelical life on earth (p. (jj), nay, the one which
alor,'' io much a elf the one prophet of God
(p. I.M i ); and then look hack for a moment on ln\ f< hie and
'Ii' line of
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tinction between Anglicans and Dissenters, or to translate

into the language of ethical teaching that most wonderful

theory, which would represent the English Establishment as

making up one Catholic Church with the Russian schismatics

and the true Catholics.

We are far indeed from wishing to speak disparagingly of

the author's former sermons ; so far from it, we regard them

(to take them only in one point of view) as an invaluable mine
of the deepest Catholic philosophy ;

and we consider that the

Catholic student may with the greatest benefit read and

ponder them again and again. In truth, it is precisely be-

cause the philosophy implied in them is so Catholic and so

consistent that its external development was so stunted and
distorted by the author's uncatholic position ;

and we have

only been wishing to draw attention to the fact that (in strong
contrast with the present volume) it was so stunted and dis-

torted. And, moreover, there is one large and general excep-
tion to these remarks altogether; we allude to his former

treatment of the great mysteries of the Trinity and the Incar-

nation. But then this very exception emphatically proves
the rule

;
because those were precisely the subjects on which

he was able to submit himself to the very same oracles who
now rule him consistently in all things. For so it is, that

grossly heretical as is the great body of the Establishment on
these primary Christian truths (a fact continually urged by our

author on his then hearers), still its formularies recognise them
in their Catholic shape, and a preacher is permitted, without fear

of incurring persecution, to state them accurately and fully.

Accordingly our author was enabled, without let or hindrance,
to exercise on these high themes his admirable and almost

unrivalled power of dogmatic statement and disquisition ;
and

the result has been, in such works as his translation, with

notes,* of St. Athanasius's treatises, a contribution to Catholic

theology which will last so long as that theology itself shall

have existence. And yet, even when dilating upon these

themes, the change in his position is very apparent; for though
his sermons were quite singular, among those of his brethren,
for the personal love they expressed towards our adorable

Lord and Saviour, yet no one can be insensible to the very far

more glowing and rapturous tone of tenderness and devotion

to be found in his Catholic discourses.

As an instance of Father Newman's power of theological
statement on a class of subjects which he never before was in

* The substance of some of these notes was translated into Latin by the author

after his conversion, and published at Rome.
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a position to treat theologically, \ve may take, almost at ran-

dom, the following passage, where he handles a theme of St.

Augustine; the part we especially refer to is the latter part

of our quotation, in which he n-srues the saint's doctrine

from the jansenistical perversion of it the delectatio relative

rirfriv.

*' It is the manifestation of the glory of God in the face of.To<in

Christ; it is the view of the attribute* and perfections of Almighty
it is the beauty of hi* sanctity, the sweetness of his mercy, the

brightness Ol n, tin- majesty of his law, the harmony of his

providence-, th thrilling music of his voice, which is the ai

the flesh, and the sours champion against the wor! de\il.
' Thou hast seduced me, O Lord,' says the prophet,

' and I was s

Thou art -troii^T than I, and hast prevailed ;' Thou hast thrown thy net

skilfully, and its subtle threads are entwined round each affect ion of tin-

heart, and its meshes have been a power of God, 'brin^in^r in

the whole intellect to the service of Christ.' If the world has in

fascinations, so surely has the altar of the living God ;
if its pomps and

< dazzle, so much more should the vision of angels ascending and

descending on the heavenly ladder; if sj./i.t .f earth intoxicate, and its

chants are a spell upon the soul, b hold Is with us, over

against them, with her chaste
eyes,

and offers the Eternal Child for our

cares*, while sounds of cheruhi'm are heard ail round hinging in the

blessedness \\hVh they tind in Him. Has (!i\ine hope no emotion?
Hat di ty no trait ides, O

f hosts!' says the prophet; 'my soul doth lust,' and doth faint

for the courts of th I,,,rd ; my heart niid my flesh h.r. ; in the

in thy'courts is better than a thousand: 1 have

chosen to be an abject in the house of my (Jod, rather than to dwell in

the tahernacles of sinners.' So is it, as a great doctor and penit. nt has

:,<>( rliou^h to In- dra\\ n by the \\i:!

. draun by the sense of
pleasure.

\\ \\-.\\ i- it to he drawn by
: lit thoii in the l.oid, and He \\ ill rive thec the |K tili'ins

t.' Tin re i< a certain plcaMire . \\l-icli that hea-of thy hi art.

vcnly bread Is s\<
*

*' Such are thr Jinan, \\hich dod has j.rovidrd for the creation of

the Mint out of the -Miner : II. :.'..- In in as he j>, mid n-e^ him
liim-elf : He turn- hi- nfl e:i..n> in ID a not her ehaiuiel, at id

Iial lov. M He used hi

mrre inati-.i.al le.iture. \\ho i^ Impelled bv inMinels ajid
|

rxternal inritnnentH \\ithont nny "ill of 'his own. nnd to whom one

pleasure it the same M another, the same in kit <I. . nt in

degree. I have already >a id. it U the -lory of his rraee. tl

tutu the heart .f man, md
]

r. nnd |ire\ai|s with it, while He
changes it. -iiution ul.ieh He

< * him tl,. : aetinir

1 J'acnlties. to his

his mornl *!.-; II- in-<> his fears :

him in the depravity of sin, as well as in

the mrrcy of God ; but still, on th" \\hoh-, ihc animal inir ]rineiple of
h 'th kindlod an<l fi; the flame of

tharity. 'Ihis only is <-tr< to destroy the old Adam, to dis-

!ic tyranny of hahit j
. nnd to \\nste the lire> of concupiscei

to burn up the strongholds of pride/'
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The following is upon a still more pregnant and important

subject, and calls for still greater theological accuracy.

" God is the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, as of

nil things, so of our salvation. We should have lived and died, every-
one of us, in the absence of all saving knowledge of Him, but for a gift

which we could not do any thing ourselves to secure, had we lived ever

so well, but for his grace; and now that we have known Him, and
have been cleansed from our sin by Him, it is quite certain that we
cannot do any thing, even with the help of grace, to purchase for our-

selves perseverance injustice and sanctity, though we live ever so well.

His grace begins the work, his grace also finishes it
;
and now I am

going to speak to you of his finishing it
;
I mean, of the necessity under

which we lie of his finishing it
;
else it will never be finished, or rather

will be reversed
;
I am going to speak to you of the gift of perseverance

in grace, its extreme preciousness, and our utter hopelessness, in spite
of all that we are, without it.

" This is what we find to be the case, not only in matters of religion,
but of this world, viz. that, let a person do a thing ever so well, the

chance is that he will not be able to do it a number of times running
without a mistake. Let a person be ever so good an accountant, he will

add up a sum wrongly now and then, though you could not guess be-

forehand when or why he was to fail. Let him get by heart a number
of lines ever so perfectly, and say them accurately over, yet it does not

follow that he will say them a dozen times and be accurate throughout.
So it is with our religious duties ; we may be able to keep from every
sin in particular, as the temptation comes, but this does not hinder its

being certain that we shall not in fact keep from all sins, though that
*
all' is made up of those particular sins. This is how the greatest saints

come to commit venial sins, though they have grace sufficient to keep
them from any venial sin whatever. It is the result of human frailty :

nothing could keep the saints from such falls, light as they are, but a

special prerogative, and this, the Church teaches us, has been granted
to the Blessed Virgin, and apparently to her alone. Now venial sins

do not separate from God, and are permitted by the Giver of all grace
for a good purpose, to humble us, and to give us an incentive to works
of penance. No exemption from venial sin is given us, because it is not

necessary for us to be exempted : on the other hand, it is most necessary
that we should be preserved from mortal sins, yet here too that very

difficulty besets us in our warfare with them which meets us in the case

of venial. Here too, though a man may have grace sufficient to keep
him clear of all mortal sins whatever, taken one by one, we may pro-

phesy surely, that the hour will come, sooner or later, when he will

neglect and baffle that grace, unless he has some further gift bestowed

on him to guard him against himself. He needs grace to use grace ;
he

needs something over and above, to secure his faithfulness to what he

has already. And he needs it imperatively, for since one mortal sin

separates from God, he is in immediate risk of his salvation, if he has it

not. This additional gift is called the gift of perseverance ;
and it con-

sists in an ever-watchful superintendence of us, on the part of our all-

merciful Lord, removing temptations which He sees will be fatal to us,

succouring us at those times when we arc in particular peril, whether

from our negligence or other cause, and ordering the course of our life

so that we may die when we arc in a state of grace. And, since it is

so simply necessary for us, God grants it to us
; nay, did He not, no one

could be saved
;
He grants it to u?, though He does not grant even to
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hainU tbo prerogative i'avoiding every v .mU it, om
hi> b..mit\. t ir pra\rr>, though we cannot merit it by un\ :

door say
to Him, even with tin; aid of his grace.

U hut a lesson oflunniliiy and VAtOKUMH liavr \\e in this doc-
aa now explained ! It N one ground of humiliation, th;it, do \\hat

we will, strive as we will, we cannot escape
from venial MM while \v

OO earth. Though the aids which (iol gives us arc suHi< .able

us to live without sin, yet our intir ill and <it is a
match for them, and we do not do in hot that whichwe nii-_

r ht do. And
again, what is not only humblin-j-. hut . v. n tVi-_

r httiil and appalling,
are in danger of mortal sin as \\rll a- in certainty of venial ; and tip-

rea-.'u \\hy we are not in certainty of UK. rial i-, that an <-\tra-

ordinary gift is given to those who supplicate for it, to sect

ti"iM loughnosuch gift in given to secure them from v. nial.

In f>pite of ill,- presence of grace in our -pite of the m-tnal

assistances
given us, we owe any hope wo have of heaven, not to

that inward grace ."imply, nor to those assistances, but to a Mipph -

mentary nu -n-\ whieh protects us against ourselves, rescues u- from
occasions of sin, .strengthens us in our hour of danger, and ends our

i\ time, p i-haps cut- >hon our lii'r in order to secure a
time, \\li.-n no ninrtid >iu has separated tis from Gotl. Nothing we are,

nothin.ir we do, is any guarantee to IK that this suppk-inentarv m
has been accorded to us; we cannot know till tin- < n<l

; all \\c kn\
that God hat helped us hitherto, and \\ tnM lie will h,

!|
n still."

author proceeds to enlarge on this most aN\lul sul>-

;
nnd introduces, in reference to it, at sonu little leu : ili.

a most beautiful coinuunt on tlu- history of Solomon. H<

then brings the matter to a practical conclusion as foil'

lo not wish to sadden yon, Imt to make yon can: ;

't not

you will bo led on,fear not to fall, />r.
/'nil.

Fearing will tccurc you from n

lant,' a'* ays. beware of taking satis&enoii in Avha-

nndep<tanl that the only way to avoid failing back is to

Dread all occasions of sin, get a hnbit <>!"shrinkinc; from tin !

^>eak confidently about
youree!

trnipttioiifly of the religiousness of other-, TUT li-jlitlv of sarred things;

guard your eyes, gunnl tlu* fir.t sprinu of tlmnirht, oeJetlOM of your-
selves when alone, neglect not your dnily prayers ;

above all. pray .'pe-

nally nnd continually for tin rseverance. Conic t.. Muss as

r.mirnt. n.

faith and love, an 1 try to live in the presence of God. :\)id furthrr

Mill, intrreM. our Blessed Lady in your success
; pray to her earnestly

it; she can do mor han any o;

irp sword '

r by
hr-r own per*- hich \\i\* in her the gift oftl -I of

whom JOB ail G irfll not refbse 700, He will

refuse her, if you have recourse t-> !1 be a Messed
tint. lost hour, when fleli and heart are failing, in midst of

the
; ngth, thu

rxh:niMi"n "f -pirit-. which thru will he -i. it will be 1.1

indeefl to havr her : than n mother, to i

yon
nnd 'Jessed, when the evil <>!;<

H making his lost effort, \\1 "ming on you in his might to

pluck you away from your Father's hand, if he can, it will be blessed
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indeed it' Jesus, Joseph, and Mary arc there, waiting to shield you iVom
his assaults, and to receive your soul. It' they are there, all is there;

angels are there, saints are there, heaven is there, heaven is begun in

you, and the devil has no part in you. That dread day may be sooner
or later; you may be taken away young, you may live to fourscore; you
may die in your bed, you may die in the open field

;
but if Mary inter-

cedes for you, that day will find you watching and ready. All things
will be fixed to secure your salvation

;
all dangers will be foreseen, all

obstacles removed, all aids provided. The hour will come, and in a

moment you will be translated beyond fear and risk
; you will be trans-

lated into a new state where sin is not, nor ignorance of the future, but

perfect faith and serene joy, and assurance and love everlasting."
Jesu, Joseph, and Mary, I offer you my soul and iny heart!

"
Jesu, Joseph, and Mary, assist me in my last agony !

"
Jesu, Joseph, and Mary, let me breathe out my soul with you in

This great and solemn truth is placed by Father Newman
at the very centre and turning-point of his practical teaching ;

following in that respect all the hest asceticaj writers, and, in

particular, St. Alphonsus, who, in his admirable work, II gran
mezzo di Preghiera, bases the whole duty and practice of

prayer upon a theological exposition of the doctrine of

perseverance. It is incalculable, indeed, how much greater
warmth and liveliness is thereby thrown into the whole exer-

cise of prayer, when, instead of the mere inculcation of it as

a duty at stated times, we are rather reminded how absolute

and entire is our dependence upon God for salvation from
first to last, and the consequent necessity of keeping up the

spirit of prayer throughout the day. And this is beyond
question the Church's own method. Prayer at regular stated

times, such as morning and evening, is most assuredly not

binding, even under venial sin
;
whereas the indissoluble con-

nexion between prayer and perseverance is the undisputed
and uninterrupted teaching of the whole Church.

There is another matter on which our author brings the

same doctrine to bear with singular force and power, viz. on
those who allow themselves in deliberate habits of venial sin.

It is from their ignorance of our doctrine on Perseverance
that Protestants imagine our distinction of sins into mortal
and venial to lead us, of necessity, into a cold and technical

religion ;
and there is no doubt that if individual Catholics

forget the doctrine in question, there will be in their case a real

ground for the charge. But let us once put before our mind
the helpless and (absolutely) slavish relation in which we
stand before God as to our hopes of heaven, what wild and
frantic imprudence (to say no worse) will it appear to insult

and as it were defy Him by deliberately declining his ser-

vice beyond a certain point! In our last quotation, the

'O
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author reminds his hearers,
" that the only way to avoid fall-

a-k," i.e. to obtain perseverance,
"

is to press forward."

Take, in connexion with this, the following passage:

Let me now turn to others, nnd lot me hear what th.

i'ie question is asked them; why, they \viil parry it tl

' You give us no alien, . will say to me. 'exeepJ heim: ;i

and a saint. You put r*t pattern, and

before us the piilt and the ruin of the drill Ignffor;
v.

we hare no intention of going so far one way <>r the oilier ;

aim at being sail have no desire at all to be fin \\ |

disobey God's will, nor to give un our own. Surelv
- u middle wa, and a safe one, in which (tod's will and our will

may both \, \Ve m. an "th tlii^ world and tl,

mortal si:. not obliged to truard against
endless to attempt it. None hut sa.

50
;

it is the work >fa life; we need have nothii do, \\ f are

not mo: .rid, we are in l.n-inc--. W6 ar.

have families; we must li\ day. Ii is a consolation :

from n: : that we do, and it i> "en Ivation. It i< a

.ing to keep in God's favour
; what, indeed, can \\e <!< -ire more .'

We come at due times to the Sacraments
;

this is our comfort n:

e die, we should die in gr.. the doom of the

Hut if we once attempted to go further, I uld we
ull you draw the line for us? the lii. mortal and

sin is very tlist that
;
hut do you :

that, if we attended to our venial sins, there would be jut as much
reason to attend to one as to an.th r .' Ii we began to repress our

why not also repress vain-glory ? why not also guard -.<

avarice? why not ol<o k-. 4>hoods? from gossippin^
from excess in eating? And, after all, without venial sin wn

never can be, unless indeed, we have the prerogative of the Mother of

hi. h it would he almost h< re-y to a-cribo to any oni

t asking us to be converted
;
"that \\e understand; I

.< ago. You bid us nim at an in-

definitr vague something, which ; tion, nor yet sin, and
vhich, lilting in any tanL'ihIe advantage, tl-

:iid embarrasses us in the duties, of this world.'
" This is what you will ?oy ;

I Ml, my brethre-

oing, and your concliuiojis will i \ i

I bat tent YOU into the \\m-ld, vi/. in order
I fare

well i:

live any ! .:. I : i-* trin- al-o

not obliged to aim at L.-in^ n not to aim

MJ but this is no proof

nny dim'riilfy in it, or i* it in all respe imply
taking your own plea^ "n lind v<>ur

.' lii a word, is

your r* : ;it all. I

o your argument, i a proof that if i> :MI nn-ound
, that, whcic \s ( 'lirM came

to do a work, and hi- ;-i all sini

the contrary, have no work to do, because, forsooth, you arc neither a
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sinner nor a saint; or, if you had once a work, at least you liave de-

spatched it already, and have nothing upon your hands. You have

attained your salvation, it seems, before your time, and have nothing
to occupy you, and are detained on earth too long. The workdays are

over, and your perpetual holiday is begun. Did, then, God send you,
above all other men, into the world to be idle ? Is it your mission only
to enjoy this world, in which you are but pilgrims and as sojourners?
are you more than sons of Adam, who by the sweat of their face are to

rat bread till they return to the earth out of which they are taken ?

Unless you have some work in hand, unless you are struggling, unless

you are fighting with yourselves, you are no follower of those who
1

through many tribulations entered into the kingdom of God.' A fight
is the very token of a Christian. He is a soldier of Christ

; high or low,
he is this and nothing else. If you have triumphed over all mortal sin,

as you seem to think, then you must attack your venial sins
;
there is

no help for it
;
there is nothing else to do, if you would be a soldier

of Jesus Christ. But, O simple souls ! to think you have gained any
triumph at all ! No

; you cannot safely be at peace with any, even the

least malignant, of the foes of God
;
if you are at peace with venial sins,

be certain that in their company and under their shadow mortal sins are

lurking. Mortal sins are the children of venial, which, though they be
not deadly themselves, yet are prolific of death. You may think that

you have killed the giants who had possession of your hearts, and that

you have nothing to fear, but may sit at rest under your vine and under

your fig-tree ;
but the giants will live again, they will rise from the dust,

and, before you know where you are, you will be taken captive, and

slaughtered by the fierce, powerful, and eternal enemies of God."

There is another truth, for whatever reason, intimately
bound up (as is evident) in the author's mind with this, as it

was in St. Augustine's, who first systematically treated them,
viz. the fewness of those who live as the elect. No one, in-

deed, would imply that, for certain, none will be saved, except
those who exhibit to us works meet for salvation

;
for who

shall tell what amount of probation, or what means of reco-

very, may be crowded into the very last moment of earthly

existence, when their inward life is debarred from all external

manifestation ? This is a thought we are naturally prompted
to cherish, when our attention is turned to those vast multi-

tudes, who seem, almost without fault of their own, to sink

into the abyss yawning to receive them
;
and who, plunged from

their very birth in an atmosphere of impurity, seem never to

have had any fair chance of seeing the beauty of holiness, and

learning the obligation of virtue. Without the consolation,

indeed, of some such possibility as this, it would be hardly
possible for a good Christian to preserve his senses in the
midst of this dreary and desolating world

;
nor would any one

blame the cherishing of such a hope, so long as we bear in
mind that such thoughts belong to the region of hope and

conjecture, not of faith. But taking the undeniable fact as

it stands, that the world around us is thus frightfully unchris-
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tian, u hut a lesson docs it read us of cant ul \\aulii

-uarclin^ our senses against contagion, and fivqii

nit-ill! With what a melancholy must it :

hopes and our fondest alleetions here below! Our ai;

keen sense of this almost ovi i powering misery, always in;

seems to have derived c\ iiituiMty in in his

of such a place as Birmingham, as several pass;:

the volume indicate; nor is there any particular \\hich

more characteristically his own sympathy \\ith the saintly

mind, than the mamu-r in which he mourns and suffers under

it, a-, uiuk-r the heaviest personal calamity.
" O misery of miseries ! Tliou-umls are dying daily ; tli.

waking up into God's everlasting wrath ; they look back on th.

of the flesh, and call them few and evil : they despise and scorn i

reasonings which th n they trusted, nnd \\hich have been disproved i>\

the event; they curse the recklessness \\!.i--li made them
j.

ance; they have fallen under h. surrey they presumed
upon; nnd their companion* ai.

ore soon to join them. As the last generation ;

. so does the

present. The father would not believe God could punish, and n..\\ the

HJII \\ill not believe; the father was indignant I al |iaiu was

spoken of, and the son gnashes his teeth, and smiles OOflteaipfcKNMly.
The world spoke well of itself thirty years ago, and so will ii thirty

years
to come. And thus it is that this vast Hood of life is can

from ngc to age ;
i

and, like the herd
God! O God of love!

Son Jesus to see t i it I. .Torn his cycu. i 1

by it as well as for it. And we too, in "ur iiK-.i-ure, our ey< s ad
our hearts sicken, and our 1 1

!M]>lat<

it. O most tender heart oi
I,

\vh.n \\ilt

'r-growingloadofsinandwoe? \N hen \\i..

away the devil into liis owfl hell, and clo- th,
thit th\

chosen T
. 'iniftin^ the thought ot fln>c v.

their wilfulncw ? Hnf, >h ! ly thoM- ., <uind< in hands, and
;il founts of Hi' : .li.ii the IH.'IM

Eternal Trinity flows ever : huiinti!:.,

i bee- -if tin- \\orld inu-t >till nidnre, at ]ca>t gml

larger and a larger harvest, on ampler ]>rM]>rti<m >!' ..u! ..m <>(' it into

thy gnr times \\\. nd glory, and the

triuiiii.il'* of thy grace, exceed the fon

A similar train of thought is found in a later sunn
I'^sion; where a^ain he repeats the most tomhii

P.iid-et' .- that
our Lord' is caused immediately !

" T! :,.st awful !t. the Savi
wi.rl.l. jmtti- .livinity, .liMiii^in- lii^ relurtsuit

uho in myriads were rea

baring his breast, sinless as He was, to the assault of his foe, <

whose breath was a pestilence, and whose embrace wa an agony. There
* Revelations of St. Bridget, i.-x.

Ana tnus it is mat tnis vast noou ot me is carr

; jn\riarls trillint: with (ind's love, teinjitin^ his j

rd of sv, | headlong dowi
' o mighty

flove! it is too much! it broke the 1. \ sweet
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He knelt, motionless and still, while the vile and horrible fiend clad hi^

spirit in a robe steeped in all that is hateful and heinous in human
crime, which clung close round his heart, and filled his conscience, and
found its way into every sense and pore of his mind, and spread over

Him a moral leprosy, till He almost felt Himself that which He never
could be, and which his foe would fain have made Him. Oh, the horror,
when He looked, and did not know Himself, and felt as a foul and loath-

some sinner, from his vivid perception of that mass of corruption which

poured over his head and ran down even to .the skirts of his garments!
Oh, the distraction, when He found his eyes, and hands, and feet, and lips,

and heart, as if the members of the evil one, and not of God ! Are these

the hands of the immaculate Lamb of God, once innocent, but now red
with ten thousand barbarous deeds of blood ? are these his lips, not

uttering prayer, and praise, and holy blessings, but defiled with oaths,
and blasphemies, and doctrines of devils ? or his eyes, profaned as they
are by all the evil visions and idolatrous fascinations for which men
have abandoned their adorable Creator? And his ears, they ring with
sounds of revelry and of strife

;
and his heart is frozen with avarice,

and cruelty, and unbelief; and his very memory is laden with every
sin which has been committed since the fall, in all regions of the earth,
with the pride of the old giants, and the lusts of the five cities, and the

obduracy of Egypt, and the ambition of Babel, and the unthankfulness
and scorn of Israel. Oh, who does not know the misery of a haunting
thought, which comes again and again, in spite of rejection, to annoy, if

it cannot seduce ? or of some odious and sickening imagination, in no
sense one's own, but forced upon the mind from without? or of evil

knowledge, gained with or without a man's fault, but which he would

give a great price to be rid of for ever ? And these gather around Thee,
Blessed Lord, in millions now

; they come in troops more numerous
than the locust or the palmer-worm, or the plagues of hail, and flie.s,

and frogs, which were sent against Pharaoh. Of the living and of the

dead and of the unborn, of the lost and of the saved, of thy people and
of strangers, of sinners and of saints, all sins are there. Thy dearest
are there, thy saints and thy chosen are upon thee

; thy three Apostles,

Peter, James, and John, but not as comforters, but as accusers, like the

friends of Job,
'

sprinkling dust towards heaven,' and heaping curses

on thy head. All are there but one
;
one only is not there, one only ;

for she had no part in sin, she only could console Thee, and therefore is

not nigh. She will be near Thee on the cross, she is separated from
> Thee in the garden. She has been thy companion and thy confidant

through thy life, she interchanged with Thee the pure thoughts and holy
meditations of thirty years; but her virgin ear may not take in, nor

may her immaculate heart conceive, what now is in vision before Thee.

None was equal to the weight but God : sometimes before thy saints

Thou hast brought the image of a single sin, as it appears in the light
of thy countenance, a venial sin, perhaps, and not a mortal

;
and they

have told us that the sight did all but kill them, nay, would have killed

thorn, had it not been instantly withdrawn. The Mother of God, for all

her sanctity, nay by reason of it, could not have borne one company of

that innumerable progeny of Satan which compass Thee about. Jt is

the long history of a world, and God alone can bear the load of it.

Hopes blighted, vows broken, lights quenched, warnings scorned, op-
portunities lost

;
the innocent betrayed, the young hardened, the peni-

tent relapsing, the just overcome, the aged failing; the sophistry of

misbelief, the wilfulness of passion, the tyranny of habit, the canker
of remorse, the wasting of care

;
the anguish of shame, the pining of
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disappointment, the sickness of despair; such <ru<], such pitiable spec-
tacle*, such heartrending, revolting, detestable, maddening seem -

the haggard faces, the convulsed lips, the flu-bed check. tin- <i;irk bro'w

f rebellion; they are all before Him now ; tlu-y

are upon Him and in Him. They are with Him instead of tlint i:

peace which has inhabited his soul >i- H'ut of his
conception.

They arc upon Him, they are nil but his own
;
He cries to his Father as

ore the criminal, not the victim; his agony takes the form of

guilt and compunction. He is doing penance, lie id making confession,
Tie is exercising contrition with a reality and a virtue infinitely

-

thnn that of all saints and penitents together ;
for He is the om

for us all. the sole satisfaction, the rea, all but the real

He rises languidly from iml to meet the traitor and
his band, now quickly nearing the deep shade.

"
'Hi.- M-i/ure. an 1 the arraignment, nnd the buffeting, and the

prison, and the trial, and the mocking, and the pas*inu
r to ami fro, nnd

the scourging, and the crown of thorns, and the >low march to (

and the cruciHxion, these are nil to come. A night and a da

oftiT hour, is slowly to run out, before tho end conies, and the NUM'.K--

tion is completed. And then, when the appointed moment arri\l,
an>l He ira\e the word, as his

passion
had begun with hi- soul, with the

.soul did it end. He did not die of bodily exhaustion, or of bodily pain ;

histormcnted heart broke, and He commended his spirit to tl.< iailur.
'

The following passage would be suitable for in dilation in

it, nnd .should In* read over and over again by us lay-
men living in the* world.

"
Oh, what a moment for the poor soul, when it comes to itself, and

finds itself suddenly before the judg:; f Cliri-t ! (Hi, \\hat

:.- nt, when, br- :h the journey, nnd di/7.y uith th"

new, and overcome \\ith the Mrancfencss of what is bapMlltllg to

him, and unable to realise where he is, hear- (he voii

accusing spirit bringing np all the sins of his
|

n, or which he lias explained away, which he would not allow

to DO sins, though he suspected they were : when he In :ir- him detailini;

all the mercies of (J ol which he has de-pi-ed, all his warnings which he

has let at nought, all his ju ;-h he h:i- oiidived ; \\;,(ii that

follows out the i:ro\\th ami progress of a lost it ex-

panded and wns confirmed in sin. ho\v it budded tor! . es and

flower*, grew into branches ;.'d into fruit, till nothing was
wanted for its full condemnation! And. }.'. --ill more t

TIL', w hen the Judge sneaks, nnd
consist

till it hall pay the endless debt which lies again ; it! Impo-Hlde, I

a lost soul 1 1 separated from hope ami troin peace for < vcr ! It is not

I of whom the Judge so spake! 1 ... -'.ni' -.\h :-.:

nd, one mimr u ,: : My name is

Demas: I am but Demao, not Judas, or Nicola*, or Alexander, or

eternal pain! for me! impossible, it

shall not be.' And the poor soul struggle* nnd wrestles in the grasp of

.hty d- in. : ! of it, nnd whose every touch is tor-
1

Oh, atri- U'ony, and in anger too, as if tho

very keenness of the infliction were n proof of its injustice.
* A second !

mid" a third ! I e.iii bra -;).!' ti-nd, L'ive over
|

a man. and not such as thou ! I i for thee, or sport for thee, !

I never was in hell as thou, I have not on me the smell of fire, nor the
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taint of the charnel-house ! I know what human feelings are
;

I have
been taught religion ;

I have had a conscience
;

I have a cultivated

mind
;

I am well versed in science and art
;

I have been refined by
literature; I have had an eye for the beauties of nature ;

I am a philo-

sopher, or a poet, or a shrewd observer of men, or a hero, or a states-

man, or an orator, or a man of wit and humour. Nay, I am a Catho-

lic
;

I am not an unregenerate Protestant
;

I have received the grace of

the Redeemer ;
I have attended the Sacraments for years ;

I have been

a Catholic from a child
;

I am a son of the martyrs ;
I died in com-

munion with the Church : nothing, nothing which I have ever been,
which I have ever seen, bears any resemblance to thee, and to the flame

and stench which exhale from thee; so I defy thee, and abjure thee, O
enemy of man !' Alas! poor soul; and whilst it thus fights with that

destiny which it has brought upon itself, and those companions whom
it has chosen, the man's name perhaps is solemnly chanted forth, and
his memory decently cherished among his friends on earth."

It must not be supposed, however, that all the discourses

are of this severely practical character
; on the contrary, there

is considerable variety of subject. They seem to fall, with

more or less propriety, into three divisions. The first divi-

sion, reaching to the eighth discourse, is mainly of a hortatory
and practical nature

;
and the foregoing extracts will give a

sufficient idea of its spirit. The second division, reaching
from the ninth to the thirteenth inclusively, is occupied in

different ways in handling fragments of that great subject,
the relation of faith and reason. It needs but little discern-

ment to observe, that the Church's progress on English ground,
at the present time, will necessitate more and more strongly
a full and deep discussion of this question ; that it will be

found more and more necessary, as time advances, to treat

this theme with especial reference to modern philosophies, to

illustrate and make clear the grounds whereon our great theo-

logians have proceeded, and to shew how truly consistent with
the genuine claims of reason are various particulars of the

Church's discipline which are made matter of special objec-
tion; such particulars, we mean, as the prohibition to all

Catholics of ever doubting the faith when once received
;
the

prohibition to all, except the instructed few, of so much as

reading the arguments alleged against it
;
the ready reception

into the pale, on their application, of indefinite numbers of rude
and uneducated men, in regard to whom the very notion is

wildly absurd of their being able to appreciate the historical

evidence for the faith. In five sermons, and these too partly
relating to other matters, it can only, of course, be a small

incursion into so vast a ground that Father Newman has

made; but he has brought together most valuable materials

for future elaboration. The nature of the case precludes us
from individual quotations under this head

;
we will only,
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t two passages, as powerful ngaii \vn old

d now I have explained sufficiently what is meant l>y
-

that the natural man holds divine truths n. opinion, mid not

as a point of faith: grace In bat think: grace gives
sison is never d< . -arkublo that t'

l< liy flu-
]

'

v. hoin I alii

it, in spit* \\hich they carry tlicir opinions.
whatever that be, conscious that i DO grounds for real and fixed

:ion about i

1'or ii rcir i.- a
;

:h. a> hrin^
one ot Miik it an impa-
tience : .! with nncortai' and \\ hat it

that ii" man nlive would put undonbtinp
faitli nnd reliance in tin- K-tablishment except lie were in a Mat,, of

groM ipnornnre, .r ly iloinfj violence to his reason
; they know that the

; elievr in it, and" that of the re-

i- no one could pay more than that it indii - from God,
and that it is safest to remain in i: >ni n<> laitli,

irtiile of the Creed. Accordingly t!

M jti.siiiiin. that 1-iill.

neC*Stary, nr ot'douht i : all that is \pected.
e.stlessneftft, win n th.

rs seek to exercise faith in the Holy Cailiolie Church ns a re-

Cl ):-. it in tl.

hunt about, nnd a-k on a i

i ro. Nay, they go o far as to impute it t a Catholic
as a i.i ; !e tru-t in the Church and her

.ig. ItSOmetini' | happi -n. that t lm>e \\ ho join the Catholic Church
rlainl\

:iin<l \\hich they ,-he\vrd befon- their n into

H confide! 'oiibted about their old eojnmu-
i i.e\ have :

v
apeak aa t nd the

''

at this is tin- \ fleet of tl. ieb, as

Mil.ly tru-t. ppy soul- under-

in \\hieh nil o! tlint
'

: natural, 1

how extravagant '. Imn^e in a rha-

1 a fault, 1

ihnt (ffert whi

.

-
I'lcmling a cause or a judgment from

1' <l by th'

iiii al balance of nr^m
lxx>k 1 n ; \\hat \. >Vhy,

I have Jived to be u ;

'' imp. rial ma? Ke flu-
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peace, challenged the judges to dispute, would not rest till they got into

the same den with a lion, and if chased out of one city, began preaching
in another !' So said the blind world about those who saw the Unseen.
Yes ! it was the spiritual sight of God which made them what they were.

No one is a martyr for a conclusion, no one is a martyr for an opinion ;

it is faith that makes martyrs.
* * *

"
True, there is one class of persons to whom we might seem to be

sent more than to others, to whom we could naturally address ourselves,
and on whose attention we have a sort of claim. There are those who,
like ourselves, were in times past gradually led on, step by step, till

with us they stood on the threshold of the Church. They felt with us

that the Catholic religion was different from any thing else in the

world
;
and though it is difficult to say what more they felt in common

(for no two persons exactly felt alike), yet they felt they had something
to learn, their course was not clear to them, and they wished to rind out

God's will. Now, what might have been expected of such persons,
what was natural in them, when they heard that their own friends, with

whom they had sympathised so fully, had gone forward, under a sense

of duty, to join the Catholic Church ? Surely it was natural, I will not

say that they should at once follow them (for they had authority also on
the side of remaining), but at least that they should weigh the matter

well, and listen with interest to what their friends might have to tell

them. Did they do this in fact? Nay, they did otherwise
; they said,

* Since our common doctrines and principles have led you forward, for

that very reason we will go backward
;
the more we have hitherto

agreed with you, the less can we now be influenced by you. Since you
have gone, we make up our minds once for all to remain. Your argu-
ments are a temptation, because we cannot answer them. We will turn

away our eyes, we will close our ears, lest we should see and hear too

much. You were so single-minded when you were with us, that party
spirit is now your motive

;
so honest in your leaving us, that notoriety

is now your aim. We cannot inflict a keener mortification on you than

by taking no notice of you when you speak ;
we cannot have a better

triumph over you than by keeping others from you when they would
address you. You have spoiled a fair cause, and you deserve of us no

mercy !' Alas, alas ! let them go and say all this at the judgment-seat
of Christ ! Take it at the best advantage, my brethren, and what is the

argument based upon but this, that all inquiry must be wrong, if it

leads to a change of religion ? The process is condemned by its issue
;

it is a mere absurdity to give up the religion of our birth, the home of
our affections, the seat of our influence, the wellspring of our mainte-
nance. It was an absurdity in St. Paul to become a Christian

;
it was

an absurdity in him to weep over his brethren who would not listen to

him. I see now, I never could understand before, why it was that the

Jews hugged themselves in their Judaism, and were proof against per-
suasion. In vain the Apostles insisted,

* Your religion leads to ours,
and ours is a fact before your eyes ; why wait and long for what is

present, as if it were to come? do you consider your Church perfect ?

do you think its teachers infallible? do you profess to have attained?

why not turn at least your thoughts towards Christianity ?'
*

No,' said

they,
' we will live, we will die, where we were born

;
the religion of

our ancestors, the religion of our nation, is the only truth
;

it must be
safe not to move. We will not unchurch ourselves, we will not descend
from our pretensions ;

we will shut our hearts to conviction, and will

stake eternity on our position.' Oh, great argument, not for Jews only,
but for Mahometans, for Hindoos! great argument for heathen of all
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lands, for all who prefer this world to another, who prefer a temporary
peace to truth, present

ease to forgiveness of sins, the smile of friends to

the favour of Christ ! but weak argument, miserable sophist i \

man may know bettor, in the clear ray of heaven, and in the eye of
Him \\ ho comes to judge the world with fire !"

The remaining sermons are more concerned with the great

objective truths of religion, the attributes of God, his Son'l

Incarnation and Passion, the glories of Mary. On the se-

cond point, it may interest our readers to hear that Father

Newman, in more than one passage, expresses the doctrine

which has ever to our humhle selves appeared the more con-

formahle to Scripture and to pious expectation (though tin-

weight of authority is, to say the least, equally divided on
the matter), viz. that by the force of the very same dei

of God whereby our adorable Saviour took flesh, He would

equally have taken flesh, though impassible, had man not
sinned.

We will make two extracts from these later sermons, and
so conclude. On the Incarnation :

"
Well, my brethren, your God has token on Him your nature, niul

now
prepare yourselves to see in human flesh that glory and that I.: auty
Mich the angels gaze. Since vou are to see Emm':mm -1. MHO the

brilliancy I

'

tl.- Ktcrnal Light and the nnsp. Ootfl ma-

jesty, mid til-- Image oi'hi> :.'Mo,Inr>s' i- to lie born of a Virgin; si

the manifold attributes of the Infinite arc to be poured out upon your
|| through material channels ami tli<> <>]: ,iti"hs of si human -

since He, whose contemplation did hut trouble you in nature.

to take you cantivo by a manifestation which i both intelligible to you
and a

pledge
that He love*

you
one by one; rai-e hi-h y.uir \|

,
for they cannot surfer disappointment. Donhil. -> id- will take a

form such as *

eye hath not seen, nor ear heard of before. It will be
a body framed in the. heavens, and only committed to the custody of

Mary ;
a form of light and glory, worthy of Him uho is

' ble.wl
.' nnd comes to bless us with hi- Pomp and pri-'

men He may indeed despise ; we do not look for Him in king-.' court*,
>r in tin- array of war, or in the philosophic school; but doubtless He
will rh0090 some calm and holy spot, MM mm will go out thither and
find their incarnate God. He will be tenant of like

Adam or I '! will d\vi-ll in the my-tie garden of tin- <

'anticlet,
wh. re nature ministers iu best and purest to its Creator. Tin- fig-:

will put forth her preen figs, tin i their sweet smell ;'
1

spikenard and saffron' will 1. mamon,
It, with all the chi. i ;' tho glory of Li I* a:

the beauty of Caim. I, !> (".r- ill- glry of the Lord and the beauty of
our CUM!.' There wi

his choristers and saints for hi

the humhln and devout, to those who have kept their innocence in.

filed, 01 hive pm-l th ir MIIS away by long penance and masterful
contrition.

h would be the conjecture of man, at fault when he

on the height of God, and now ngain nt fault when he anticipates the

. He thinks that a royal glory is the note of his presence upon
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earth
;

lift up your eyes, my brethren, and answer whether he has

guessed aright. O incomprehensible in eternity and in time ! solitary
in heaven, and solitary upon earth !

f Who is this that cometh from

Edorn, with dyed garments from Bozra? Why is thy cloak red, and

thy garments like to them that tread in the wine-fat?' The Maker of

man, the Wisdom of God, has come, not in strength, but in weakness.
He has come, not to assert a claim, but to pay a debt. Instead of

wealth, He has come poor ;
instead of honour, he has come in igno-

miny ;
instead of blessedness, He has come to suffer. He has been de-

livered over from his birth to pain and contempt : his delicate frame
is worn down by cold and heat, by hunger and sleeplessness ;

his hands
are rough and bruised with a mechanic's toil

;
his eyes are dimmed

with weeping ;
his name is cast out as evil. He is flung amid the

throng of man
;
He wanders from place to place ;

Pie is the companion
of sinners. He is followed by a mixed multitude, who care more for

meat and drink tlian for his teaching, or by a city's populace which
deserts Him in the day of trial. And at length

' the Brightness of
God's glory and the Image of his substance' is fettered, haled to and
fro, buffeted, spit upon, mocked, cursed, scourged, and tortured. ' He
hath no beauty nor comeliness; He is despised and the least of men, a
Man of sorrows and acquainted with feebleness ;' nay He is a *

leper,
smitten of God and an abject.' And so his clothes are torn off, and He
is lifted up upon the bitter cross, and there He hangs, a spectacle for

profane, impure, and savage eyes, and a mockery for the evil spirit
whom He had cast down into hell."

The following passage will shew how devout a child of

Mary is the author
;
nor will the reader omit to notice the

graceful and touching allusions towards the close, to that hope
of a dogmatical decree on the Immaculate Conception which
now fills the hearts of the faithful with anticipatory exulta-

tion, and which is especially in one's mind at the particular
time when we are penning these lines.

" You will find, then, in this respect, as in Mary's prerogatives
themselves, the same careful reference to the glory of Him who gave
them to her. You know, when first He went out to preach, she kept
apart from Him

;
she interfered not with his work; and even when

Pie was gone up on high, yet she, a woman, went not out to preach or

teach, she seated not herself in the apostolic chair, she took no part in

the priest's office
;
she did but humbly seek her Son in their daily Mass,

who, though her ministers in heaven, were her superiors in the Church
on earth. Nor, when she and they had left this lower scene, and she

was a Queen upon her Son's right hand, not even then did she call on
the faithful people to publish her name to the ends of the world, or to

hold her up to the world's gaze ;
but she remained waiting for the time

when her own glory should be necessary for his. He, indeed, had been
from the first proclaimed by Holy Church, and enthroned in his temple,
for He was God

;
ill had it beseemed the living Oracle of Truth to have

withholden from the faithful the object of their adoration; but it was
otherwise with Mary. It became her as a creature, a mother, and a

woman, to stand aside and make way for the Creator, to minister to her

Son, and to win her way into the world's homage by sweet and gracious

persuasion. So when his name was dishonoured, she forthwith was
filled with zeal

;
when Emmanuel was denied, the Mother of God came

forward
;
the Mother threw her arms around her Son, and let herself

VOL. V. G
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be honoured in order to secure lii< throne. And then, when bl

! as much a* this, she had done with -trite
;
she fought not

for herself. No fierce contr 1 confessors, noheresi-

anathema, marks the history of her manifestation
;
ns she bnd

increased day by day in
grace

and merit, while the world know not of

it, to has she raised herself aloft silently, mid has grown im

iMpiil influence and n nnttirnl prottt*. It was as som<- lair tree,

st'retchinu' forth her fruilful branches and li

shadowing the
territory

of the saints. And tlm- the Antiplmn speaks
' Lrt thy dwelling l>e in Jacob, and thine inheritance in

And so in Sion wa> I

. and in the holy city I likewise retted, and in Jerusalem was my
And I took root in an honour ! in the fulness of

the saints was I detained. I was exalted like n cedar in Lebanug, and
as a cypress in Mount Sion

;
I have stretched out my branches

!i, and my branches are of honour and grace/ Thus was she

reared without hands, and gained a modest victory, and exerts n

Inch she has not claimed. When dispute arose about her

her "children, she hushed it; \\h-n (>l.j.vti<>ns were iirtred

she waved her claims and waitrd ; till now, in this very day, ihoaM
God 80 will, she will win at length her most radiant crown, aiid, with-

: >osing voice, and amid the jubilation of the whole Church, sho
will be acknowledged as immnculnte in her conception.

" Such art th. I the. cn-rd and the worship of

:.h, the defence of many tnit

v devotion. In thee, O Mary, is fulfilled, as we can bear it, an

original purpose
of the Most High. He one.-

'

to come on
earth in ncavenly glory,

but wo sinned; and tlnn Ho could n<>

S except with sliron < and n l>< dinnn. d maj.

He was Ood. So He cam. ;ikness, not in
;

He sent thee, a creature, in his stead, with a creature's comeliness and
lustre suited to our state. And now thy very face m.d I'.irm.

r, speak to US of the Kternnl
;
not nke earthly I

to look upon, but like tlir niominL' Itar. whicli i- thy emlih-m, l-ri^lif

ami musical, breathing purity, telling of heaven, and infusing peace.
(> harbinger of day ! O hope of the

j
il-jrim ! 1 nd us as thou hast led

;

in tho dark night, across the bleak wilderness, guide us on to Jesus,

guide us h<

We know not whether we liavc overburdened our pages
with quotations; our own difficulty has been to restrain our-

selves from putting down many more. And now, on looking
back at what we have written, we fancy ourselves to observe

a restraint and almost coldness in our tone, which ill ft

with the deep admiration and gratitude wherewith we have

received tl <. Hut \v< M willing to u

language of mere gen <ral (u, n hap-

pens in more s> .

following argument we havr

vour. > :c other hand, this is not a volume to

1 on its first appearance with exuberant delight,
and then to be forgotten ;

no : most striking and most
tiful a^ an- very many of the individual ; ^t en-

v, most ^lowini; in eh.|Uf i DOt at first

.|nati' and rl<
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It is in proportion as an individual studies these Discourses

again and again, and drinks in their very turn of thought and

expression, that he will receive into his innermost heart an

ever deeper and more chastised image of true religion, and
will become other than he was.

TATE'S ALGEBKA.

Algebra made easy, chiefly intended for the use of Schools.

By T. Tate, Mathematical Master of the National So-

ciety's Training College, Battersea. Published by the

Committee of Council on Education. Longmans.

THE appearance of this little work will be welcomed with

satisfaction by all those whose duty it is to teach youth the

first elements of algebra. All who have had any experience
have felt how difficult it is to instil into the minds of young
boys, who devote to the study of algebra but a few hours in

the week, a clear andj^rm knowledge of the simplest princi-

ples of this science. To the number of such students belong-
most of the boys in our schools and in the lower classes of

our colleges. Their opportunities of applying to the study
of mathematics are few, and occur perhaps at considerable

intervals
;
and hence it is easy to perceive that they will often

have entirely forgotten, by the time of the second lesson, what

they learnt in the previous one. The books generally used

in our elementary classes are, for the most part, drawn up in

a scientific manner, well adapted to more advanced students,

but totally unfitted for the tender intellects of beginners.
The language is generally precise and technical, expressing
the idea clearly and correctly indeed, but better suited to

embody an idea already formed than to convey a knowledge
of it to a mind previously uninformed. This defect is easily

remedied during the hours the pupil is with the master, by
the explanations and developments which the latter will natu-

rally give ;
but it appears to us that this is not sufficient ;

that

something else is required; that books containing explana-
tions, expressed in plain and familiar terms, should be in the

hands of the pupils when their master is not with them.

A common mode of remedying the deficiencies of class-

books, in this and other studies, is dictation. It will not be

necessary for us to point out the inconvenience and insuffi-

ciency of this method. Mr. Tate's book promises to render
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all such dictation, required for understanding those parts of

algebra of which he treats, quite uni;

Many may be inclined to imagine that nothing '" v,

be written upon the elementary rules of algebra, tl.

that can be said on the subject has been said long ago; hut

Mr. Tate's book proves that the contrary is the case. 11!-;

great merit consists in the prominence which he gives t<

ciplct, making every thi -uhservient to their full and

complete comprehension. He will have the pupil take tin se-

ns his guides in every step of his progress ;
and he makes him

1 upon them, instead of relying exclusively upon rules;
a practice \\hich too often exercises the memory rather than

asoning faculties, and thus deprives the student of the

advantage to be gathered from mathematical studies.

The Importance of enforcing principles cannot be too highly
estimated; a simple statement of them is not suflicient

; they
mu>t be frequently repeated, and illustrated in va;

And though practical rules arc not to be neglected, it is evi-

dent that it should be the chief care of n student to make
If master of the principles upon which the rules depend.

A second admirable feature of this work is, the order in

which the subjects are proposed for study. Tin- usual mode
is to take n boy through at least the four elementary rules,

introducing him to the beautiful doctrine of equations.
A more ccrtai; noting him with the study
could scarcely be found. He is forced to spend hours p-r-

iu adding or subtracting as and //s, a-'s and y's; all the

while remaining in an i. K rm< nt as to \\hat

is the meaning or use. of these a:'s and y's. Again, when he

to multiplication, there is tin- constant confounding of

\\ith the coefficient, and, indeed, of the rules of one
ith those of another

;
nor can we be surpii

or until the idea that a 1

i though unknown is fair!

(and this mastery can, in the gi f instances, be

ar.piired only by the study < MM, the very foundation

:ting upon which any thing substantial ran 1

1'ate proceeds very differently; scai pupil
iic signs of -f and

,
and how t

lect li!
,
than he is at once taught how

to apply this n- . obtaining the most
: .cans two important advan-

tages are g.iincd : the boy obtains a clear and distinct idea

of the powi r of letters to quantities; and again,
what is equally important, he is interested in the study, and
finds a motive for application in the science itself.
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This naturally leads us to speak of a third excellence of

this little treatise, the beautiful mode of illustrating and

unfolding the abstract principles of the science. We may
instance the manner in which the rule for transposition is

explained at p. 17
;
but the explanation of the rule for sub-

traction is so very complete, that we prefer to extract it

entire, that our readers may judge for themselves.

" Let it be required to subtract, c c from a.

From a

Subtract ce
Remainder ac + e

Here we have not to subtract c units from a units, but c units less by
e units. By taking c from a we have the remainder ac

;
but this

result is too little, for we have taken away e units too much ; therefore

the true remainder will be obtained by adding e to ac; that is, the

remainder will be a c+e.
The following questions may be put by the teacher in the course of

the demonstration :

Teacher (writing down ac). What have I taken away from a?

Pupil. You have subtracted c.

Teacher. Have I tnken away too much or too little ?

Pupil. You have taken away too much.
Teacher. How much too much have I taken away ?

Pupil. You have taken away e too much.
Teacher. What must I then do to make this the correct answer ?

Pupil. You must add e.

Teacher. What have you to say about the signs of the quantities to

be subtracted ?"

Many and many a time has the writer of these lines gone
through this proof, and asked these questions, and received

almost these very answers, and yet found that all had to be
done over again the next time he entered the schoolroom,
because his pupils had not in their books, before their eyes,
the dialogue which had passed between them and their master.

In speaking thus highly of Mr. Tate's book, we must not

omit to point out what we are afraid may prove obstacles to

a general adoption of this valuable little manual as the first

introduction to algebra. And first, we miss greatly a concise

and formal expression of the practical rules for the different

algebraical processes. To us and our opinion is founded on
the experience of many years' teaching the fullest explana-
tion, the most complete development of the principles involved

in an algebraical process, seems insufficient, unless the rule,

embodied in a short clearly expressed form, be committed to

memory. The attention of young students so quickly flags,

the impressions on their minds are so soon effaced, and, in

fine, they possess so much firmer a hold of words than ideas,

that it is hazardous to discard altogether the use of formulae
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to be learnt by heart. Oui
:fiis truth; and Mr. Tata bimwlf OOOMMOalij

us the old well-known form of words, as, for example,
in the rule for subtraction, and again in multiplication in the

rule for the product of quantities \\ith like and unlike signs.

We would suggest that after the discussion of the principles,
which we would not have shortened by a single line, the rule

.should be added, expressed in brief and
general

terms. For our

own part, we should prefer them in a different type, the better

to attract the attention of the student. Thus the ru!

multiplication of compound quantities, with respect to letters,

roellicients, indices, and signs, might very properly be intro-

duced in a somewhat larger type at page 55.

The rules for division are di>missed by Mr. Tate

cursorily. He works one example, then gives seven qm
for practice ; but nowhere does he give any general state-

ment of the process to be followed in such cases. A rule for

tin extraction of square roots is also required. A K

would niter upon the study of quadratic equations with

i confidence, and greater prospect of success, if he vrere

familiar with the practical part of this process; but without

miliarity, he will frequently be at a loss how to proceed,

ly easy examples.
An instance of a deficiency of a very different char

occurs at p. 57, where he ends division. After giving the

uhe

and (<z-6)
a=aa

he does not attempt to convey the import of these i\\

useful formula- in the language of ordinary life. 1).

Dfl that every student would Me to tell him,
i-t formula means that "then, HIM of

any two quantities is . the square of tli

;i twice the product of the two quantit ies, and the

square of the s< And similarly of the second formula.

In treating i ate does not set-in to think

it necessary to go over again in algebra the ground which he

Mipposoi has been
already gone over in arithmetic. \\

of quite a . i think that, to say the

t is highly advantageous for the junior student to have

his attention again directed to the subject, and we shon!

ore common processes to be here brie fly

stated. We more particularly miss the rule for reducing
fractions to a common denominator.

more surprised to meet with in the work, y
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rally so accurate, even in the .typographical execution of it, a

questionable definition of the exponent. At p. 2, speaking
of the symbol G3

, lie says, that the 3 " shews the number of

times that the quantity is to be multiplied by itself." At

p. 55, he says of a similar symbol, a3 , that there are 3 as

multiplied together. The latter definition is correct, the

former is erroneous, and conveys a false notion, against which
we cannot too carefully guard. We may also here remark,
that Mr. Tate, contrary to his usual custom, and, indeed, to

his professions in his preface, introduces the index before he has

any need of it
;
nor does he mention the index again until he

comes to speak professedly of the multiplication of compound
quantities. We much prefer that the index be not mentioned
at all, until its use can be fully illustrated by practice.

In general, Mr. Tate appears not to think it necessary to

give definitions of terms common to algebra and arithmetic.

This we regret, as a habit of defining terms is one which

greatly tends to produce a correct mode of thinking and

speaking ;
and besides, frequently a definition involves the

principle upon which a rule depends. Thus the definition

is of the greatest importance in investigating the operations
made use of in subtraction and multiplication.

With this last remark we close our list of objections to

the details of this little work. Mr. Tate will perhaps pardon
us, if we express a wish that his plan had been a little dif-

ferent. He seems to have had in view a boy who wishes to

learn the first elements of algebra, and those operations which

algebra has in common with arithmetic
;
but never to have

contemplated the case of those who wish for such a knowledge
of pure mathematics as will enable them to read a popular
course of physics, without pretending to the more difficult

parts of the science. We are of opinion that Mr. Tate's book
will so easily admit of being altered to meet this view, and at

the same time feel such a confidence that he is highly quali-
fied to carry out this suggestion, that we feel encouraged to

hope that he will undertake the task. It cannot be denied,

that there are numbers in this country who belong to this

class of students, who wish to sip, but not drink deep, of the

waters of science. They are even rapidly increasing, while

too frequently they lay aside their studies, in consequence of

the difficulty of finding an easy yet sufficient introduction to

algebra. Again, the additions which are required are but few;
were Mr. Tate to add some fuller remarks on ratios and pro-

positions, a brief chapter on variable quantities, and the prin-

cipal properties of variations, such as is to be found in Hinde's

Introduction to the Elements to Algebra^ we feel not a doubt
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the sphere of the usefulness of this manual would 1

widely extended. Ten or a dozen additional
;

uld be

abundantly sufficient to do these subjects full justice. They
might either be printed separately and be bound up with the

present work, or, if a new edition is called for, be airai;

their
proper place.

We now take leave of Mr. Tate; but with the hope that

we shall soon be called upon to renew his acquaintance. We
have every confidence in recommending to all masters, who
do not wish for a more extensive work, to introduce his

manual into their schools.

MIOIIT NOTICES.

A Call to pray for Unity in the Truth; mltins
who namcth the Name of C/ir'nt, by the IJ\. \V. Podsworth

ters), is the most interesting publication \\hich for some ti

issued from tin- Anglican press. It is nothing more than a

of scarcely a dozen pages; hut if the sentiments of its author are

to be taken as representing those of many of his brethren, it shews
that the good seed is germinating hi many a soil, hitherto regarded
as barren rock, as choked with weeds, or as trodden under foot by
iip-ii. Without one word of anger or even complaint Against the

Catholic Church, Mr. Dodsworth exhorts his people to pray em
for unity among all who call themselves Christians. I

1 state of his own body and those .eh surround it,

as in direct opposition to the words and commands of our 1

and without wishing to press his expressions beyond their

natural meanin , .,\\n h< art perhaps" unknown
to him .led v.ith n suspicion that, after all, tin-re i* no pos-
sible unity to be attained, except by unconditional -suhmi>Mon to

the Church of Rome.
The sermon H fin'

dsworth's is openly adopted the Cntholi.

tice of offering certain prayers to Almighty God with a .

|iicsts his congregation to say tin

Prayer daily for unify in the truth. From the exposition he has

re think he

docs not yet clearly
, ',at Catholics mean when they

h certain fixed "
intentions;" but, mu :

fact is not a little remarkable; and as we cannot doubt that it is

prompted by an excellent . at it may call forth

.-f many Catholics for such a gift of grace to Mr. Pods-
worth and his followers, as may lead them into that fold

v.hich they now linger with wi-tful

At the same time, we trust that Mr. Dodsworth, and others who
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think with him, are aware of what Catholics mean when they urge

upon Protestants to pray for unity. When we pray for unity, we

simply offer an intercessory prayer, entreating Almighty God to

convert unbelievers, whatever be their title or creed. We do not

pray for ourselves, except in so far as we ask for grace and wisdom
to enable us to make our light shine more brightly before the eyes
of our unenlightened fellow-creatures ; and when AVC desire one of

them to pray for this great gift, we merely urge him to pray for his

own salvation ; we do not recognise in him the slightest title to act

as an intercessor for his brethren. It is the same as if we said,
" You know that you are a sinner, and need salvation ; you are not

sure that your creed is right, or that you are in the body to which
salvation is promised. To your daily prayers for grace and mercy,
add, therefore, a prayer that, if you are wrong, God would shew you
where salvation is to be found, and give you courage to follow your
convictions at all costs." The Catholic Church, while she recognises
the efficacy of the sincere prayers of those who pray for themselves

that they may be led to know and do the will of God, does not

for one moment countenance the idea that the intercession of Pro-

testants is of any avail. She says nothing whatsoever on the sub-

ject, either for or against. The virtue of intercessory prayer is

purely a matter of revelation. God Juts revealed to her, that the

prayers of her children for one another are fruitful of abundant

blessings ;
but this is all. To those who are without she says no-

thing, as God has not commissioned her to judge them. Over such

men as Mr. Dodsworth, who we may hope have been rightly bap-
tised, she claims jurisdiction, regarding them as heretics, or as

schismatics, or as both ; but while they continue separate from her,

with whom lie the treasures of grace, and to whom alone God's

promises are given, she declares that their privileges as baptised
Christians are in abeyance. She bids them believe and obey, and

not cease to call upon God to save them in His own way.

We do not remember to have seen, in any recent work, the ar-

guments contained in a very interesting pamphlet, A Christmas

Gift for Thoughtful People (Burns) ; at least, they are not else-

where to be found drawn out at such length, or stated with such

immediate application to the present aspect of religious affairs.

The writer has traced the supposed meditations of a reflecting and

well-intentioned person, who has become partially acquainted with

the Catholic movement of the time, and has gained some slight

insight into the real doctrines and practices of the Church. He

imagines such a person acting like an honest and intelligent man,

impressed with a sense of the worth of the soul and of the futility

of popular misrepresentations, and pursuing his investigations until

he learns what Catholicism, as it exists at this hour iu England,

really is. The idea is a happy one, and is worked out with much
care and knowledge, at times with considerable force, and always

earnestly and well. A better <' Christmas gift" cannot be named.
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artcd individual 1ms published a /;< .-,./> ./ .!/,,<

. lljtkabcts (Masters). Some of them quite surpass our aim.

il of unintcllucibility, and are more like tli. e <'lduese

signs imprinted ou chests of tea than any letters i

by ordinary Christians. \Ve trust that the author, or some fellow-

labourer, will carry out the good work by furnishing us with n

complete series of books printed and spelt in the good old M\U
the invention of printing. If we cannot hope

-

Fonctic Ncns has ceased to reform the spelling of the world,
at least we ought to have a few manuals for the commonest affairs

of daily life printed and spelt in a Christian in-

tolerable to be obliged to have our dinners cooked from rect

printed in the "Revived Pagan Style" of classical Rome, and to

have our doses of physic measured on:

us hope shortly to receive a copy of Y'
Engly*/

Cookeric, adapted from Soyer, and bound in wood, \\iih hi,.

clasps. A Gothicised pharmacopoeia is also a de&'ult ratum, in which
we might learn how to take " Y' OyU of y' Coddc-l
and Other fashionable medicines, after a Christian and truly national

fashion. The Catholic Poor-School Committee should

up the subject, and issue spelling-books i. <n modern

Pagan transformations. A cheap Garden of the Soul, also.

poor, printed with mediaeval letters and spelling, should i

forgotten. A book of Gothic fashions for dress we need scar.

specify, as its want has long been painfulh
that as in the aflairs of the 6orfy, whether it' needs feeding, dressing,

king, people insist upon understanding what is set before
their eyes, some of these plans will scarcely meet with genual

It is only in the affairs of the soul that it becomes~
to aim at being intelligible.

Mr. Nicholson's cd ,/ Death of Mar#an
thcrorr, the Martyr of York (Kichardson), is now first published
from the manuscript written by h<

lines of her martyrdom, undci /aheth, are p
present work contains RO 112 and ail

details of her heroic constancy, and of the frightful madness and
i judge and a Puritan pi i

out against tbcir wickedness,
was pressed to death. Respecting the judge, t

lowing not. a curious circumstance, that within the last

twclvemout! <c of Judge Rodes 1

latest descendant in the

female line (who possessed the
-perty, assumed the name,

and subset] ! chddlcs>), remarked to the editor, that she
did not know how to accoi > constant iadun of immediate
descent in his family, and the singular loss of male In

tact that the crime of sacrilege bung over some one or
other of its founders."
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Mi*. Bishop's Introduction to the Sludy of the Mind (Longmans)
contains many curious thoughts and suggestions, partly his own
and partly taken from writers of all kinds and countries. He writes

with an impression of the vast moment of religious knowledge, as

compared with secular. " What," he says,
" to every man is of so

much importance as his internal state?" On his title and on the

following page he has also quotations from the Pere Girard, Dugald
Stewart, Channing, Shakspeare, St. Augustine, the book of Genesis,
and the Psalms ! From St. Augustine he quotes the words,

" There
is but one object greater than the soul, and that one is its

Creator." Yet Mr. Bishop seems as yet to be far from recognising
the great truth, that from that Creator alone can be learned all

that is to be believed respecting the soul. We do not mean that

he overlooks the Christian revelation as a fact ; but he would go to

the soul, interpreting the Bible by its own deceptive predilections,
to ascertain what that revelation is. Can an intelligent, and, as far

as we may judge, sincere thinker, like Mr. Bishop, honestly assert

that he knows for certain any thing respecting his own soul and

respecting Almighty God ?

Though few comparatively have suffered from tic douloureux, every
one knows that it is one of the most agonising continuous pains
which afflict the body. Dr. C. T. Downing, in an essay On Tic

Douloureux, and other painful Affections of the Nerves (Churchill),

explains the construction and use of an instrument which he has

invented, and terms the Aneuralgicon, and which he has often found
to cure when all ordinary remedies have failed. It is a fumigating
apparatus, in which dried herbs of a sedative quality are burnt, and
which applies the heated vapour to any part of the body. He gives
the particulars of several cases of successful treatment. We can well

conceive that its efficacy may be great, and we should suppose it

could do no harm.

The Life of St. Cuthbert (Burns), by Monsignor C. Eyre, is a very
handsome volume, containing all that is known of the Saint. We
reserve it, however, for further notice in a subsequent number. We
must reserve also M. 1'Abbe Busson's most interesting Letters on the

Estatica of Niederbronn, and her Revelations.

The authentic edition of The Discussion on the Affairs of Romet

in the Assembly at Paris, containing not only Montalembert's mag-
nificent speech, but those of De Falloux and De la Rosiere, and
Thiers' report, is now ready, issued by the Electoral Committee of

Religious Liberty, and may be had at our publisher's. It is un-

questionably one of the most remarkable episodes in the history of

parliamentary debates that was ever known. The squeamishness of

the Assembly, including its President, who called M. de Montalem-
bert to order for his opening phrase a phrase which nobody could

have condemned as "unparliamentary" in an English House of

Commons is curious.
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Corrcaponirnce.

MADEIRA.

To the Editor of tie RaMer.

Funchnl, Madeira, All SouU, 1849.

I PROMISED you some account of this most interesting island, it*

people, productions, customs, niul physical aspect, and its ecclesias-

tical buildings. It is true that a residence of less than a fortnight
baa not qualified me to give a very full or accurate description of any
one of these matters; but as I am unwilling to lose the next post

(letters to England being conveyed by the packets only twice in the

month), I shall give you my first impressions at least, and perhaps
write again on some future opportunity.

We arrived off Funchnl on the 18th of October, after an unusu-

ally stormy and trying voyage of eleven days. Instead of landing
c, we found ourselves condemned to five days' quarantine, in

consequence of the cholera in England. Fortunately, we 1,.

fine weather during our imprisonment on board the ship; and as

comnn with the shore was pretty freely permit t

abundant supplies of the beautiful fruits, flowers, vegetal
the island. Nothing can exceed the magnificence of the \

..d, seen about a mile distant, from the bay, or rather roads,

we lay at anchor in twenty fathoms water. The main part of

y lies low, almost level with the sea; hut it rises in inn.

scattered villas and suburban streets to the height of about COO
t'< t up the sides of the mountains which form avast amphitheatre
on the south side of the island. The sun is perpetually shining on
the snow-white houses, convents, and churches, and on the vine-clad

hills which stretch far above them; while at the same time th<

mits, about 3000 feet a MB, are almost continually em
ting clouds. The climate is truly delightful; hot, c

October, the thermometer standing as high as 70, with \ery little

temperature between night and i no means
i nenaMiu' or oppressive, at least not at all more so than a July or

August day ordinarily is in England. Tin- brightness of th>

ami tl> >nble softness of the moon over the still and per-

fectly windless groves, vineyards, and gin which the whole

country, except the n. >ps, may be said to be c<

charming beyond anything that I lur ,i, or even imagined :

the lirsf hurst of such a landscape upon the sight of one who has

is almost bewildering, from its

loveliness and its novelty. There is nothing here to remind you
of England ; people, trees, plants, flowers, costumes, faces, and even

houses, arc thoroughly strange : the tropical idea, so to speak, p< r-
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vades every thing. The tall feathery palm, the umbrageous wide-

leaved banana, the cork-tree, tulip-tree, ginger-tree, stone-pine, and
chestnut ;

the trellised vineyards, almost smothering the houses, and

overarching even the lanes with their luxuriance ; the orange and
lemon groves ; the coffee-tree, with its green varnished leaves and

fragrant white flower; with countless other unfamiliar shrubs and

plants all combine to give a delightful character to the island.

The flowers are said to be over at this, season, which makes me
wonder what Madeira must be during the spring and summer
months ; for we have hedges of geraniums, heliotrope, fuchsias, and

roses, all in bloom, and growing as commonly and as wildly as

brambles do at home ; we have the fragrant datura, with its white

bell-shaped flowers a full foot in length ; the oleander of rosy hue,
not a stunted exotic shrub, as we see it in hothouses, but a goodly
tree, growing in the open air ; we have the laurel-leaved coral-tree,

with its ponderous bunches of blood-red blossoms
; the magnolia,

the splendid red hybiscus, the malopia, which produces both red and
white flowers, resembling hollyhocks, from the same cluster; hydran-

gias, mostly blue (a desideratum in England) ; mimosas, bamboo
canes, and another very common and very useful kind of cane, or

reed, which is thick, strong, and tall, and is much used for fences

and trellises. We have every kind of cactus
; the Indian fig, or

prickly pear, which grows luxuriantly from every crevice in the

rock ; the aloe, a wild plant, but cultivated and grown to a great
size ; camellias every where, but not now in blossom ; the fragrant

wax-plant, a great blue convolvulus, magnificent passion-flowers, and
several beautiful creepers, red, blue, and yellow, of which I do not
know the names.

The fruits are comprised in the following list, as far as I have

yet seen and tasted them, probably there are several more : Pine-

apples (which grow in the open air, just like turnips and cabbages),

pomegranates, guavas, bananas, oranges, lemons, citrons, grapes (of
five or six kinds, at least, both red and white), figs in great plenty
and perfection, both black and green, almonds, walnuts, chestnuts,

apples, pears, peaches, apricots, Cape gooseberries (very fine for

preserves), cherries, tomatoes, custard-apples, the "chu-chu" (a sort

of vegetable marrow), pumpkins of great size and weight, often

measuring four feet in circumference ;
and of vegetables, to which

the pumpkin introduces me, every kind known in England, with

the addition of yams and sweet potatoes. The chief culture of the

island is that of the vine ; albeit the wine-trade is in a very depressed
state, from the caprice of modern fashion, which has preferred

sherry to Madeira at most tables, European and American alike.

Still, a very great quantity of wine must annually be made, but

principally, perhaps, for home consumption. You get first-rate

Madeira for about 2s. 6d. a bottle ; and the same is paid for a wine
called "

tinta," a sort of common and rather poor port. There are

other kinds of light wine, much cheaper, and consumed, probably,

only by the poorer classes, or exported to Germany for the compo-
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of "genuine hock." Wine-shops are even more plentiful in

Funrhal than beer-shops in England ;
but I do not believ

can afford to get drunk; at least I have not neon <>r heard of Mich a

vice as yet in this city. It is surprising that the olive has i

been introduced ; it would grow well on the rich volcanic soil of the

island, and might be made to compensate for the decline in til-

trade. The people, in fact, arc but indiHcrent and unenterpri.-ini:

gardeners; they do indeed make available every foot of ground, c\en

on the sides of ravines and crevices, where you may see a vii

and n thatched low cottage wherever you go ;
but there is no n

ance whatever of science, and not much of neatness and industry in

the cultivation of these plots. The bananas and oranges require IM

pains, and for that reason, perhaps, arc the most common of all. Tn-

lic latter are so abundant, that one cannot but fancy the old

legend of the gardens of Hesperus, and of the golden apples guarded

by his three fair daughters, may relate to some ante-Homeric voyage
of discovery to Madeira, where the astonished adventurers first beheld

the beautiful yellow fruit which hangs in such abundance (even ten

yards from me as I now write) on the fragrant evergreen orange-
treei.

Hut I have been botanizing so long that I am forgetting the

much more interesting and important subject of the people. The
i nimbi Madeira are, as you know, Portuguese by !

and
speak

a jwtois of that language. The island was discovered and
colonised by that nation (I believe) in the beginning of the li:

century; it was called Madeira,* from the woods with vhicli

clothed
;

1'unchal is said to take its name from tli-

uhicli are, or rather were, abundant around it. The men ai.

good-looking race ; tall, well-made, with olive complexion, da:
1

and hair, and generally with a cheerful, civil, and courteous demean-
our. The women arc almost invariably ill-lookin not, 1

suppose, say vgly, though no vill apply to tlm

forty years of age; the old women are not nnfivquently actually

is; they are also slovenly and ill-dressed, \\hile the men are

particularly clean in their linen and persons. Washing see i

perpetual occupation of the women; which operation t!

old water (which is soft, from the al of the

. t s. As several of these la

may at all times sec them at work (exactly in the manin
in the Odyssec, as

performed by Nausicaa and her attendant

i stones in the torn 1 with whole acres of

shirts, trousers, and sheets, kid out to dry. Strange t

such primi
1

only at their command, they "get np
: '

linen

very much better than you arc accustomed to have it done i

land.

There is not a carriage, nor a cart, nor any wheeled vehicle (that
I have yet seen) in Funehal. Consequently, there is a /

a quid, even iii the hu^ir-t part of the city, which i- quite unknown
* C.M a\iy he, from muter in. timber.
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in the mercantile towns of England, where drays, and carts, and

omnibuses, create a perpetual din. In truth, I doubt if there is

such a thing as a carriage-road in the whole island. The town

itself, and all the roads leading out of it to the adjacent hills, are

often beautifully, and always carefully, paved with hard black basalt

a material every where abundant in a volcanic island, and superior
even to granite for the purpose. There is a neatness and a cleanli-

ness about these streets which I have nowhere seen equalled ; the very
best English pavements fall short of the elegant geometric patterns in

which the small sea-coast pebbles are worked in front of the doors,
in courts, and in some of the principal ruas. Goods are carried

about on very primitive-looking sledges, drawn by pairs of stout

little oxen. These vehicles glide so noiselessly over the polished
basalt, however heavy the load, that they are actually inaudible a

very few paces from you ; and altogether they are so efficient and

convenient, that so far from thinking them barbarous and uncivi-

lised, as I at first did, I begin to wonder that the English have not

had the good sense to adopt them, even though the yoke be the

very same as that described by Homer, and the sledge nothing more
than a rude plank appended to a pole. The /SorjXarcu, or drivers,

have a droll custom of carrying a coarse cloth, or skin, which they
now and then dip in the gutter, and place before the sledge, for

the purpose of allowing it to glide over and contract the wet under-

neath, so as to facilitate its passage over the stones.

The houses are very substantially built, of a hard scoriacious

rock, partly black, partly of a dusky iron-red both kinds igneous,
and extremely durable. The basalt is so hard that it cannot be

worked, like these two varieties, which are well adapted for the

chisel ;
it is, however, extensively used for walling, more Cyclopeo,

i. e. of great and small pieces cleverly fitted together. All the

houses, villas, and churches are white-washed, one or two here and
there having a pink or a yellow coating, which serves to diversify
the effect. The houses generally are good; but the streets are

narrow, and the shops very poor. The villas are for the most part
fitted up with a view to the comfort of English residents, who hire

them at the high rate of from 150/. to 250J. for the season of seven

months.
It is impossible not be struck with the absence of those offensive

sights so well known as nuisances, both in England, and still more,
I believe, in France and Italy. The churches are perfectly clean,

the streets almost equally so, even the by-ways and alleys have

their bright black pavement unsullied by dung or filth. Nothing
approaching to indecency meets the sight ; the beggars are neither

numerous nor importunate ;
and perhaps the singular and some-

what revolting spectacle of a head reclining in a friendly lap, while

subjected to the process of vermin-hunting, is almost the only dis-

agreeable that is of frequent occurrence. Fleas, it must be told,

are considered the pest of Madeira ; they cannot, however, be very

bad, for I have knelt in the churches, been into shops, houses, and
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convents, slept in an inn and ft villa, and been in close conta.

the lowest, \\ithout us yet having cither felt or seen the uni:

in a single instance. A small ant infests houses, ai, roublc-

tome.

Both the men and the women wear a scanty blue cloth rap,
which perches on the very top of the head, and terminates in a sharp

peak, or erect pigtail, of most unusual appearance. Tin \

however, as often cover their jet-black hair with a white or a

coloured kerchief. The weather being too hot, and the

Meep for the most part, for walking, the gentlemen almost

ride on very tolerable horses, the \
: glUh ladies and the

class of natives) in palanquins, and invalids in hammocks.
Both these vehicles appear to be very convenient and comfortable

;

certainly much more so than the old-fashioned Knglish sedan-chair.

They arc both suspended on a long pole, borne on the shoulder of

a man at each extremity.
Small as the island is, and destitute of any considerable t

besides Funchal, it is very thickly peopled, flu size of the whole
is but forty-five miles long by fifteen wide, and the greater part is

occupied by almost inaccessible mountain-peaks (the highest point

being more than six thousand feet above the sea) ; yet tl

considerably more than a hundred thousand inhabitants. \Vb

you go along the most secluded ravines and the most difficult

mountain-paths YOU are sure to meet great numbers of
]

Where they all dwell appears an inexplicable problem, till you

gradually discover the countless number of thatched cabin* which

peep above the vineyards in every part. A few country churches

are here and ther> among them in the neighbourhood around
!

; but of the interior I cannot speak, not having as yet
visited it.

The rides along the mountain-passes arc, as may be supposed,

magniti-' it. I amended a paved road to the height of about two

thousand feet, to visit a large church
,
which forms a conspicuous

object from below. It was a long, steep ascent, and the

literally poured from our horses when we at length aligb
the platform on which if Mauds, embosomed in chestnut-trees. It

VM Worth a visit, but we found nothing particularly deserving
of dc*< a large building, with paintings and gilded altars;

gine, better served and more attended than it now is.

It stands on the edge of a deep ravine, beyond \\hich, in the dis-

rose many jagged peaks, with h.> ,1 outline,

and strongly shadowed in the glorious sunset imml iat
-ly behind

them
;
while nearer to us, on the opposite bank, we beheld b

upon terrace, with vineyards and pine-woods, and isolated (ba-

teaux. These mountain-torrents, by the way, (which are numc-
< for supphing water to the vine-

yards,) though quiet and harmless rivulets at exhibit suf-

ficient proofs of their size and power during the rainy season, in

the width of their beds, the depth to which they have cut their
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way through the solid rock, and in the immense water-worn boul-

ders of basalt which they have brought down from the mountains.

Their channels are confined between very high and strong walls

where they pass through the heart of the city into the sea, and

bridges are thrown across them in many places, from which it must

be a striking scene to contemplate the foaming and turbid current

below. Serious and alarming inundations have occurred, before

these water-courses were securely enclosed.

The hills are of remarkably bold and irregular outline
; nothing

is seen of the undulating sweep and the rounded summits of our

English chalk and mountain-limestone
;
but peak and cliff, preci-

pice and point, just as they were tossed up from below by volcanic

throes, or consolidated from the liquefied matter which was in all

probability originally discharged at the bottom of the sea, and sub-

sequently upheaved by some terrific subterraneous convulsion. At
the present moment I have a glorious prospect before me : the

summits are clear of clouds, and glowing in the golden light of the

sun, while deep shadows invest the sides in comparative gloom.
The verdure is scanty on the highest points ;

but all is green, from

the sea-level upwards.
I cannot avoid venturing a few words on the geological features

of the country, though I speak with diffidence on the subject. This

is undoubtedly one of its most extraordinary and interesting cha-

racteristics. As much of the island as I have yet visited is wholly
and entirely volcanic. The rocks are for the most part masses of

basalt, more or less marked by the action of fire on their external

surfaces. There is nowhere any sign of stratification or aqueous

deposition, if we except the very superficial alluvium which has

been brought down from the mountains. The basaltic rocks are

in many places worn through by the torrents, so that an exact

knowledge of their nature and thickness may often be obtained.

They abound in vertical joints, and in some few instances have an

irregular cleavage, like coarse slates ; but they are not in any case

arranged in horizontal or tilted strata, which would be the case

with metamorphic rocks. Beneath them there generally runs a

band of intensely-burnt earthy matter, which sometimes takes the

form of conglomerate, sometimes of breccia, sometimes of very

heavy and partially metallic lumps of half-liquefied matter, not

unlike the slag or refuse of iron-foundries. In many places a dark

cinereous rock protrudes through the surface, scorched, contorted,

and more or less porous in its composition. This it is which is

principally used for building houses ; it is very hard, and may
be obtained in blocks of considerable size. Some of the lesser

hills which rise from the sides or roots of the mountains are

covered with a stiff red clay, others with indurated sand or

mud ;
in some places there are regular strata of comminuted

pumice-stone, all which appear to have been discharged in a liquid

state, or thrown up with boiling water. In some parts the action

of lire is appalling and terrific ; a whole precipice of cinder, which
H
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and streaks of red, yellow, of I now
every thing sered, niul h!

>, and in most considerable depth. It is of a

fine brown colour, sometimes passim: ii:

: the touch, Latins called
fMtfrit.

It is

eviileiitly alhirinm, brought down from tin- mountains, and ;

of the detritus of the volcanic rock, \\5th but little admix;
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I prevailii
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of our globe.
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English stubbles, and have dry white meat, more like that of n

pheasant.
The native manufactures are all of a f rifling and unprofitable

description ; wicker-baskets, bird-cages of reeds, lace, preserves,
dried fruits, and artificial flowers made of stained feathers. The
three last-named articles are made and sold at the convents of Fun-

chal, Avhich are now few, and much impoverished ; and it is to be

feared that they form an essential part of their very scanty liveli-

hood, the Portuguese Government having embezzled all the conven-

tual funds upon which it could lay its impious hands.

There is no deficiency of churches ; the city of Funchal, with its

environs, contains ten or twelve large and magnificent ones, besides

a cathedral. To begin with the latter : it is a fine building, about

the size of a first-class parochial church in England. It was built,

I believe, early in the sixteenth century, in a very tolerable style
of Italian Gothic. Externally it is white-washed and painted ; the

tower is plain, occupying the place of a northern transept, and is

surmounted (as are several other churches) by a low pyramidal

spirelet, covered with glazed tiles. The nave is divided from the

aisles by pointed arches. The side walls of the former are occupied

by richly gilded and carved altars, in place of windows ; there is no

triforium, but a row of clerestory lancet-lights. At each end of the

transeptal cross there is a very large and magnificent gilt altar
;

one of them only has a dressed image : this feature (of which I,

for one, am by no means an admirer) is but seldom to be found in

Funchal. The ceiling of both nave and choir is extremely magni-
ficent

;
of carved cedar, painted and gilded in a sort of Moorish

fashion. The choir is fitted with handsome carved stalls, and has

a splendid high altar, and many paintings. It is well kept, and
clean

;
there are neither benches nor chairs (except a very few of

the former, for the use of the infirm, or of the better classes), but

the people kneel and sit on the floor, which is boarded. The church

of San Pedro is also very fine, and rich in curiously carved and

gilded altars, walls, and paintings. The Lady Chapel and the

Chapel of the Blessed Sacrament in this church arc among the

most beautiful things I ever saw ;
even Pugin would admire them,

though not of a very orthodox Gothic detail. The "College Church"

is another large and very fine building, formerly belonging to the

Jesuits
;

it was seized by Government, the seminary attached to it

turned into barracks, and the church used solely for the military.
I attended a " milltary Mass" in it last Sunday; a strange per-

formance, to my eyes, the band playing loudly the whole time, and

a soldier in his uniform serving at the altar. There is a particularly

interesting church attached to the convent of Santa Clara ; with

some ancient monuments, some good paintings, and the walls wholly
covered, internally, with glazed tiles disposed in mosaic patterns.
The effect of this is particularly good : we might borrow a hint from

it for our churches in England ; indeed, it has already been partially

adopted at Cheadle. The church of Santa Lucia is also handsome
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and spacious ;
that of th (conventual) is old, and

rather diujry, with ft vaulted roof. But all that I have seen arc

very well and reverently kept ; lamps are always l.uniinu- before the

Blessed Sacrament; and (\\iih one or two exceptions) then

shabby millinery look about them in a word, less of had

id of paltry frippery, than is sometime* found in modern

Catholic churches. Most of these buildings seem to date from the

seventeenth century. The money expended upon them must have

normous, arguing both more wealth and more religion

vour thnn is now to be found on the island.

One very large church and convent in thi.s city, that of the

scans, was long ago shut up by the (lovcrmucnt, the monks

expelled, and the buildings suffered to fall into decay. Other

churches were sacrilegiously plundered of their plate and movables

of value. The military, as I said, have the sole possession of what

was the Jesuits' church. There is a stron.ir fort nhove the cat

a palnce, the residence of the Coxcrnor, both strongly garrisoned by

tmnps. There is also a corps of the more modern, and

far more cl!ecti\. \\(\, on the whole, good order is ob

Ik-hive BM uly yours,

TITHES,

To H <ftJ* Remitter.

Jeau, Marfal

MY MM: Sm, The subject of tithes having been laid before

the public in your last /{nniblrr, and expounded as coinniaudeil by
ion law of holy Church, it would ;. i.f to make a

-M theirapplicahility to Kii^land, and th

Micient ami appro\ed mi tip d of pro\id
nfs of those \\lio minister to us spiritual things.

When we speak of tithes, v f nt the outset on

*idc by the laity with such exclamations as,
"

01), tithe*! those

are things of the past, and can n \r be renewed nmongst us. No;
to the Trot. | v ha - rendered them

odious. We can never think -"As well,

my dear I a thief picks your
.y your just debts." Kxcellently ob-

really and truly just
- to the doctrine laid down in the article in <pie>-

tion ; and that they are not mere alms, and hen. c can have no pos-
sible connexion \\ith ar from the

.tion of \Viclif, art. 18, condemned by Martin V. in the

Council of CoDstane.-. And 1 elear, that until something
is provided in pla< .dmit to be the objec-

tionable system of bench-renting, that system, approved of by our
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Lords the Bishops, must be retained as, in default of something
better, the only means of obtaining any thing in the shape of tithes

from the people.
The offertory, excellent as an auxiliary, is merely an alms for

the immediate wants of the pastors, and must necessarily be left to

the discretion of the givers ; but the Church, when she commands
tithes, leaves nothing to the discretion, of the givers: hence it is

quite in the spirit of the Church to have some compulsory payment
or other. Now it might be difficult, perhaps impossible, to re-

establish tithes, precisely as tithes
; but it would be far from diffi-

cult to make, under episcopal authority, a commutation of tithes,

apportioning to the Catholic souls of every Catholic parish or dis-

trict, the quota they should be called upon to pay annually, quarterly,
or at Christmas and Easter, according to their respective means and

profits. Such, since the Irish Church has been deprived of her tem-

poralities, has been the practice of that truly Catholic nation. But
we may instance a case as more fully coming home to our own doors.

When the late Primate of all Ireland, Dr. Crolly, Lord Arch-

bishop of Armagh, first went to that town as parish-priest, he
found the number of Catholics so small that they could all be

packed in a small room. After he became Archbishop, Metropo-
litan, and Primate, he began to beat about him for the means of ex-

tending religion ; but this could not be done without a large body
of clergy, and these could not be had without the means of support-
ing them. Accordingly he introduced bench-rents, as one means
of providing for this (if they did not previously exist) ; and, more
than this, collections every Sunday. Three Sundays in the month
this collection went to support the fabric and the wants of the cha-

pel ; the fourth Sunday, to the support of the clergy ; but with this

difference, that on this fourth Sunday the collection was not volun-

tary, as on the other days, but, according to the system in other parts
of Ireland in receiving the Christmas and Easter dues, nothing but

gold and silver was taken, and this in a regular proportion, accord-

ing to the means of each one
;
and as the sum was paid, the amount

was announced by the collectors to*the congregation. This was
afterwards equally divided amongst the clergy, with this sole differ-

ence, that the parish-priest, who had the trouble and responsi-

bility, received thirteen-pence for each shilling received by the

others. This quickly produced its results in a short time, in place
of one priest, twelve were to be found, together with a flourishing

archiepiscopal seminary, and religion increased accordingly; so

that now the Catholics in Armagh form a no inconsiderable body,
and that in the very hotbed of Irish Presbyterianism ;

and they
who for centuries have been condemned to worship their God in

the see of St. Patrick without the limits of the city, are now about

to build a church within its walls. This has been brought about

by increasing the clergy, and at the same time providing for their

support by a substitute for, or a commutation of, tithes. When,
then, we have so excellent a model as the 'Irish Church to look



we need not walk in the footstep !-ai lui.

liih Dissenters.

That \\hieh is our rigli'

'

hy the established

heresy : it is now our duty to lind a substitute for it that shall at

once provide for the wants of the Church, and shall at IcaM

coloured \\ith the signification of what the Church expressly t

mauds for the support of her ministers, who minister spiritual things
to the children of her bosom. Let us get rid of bench-rents to-

morrow, but let us do all things in reason and in prudence. It is

for our Lords the Bishops to ordain, and then for the clergy to act

on that ordinance, tin laity of course co-operating. A

ours, to whom we mentioned the subject the other day, said these

precise words :

"
I, for instance, pay live pounds a-year for my

a : abolish the system of be; \\hich is atro<i<.u<, and

1 will give you ten pound > a-year, and \\ill of course gi\e in the

oflertory in addition according to comenicnee." Thi> lilu ral s,

we are con\im\d, would spread if only properly understood, and it'

laity at large are given to understand that they '. port

their clergy as they would R beggar to \\hom they irivi- their alms,

but as those to whom tiny arc justly indrhtcd : "tin- labourer is

worthy ', a pried ia the sal

.

iy as distinct a right to all that is necessary
'

tain him in the position he is called upon to lill in his particular

\sician or a lawyer has to his fee, as a merchant

to be paid for his disc, as a au- >. And 1

am sure that any clergyman would feel himself insulted \\lio w8
told that what he received was given hint as an alms to a beggar;

nor, I am convinced, would he consent to receive it <>i, ims.

M-ciilar clergy have not taken vows of po\crty ;
the canons of

Iy Council of Tnni, do not admit

oft! ; as paupers; they must - itnmony or a

bcm rdaincd; and where, as in this country,
are ordained <id tti mt >up| Jhete

s to go out, as did the
'

.1 citlirr scrip or -!

but that acme of evangelical j

toull who deTOte tl to it in the holy hond< :us
h!

, ;ard to these it is an extreme case, and,

amongst the most illustrious and clasi - of

these latter centuries, is a special vow added to the others in
\

ticular cases.

inclusion, I cannot liel}>
,- on that al)->

gard for the mass of the people \\ln\h hut too > out in

.stantism of our Cathol upland; Jiud ;

MIS to threaten to increase. In tl.

old ugly chapels v ssarily meet with the anathemas of

y sincere ! t, we <! > e a provision
for the people, th. which is not always found in more

rection*. You have your overgrown ugly gallery added to

from time to time, ^encics of the increasing swarms
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of the people, before a swarm moves off to a new hive : this is filled

by a cleaner, perhaps, if not a higher, class than the body of the

chapel : but then it is beautiful to see the poor of Christ filling the

vast space below with its seats, and not only this, but every avail-

able spot, up to the narrow and confined space railed off, and which
bears the name of a sanctuary, so that you see the poor in their

rags actually elbowing the priest as he sits down at the Gloria, &c.,
and frieze coats mingled in admired confusion with the gorgeous
vestments of the officiating clergyman, or the snow-white surplices
of his servers. Go, on the contrary, into one of our new Gothic

churches, in which we think we have done so much to restore

religious feeling amongst us, and a taste for that brotherhood which
is the natural offspring of the Catholic and Christian principle.
\Vhat do we see? A nave filled with a long-drawn row of benches,

partially filled by the qualify of the place, and the poor or less

favoured in a distant vista, beyond the extent of the preacher's
voice, or in the long-drawn aisles, hidden ever and anon by some

intervening pillar from the sight of the preacher, and thus prevented
from following that glance of the eye, or that motion of the arm,
which would supply the meaning of something he but indistinctly

apprehends in his nascondiglio. Truly pauperes evangelizantur in

these splendid piles, constructed indeed with a view to ceremonial,
but scarcely with a view to the indoctrination of the poor in the

lessons of that Gospel in which it is said,
" Qui major est inter

vobis fiat sicut minor." God forbid that I should be insensible to

the noble service done to us by those who have restored true Chris-

tian art amongst us ; but I only contend for this, that in the erec-

tion of our churches, the aisles should be constructed solely with a

reference to processions and the devotion of the Via Crucis, and
should consequently be totally unprovided with seats. Let the nave

be so large as to be able to contain the whole congregation, except
such few stragglers as for their own private devotion choose to

stand about in the aisles. And if there must be those atrocities,

benches, in the name of goodness let us confine them to the lower

half of the nave, and at least have chairs in the upper half, by which

means we secure the advantage of having the preacher placed half

way down the nave, as in the great churches in Italy, and especially
in Rome, while those who occupy the chairs can turn about to the

preacher, and afterwards settle clown for Mass in such corners as

may best suit their devotion ; or if they choose to hear a succession

of Masses, at different altars, can carry their chair about with them,
and take up such new position as is most favourable to the object

they have in view. But these English are such matter-of-fact

people. I heard a priest reproved the other day for making the

children laugh at catechism
; yet in old times preachers were often

applauded with a universal clapping of hands. "
Oh, tell it not in

Gath." Really these good people will require a separate heaven ;

they cannot endure to go there in company of Italians, Belgians, or

Irish ! I remain, &c.

THE WRITER OF THE PAPER ON TITHES,
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PAPAL RESCRIPT IN FAVOUR OF THE CATHOLIC POOR-
SCHOOL COMMITTEE.

THE substance of the following we gave in our last Number.

Beatissimo Padre,
I Cattolici d' Inghilterrn hnnno fonnatn, sotto il titolo di O:;

della Scuola dei Povcri, una commission?, la quale invigila I

direzione del Vescovi alle collctte cd alle altre cose che i>osson<> pro-
re 1' educazione Cattolica dei poveri Cattolici I Vescovi Imnno

.-taliilito che le collctte se dibbano tutti x\\ anni dclla Domciiica dopo
1' Ottava del Corpus Domini, testa in [oguUtorra del S. Cuore.

I Yiearj Apliei. dell' Inghilterra e ]>cr cssi Niro.la \\ i<rm:i:

covo Melipotamense Vicario Apliei. del I)itretto Londinense, umil-
mentc supplicnno

clic Via. Saniita M dcjui, undo t'avorire a questo
oggotto pio, accord are in pcrnetuuni rindnl^.-n/a Plenum

:ip|<li(-n liili>

anche alle anime del Purgatorio u tutti qin-lli elx; in qnii'.uii'iui- Di-trt :(.

delP Inghilterra, in ipn-l jiiorno ad cntr.. la -ua ( Utava. cont'e.ssati e com-
muiiirati daronno qnalche liino-ina per r'iliica/ioni' dri

]

lict in-Ill? I-Vde Cattolii-a da ro_-ariri nel niodo appmvsito di-i n.v|.ctii\i

Virnrj Aplici. Come juin- 1' Induliren/a I'lcnaria p'Tprtua rd appli-
:illc anini'- Santr 1 i luerarji da tutti ur li a-- > iluiento

nlle eollrtte del MtdttlO COBlitttO tOttO In dip' ndrn/a d-i Viearj Aplici.
li qunli nrlln !'* t a di S. (Jiorgio Martire < di S. Kdoardo "-

tore e nelle loro Ottavr, j)n-\ia la eoii|r^i,.)ii e la S. Coinniiinione

pregheranno in qualche Chie-a, Ca|iprlla, o pubblico Oratorio pi
mente del ponm,

dofaeultntihit-a^Snio. Domino Nro. Pin 1 I. PP. IX*
Nobis spccialiter tributis nnnuinius in oninihu^ pro grntin juxta pi-tita.

Contmni> o,!!!!)!!-*-!!]!!!!!*
1 jion oltantil)iH.

I. S. C, de 1'nda. Kid.-, di HI Oetobris, 1849.

Gratis 0i ne alia omnitio >olutione ipieuni|M>- titid<>,

; VUNAUO, aSeci

By this Rescript, lii^ Iluline^-. ,'rants perpetually

1. A Plenary Indulgence to all who, on the Fca,*t of
'

the Stuxfay after tin- Oft '

days after, shall go to Confession and ('i.Tniuiinioii, and siilificribe to the

Poor-School Committee's Fund.

Indulgence to all oontrilmt T-; to the .-:une v, :

fS. Geori:- ' iwnrd the {'niife^i.r. or during their

,
?hnll go tO Confession and Communion, and pray for sow iim<

for the int.

th Indulgences are applicable by way of suffrage to the Faithful

departed.
Ni< B

>;
of Mrlipotamus.

(By order of the Right Rev. the Lord Bi.sliop)

SCOTT NASMYTH STOK.KS, Secretary to the

Catholic Poor-School Committee.
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CATHOLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, C JOHN STREET,
BEDFORD ROW.

THE Committee of the Catholic Middle School have just issued the fol-

lowing letter and notice :

SIR, I beg to lay before you, as one of the contributors to the fund
for establishing the Catholic Middle School, the details of a measure
which the Committee have resolved to adopt, with the view of increas-

ing the attendance at the school, and extending its advantages to a de-

serving class of Catholic youths.
You are probably aware that the ordinary charge for each boy is

8/. Ss. a-year, payable quarterly in advance. It has now been deter-

mined to admit exhibitioners the number of whom receiving instruc-

tion in the school at the same time shall never exceed twenty-five at

half the regular charge, or II. Is. each a-quarter, and to bestow upon
the contributors to the Guarantee Fund the privilege of nominating
candidates for exhibitions in the proportion of one candidate for every
5/. contributed.

From the boys so nominated exhibitioners will be selected after

an examination, which will embrace an inquiry into the moral charac-

ter, intellectual attainments, and pecuniary circumstances of the can-
didates.

The Committee, as they desire by this arrangement to reward ge-
nuine merit, are determined to attach chief weight to moral qualifica-
tions

;
and it is essential, therefore, that every candidate should pro-

duce a certificate of good character from at least one priest having
faculties. Similar testimonials from other parties, and especially from

previous teachers, will receive the attention which they deserve.

Examiners appointed by the Committee will carefully ascertain the

merits and attainments of the respective candidates.
In reference to pecuniary circumstances, it will be required that the

candidates produce from their parents or guardians a written assurance
of their inability to meet the regular school-fee.

As a contributor of to the School fund, you are entitled to

nominate boys, who, before admission to the examination, will be

expected to shew a letter from you attesting your belief that they are,
with reference to the qualifications above mentioned, fit and proper
candidates for election to the exhibitions.

I may be permitted to add, that the interests of the school and of the

Catholic public will be served by your nominating boys of promise, be-

longing to poor but respectable and virtuous parents ;
and that, in case

of your being unacquainted with candidates answering this descrip-
tion, the Committee have reason to believe that the clergy generally
will be glad to recommend for nomination deserving youths of whom
they have personal knowledge. You will not fail, however, to observe,
that your nomination does not confer an absolute title to an exhibition,
but simply a right of admission to an examination, at which the merits
of the different candidates will be tested, with a view to the selection of
the most worthy as exhibitioners.

The examinations for exhibitions will take place twice a-year, viz.

on the first Tuesdays after the Christmas and the Midsummer holidays re-

spectively ;
and it is desirable that the necessary papers should be sent

in to the Secretary at least a fortnight before the day of examination.
I am yours faithfully,

EDWARD HEALY THOMPSON,
Honorary Secretary.

4 Chepstow Villas, Bayswater.
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destroyed, and tlieir respect for the old religion and its ministers is great.
On the evening of Sunday, the 7th of October, the Very Reverend Dr.

Aubert, accompanied by Fathers Cookc and Noble, commenced a spi-
ritual retreat in the church; the order of the exorcises of the Mission

being as follows: Mass at h've o'clock, followed by instruction (for the

factory people, who were obliged to be at their work at six.) Second
instruction at nine. At seven in the evening the Rosary, followed by
instruction. At eight a sermon, after which the Miserere, and Benedic-
tion of the most holy Sacrament. The retreat, of which we regret that

want of space prevents our giving the details, continued for three weeks,
and produced the happiest results.

SCHISMATICAL MOVEMENT IN FRANCE. Public attention among
the Catholics of France is at present much absorbed by a so-called

petition, addressed by the Abbe Chantorne to the Pope, to Councils,
and to Bishops, regarding ecclesiastical education, exterior worship,
the Liturgy, &c. &c. The spirit of this new form of heresy may be

judged from the following specimens, which we translate (slightly

abridging them) from extracts given in the Ami de la Religion. 1.

Tho Abbe Chantome pretends "that the want of contact with society,

arising from sacerdotal education as it is generally practised in the

Church, and especially in France, produces in the clergy a moral feeble-

ness which makes them despised by the young, and by the ardent and
influential classes of society. The knowledge of the clergy is narrow
and often absurd. Their piety is based on false monastic practices,
devoid of their vigorous spirit; the young clergy, shut up in their

cloisters, know nothing of the storms of popular life, and the duties of
a Christian people." The Abbe therefore demands :

" That the touch-

ing given the clergy be public ;
that the young clerks be sent to secular

schools chosen by the Catholics, to breathe therein public life and love
for the institutions of their country. That almost all the elementary
books placed in the hands of ecclesiastics in the seminaries be with-
drawn. That ecclesiastical teaching from its commencement exhibit
Iho well-harmonised degrees of catholic or universal science; that

it accept artistic studies, and place itself en rapport with all the

branches of human science." The Abbe further demands: "That

preaching be not abandoned by the Bishops to the parochial clergy,
and left "in an arbitrary, anarchical state, both as regards its subjects
and its method. That public worship be recalled to its ancient forms,

worthily carried out. That the French language, and the vulgar

tongues which are in a forward state, be gradually and prudently
admitted into all parts of the Liturgy specially destined for the people ;

as the principal motive the Church had for the retention of the old

languages in the Liturgy no longer exists. That the use of Communion
in two kinds be re-established. That all ecclesiastical vestments bo
reformed and restored to their ancient patterns. That the old agapce,
or reports taken in common in the parishes, be restored. That the re-

ligious efforts of the middle ages be carried out, by opening halls for

the representation of national or religious historical dramas. That the

Church put far away from her all endowments, all revenues; and that

the salaries proffered by the State be refused. That the principle of the

communion of the solidarite of Catholics, in regard to material goods,
bo proclaimed in a striking manner by the Church, the fundamental

principle of private property being also admitted."
The Archbishop of Paris has received from the Pope an immediate

condemnation of M. Chantome's propositions; and has solemnly and

urgently colled on M. Chantome to retract tlu-ni.
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COUNTRY ATHEISM is TRANCE. In the canton of Mi.

inept
of Ger, is a little town named Hu-jat, of scarcely son inhabitants.

which has the happiness of havintr lor mayor a terrible Republican, and
moreover a belctprit. Tin- town-councillors do not yield to their mayor
in contempt of royalty, and what they term superstition ; tl

their municipal a* a second Voltaire, and themselves as the .successors of
the Encycloi>edi9tes. In the first days that followed the promulgation
of the republican form of government, the mayor, who it is said had
been a hedge schoolmaster, believing that the ev < .,f the world I

upon him, and wishing to strike terror into all tlie Catholic JVu.
arne to the resolution of decreeing the abolition of the Catholic

religion. Desirous of planting a thorn in the Pope's nde, he
;

with his council to the village church, which in the name nf civilisation

he took possession of. He conli-cat d the crucifix and the ct-n.-.-r. and

planted tho repnhlican banner on the steeple. Aiming a mortal Mow
at the College of Cardinals, he issued an interdict on the curate of the

parish, and threatened with awful pains ami penalties Mich pries?
the neiu'hbourint: district as should dare to touch the soil of the terrible

little commune over whose destinies he presided. With Machiavellian

cunning, however, he and his auxiliaries consented to perform certain

duties which are usually those of the - <-.\\ order; he proposed to

baptise the new-born children himself, and e\en to confer the nuptial
benediction at the sum- time that he performed the civil rite lor the

newly-married couples. Hut his compliance with human weak
descended no lower

;
and he scoffed at and menaced the i-jnorunt poai

ants who ' that the rites of the Church should be performed
OVer the grave* of their decea.sed relation*. It \\as whispt red that the
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and, while abolishing Christianity, to decree the existence oft he Sup r
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withdrew the body, and interred it in the burial-ground.
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COMMUNISM.*

FOR evil or for good, the Communistic theory is spreading
in every part of the Western world. England and Ireland,

France, Germany, and Switzerland, and we know not what
other European countries besides, not to speak of the vast

American continent, are doing homage to the fact that this

system has a living poiver in it, either for cursing or for bless-

ing, which defies alike the sneers of newspapers, the laws of

despotic kings and still more despotic republics, and the mus-
ket-balls and bayonets of armies.

But what is Communism ? It would be a curious specu-
lation for the lovers of statistics to ascertain how many of the

opponents of Communism could furnish an intelligible defini-

tion of that theory from which they recoil with dismay. Com-
munism is revolution, says the Tory. Communism destroys
the influence of wealth and rank, says the Whig. Com-
munism is opposed to the laws of political economy, says the

Radical. Communism means something foreign and French,

says John Bull. Communism means burglary, says the timid

old housekeeper. Communism means that / am not to do
what I like with my own, says the respectable gentleman.
Communism is Socialism, says every body else who knows

nothing better to say. What, then, is this new, and terrible,

and far-spreading thing ?

In a word, Communism is that system which advocates a

joint and equal sharing of the products of united labour.

The ordinary, but by no means universal, system of the

present social fabric is not Communism, but Individualism.

Since the following pages were written, an Encyclical Letter has been

issued by Pius IX. condemning with authority those revolutionary schemes

which we have here, as a theory, attempted to overthrow by argument.
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and Eve would have been equally perfect, or nearly so, it is

undeniable that capital is practically the result of the sins,

the infirmities, the incapacities, and the ignorances of man.

It results from his sins, whenever the strong man seizes,

either by force or fraud, the productions of the toils of the

weak, and adding it to the productions of his own toil, pos-
sesses more than he is compelled to consume for his imme-
diate necessities, and lays it up as property. It results from

man's infirmities, incapacities, and ignorances, whenever one
man being unable, or unwilling, to produce as much by his

own labours as his fellow-man produces, is compelled to resort

to the aid of that fellow-man, and by the help of his super-
abundant possessions, to obtain either present support or the

necessary means for labouring for the future. Thus, pressed

by circumstances, the infirm, the ignorant, and the dull, make
a bargain with the strong, the well-informed, and the clever,

by which they agree, in return for their present aid, to hand
over to them some portion of the good things they may pro-
duce. And thus the rich become still richer than before.

It is manifest, further, that as this process goes on inces-

santly repeated, the capitalist becomes every day more and
more the master of his fellow-creatures' abilities and toils.

Every day he adds to his own store, and thus is enabled more
and more to make his own terms with those who seek his aid

in order to employ their natural powers of labour. Exactly
in proportion to the depth of a man's purse can he make

advantageous bargains with his fellow-creatures. He can

offer them whatever terms he pleases, becaus.3, without his

help to start with, they have no means for labouring at all ;

and if they cannot labour, they must starve. For the moment
a country becomes fully inhabited, a man must commence
with some considerable capital, in order to work at all. When
the land is not all parcelled out among proprietors, a poor
man has simply to dig, sow, plant, and reap, on some vacant

spot; although even here he must go to the capitalist and

bargain for his implements of husbandry. But when the land

is all occupied, and, as population increases, the social state

swarms with human beings, who must labour or die, it is

clear that a wealthy man can make any terms he pleases
with those who cannot labour without his help. If the

labourer recoils from an agreement by which almost the

whole of his production goes to his employer, the employer
turns round, and falls back upon his own accumulated wealth,
and bids the labourer starve and perish. And the more vast

is that accumulated wealth, the longer can the capitalist hold

out against the poor man. If the labourer will not work for
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tyranny be not overawed and controlled, it must turn round

upon those whose bidding it has done, and overwhelm them,
with their slaves, in one gulf of ruin. The wealth of the

nation will increase until its strength is gone from it. Thus,
while giving is twice blest, both to him that gives and to him
that receives, gaining is twice cursed, both to him that gains
and to him that suffers loss.

Writhing, groaning, and tortured beneath this adamantine

sway of capital, the vast universal mind of the labouring classes

of Europe is turning to the system of Communism as the cure

for all its evils. None but the blind can avoid perceiving that

in spite of the overwhelming odds against which it has to con-

tend, the spirit of Communism is rapidly advancing in almost

every civilised people. The obstacles it has to contend with
are mighty indeed, but still it makes its way. It has to

struggle with the grasping covetousness of the great capitalist,

against whose system it wages war. It has to fight with the

natural disinclination of every conservative mind to accept any
thing which looks like a theory. It is bitterly denounced by
the votaries of the modern science of political economy, em-

bracing all that numerous and powerful class which in Eng-
land comprises the Whigs and Whiggish Radicals, and in

France the juste-milieu of Louis Philippe, Guizot, and Tlriers.

And still more to its disadvantage, it is taken up and upheld
by a large portion of the scum of Europe ; by that refuse of

mankind who put it forth as a pretext for revolution and

plunder, and who would be the first to disdain the yoke it

would impose upon them. Nevertheless, all around us it yet
lives and gathers strength, none can tell how fearful. And
therefore, though now at length condemned by an authority
to which all Catholics must bow, it must still be met with

those arguments to which alone they who disown the rights
of the Pope will consent to yield.

Let us, therefore, if we would test Communism itself to

its foundations, and ascertain whether any thing that is good
may be wrung from it, begin by separating it from its mis-

chievous and justly detested adjuncts. In the first place, let

us mark that necessarily it has nothing whatever to do with

spoliation, or robbery, or revolution, or violent change. It

seeks in no way whatsoever to alter the present social system,

except by peaceable means, and by inducing its opponents to

give it their support of their own free accord. It would not
touch a single guinea of the millionnaire, or alienate a solitary
acre from the proprietor of whole parishes and districts, ex-

cept by coming into the market, and paying the fair price to

those who may wish to sell. It has nothing on earth to do
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peaceable means to adopt principles to the utmost extent op-

posed to it. They do not say, be it observed, that no indi-

vidual man is to be possessed of any property at all. They
do not ask at least this is no necessary part of Communism

to have every thing cast into an indivisible common stock,

from which each person helps himself according to his needs.

This is not their theory, though it is the theory often im-

puted to them by their enemies. They say, let every thing
that a society of workers produces be first put together in one

vast common property, and then equally shared amongst all

\vho have equally laboured in its production. Such, they

profess, is the natural dictate of unsophisticated reason and

common sense; and such would be a sure remedy for the

miseries of modern times.

Then, further, they remind us that a species of Com-
munism was practised by the earliest Christians, under the

sanction of the Apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ.
" All they

that believed," say the Scriptures,
" were together, and had

all things in common. Their possessions and goods they sold,

and divided them to all, according as every one had need."

This communistic system was also sanctioned by one of the

most awful judgments upon sinners recorded in Holy Writ.

Ananias and Saphira were members of this Communist so-

ciety, and professing to contribute to the common stock the

whole of their property, they kept back a part of it, and were
struck with instant death for the deception. And it is to be

observed, that so truly did the Communist principle of the

first Christians receive the sanction of Almighty God, that

when Ananias and Saphira uttered their falsehoods to St.

Peter, the Apostle, the chief ruler of the Church himself, told

them that they had lied to the Holy Ghost. All this, say
our modern Communists, proves that their system is not only

permitted and sanctioned, but enforced by the rules of the

Christian religion.

Again, they recall to our recollection the fact that Com-
munism is not merely a theory, tried for a brief space and on
a small scale by the primitive Christians, and then given up
as impracticable; but that for 1500 years the Catholic Church
has practised it, in its utmost unmitigated extent, in innume-

rable instances, and that at this moment she is practising it

with undiminished consistency and unvarying success in every
nation under heaven. Every monastery and convent is a Com-
munist society, in its most unmodified form. Each member
works according to his abilities, and contributes his produc-
tions to the common stock

;
and to such an extent is the

Communist principle carried out in these establishments, that
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adoptions of the Communist system ? Above all, what is the

poor-law but rank, unmixed Communism ? What is it, in

the eyes of Christians at least, but an admission of the prin-

ciple that man has a right to live from the produce of the

earth which God has made, unless he refuse to labour
;
that

there is a point at which the system of competition must stop,
and fall back upon Communism, unless we would be guilty of

our brother's blood, and at the same time destroy ourselves

and the social fabric which we have created, by every man's

seeking his own and not another's wealth ?

These, and such like, are the arguments urged by the

intelligent Communist
;
and we think few of our readers will

deny that at the very least they demand a calm and clear

reply. A theory which has as much as this to say for itself,

is not to be put down by a turning up of the nose, by a few
hard names, or by an exhibition of the ridiculous antics or

outrageous enormities of many of its supporters. Common
prudence bids us look the matter fairly in the face, and never
rest until we have either found a fair, consistent, and Chris-

tian reply to its claims, or have resolved at all costs to adopt
views to which we can furnish no reasonable objection.

To Communism, then, even as expounded by its own
best advocates, we conceive that an unanswerable objection
exists in the very nature of man himself. If the nature of

things recommends Communism, the nature of man makes it

an impossibility ;
at least until all the world are devoted and

self-denying Christians. Believing, as Catholics, that man-
kind is corrupt, not merely by accident and by education,
but by nature, we are confident that the intense selfishness

which is its ruling principle will ever make Communism an

impossibility, except as a modification of its opponent sys-

tem, or in a few isolated instances in which the ordinary
laws of human life are held in check, or are changed. The
love of self and of possessions which is born with every
child of Adam, and which nothing but the renewing grace
of the Holy Ghost can conquer, much less eradicate, will,

as a general rule, burst through every regulation winch a

Communist society might set up for the equal distribution

of the products of its industry. The weak will be crushed by
the strong ;

the healthy will not endure to toil for the sickly,
on the condition that he is to give up to him any thing
more than a bare subsistence; the cunning will defraud the

simple ;
those who lose their all by accidents will be re-

garded with an evil eye by those who prosper; while the

differences in intellectual and physical ability will perpetually
cast an apple of discord into the midst of the most closely
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Communism is adverse to the creation of wealth. It proves,

beyond the possibility of a doubt, that where Communism
can be established, it is the deadliest foe of pauperism. If

it diminishes the mad ardour with which the selfish system of

competition drives men on to heap up a boundless treasure,
at the same time it not only adds to the actual amount of pro-
duction, but it provides for the sick, the infirm, the aged, the

ignorant, and the imbecile. At this present moment there

are perhaps no human beings who, judging by the ordinary
course of affairs, are so sure of never falling into abject want,
as the members of those Catholic religious houses who have
had time to carry out their principles to any fair extent. It

is easier for a duke to become a beggar than for a monk ;

except, of course, in those orders whose rule it is to hold
no property whatsoever.

Nor, further, can any thing whatsoever in the way of

proof of the possibility of permanent Communism be drawn
from the wonderful fruits of the Jesuit missions in Paraguay.
In the first place, those missions only lasted for a compara-
tively brief period ;

and though it is true that they were de-

stroyed by violence from without, and not by decay within,

yet, as a matter of fact, they were not permanent, and there-

fore cannot be employed as a proof in favour of the perma-
nence of such societies. But even supposing that these

wonderful missions had endured for centuries in all their

pristine perfection, how would they shew that a similar per-
fection was attainable under the influence of a different reli-

gious faith ? It was not its Communism which gave its vital

energy to the Indian society in Paraguay, but its religion. It

was the personal innocence and devoted Catholicism of its

members, it was the skilfully exerted energies and ruling
wisdom of the Society of Jesus, which thus planted a para-
dise in the midst of a heathen world. Had the Jesuits left

Paraguay ;
had the uncorrected worldliness and selfishness of

humanity once found a footing among those civilised Indians
;

had their faith been taught to waver, or their devotion waxed
cold

;
farewell in a moment all the blissful realities in which

they lived. The day that lowered their character as Chris-

tians would have destroyed for ever their character as Com-
munists.

Except, therefore, in a state of society approaching the

perfections of millennial piety, we account Communism, as the

general foundation of civil society, a baseless vision. Man's
natural heart, Satan, and sin, are too strong for it. It is only

possible in such circumstances as those of monastic houses,
where the souls of the inmates are bound by the most solemn
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of employing the little capital they may possess to any great

advantage ;
and they have no means of escaping from that

ruinous competition among themselves, which enahles the

great capitalist to use them as his slaves. One slight alle-

viation of their troubles is all they can rely upon, and one
insane measure of violence is all they can adopt, to ensure, as

they imagine, a better state of things. The savings-bank,
with its low interest, is the only practicable and safe instru-

ment by which the poor man can employ his savings to any
advantage whatsoever

;
and a combination to strike for higher

wages is all that he can betake himself to with a view to in-

crease his weekly gains. The madness of the system of

strikes, and the ruin it brings both upon master and workmen,
together with the intolerable increase of power which it con-

fers on the most wealthy of the wealthy, is known to all the

rich, and, we trust, to many of the poor also. But to dwell

for a moment on that one single and real alleviation of poverty
which we have specified let any man, not of the ranks of the

toiling multitude, be asked how he would endure a state of

society in which, whatever his savings and whatever his indus-

try, there existed no possible means by which he might gain
more than about three per cent for the capital he had accu-

mulated, and in which he was surrounded by a countless

crowd, all offering to do the work which he does at the lowest

price which his employer thought fit to give. We should like

to inflict this state of things for one single day upon our enor-

mous trading, commercial, and professional world of England,
that we might only hear the universal cry of horror and anger
which would shake our shores from Cornwall to Caithness.

We should like to involve our tens of thousands of barristers,

solicitors, physicians, apothecaries, architects, engineers, bank-

ers, and all the rest of their class, in one tumultuous struggle
of competition, in which the present rules of professional
honour and mutual forbearance were trodden under foot, and

gentlemen were forced to bring their labour to market on the

same terms as mechanics and husbandmen. We should like

to behold the countenances of the grocers, the butchers, the

haberdashers, the farmers, the clothiers, and the merchants, if

they were suddenly to learn that the great and glorious pri-

vilege of investing their capital in a savings-bank was the

only means remaining to them for employing their wealth to

the utmost possible advantage.
Why, then, we ask, is that privilege of profitably employ-

ing his capital, and making the most of his labour, which all

Britons conceive to be their inalienable right, to be denied to

that class who the most need such help in their necessities ?
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and advantageous in Paternoster Row and Lombard Street,

why is it not both possible and advantageous among the ope-
ratives of Lancashire and Yorkshire, and the peasantry of

every county in the empire ? If a vast and most profitable
trade can be carried on by a capital subscribed in hundreds of

pounds, why cannot the same be done, on a smaller scale, by a

capital subscribed in sovereigns and shillings ?

We can see but one necessary condition of its success
;

men themselves above the condition of the poor must super-
intend and encourage the formation of such associations.

The poor are too ill informed in the laws of trade and specu-
lation to be able to conduct such affairs unaided by the advice

of men of leisure, education, and experience. We have seen

already what was the fate of innumerable clubs and benefit

societies, until a few zealous and intelligent gentlemen re-

solved not to see the poor man plunging himself into still

deeper poverty, through mere ignorance and mismanagement.
And similar disasters we should expect from any association

of labouring men for the purpose of trade or agriculture,
when not strictly governed under Acts of Parliament, and as-

sisted by men of wealth, station, and experience. But that

the system of Friendly-societies cannot be so far extended as

to enable the poor to make use of their savings to some real

commercial profit, we are indeed slow to believe.

Our readers are further, perhaps, not generally aware that

there already exist instances, both in this country and in

France, and in other parts of the continent, in which this

combined action has been attempted with the happiest re-

sults. To the foreign cases we shall not now refer, content-

ing ourselves with citing the progress of a society of this kind
which has been established in Leeds, and up to this time has

shewn every sign of vitality and prosperity. The Leeds Re-

demption Society is an association of working men, aided by
others of a higher class in life, who subscribe certain small

weekly and annual sums, and employ the sum subscribed in

agriculture, with a view ultimately to combine with it both
manufactures and trades. It has now existed for four years,
and is in possession of a large farm in Wales

;
and it appears

to be steadily progressing on its way. Of course this is but a

single case, and we know too well how little can be calculated

upon from the fairest of beginnings, to build much upon a

single instance. Unlike, however, those schemes which the

Chartists attempted, and in which they signally failed, the
Leeds Redemption Society appears to be founded on sure

business principles, and its supporters of various ranks are

perpetually increasing.
VOL. v. K
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Town Churches.

and choir, an inner and outer sacristy, a porch, with a

room above from which the church may ba watched
;
three

rooms, with a fire-place in each, for confessionals, and for

receiving persons for instruction, &c. It is designed for a

piece of ground about 70 feet wide and 90 feet deep, and is

calculated to accommodate 800 persons. There are no gal-
leries of any kind. The ground plot is supposed to be en-

closed on both sides by houses, so' that light can only be
obtained from the clerestory and the east and west windows.
If light could not be had from the east end, the difficulty
would be met by having a clerestory to the chancel; which,
as it is, is not necessary. The west window, under ordinary
circumstances, is a little too large for its position, but its size

is here essential for light. The confessionals and outer sacristy
are lighted by openings pierced in their southern wall, which
is raised above the roof of the aisle. The arrangement for the

organ, &c. it is believed will be found both effective and con-

venient, as it is not so enclosed as to prejudice the sound;
and being placed on the floor, and adjoining the chancel, is

easy of access, and is directly under the eye of the officiating

clergy. If, however, it should be desired to have a third altar

(for the Blessed Virgin, for instance), this might be made a

chapel, and the organ and choir moved to the westernmost

bay of the south aisle (opposite the baptistery) ;
arid this

would be certainly the next best place for it. The baptistery
is at the west end of the north aisle, near the porch. The
small door from the inner sacristy to the chancel is proposed
for the convenience of the priest or sacristan at certain times;
but the doorway for the clergy going to the altar, or for pro-
cessions, c. would be that which leads from the outer sacristy
into the aisle. It will be observed that the rooms adjoining
the north aisle being used for confessions, or for persons re-

quiring interviews with the priests, the sacristies may be kept
free from intrusion, and used exclusively for their proper

purpose. The parvise or small room over the porch would
have a window opening into the aisle, to afford means for

watching the church when left open. There is no rood-screen

shewn, that the chancel may be seen better in the drawing ;

and although the architect himself thinks no church can be

considered complete or finished without a screen, yet whether
there shall be one or not is of course a question for the cler-

gyman to decide who builds the church.

The design would be much improved by substituting one
central doorway to the nave for the two as shewn

;
but the

two doors opening directly into the church are proposed more
for the facility of egress than of ingress, as the pressure and
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A SUNDAY IN LONDON.

[Continued from p. 55.]

CHAPTER VII.

MONSIEUR MALMONT.

FOR some time Charles Burleigh remained without uttering a word.

By degrees he grew a trifle calmer, and as soon as it seemed wise

to speak to him, his venerable friend attempted the task of con-

solation.

"
Remember, my dear Charles," he said,

" that what is a bitter

loss to you is unquestionably an indescribable gain to the little one

who has just left us."

''

Oh, do not speak to me about consolation, sir," cried the

young man
;

"
it was / who killed her, with my folly and madness

in talking to her as I did."

"
Indeed, Charles, you are most unreasonable. You were no

more the cause of Mary's accident than I was. I might as well say

that /killed her, as that you did. And certainly it does pierce me
to the heart to think that she was sitting upon my knee, and that

I might have saved her if I had been more careful to prevent her

from falling. But my common sense tells me that this is but a

vain adding to a sorrow already sufficiently bitter, and serves only

to make us forget that the hand of God is to be recognised in death

as well as in life, and that our dear Mary is already enjoying a hap-

piness compared to which her happiest moments while she was

alive were care and anguish."
"
Ah, M. Malmont," replied Charles,

"
if that were only a certain

truth, instead of one of those delightful fancies which we conjure up
for ourselves to make death seem less dreadful than it is !"

" It is no fancy, Charles, you may rest assured," replied Mnl-

mont
;

" I am as confident that our dear child is at this moment

enjoying an unspeakable bliss, as that you and I are now talking

together."

Charles shook his head in doubt and disagreement ;
and Mal-

mont continued.
" Why do you doubt, Charles ?" he asked.
" It is all an unfathomable mystery," said the youth.

" The

more I think on the secrets of the unseen world, the more terrible
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contemplates Jier with divine complacency, as one of those whom He
died to save, and whom his Father has given Him to be with Him
where He is for ever.

" And still more, she looks around her, and sees the whole com-

pany of saints from Adam until now, with the angels of God, all

sharing one common and never-ceasing happiness. She sees the

mother of Jesus Christ, the patriarchs, the apostles, the martyrs,

and, among the rest, her own infant brother, who went before her

to his home, as you know, some years ago. Still more, also, she

sees you, and me, and all of us, in this lower world
;

for as she sees

God, in Him she sees all that He thinks fit to make manifest to her

knowledge. And as she is not changed in herself, except so far as

to be made perfect, she has not lost her identity, or her former love

for you, and her parents, and for all she loved amongst us
; and as

she contemplates the infinite glories of her God and Saviour, she

prays to Him on our behalf, that we may come and join her, and

share her blessedness."

"
Oh, that all this were indeed a truth !" cried young Burleigh.

"
Oh, why, why is it all so dark and mysterious 1 why cannot I know

whether all this is true, or only a pious dream, a mockery to my
soul, a fancy with which men have been deluding themselves for

generations and generations ?"

" It is true," rejoined Malmont,
"

if any thing in this world is

true. You doubt it / know it. You doubt it, and on no reasonable

grounds whatever ;
I not only believe it on proofs such as no

rational man ought to deny, but I know it from reasons in which I

fear I should have little sympathy from you. Still if my words can

be of comfort to you in your misery, you may take the assertion of

one who has devoted his whole life to thoughts of another world,

that your little sister is, at this very time, in happiness indescrib-

able."

" Do you really mean, then, M. Malmont," asked Charles,
" that

every person who dies passes into this glorious existence 1 Why,
that is the very thing which I want to believe

;
and yet in some way

or other, I find it just as impossible to believe this as a reality, as to

put my faith in all the dogmas of orthodox Christianity."
" Far from it, indeed," replied Malmont. " It is not all who

are saved, but I know that our dear little Mary is one of those who

are so."

" Why ?" asked Charles. " Who told you so ? You speak in

riddles."
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common, newspaper, cvery-day facts. I question them as to the

grounds of their belief, but I get no satisfactoiy replies. The more

deeply I try to probe their minds, the more am I convinced that

they do not realise the meaning of their own words
;
and so, while

I reverence their simplicity and humble content, I am* disgusted

with all they would fain make me believe. Indeed, M. Malmont,

when I try to think over my real state, belief, and prospects, I feel

as if I was standing upon the brink of a tremendous cliff, in the

darkest midnight. I hear the raging of the waves below me, but I

sec nothing. Every now and then I fancy I hear voices calling me,

sometimes in anger, sometimes in mockery, sometimes in love
;
and

then I strain my ears with a wild energy to catch the sounds they

utter ; but all is vain. I listen and listen
; but there is no sound

except the rushing of the sea beneath my feet. And as there I

stand, I feel tempted to cast myself down headlong, closing my
eyes, and striving to embrace the vast, illimitable void before me ;

and to find, by an awful experiment, what are indeed the realities

that encompass me
;
and even at the cost of death, ay, death eter-

nal ! to know, instead of being torn in pieces by this fearful doubt."
" Do you mean that you sometimes contemplate suicide T' asked

Valentine, terrified at the youth's vehemence.
" God forgive me for it," exclaimed the youth ;

" but so it is. I

am literally frenzied with the tortures of thought within my breast.

"Wherever I turn, I find no rest
;

for I find no knowledge. I per-

ceive that I can learn what is true and prudent in all that is most

transitory and worthless
;
but I \vander, in thought at least, through

the universe, and find none to guide me, or to unfold to me the

awful mysteries of my being. But I only shock and distress you,

M. Malmont
; you never heard such sentiments from a young man

before, I dare say."
" Far from it, indeed, my poor young friend," said the old man,

gently and affectionately.
" I understand you, and feel for you

with all my heart. I know, I may say, by experience, how terribly

powerful are such thoughts when once they have possession of the

mind; but I know also the remedy for them, though perhaps you
could not, or would not, seek your cure in the same way that I have

found mine."

Charles made no reply, and I therefore again took up the con-

versation myself.
" I confess, sir," I said,

" that I am little enough predisposed to

the ideas you seem to entertain respecting these subjects. Never
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cure. I tried all sorts of means, except positive vice, but in vain.

I read, and talked, and meditated
;

I strove to be a great philoso-

pher as well as a good Christian. I took to sporting, in our quiet

French way. I altered my house, and relaid out my grounds. For

a time 1 was a fanatic in growing vines, and in trying to improve

the quality of the wine produced in my neighbourhood. I was

tolerably diligent in my religious duties of all kinds, but I could

not throw my whole heart into them as I desired. I knew the folly

and vanity of life and all earthly happiness, but my mind seemed

chained down, not to positively vile things, but to worthless trifles,

and I could not burst my bonds. I strove to reason myself into

more fervent devotion, and perfect peace of mind. I scorned infi-

delity and licentiousness. I saw through its mockeries. I read the

philosophy then on the increase in Germany, and detected, with

triumphant delight, its sophistries and self-contradictions. As to

the more wild and open atheism of my countrymen, I laughed at it,

I abhorred it, I trampled on it. In short, I was as proud of being a

Christian as they were of being unbelievers. I could not conceive

how any man of common honesty and independence of judgment
could doubt the faith in which I had been educated

;
and as to all

the separate objections to its individual doctrines, I treated them

with contempt and pity, as the reveries of fools and ignorant per-

sons.

" When my father died, I felt his loss a good deal
; and, for a

while, the very sadness his death produced was a positive addition

to my happiness ;
for it softened my heart, and took me away from

that perpetual self-contemplation which was my bane. After a time,

however, this temporary gentleness wore off; and I became more

haughty than before. I grew irritable to my wife and family, and

my days were sometimes spent in alternate fits of anger and re-

pentance ;
for I abhorred myself for my ill-humour and impatience,

and strove to the utmost to make amends for my excesses of self-

will."

" That is just what I am
; or, rather, what I was," interrupted

young Burleigh ;

" for I am getting worse than this every day that

passes."

Without noticing the interruption, Malmont continued :
" One

day in particular, I was overwhelmed with my own tormenting

thoughts. The weather was superbly beautiful, and I passed several

hours by the side of a stream, overhung by thickly-wooded banks,

on the top of which I sat, and watched the unceasing flow of the
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terrible sensation which had oppressed me before my wife's death

more cruelly than ever. My faculties seemed leaving me. Intellec-

tually, by efforts of thought, I comprehended my state, I reflected on

the truths of religion, I rejoiced to believe that my wife had died in

the faith, and with true penitence, for such she had always lived.

All that the Church taught me to do for her, for myself, for my
children, I carefully performed, not exactly mechanically, but yet not

realising what I did. In fact, nothing seemed real to me. My own

existence seemed almost a delusion or a dream. I felt as a drowning
man must feel, who clings to the rock upon which he has not

strength to climb, by a fragment which every moment threatens to

be crushed beneath his grasp. The visible and the invisible world

alike seemed hidden from my sight. Every now and then most

awful temptations shook my soul. I was tempted to curse God and

die. I was tempted to disbelieve, not only my faith as a Christian,

but the very existence of God Himself. My health meanwhile was

good, and few persons on conversing with me, or observing my daily

life, would have supposed that I suffered more than was natural to

one Avhose loss was as grievous as mine. At length I could scarcely

pray at all. I did continue my regular prayers indeed, and even

communicated oftener than before, for I was conscious of a greater

religious sincerity than before my bereavement ; but I became less

and less able to bring myself to believe in any thing that was invi-

sible, though in my will, I believe, my faith was quite unshaken.

At the same time I stretched out my arms to embrace the cross that

was given me to bear, striving to do so with a true heart, and with

such joy, peace, and humility as I could command. Nothing, how-

ever, gave me any real satisfaction, except a brief prayer I frequently

littered that God would do any thing He pleased with me, if only

He would save me from myself.
" I often used to ponder, too, in a sort of cold, speculative way,

about my future lot. I thought over all things that might pos-

sibly occur to me, and strove to arm myself against every contin-

gency j but in some way or other I never thoroughly contemplated!

the probability, or even possibility, of the affliction which next befel

me. In one week my children all died, and I was left alone. A
contagious fever, which broke out in my own house, carried them off

one after the other, and I stood on earth as in the midst of a desert.

The good cure of my parish strove most affectionately to console me ;

but for some reason or other, his words passed over me like a breeze

upon the woods. They stirred the leaves, but left the deep-rooted
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sands of altars every day, and that a divine effluence is pouring

forth upon every member of this Christian Church, and upon them

alone / Surely, it is but a dream. And why not a dream? Has

not man been subject to the maddest of frenzies from his earliest

times } Why should I and others be exempt 1 All this, I say,

passed through my mind with awful energy and swiftness; and I

lay there upon the greensward aghast -and trembling. Yet I urn

confident that not for a moment did I give full consent to the

thoughts, or lose my conviction, that, nevertheless, my faith was

true. I strove, indeed, to pray, and, with my will I did pray ;

though it was with the utmost difficulty I could realise the fact that

I was speaking to such a being as God. Long time my mind con-

tinued to wander, and be agitated with storms of thought. By and

by, mechanically, I plucked a flower that grew by my side, and

looked intently at its structure, scarcely knowing what I was doing.

I pulled it to pieces, and examined its minute structure, and ad-

mired the exquisite beauty of its delicate tints, and thought of the

marvellous organisation by which it was brought to the perfect state

in which I saw it. Then, with the rapidity of lightning, an over-

whelming thought struck me, and pierced me through and through.

This flower, I thought, is but one of millions and millions and mil-

lions. And I strove to conceive of the multitude of flowers and

leaves which I knew to exist in this earth alone. Often and often

as I had pondered on the countless multitude of individual plants

and animals which exist, never before had the fearfulness of that

multitudinous quantity so completely seized upon my mind. I

looked upwards into the branches of a vast oak, under which I was

sitting, and beheld its myriad leaves sparkling in the sun, and wav-

ing beneath the breeze. The boundless complication of the organi-

sation which was employed in the structure of that single tree abso-

lutely appalled me. It came like an avenging power, and smote my
intellect to the earth. I positively trembled at the contemplation of

the wisdom, the skill, and the power which was exerted by the Creator

of those gigantic boughs and innumerable leaves. Then it seemed

as if a voice said to me,
' What greater miracle than this is there in

the faith thou art despising and disbelieving V In a moment the

madness of my pretending to criticise a religion, because its mys-
teries were unfathomable, struck me with overwhelming force.

There, before my eyes, I saw that which baffled all my utmost com-

prehension. What cannot He do, I thought, who made this tree ?

Then there swept across my brain a recollection of the truth, that
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so that the combined result of my religious doubts, and of the rend-

ing of the affections of my heart, was such a practical conviction of

the mingled wretchedness and impotence of man when left to him-

self, as could be wrought in me by no mere arguments or reflec-

tions.

" And when I asked him how long he thought my sufferings

would endure, he told me that he could form no conjecture, that

God alone knew what was in me, and what was necessary for me ;

but that, in the end, if I would but steadfastly act aright, according

to what I knew to be the truth, all would assuredly be well. Therefore

he counselled to continue all my religious exercises more diligently

than ever, and the more vehemently I was assailed by sceptical

doubts, the more vigorously to put my faith to the test of practice,

in order that my reason might have fair play, and I might not be

duped by the illusions of sense, and the phantoms of that imagina-
tion which I could clearly see was not a safe guide to be relied on

for a single moment. On this advice I acted. What had passed in

my mind had convinced me of its wisdom, though as yet I could

scarcely realise it. However, I did act upon it, and, by degrees,

slowly, indeed, but surely, all took place as my friend had foretold.

From that hour until the present, my faith has strengthened, deep-

ened, and become ever more and more clear ; and though I have

endured many a sad hour since the time of which I tell you, and

gone through much of which I could not speak, yet never have my
feet moved off from the jock ; and my sorrows are now for others'

sake, and my pity for those who know not the peace which I myself

enjoy. This, my dear young friend, is my experience ; and such would

be yours too, if you were to follow in the steps which I have trod.

However, we will say no more of the subject just now, for an en-

gagement calls me elsewhere, and I must say farewell."

Such was M. Malmont's story. Whether he was an enthusiast,

or a man of sense and enlightened piety, I leave you to judge. His

words seemed to make but a slight impression upon young Burleigh,
who only sighed, and said he wished he was like his kind adviser.

As for Valentine and myself, we did not know what to say, and were

almost relieved to remember that we had been staying in the house

an extravagantly long time ; and, with a few commonplace words

of consolation, we left at the same time with Malmout, he turning in

one direction, and we in another.

[To be continued.]

VOL. V. L
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fight. To some chosen one, yet not perhaps to such an one

as we should have chosen, a saint comes down from his celestial

home, and bears a message from his Lord to his brethren yet
militant among men. Nor are signs altogether wanting, to

bespeak the powers which the spirit of evil exercises unseen

around us. Some demoniac possession, some inexplicable and
antichristian physical phenomena, or some strange portent
in heathen lands, gives warning both of the reality and the

deadly nature of that struggle which is waged between the

hostile hosts of the invisible world.

Still, these things are comparatively infrequent. The daily
life of the immense majority of Catholics is purely a life

of faith alone
;
and it is in the various characters and actions

of the men amidst whom their lot is cast that they have to

seek for signs of the warfare which is ever going on between
the friends and the enemies of God. Miracles are, on the

whole, rare
;

that is, they are rare in the Church taken as

one vast body ; though in certain individual cases they are

more frequent, and even become, as it were, the very laws of

their combined spiritual and physical life.

Nevertheless, in order to attain a distinct and complete
view of the undying hostility which reigns between the king-
dom of Jesus Christ and the kingdom of the world, it is

necessary to include in our range both the ordinary and the

extraordinary operations both of divine grace and of infernal

malice. A true history of the Church of Christ from its first day
until now, with all its boundless variations in detail, is simply
a record of the two different modes in which this strife has

been carried on. And such as is the complete chronicle of the

fortunes of the Church, such is every fragment of her story,
such the sight which meets our view when we glance at her

state in our own days, or take up a chance collection of the

Catholic and anti-Catholic publications of any one period in her

existence. Such is the tale told by the few books just now
before us, and which have come together in our hands more by
accident than from any other cause. It is the old story still.

The Church and the world
; Almighty God now holding his

hand and suffering his enemies to do their pleasure, now im-

printing upon the visible universe some sudden token of the

omnipotence of that will without which the "laws of nature"
must sink into primeval chaos; the wisdom and organisation
of the Church; the miracles of Saints

;
the apparition of Mary

before the eyes of mortals
;
the frenzy and the folly of man ;

with an endless variation in the weapons he wields against
the Church which he abhors

;
and all these varying only in

their form, yet ever the same. Now it is Herod, now Julian,
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tween Jesuits and Mr. Seymour ;
that though lie himself had

paid Mr. and Mrs. Seymour a few visits of courtesy, in which

religious subjects had been among others talked of, yet that

the real disputations were simply two. Mr. Seymour also,

he tells us, was totally unable to converse in Italian, espe-

cially on subjects of any importance, such as theological con-

troversy ;
while though he himself, Father Mazio, both

writes and speaks English well, yet the Jesuit father with

whom Mr. Seymour chiefly disputed does not understand a

word of English ! The consequence was, that the conversa-

tions (which, further, were cut short by the Jesuit's dinner-

hour) were affairs of interpretation, in which necessarily the

interlocutors had much difficulty in understanding one ano-

ther, and the more so, as Mr. Seymour (as his book shews) is

totally ignorant of the real doctrines taught by the Church
of Rome. All this is studiously concealed in the Mornings.
In order to give more importance to his book we quote
Father Mazio's remarks almost word for word and to glo-

rify himself by shewing that he has fought with and foiled

many of the ablest Jesuits at Rome, he has, by a romantic

fiction, multiplied his opponents. Of one Jesuit he has made
no less than live. The Jesuit of the first chapter, who is

represented as describing at large the Institute of the So-

ciety ;
the Jesuit in the second chapter, who was first intro-

duced to Mr. Seymour ;
the priest of considerable attainments,

who held a position of great influence in the Church, and who
forms the subject of the fifth chapter ;

the professor of Canon
Law spoken of in the whole seventh chapter ;

the other Je-

suit of whom so much is said in the eighth chapter; are but
different representations of one poor Jesuit, Padre Mazio!
It is false that he after his first introduction to Mr. Seymour
introduced tioo other Jesuits to him, who remained with him

for some hours (p. 39). The only persons whom Father
Mazio introduced in subsequent and different times were Mr.

Connelly and Dr. Grant the rector of the Scotch College at

Rome, who were not Jesuits, besides Father Passaglia, with

whom, as has been said, two conferences were held. When
visiting the Roman College, Mr. Seymour was presented to the

librarian, Father Secchi, with whom he spoke very little, and
then to Father Marchi, in the Museum, with whom he had a

rather long conversation. Father Mazio is not aware that Mr.

Seymour had any intercourse with any other Jesuit in Rome.
As to Mr. Seymour's notion that Father Mazio was se-

lected for his opponent, with all the conclusions he would
draw from this idea, let us again hear Father Mazio's obser-

vations. First of all, he was not sent by the General, who, as
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the proofs of its fictitiousness
;
and would not be accepted as

true by any person who really cared for truth, even when the

characters of Jesuits are concerned.

That we ourselves were justified in entertaining our sus-

picions of Mr. Seymourns veracity, a brief recital of the facts

of the affair to which we have already alluded will abundantly

prove. About three years and a half ago, Mr. Seymour
stated at a meeting of the Protestant Association, that some

years before that time he had been informed by the Rev.
Francis Merewether, the Rector of Cole-Orton in Leicester-

shire, that forty or fifty clergymen of the Established Church
had been secretly reconciled to the Church of Rome, while

they retained their position and emoluments as ministers of

the Establishment. Mr. Merewether, as Mr. Seymour stated,
had given him this information on the authority of a letter

of Mr. Ambrose Phillipps, of Grace Dieu, a well-known
convert to the Church of Rome. This astounding story

coining to Mr. Phillipps's ears, he lost no time in calling Mr.

Seymour to account for a fabrication, or, in plain words, for

a falsehood. Mr. Seymour, however, refused to retract, assert-

ing that Mr. Phillipps was not to be believed, and that unless

the actual letter written by him to Mr. Merewether could be

produced, he should continue to reiterate his charge. Upon
this Mr. Phillipps went to Mr. Merewether, in the hope of

finding the letter still existing ;
a vague hope, of course, as

most people burn their letters. The letter, however, was

found, and being examined was found not to contain one

syllable which by the utmost ingenuity could be tortured to

any such story as Mr. Seymour had propagated ;
and con-

sequently Mr. Seymour, in the usual ungracious manner in

which persons of his stamp confess their faults when found

out, retracted his accusation. How shameless a man he is,

however, may be guessed from the circumstance of his posi-

tively insinuating in this book now before us the very same
falsehood of which he was convicted by Mr. Phillipps and
Mr. Merewether. At p. 181, he says that when he had these

professed conversations with the Jesuits,
" Mr. Ward and Mr.

Newman had not openly joined the Church of Rome."*
After this incident in our author's career, coupled with

what he shewed of himself in his Pilgrimage to Rome, it will

scarcely be wondered at that we should have hesitated to

believe one word of his statements. Of his first book we have

already expressed our opinion (see Rambler, vol. iv. p. 144);
but there is one passage in it, in which he speaks of our

* The whole correspondence on the subject we have detailed will be found in

the Guardian, the Tablet, and other newspapers of the time.
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SIN is to be found? " in omnibus u\npcccalum non cerneretur"

(Summarium Constitutionum, No. 31.) This very same charge

against our Society had been made some thirteen years ago,*

brought forth by Ranke in his History of the Popedom ; and
a refutation of it, through the original passages of our Con-

stitutions, was inserted in the Roman periodical, Gil Annall
delle Scienze Religiose, of \vhich I was a collaborateur. llo\v,

then, could I have so lost my wits as to express such an opinion
as Mr. Seymour attributes to me ?

"
Again, he says that, according to my confessions, a Jesuit

must be prepared, and may expect, to be sent by his superior
as a messenger, or a servant, or a footman, to act as a spy in

some important family, or as a private secretary or minister of
a prince in Germany (pp. 216, 217). When speaking of our
indifference to all offices, I alluded of course to such offices as

are within the range of our institute, and connected with our

religious vocation. But the offices mentioned by Mr. Sey-
mour were never heard of in the Society, and are mere fancies

of his own brains.
"
Further, I may have said that when we are ordered to

do something, or employed in any office by holy obedience,
after having done our best to fulfil it well, we are not account-

able to God for the success. But Mr. Seymour has so mis-

construed my meaning, as to state,
' that in all the sayings

and actions of the members, they are saying and acting in

obedience to authority ;
and that in almost every thing in which

individual Jesuits are the objects of praise or censure, they de-

serve neither the one nor the other, the praise and the censure

belonging properly to the General and council of the order, and
not to the individual Jesuit' as though the Jesuits were quite

stripped of every personal merit or demerit, and their personal
actions and exertions were of no account. A pure nonsense !

I really spoke of the manner in which every one in our Society
is as far as possible directed to cultivate and foster those na-

tural abilities, energies, and dispositions, which are discovered
in each

;
a proof, truly, that the Society proceeds towards her

subjects with wisdom and motherly care, not with a despotic

sway. But Mr. Seymour comments on it, by mentioning that

even political intrigue is fostered by the General in those who
shew a taste and aptitude for it. He should be aware that

by our Constitutions we are most strictly forbidden to meddle
with politics at all. Upon the whole, he describes us (and

* Those who have lived much in England know that this charge has been
so repeatedly brought forward here, that Catholics are tired of refuting it. See
the whole matter stated in the Rambler, vol. iv. pp. 259, 2*>0. See also vol. iii.

pp. 41 et seq.
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been playing with the credulity of his honest Protestant

fellow-countrymen. In the first place, if the Jesuits talked

to him as they are here represented, of all the pious fools that

ever lived, they are pre-eminent for their folly. Are En-

glishmen prepared to believe that some of the most distin-

guished members of the vast Jesuit Society, that Society whose
name is synonymous in their cars -with craft, and skill, and

learning
1

,
and diabolical cunning, were actually beaten out of

the field, and brought to talk the most insufferable nonsense,

by the Reverend Hobart Seymour? Truly the giants have
become dwarfs, and the word "Jesuit" must henceforth be

appropriated to the silliest and most ignorant of mankind.

Excellent, good, harmless simpletons ; believing, like babies,

every thing that is taught them, and waiting only for the ad-

vent of some country parson from England, to be held up to

ridicule; surely the Society of Jesus has been shorn of its

terrors, and the penal laws against them may at length be

repealed.
Will Catholics believe us when we tell them that Mr.

Seymour says that the Jesuits " never see the Holy Scrip-
tures ?" They will hardly realise the puzzleheadedness of a

man who can make such a statement. If the Jesuits never
see the Bible, may \ve ask who it is that keeps it from them ?

Mr. Seymour must rejoice that, at any rate, there have been
so many of them driven to take refuge in England and Ame-
rica, where they may at last meet with a Bible, and learn what
the Gospel is.

Again, he makes his Jesuit opponent confounded at being
told, for the first time in his life, that the Mass is called an

unbloody sacrifice, which he conceives is a manifest contra-

diction to the doctrine of transubstantiation, which teaches

that the blood of our blessed Lord is actually offered. On
this mare's nest of our author's we cannot forbear quoting
Father Mazio's remarks. "

I will only say a few words," he

says,
" on that terrible dilemma on the sacrifice of the Mass,

which, according to his affirmation, puzzled me so much, that

I declared I would consult some professor of theology on it,

though I never afterwards gave a solution
; nay, no divine,

however eminent, could even attempt to give an explanation
of it. It is at p. 218. How is the Mass called an unbloody
sacrifice, if the wine is transubstantiated into blood? It is on
one side all blood, and on the other all unbloody! . . . When I

read first this objection (because I never heard it from him),
I laughed very heartily ;

and surely every sensible Catholic

must do so. I would ask Mr. Seymour what he means by
bloody ? Is it the presence of blood, or the effusion of it,
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One of the most novel portions of Mr. Seymour's book is

his account of the way in which he makes it appear that the

Jesuits admitted that the Catholic Church does not claim

infallibility. As it happens, Father Mazio, before he had read

Mr. Seymour's account of the conversation, had mentioned to

us Mr. Seymour's conduct on the morning when this subject
was discussed, as strikingly shewing the dishonesty and cap-
tiousness of his mind. Comparing his account with Mr. Sey-
mour's, we find that the latter has studiously concealed the

greater portion of the reply which was made to his charge
against the Church of Rome. Mr. Seymour positively de-

clares that his opponent was unable to shew him that the

Church does claim infallibility, and therefore is not the true

Church of Christ. He insisted upon having shewn him the

particular words of some document absolutely binding upon
all Catholics, in which it is dogmatically stated that the Ca-
tholic Church is infallible.

Now, those who are really acquainted with the facts of

Catholic history and discipline are aware that the only docu-
ments to which all Catholics are absolutely bound are the

decrees of Councils, and the subsequent dogmatic bulls.

And it is quite true that in these documents there is no

precise dogmatic statement on the subject of the infallibility
of the Church. And therefore, when Mr. Seymour, start-

ing aside from the real questions under discussion, insisted

on receiving nothing less than such a decree as a proof that

the Church really held the doctrine, the Jesuit Fathers of
course told him there was none such. The Father, however,
who was, through the interpretation of his companion, arguing
with Mr. Seymour, immediately pointed out to him that the

Church herself never professes to hold and teach only what is

stated in her documents of absolute authority. He told him
we again quote Father Mazio "that the Church expresses her

claim to infallibility by all her dogmatic facts and documents
in which this principle and tenet is either implied, supposed,
embodied, alluded to, insisted upon, or more or less expressed.
She has expressed such a claim by the implicit belief which
she has always exacted in all her doctrines and dogmatic de-

crees, under penalty of falling off from faith, and of damnation;

just in the same manner as the Apostles proceeded, who were

avowedly endowed with the gift of infallibility. She has ex-

pressed it by her method of condemning and anathematising
all who raised the least doubt on any of her doctrines, never

allowing what has been once defined by her to be called in

question again. She has expressed it in all those documents
in which she has declared, through her general Councils and
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strongly and repeatedly the Catholic Church has implied and
asserted her claim to infallibility though she has not issued

any formal decree need but read the canons and decrees of

the Council of Trent, or the Catechism of the same Council.

The Catechism, indeed, does positively assert that the Church
is infallible

;
and considering how great is its authority, its

declaration comes as nearly as possible to a distinct dogmatic
decree, absolutely binding on all the faithful.

" Etenim Spi-
ritus Sanctus," says the Tridentine Catechism,

"
qui Ecclesiae

praesidet, earn non per aliud genus ministrorum quam per

apostolicum gubernat. Qui Spiritns primum quidem apostolis
tributus est, deinde vero summa Dei benignitate semper in

Ecclesia mansit. Sed quemadmodum Tiaec una Ecclesia errare

non potest infidei ac morum disciplina tradenda, cum a Spiritu
Sancto gubernetur, ita caeteras omnes, quas sibi Ecclesia2 no-

men arrogant, ut quas diaboli spiritu ducantur, in doctrinae et

inoiiim perniciosissimis erroribus versari necesse est." (De
Symb. Fid. art. ix. c. 19.) These words also, it will be ob-

served, not only assert that the Church is infallible, but declare

from what source her enemies, such as Mr. Seymour, draw
their inspiration.

In one of his chapters Mr. Seymour has endeavoured to

shew that, by Father Mazio's admission, Catholics are the most
unfortunate people in the world, in having no satisfactory
means of ascertaining even what their own Church teaches!

He passes before our eyes a phantasmagoria, in which bulls,

decrees, Popes, Bishops, canon law, and we know not what
besides, arc mingled together in bewildering confusion, till our

eyes and thoughts are dazzled, and we feel something like the

astonishment of a clown, who should have it proved to him by
the irrefragable logic of a philosopher, that he himself did

not exist at all. If any of our readers have had perseverance
to read through Mr. Seymour's mystification, they will per-

haps be glad to be refreshed by Father Mazio's commentary.
What Mr. Seymour says (he remarks) about the reception of

papal bulls, in which all countries do not agree together, is

only true in regard to matters of discipline. There is no dog-
matic lull of the Popes which is not received and accepted by
the universal Church. We may say the same of the Council
of Trent, whose decrees in matters of discipline are not de

facto received in England and in some other countries, but
whose canons in matters of faith arc a necessary standard of
doctrine and belief for all Catholics in every country.

Conflicting bulls and opposite decisions of the Popes may
be found in matters of discipline, not of faith. Discipline is

frequently changing in a great many points, according to the
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Catholic priest, who, by the way, by the sleight of hand which

is the secret of all Mr. Seymour's feats, he leads the reader

to suppose to have been a Jesuit.
" He repeated," says Mr.

Seymour,
" what he had said before on this point, expressive

of the greater leniency, the gentler compassion, and the closer

sympathies of Mary ; adding that he was borne out in such an

opinion by that of the Fathers, of whom many were of opinion
that even Christ himself was not so willing to hear our prayers,
and did not hear them so quickly, when offered simply to

Himself, as when they were offered through the Blessed Vir-

gin." This abominable calumny our author makes still

more spicy by the heading of his chapter, in which we read,
"
Prayer through Mary heard sooner than through Christ."

Now, whatever this good priest did say to Mr. Seymour,
we are quite willing to believe that Mr. Seymour did not in

the least understand him
;
and therefore we acquit him of

any invention of a pure unmixed falsehood. The doctrine of

intercession is practically as strange to our author as invoca-

tion of saints itself. Therefore, when he contrasts antithe-

tically prayer through Mary with prayer through Christ, he
doubtless believes that these two phrases, if ever thus used by
Catholics, are really used in the same sense. If he were in the

daily habit of asking and rejoicing in the prayers of living

fellow-Christians, and of the saints in glory, as Catholics are,
he would have known that the Catholic Church accounts it a

damnable heresy to pray
"
through Mary," or any other saint,

in the same sense as we pray
"
through Christ." And there

does not exist a Catholic priest in the world who would not say
the same to Mr. Seymour, if he were to put the question to him.

What, then, was the doctrine which this nameless priest
doubtless did express, and what is the Catholic belief on this

subject ? We have very little more space to spare for Mr.

Seymour ;
but a few words will shew, that if we once admit

the true divinity of our blessed Lord, and the efficacy of inter-

cession, with invocation, at all, this doctrine, which so startles

the candid Protestant, is undeniably true. For if, in the first

place, the intercessory prayer of a Christian, whether he be on
earth or in glory, be of any real power in drawing down the

grace of God upon us, surely we are more likely to be heard,
and attain greater blessings, when this intercession is added
to our own prayers, than when we simply pray for ourselves.

If words have any meaning, and intercessory prayer is not

altogether a delusion and a pious fraud, this must be the case.

And what is true of the virtue of intercession in the case
of ordinary saints, is of course especially true in the case of
the Mother of Jesus Christ himself.

VOL. V. M
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life, and because of the enormity of his conduct refuse him
our prayers. What if Mr. Seymour himself were one day to

come to some Catholic, repenting of his enmity against the

Church, and say,
" My eyes are opened : 1 see what awful

sin I have been guilty of: I have spoken falsehoods against

my brother
;

I have mocked at the Church of Christ
;

I have

maligned his ministers
;

I have insulted his Mother
;

I have

derided his own adorable presence ; pray for me, for my guilt
is great, and though I cry to God for mercy, I may perhaps
be still deceiving myself, or have sinned beyond hope of for-

giveness." Should such be his entreaty and we know that

to God nothing is impossible would it be for one of us to

reply,
"
No, it cannot be

; you have clearly sinned against the

Holy Gho>t
; you have shut your eyes wilfully against the

light ;
the hour of mercy is past, and the moment ofjudgment

come : I cannot forget your blasphemies, your irreverences,

your dishonest dealings with both God and man
;
and I will

not pray for you." Who does not see that such a rejection of

the poor penitent's prayer would be shocking in any living
Catholic ? Such as our pity and compassion are, we must be
all pity and compassion to him. God alone must be his

judge, though that God is also the only Saviour of sinners.

But we can dwell no more upon this writer's errors and
calumnies. They pervade nearly every page he has written,
and we trust that no one will imagine that the points we have
selected for remark are the only untruths or misrepresenta-
tions which we can deny or refute. We give them but as a

specimen of the rest, and as a warning to every candid man
that he bewares how he estimates Catholicism or the Jesuits

by any thing that he reads in the book before us. Let those

who are in earnest about the truth, and who would know what
is the real nature of that incessant conflict which is waged be-

tween the powers of light and darkness, turn awhile to those

other records of its history which we have here classed toge-
ther. Let them take up this new Life of St. Cuthbert, the

great saint of northern England and southern Scotland, and
observe how precisely similar this struggle has ever been to

what it is now. In the days of St. Cuthbert, all was tumult,

violence, and semi-barbarism in this island, so far as civil so-

ciety was concerned. The storms of worldly passion troubled
also the Church within her own boundaries, to an extent now
unknown. In those times, all who called themselves Chris-

tians were Catholics
;
and however odious were a man's real

feelings, he counted himself a son of the Church, and sought to

exercise all his privileges as such. Many an ecclesiastic too

was found, who threw himself eagerly into the race for wealth,
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" ' The sacred shrine of holy St. Cuthbert, before men-

tionecl, was defaced in the visitation that Dr. Ley (Lee, H. 45),

Dr. Henley, and Mr. Blythman, held at Durham, for the sub-

verting of such monuments, in the time of King Henry VIII.,
in his suppression of the abbeys, where they found many
worthy and goodly jewels; but especially one precious stone

(belonging to the said shrine, H. 45), which, by the estimate

of those three visitors and other skilful lapidaries, was of value

sufficient to redeem a prince.
" ' After the spoil of his ornaments and jewels, coming

nearer to his sacred body, thinking to have found nothing but

dust and bones, and finding the chest that he did lie in very

strongly bound with iron, then the goldsmith did take a great
fore-hammer of a smith, and did break the said chest; and

when they had opened the chest, they found him lying tvhole,

uncorrupt, with his face bare, and his beard as if it had been

a fortnight's growth, and all his vestments upon him, as he
was accustomed to say Mass, and his met-wand of gold lying
beside him. Then when the goldsmith did perceive that he

had broken one of his legs, when he did break open the chest,

he was very sorry for it, and did cry,
*

Alas, 1 have broken
one of his legs '.' Then Dr. Henley, hearing him say so, did

call upon him, and bid him cast down his bones. Then he
made him answer again, that he could not get it (them, H. 45)
asunder, for the sinews and skin held it that it would not come
asunder. Then Dr. Ley did step up, to see if it were so or

not, and did turn himself about, and did speak Latin to Dr.

Henley, that he was lying whole. Yet Dr. Henley would

give no credit to his words, but still did cry,
' Cast down his

bones.' Then Dr. Ley made answer,
' If you will not believe

me, come up yourself and see him.' Then did Dr. Henley
step up to him andjlid handle him, and did see that he laid

whole (was whole and uncorrupt, H. 45). Then he did com-
mand them to take him down : and so it happened, contrary
to their expectation, that not only his body was ivliole and

incorrupted, but the vestments wherein his body lay, and in

which he ivas accustomed to say Mass, were fresh, safe, and
not consumed. Whereupon the visitors commanded that he
should be carried into the vestry, where he was close and safely

kept in the inner part of the vestry till such time as they did

further know the king's pleasure what to do with him
;
and

upon notice of the king's pleasure therein (and after, H. 45),
the prior and the monks buried him in the ground, under the

same place where his shrine was exalted (under a fair marble

stone, which remains to this day, where his shrine was exalted,
H. 45).'
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by all who have eyes to see. And perhaps few such mani-
festations are more wonderful than that apparition of the

Blessed Virgin which has recently aroused so intense an
interest throughout Catholic France. The "

Apparition of

La Salette," as it is termed, is unquestionably one of the most

singular (so to term it) among the proofs of the reality of the

invisible contest going on around us which modern times have

witnessed. So strong were the suspicions of imposture with
which it was at first heard of, and so vast is the number of the

intelligent and curious who have personally investigated its

details, that the facts related in the letter we are about to

quote cannot but be most interesting to every devout mind.
No account so complete has, we believe, hitherto been pre-
sented to the English reader. It originally appeared in an
excellent French Catholic periodical, the Ami de la Religion.
The writer, as will be seen, visited La Salette with strong

suspicions, and instituted the closest inquiry into the characters

of the two children to whom it was said that the Blessed Vir-

gin had appeared. France was already filled with the report
that she had one day shewn herself to an ignorant peasant boy
and girl, had desired them to declare from her that the severest

Divine chastisements would fall upon the country, unless a

revival of devotion should avert the hand uplifted to punish ;

and that, further, she had communicated to each of the children

separately a secret which she forbade them to mention either

to each other or to any one else. At first sight the report
seemed worth not a moment's attention

;
but by degrees the

extraordinary tokens of a mysterious influence unceasingly
exerted upon the two children began to shake the doubts of

the incredulous, and (as in the case of the writer of the follow-

ing letter) convinced the most cautious inquirers that the story
must be true, because no power less than divine could so sway
and enlighten the minds of such creatures as this poor boy and

girl. We translate the letter at full length :

MY DEAR FHIEND, You encouraged me to visit the mountain of

La Salette, and I have descended therefrom this very hour. I trust,

therefore, you will not object to my giving you an account, in all

simplicity, of the various observations I there made and the impressions
I thence received : 'tis only just I should share them with you.

I undertook this pilgrimage, I must confess, with no favourable

anticipations. I wish by no means to detract from the merit of the

different narratives that have been published on this subject, and which
I had carefully read

;
but their tone, their enthusiasm, their vivacity,

had rather inspired me with prejudices against what their writers sug-

gest.

I have passed nearly three days, partly at Corps, partly at La Sa-
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never found in them any of the charms of their age ; they have not, or

at least do not appear to have, any of that piety, that childlike candour,
which touches, attracts, and inspires confidence.

I had a particularly good inspection of the boy, and for a long time

together. The day I mounted La Salette we spent near fourteen hours

together. He came to fetch ine from my inn at five o'clock in the

morning, accompanied me to the mountain of the "
Apparition," and

we only parted at seven at night. Certainly I had time enough to

watch him closely, to study him carefully, to observe him severely, in

a word, to examine him on all sides
;
and I did not lose my oppor-

tunity. I must avow he never for an instant ceased to be the object
of my most attentive observations, and at the same time of the pro-
foundest distrust. Not for a moment did he cease to be displeasing to

me
;
and it was only in the afternoon, and that late in it, that by

degrees, as it were despite myself, favourable reflections took the upper
hand, and won the day over disagreeable impressions. Almost without

my knowledge, and contrary to all my preconceived ideas, in seeing and

hearing all that I saw and heard, I was led to say to myself:
'

Spite of

these children, and all their disagreeableness, every thing they say,

every thing I see, every thing I hear, is only explicable by the truth of

their narrative.'

At Grenoble I had been warned of the species of narrative which

the children would make me, of what had happened to them, and what

they had seen on the mountain. I was told they went through it just
like a lesson. 'Tis true rny informants added, reasonably enough, that

one should allow some excuse to them for this, since for eighteen
months past they had gone over the account so many thousands of

times, that no one need be astonished it had become a sort of routine

in their mouths. I was quite disposed to be indulgent on this head,

provided the routine and recitation did not extend to the ridiculous;
but it turned out quite otherwise. Although the children were very

repulsive to me before the narrative, and continued so to be after it, I

must admit that, when making it, they both did so with a simplicity,

a gravity, a seriousness, a certain religious respect, whose contract with

the always vulgar and habitually coarse tone of the boy, with the

constantly unpolished and not over-amiable one of the girl, struck me
very forcibly.

I should here add, that this astonishment was constantly renewed
in my mind during the two days, especially as respected the little boy,

who, as I have before said, spent an entire day in my company. I left

him on that occasion quite at his ease; I let him take all the liberties

he wished
; every one of his defects, all his coarseness, were thus ap-

parent to me in full vigour. And yet every time the ill-mannered

boy was led, even in the most unexpected manner, to speak of the great

event, there took place in him a change, profound, sudden, singular,
and instantaneous

;
and the same with the girl. The boy preserves

his look and disagreeable exterior, but his excessive coarseness is alto-

gether toned down. They suddenly even become so grave, so serious;
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cannot induce them to speak beyond a certain measure. In vain will

you multiply indiscreet questions ;
their replies are never so. Discre-

tion, the most difficult of all virtues, is natural to them (on this point

only) to an incredible degree. It is in vain to press; one feels about

thcm something invincible, which they themselves cannot account for,

that repulses every effort, and involuntarily and immovably resists

every, the strongest and liveliest, temptation.
^'hoover knows children, with their volatile, unsteady, vain, chat-

tering, indiscreet, and curious dispositions, raid will make the same

experiment I have done, will share the astonishment I have felt, and,

ask himself whether he is conquered by those two children, or by a

superior and divine force.

I may as well add, that for the past two years the two children and
their poor families have remained as poor as before. This is a fact

which I have myself verified to my own satisfaction, and which it is

easy to ascertain with the most perfect certainty.

Moreover, from my own observation, I can go further, and say,
that the children, arid little Maximin in particular, whom I watched,

much closer, and for much longer a time, appeared to me to have

preserved a simplicity, and I will add, a humility so absolute, despite
the honour they have received, and the lustre wherewith that honour
environs them, that they do not even seem to be virtues of degree in

them : they are what they are, and have the air of being unable to be

otherwise
;
and they are so with a passive naivete, that stupifies, when

one regards it closely and reflects thereon.

The fact is, that they do not even comprehend the honour they have

received, and seem to have no idea of the celebrity henceforth attached

to their names. They have seen thousands of pilgrims, 60,000 in one

day, come at their summons to the mountain of La Salette. They have

not, however, for all that, become any the prouder or more refined in

their words or manners. They regard it all without astonishment, with-

out a thought, without a return on themselves. And in fact, if what

they relate be true, they understand their post as the Holy Virgin her-

self meant it to be understood. She did not pretend to do them any
honour

;
she intended to make choice of witnesses, who should be above

all suspicion by a simplicity so profound, so absolute, so extraordinary,
that nothing was ever comparable thereto, and such as naturally could

neither be explained nor comprehended ;
and she has succeeded.

Such is the first feature of truth I have remarked in these children.

2d. I find the second in the numerous answers, absolutely above tJieir

age and bearing, which they have spontaneously made to the different

interrogatories to which they have been subjected.
For it must be remarked, that never was a culprit so besieged by

questions as have these two poor little peasants been, for two years,
about the vision they relate. To difficulties often prepared beforehand,
sometimes long and insidiously meditated, they have always opposed,

prompt, brief, clear, and peremptory replies. One feels that they would,

be radically incapable of so much presence of mind, were it not all truth.
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this. He wouldn't forbid swearing; he would not wear a crucifix, and

bid us go to Mass.

M. Gerente, Chaplain to the Sisters of Providence of Corene, near

Grenoble, to Maximin. I don't want to know your secret. But doubt-

less it regards the glory of God and the salvation of souls. It ought
to be known after your death. This is my advice, then: write it in a

letter, which you shall seal, and afterwards deposit in the Bishop's re-

gister-office. When his lordship and you are both dead, the letter will

be read, and you have kept your secret.

Maximin. But some one might be tempted to break open my letter;

and then I don't know who may go to the registei'-office. (Then put-

ting his hand on his mouth, and next on his heart:) My best register-

office (said he, with an expressive gesture) is here!

Another ecclesiastic said to Maximin : You want to become a priest;

well, tell me your secret, and I'll take charge of you; I'll write to his

lordship, who will send you to college for nothing.
Maximin. If to become a priest I must tell my secret, I shall never

be one.

M. PAbbe Lagier, cure of the environs of Corps, asked Melanie.

You don't understand French, you don't go to school
; how, then, could

you remember what the lady said to you ? Did she repeat it often ?

Melanie. Oh, no
;
she only told it me once, and I perfectly remem-

ber it. And besides, even though I did not understand it, by repeating
what she said to me those who know French would do so, even though
I did not; that would be sufficient.

D. The lady deceived you, Maximin : she predicted a famine, and

yet the harvest is good every where.

Maximin. What have I to do with that? She told me so; that's

her affair.

To this same question, the children have at other times replied :

But if people did penance?
D. The lady you saw is in prison at Grenoble.

Maximin. They'll be cunning who catch her!

D. The lady you saw was only a luminous and brilliant cloud.

Maximin. But a cloud doesn't speak.
A priest. You are a little storyteller; I don't believe you.
Maximin. What does that matter to me? I am ordered to tell it

you, not to make you believe it.

Another priest. I tell you what, I don't believe you ; you're not

telling the truth.

Maximin (with vivacity). Then why come so far to question me?
A Cure of La Vallouise, in the diocese of Gap. The lady disap-

peared in a cloud ?

Melanie. There was no cloud.

The Cure insists. But it is easy to wrap oneself in a cloud and dis-

appear.
Melanio (with vivacity). Sir, wrap yourself in a cloud and disap-

pear.
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For myself, I made the greatest efforts to penetrate this secret.

Some singular circumstances aided me in urging my endeavours fur-

ther than others
;

I once thought I had succeeded
; how, I will now

relate.

As I have before said, I took little Maximin to the mountain with

me. Spite of the repugnance wherewith the boy inspired me, I never-

theless strove to be kind and amiable towards him, and took every

possible opportunity to open and win his heart. My success was no

great matter
;
but on reaching the summit of the mountain, someone

who was there gave him two pictures; amongst others, one representing
the combats of the 24th February in the streets of Paris. Amidst the

combatants was depicted a priest assisting the wounded. The little

boy fancied he saw some resemblance between that ecclesiastic and

myself; and although I told him he was quite deceived, he was still

persuaded it was me, and from that moment shewed me the warmest
and most rustic friendship. Thenceforward he appeared entirely at his

ease, and familiar. I eagerly profited thereby, and we became the best

friends in the world, without, however, I must confess, his ceasing to be

most disagreeable to me. From that time he hung on my arm, arid

never left it for the whole day. Thus did we descend the mountain

together. I had him to breakfast and dine with me; he conversed

about every thing with the greatest nonchalance, the Republic, the

trees of liberty, &c. &c. When I led the conversation back to what
alone interested myself, he would reply, as I have said, briefly and

simply ; every thing that had reference to the Holy Virgin's appari-
tion was always, as it were, a thing apart in our conversation. He
would all at once stop short in the very height of his gossip ;

the depth,
the form, the tone, the voice, the precision of what he would say all

suddenly became singularly grave and religious. Then in another mo-
ment passing to something else, ho would resume his ordinary style of

familiar and lively chatter.

Often did I recommence my efforts and most skilful insinuations,

in order to profit by this openness and ease, and make him speak on

what interested me, and in particular about his secret, without his being
conscious thereof, or desirous so to do. I was determined to dive into

the recesses of his soul, to catch him tripping, and will ye nill ye, to

force his heart to give up the truth. But I must confess, all my efforts,

ever since the morning, had been perfectly useless. Just as I fancied I

had reached my ends and obtained something, all my hopes would
vanish into the air; all that I fancied I had got suddenly escaped me,
and a reply of the boy replunged me into all my former uncertainties.

This absolute reserve seemed to me so extraordinary in a child I will

even add in any human being that without doing him a violence, which

was repugnant to my conscience, I was desirous of going as far as pos-

sible, and trying the extremcst efforts to vanquish him in some way,
and at length surprise his secret. This singular secret was uppermost
in my thoughts: to catch him on this point I spared no seduction within

the limits I deemed allowable.
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to the village of Corps. Next I offered to give him whatever else he

stood in iired of. lie asked for a blouse
;

I told him to go and buy
one

;
it cost 58 sous, which I paid. He went to shew his prints, the

blouse, and the hat to his father, and came back to tell me his friends

were well pleased. He had already spoken to me with a certain ten-

derness of his father's troubles and misfortunes; I profited by the fact

of his mother's recent death, and, whilst reproaching myself somewhat

interiorly for the temptations I subjected the boy to, said: "But, my
child, if you would tell me as much of your secret as you may tell,

I might help your father very greatly." I went further, and added:
;

Yes, my dear boy, I would myself get him many things he wants,

and enable both you and him to live tranquilly and happy at home,
without wanting for any thing. Why are you so obstinate in refusing

to tell as much of you secret as you may tell, when it might be so

advantageous to your father in extricating him from his difficulties?"

Certainly the temptation was sharp; the child was quite disarmed.

He could not doubt my sincerity; and in truth I was disposed to do

all I said. He saw
it, it was manifest. He replied in a lower tone,

"
.N'o, sir, I cannot."

One must confess, that if he had invented a first fable, he could

easily have made a second, and told me some secret or other analo-

gous to his principal story, and whose confidence would have been to

him arid his a source of immediate and great advantage. He preferred

making me the reply I have related
;
or rather, without any preference,

he made it spontaneously and simply.
I did not consider myself utterly defeated, and urged the temptation

yet farther too far perhaps, but certainly to the last extremity, as you
shall judge, and for which you may perhaps blame me.
A particular circumstance occasioned my having about me a consi-

derable sum in gold. "Whilst he was engaged in curiously examining all

that my chamber contained, and inspecting every one of my effects,

ransacking every corner like a true gamin, my purse and this gold met
his eye. He eagerly seized it, poured it out on the table, and fell to

counting it; made it into several little heaps; then, after having so

done, amused himself by unmaking and making them again. When I

saw him quite charmed and thoroughly enchanted with the sight and
touch of the gold, I thought the moment was come to prove and know
with certainty his sincerity, and I said to him with a friendly air:
"
Well, my boy, if you will tell me as much of your secret as you may

tell, I'll give you all that gold for you and your father. You shall have
it all, and this very moment

;
and don't think you are robbing me, for

I have other money to continue my journey with."
I then saw a moral phenomenon, assuredly very singular; and I am

still struck thereby whilst relating it. The boy was wholly absorbed
in the gold ;

he delighted in seeing, touching, and counting it. Sud-

denly, at my words, he became sad, abruptly left the table and the

temptation, and said,
" I cannot, sir." I insisted :

" And yet there's

enough to make you and your father happy." Once more he replied,
VOL. V. N
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once betraying themselves in aught, without any one discovering this

impostor behind the scenes, without a single indiscretion on the chil-

dren's part giving rise to the least suspicion without the least trace

thereof having to this day appeared !

The first supposition, therefore, remains; that is to say, the super-
natural truth, which i$, in fact, very strongly confirmed : 1st, by the

consistent character of the children
; 2d, by the replies, absolutely above

their age and bearing, given by them in the different interrogatories

they have had to undergo; 3d, by the extraordinary fidelity wherewith

they keep the secret they assert has been confided to them.

Were I obliged to pronounce and say yes or no on this revelation,

and bound to decide by the rigorous sincerity of my conscience, I

would say yes rather than no. Human and Christian prudence would

lead me to say yes rather than 1:0, and I should feel no fear of being
condemned at the judgment-seat of God as guilty of imprudence or

credulity.

Most truly yours,
* * *

But while the miraculous tokens of the Divine presence,

aiding and enlightening the Church, are thus as wonderful as

ever in our own times, the Church herself is found ever varying
the natural weapons with which she fights her battles with the

world. That principle of association which is the striking
characteristic of the age has nowhere been employed with

greater skill and energy in the service of God, than in that

strange metropolis where things are ever in extremes, and
where living men wear the aspect of either saints or devils

more manifestly than in any other spot of this strange world.
The very title of the book which stands last on our list is of
that curious kind which we should look for only in Paris, and
of itself suggests the terrible nature of that struggle which is

there unceasingly waged between the kingdoms of darkness
and of light. The Politique de Satan is simply an account
of the religious institutions of Paris. Its author, M. de St.

Clieron, has divided it into three parts, treating of the clergy,
the religious communities, and the laity. These are again
subdivided into chapters. The first part consists of four chap-
ters, which treat of the Archbishop, the parishes, the parish

priests, the curates, the chief preachers, the royal chapter of
St. Denis, the seminaries and Christian institutions, the Faculty
of Theology, and the University. The second part consists of
two chapters, and relates to the Jesuits, their labours and

works, the Brothers of the Christian Doctrine, their schools,
the Benedictines, the congregations for missions, the Lazarists,
and foreign missions. The third part relates to the religious

associations, their progress, extent, and influence
; the Asso-

ciation for the Propagation of the Faith, the Archconfraternity
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Seminaries and Christian Institutions. There exist in

Paris four seminaries especially destined for those who are

desirous to become ministers of Christ. The 'diocesan semi-

nary is directed by the congregation of St. Sulpice; it reckons

220 pupils in the house at Paris : that of Issy contains 10

novices of the congregation of St. Sulpice, and 55 pupils of

philosophy.
Besides the houses for the formation of priests, Catholicity

has created establishments whereby youths receive sound re-

ligious education, such as the Institution of the Abbe Poiloup,
that of M. Mourice, the Stanislas College, and the Pension,
directed by M. Laville, to prepare young men for the Poly-
technic School

;
near Paris is the famous college of Juilly,

iincbr the management of the Abbe Bautain and his principal

disciples.
Communities of Men. The Jesuits.

" The most danger-
ous of these congregations," says the Report,

" from the

nature, the energy, the intrepidity, and the unity of its in-

stitute, being that of the Jesuits, we have constantly endea-

voured to concentrate all the hatred of our friends, the ene-

mies of the Church, and the religious orders, against that

famous society. When we have conquered them, the rest

becomes easy.
* * * In their establishment we find priests

who, by prayer, meditation, and strict rule, prepare to preach
the Gospel among civilised nations and among savages. Not
content with public preaching, they spend their lives in listen-

ing to individuals in the confessionals, in reclaiming sinners,
in strengthening the weak and comforting the faithful : they
are ready for every good work

;
but though they are accused

of egotism and cupidity, their lives are devoted to the hum-
blest of their brethren. AVhile they revive the noble days of

Christian eloquence, I inspire their enemies with the idea of

accusing them of wishing to enslave the human mind. I have

named several of the most remarkable of them among the

preachers. Others are distinguished by their labours; as

Perc Moigno in science, and Peres Cahier and Arthur Martin
in letters and the arts. The two latter arc the authors of that

grand and magnificent monograph of the Cathedral of Bourges,
a chef d'ceuvre of erudition, taste, and art."

While so many writers and philosophical friends of the

people make no sacrifices of time, amusements, or fortune, and
are still framing their theories as to the means of rendering,
them richer, more moral, and more instructed, the Jesuits in

Paris and in the other towns of France, by their patience,

charity, and self-devotion, succeed in reclaiming a great number
of workmen from habits of debauchery, and from all the vices
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them from the clangers that surround them, and affording, not

only to apprentices, but also to young workmen, all the means
of continuing in the practice of religion.

Benedictines. Dom Gueranger, the Abbot of Solesmes,
the restorer of the Benedictine order in France, has established

a house of postulants in Paris. This abbot is one of the most
learned ecclesiastics of France. He has undertaken to restore

the Gallican liturgy to Catholic traditions and to Roman unity.
The Congregation of the Mission is engaged in educating

missionaries for the interior of France.

The Missionaries of the Congregation of the Perpetual
Adoration of Picputiens convert vyhole nations to the Catholic

faith in the East, Oceana, Tahiti, the Gambier islands, and at

Smyrna. The Gambier islands renew in the nineteenth cen-

tury the prodigies of the Jesuits in Paraguay.
The Congregation of Priests of the Mission, better known

under the name of Lazarists, is still established in the house
of their founder, St. Vincent de Paul; it governs institutions

and seminaries in France, and founds schools in Turkey, Syria,

Egypt, and China.

Communities ofreligious Women. In Paris there are about

forty communities of religious women, devoted either to prayer,
the education of girls, or works of charity. The most numer-
ous community is that of the Sisters of St. Vincent de Paul.

Every year 300 new Sisters leave the mother house; this house
not being large enough, they are forced to refuse, or to post-

pone, a much larger number of subjects who seek to be allowed
to pronounce the vows of chastity, poverty, obedience, and

chanty. There are nearly 6000 Sisters of Charity now in

France, and in the department of the Seine alone 8000. This

community extends into Belgium, England, Switzerland, Ger-

many, Italy, the Levant, Turkey, Egypt, Syria, and Algiers ;

it is the universal conquest of charity. There are the Dames
de Bon-secours, who attend the sick and poor gratuitously.
Several congregations are exclusively devoted to reclaiming
dissolute women, such as Les Dames de la Charite Notre
Dame du Refuge, the Dames de la Charite Notre Dame du
Bon Pasteur, the Filles Repenties de St. Marie-Madeleine,
and the Filles de Nazareth.

Among the communities devoted to the gratuitous educa-
tion of the daughters of the poor and those of the rich, are

distinguished the ladies of the Sacre Cceur and the ladies of

the Congregation of our Lady.
Religious Associations. The Association for the Propaga-

tion of the Faith. The receipts of the first year, 1820, were

15,272 francs; those of 1842 amounted tofour millions a sou
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the army, another society has been founded for the special

purpose of promoting the practice of religion among soldiers.

This has taken the name of the Society of St. Maurice, the

glorious and venerated leader of the legion of heroic soldiers

and martyrs. This association is already numerous.

Institutions of Charity. The institutions of Catholic cha-

rity are more numerous even than the religious associations.

Almost all have laymen for founders, directors, and members.

They are fully described in a book called The Manual of ths

Institutions and Works of Charity at Paris. In Paris alone

there are at least eighty of these institutions, which relate to

births, education, apprenticeship, maladies, &c., and which
have for their object visiting, consoling, and caring for the

poor, as well as giving moral instruction to their children.

Among these institutions, not the most ancient, but the

most numerous and important, is that of the Society of St.

Vincent de Paul for the visitation of the poor. Founded in

183,3, by eight students, it has spread with great rapidity.
In 1833, only eight members, and in 184-3, 5000. In 1833,
annual receipts, 24-80 francs; in 1843, 200,000 francs. In

1835, there were only four conferences in Paris; in 1843
there were thirty, comprehending 2000 members. Confer-

ences have been established in fifty other towns of France.

Two have been founded in Rome.
In Paris this society visits 5000 families, and protects

15,000 children. It lias multiplied its labours with its re-

sources
;
now it attends to the visitation of the poor, to their

marriages, to houses of refuge, to the protection of children,
to apprentices, to prisoners, &c. The chief founder of this

institution, M. Bailly, is still the president-general of it; he
has contributed to consolidate and develope the society, and
to maintain its spirit.

Brotlierhoods. In the various parishes of Paris are esta-

blished numerous brotherhoods, which, on certain days, assem-

ble the faithful for different devotions. The trades-unions

are still accustomed to have Mass said on the feast of their

patron. As in the ages of faith, a brotherhood has been
formed to unite artists in prayer ;

and they derive from the

practice of their religious duties that elevation of thought,
that delicacy of feeling, and those habits of order and mo-

rality, which give so exalted a character to their works.
A number of medical men are united in a brotherhood for

the propagation of Catholic doctrines in the medical sciences.

A brotherhood is also established among literary men
;

it

publishes a critical and literary review, and comprehends dis-

tinguished writers and edifying Catholics.
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MM. Reboul, Germain, and Gyfoitte; at Strasburg, MM.
de Humbourg and I'Abbe Axinger; at Lyons, MM. Henry
de Bonuld, Collombet, Gregoire, Blanc St. Bonnet, 1'Abbe

Prat, Rivet, the Abbes Noirot, Pavy, Dauphin, &c.
;
at St.

Bricuc, MM. Geslin do Bourgoyne, Aurilion de Courson, &c. ;

at Marseilles, 1'Abhe Fissiaux ;
at Aries, 1'Abbc Regis. In

the Department de 1'Orne, le Pere Debrayne, religieux de la

grande Trappe ;
at Roclez, M. Llabour

;
at Loricnt, M. Roux-

Lavergne ;
at Metz, le Comte de Goetlosquet ;

at Castres,
M. Alexis Combeguille.

Other Institutions. To the other Catholic institutions ex-

isting in Paris, two others have been added within a few

years, viz. le Cercle and IMnstitut Catholique. These are in-

tended to serve as places of meeting and reading for youth.
Tlic Catholic Press. L'Univers, 1'Ami de la Religion, le

Journal des Villes and des Campagnes, 1'Universite Catholique,
les Annals de Philosophic Chretienne, le Correspondant, la

Lecture, le Memorial Catholique, la Voix de la Verite, &c.
Such is that vast body of spiritual machinery with which

the Church in France is labouring to fulfil her glorious calling.

Truly is the praise of the Church of France "
in all the

Churches ;" and we in England may well look to her as a

proof of what may be done by zeal, piety, and learning, amidst
difficulties which would have crushed a hundred times any
power but that which is divine. Yet all this is but the work
of perhaps a quarter of a century, or little more. May we
hope that when five-and-twenty years have passed over our

heads, the saints in heaven and the angels will look down upon
the Catholics of this country, and regard them with the same

rejoicing with which they now contemplate the faith, the self-

sacrifice, and the heroism of our brothers who are separated
from us by some eii^ht or ten leagues of water alone.

SHORT NOTICES.

DR. MURRAY'S Irish Annual Miscellany (Dublin, Bellew) is a work
of no ordinary merit. The execution is as satisfactory as the idea
is novel. Dr. Murray unites vivacity of expression with vigour and

accuracy of thought, and candour of temper, in a degree too rare

amongst us on both sides of the Irish Channel. Further notice

we must postpone to our next Number.

The recently-published Number of the Dublin Review contains
an article on the New-Testament Miracles, which is a sequel to the
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The first part of Mr. Crowe's edition (slightly modified hy the

editor) of Wilhems Method of Teaching Singing (Burns) is now

ready. It is to come much nearer to Wilhem's own work than

Ilullah's adaptation; and if we may judge from the first part, will

be a most useful manual.

The London Prisons, by Hep worth Dixon (Jackson and Wai-

ford), contains a very considerable amount of information respecting
the gaols and penitentiaries of the metropolis and the chief provin-
cial towns. It is agreeably (though a little too smartly) written ;

and may be said to be almost indispensable to every one who has to

do with the reform or management of criminals under confinement.

We do not, of course, pretend to agree in all Mr. Dixon's views, but

his book is well worth attention.

Mr. Sharpe's Rise and Progress of Window Tracery in England
(Van Voorst) is a manual for all Gothic architects. It is the fruit

of much study, and is illustrated with a profusion of well-executed

woodcuts and steel engravings. A large proportion of the speci-
mens the author has given are most beautiful. The statement of

the exact dimensions of the chief examples, adds materially to the

value of the book.

We never less regretted the purchase of sixpenny worth of trash,

than when we were seduced by the following advertisement to pur-
chase the publication it recommends.

" QUESTIONS OF URGENT NATIONAL IMPORTANCE. Are there

any Jesuits in England ? Who are they ? Where are they ? What
have they been doing ? What are they doing ? What are they pro-

posing to do ? Who can answer these questions ? Persons interested

in these inquiries are requested to read TRUTH FOR THE TIMES,

price Sixpence."
We need scarcely say that this puff is an impudent catchpenny ;

and that Truth for the Times no more answers these questions than
it tells us how many Jesuits there are in the moon. The first half

of the publication also is as dull as dullness, even with its hair stand-

ing on end with affright, could make it. But the second half is

really one of the funniest things we ever saw. It consists of a

correspondence between the author (one "J. II.") and two of the

great lights of anti-Jesuitism, viz. Dr. Lindsay Alexander and Mr.
Hobart Seymour, in which they abuse one another in immoderate

terms, bringing charges of lying, and other trifling peccadilloes,

truly curious, mixed up as they are with unblushing professions of

sanctity and apostleship. With one of Mr. Seymour's opinions,
here recorded, we are constrained to express our agreement. He
considers that "

J. II." is a person with "neither intelligence nor
reason." These are thy Gods, Israel!

The Spic'degium Solesinensc. At the end of our present number
will be found the prospectus of another of those great works of the
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claim upon them ;
for it is only by the printing of the MSS. that

they can be rendered accessible to the student of ecclesiastical anti-

quity, while the perils of revolution, accident, and decay arc every

year rendering their continued existence, even in MS., more and

more problematical.

Curospanfcrote*

THE CONVERSION OF ENGLAND.

To the Editor of the Rambler.

BEAR SIR, Ever since I read your beautiful article in the Rambler
for last December, on the conversion of England, I have been de-

sirous of adding a few words to that part of it which regarded
Ireland

;
but my time was so much occupied during the last month,

that I have not till now been at leisure to do it. Most dear to my
heart is the idea of a general movement of the Irish people to effect

this great achievement, the conquest of England for the Church
of God by spiritual arms, the first of which is prayer. The little

address to the Catholics of Ireland, which you inserted in that

article, and which I may as well acknowledge as having been written

by me, was a feeble expression of this feeling ; and my desire now is

to give a few explanations on the subject of it. You introduce it

with the remark, that you suppose it had the approbation of the

Prelates of the Irish Church. I am happy to be able to say that it

had
;
and I take this occasion to express my gratitude for the way

in which this approbation was given. But, in doing this, I will try
to refer back to some previous circumstances. In the address I say
that my thoughts had long been fixed on Ireland, as calculated to be

the principal instrument in bringing back England to the Catholic

faith : this has been the case in a special manner ever since I had

begun to make it my business to beg the prayers of the faithful

throughout the world for the conversion of England. And what I

know of the Irish character, from my intercourse with them as a

priest on the mission in England, made me confident that they
Avould respond warmly to such an appeal. It was, however, not till

the year 1842 that I had the much desired opportunity of proposing
it to the Irish in their own country. In my summer vacation of

that year from St. Mary's College, to which I then belonged, I passed
four weeks in Ireland, during which I travelled from Dublin through
Carlow, Wexford, Waterford, Kilkenny, Cork, Limerick, Ennis,

Galway, Castlebar, Tuani, Longford, Mullingar, Navan, &c. I cannot

express the feelings of consolation with which I look back on that

most interesting tour. It is one of the brightest, if not the very

brightest spot in. my past remembrances. I can call to mind, indeed,
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nil that evening, thousands were assembled in the cathedral. A new
bell had been lately procured for it

;
the preparations were has-

tened all this day, and it rung for the first time to call the people to

hear the cause of charity for England pleaded. It was there that

an old lady was heard at the close of the sermon to say, as she left

the gallery,
"
Well, then, we must forgive Oliver Cromwell at last.'*

The Bishop urged me most pressingly to stay with him a month,
that he might take me in his own carriage to renew my appeal in

every parish of the diocese ; and, as I was obliged to decline this, he
sent me with his horses to Navan in time for my sermon there. Oh,
how crai I doubt of the truth of what I say in my address, that the

Irish heart, if appealed to, cannot resist an impulse of religious

generosity? One more practical proof of this. I was called again
to Ireland, after six years, in the autumn of 1848, the year of Mr.
Smith O'Brien's movement. Humanly speaking, this would have

been a bad time for pressing this cause of charity for England. But
I knew that the Irish have faith, and that in them human feelings,

when most excited, will give way to the call of faith. Never did

I see more generous enthusiasm for the cause than in that very year
wherever I had the chance to speak or preach. A grand specimen
of this was Drogheda. The late Primate, the lamented Dr. Crolly,
invited me there to preach a charity sermon for his schools. I asked

his leave to join with this subject that of the conversion of England.
Oh, how heartily did he answer,

"
Sir, preach what you like, if only

it is not against faith and good morals." The church was crowded
with the choice of the Catholic population and a number of respec-
table Protestants. I felt that if either of these classes were dis-

pleased with the sermon, and this were felt in the collection, I

should justly displease the Primate, and that was far from my
intention ;

but I thought I knew the people, and I went on bold and
free. The collection was a famous one, 120/.

;
all were satisfied; and

the Primate told me the next day that he had made inquiries, and
ascertained that the Protestants had taken no sort of offence, and he

assured me that 1 might safely go on ; I should offer [\ no one in the

way I spoke on the subject. Oh, that the judgment of this expe-
rienced and wise Prelate might finally overrule the alarm, which
some yet will entertain, that we shall offend the Protestants by
praying for them. No such thing ! Irish Protestants are not

offended, much less will English.
But how did the Catholics of Drogheda like the sermon ? I

think the token they gave in its favour is a strong one to Englisli

feelings at least, who can understand paying well when one is

pleased, but not otherwise. I was begging at that time for Aston.
I did not hint at this till the collection for the schools was finished j

then I asked the Primate if I might go among the Catholics for my
object. With the same hearty cordiality he consented; and before

Monday night the very clay, observe, after the Sunday of their own

great collection I had received 251.

stated some of these facts, soon after, to the Right Rev. Dr.
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ecclesiastical

ENCYCLIC OF PIUS IX. TO THE ARCHBISHOPS AND BISHOPS
OF ITALY.

His Holiness has issued an Encyclical Letter to the Prelates of Italy?
on the present posture of affairs in that country and elsewhere, which
we much regret that want of space prevents us from giving entire. A
few paragraphs only of minor importance are omitted.

Venerable Brothers,
Health and Apostolical Benediction.

You know and you see, like ourselves, Venerable Brothers, by what

perversity in these* last times have prevailed certain abandoned men,
enemies of all truth, of all justice, of all honesty, who, whether by fraud

and artifices of every description, or openly, and casting the dregs of

their confusions like a raging sea its foam, are striving to spread in all

directions among the faithful people of Italy, unrestrained licentiousness

of thought and word, and of all daring and impious actions, to ruin even
in Italy the Catholic religion, and, if that could ever be, to overturn it

even to its foundations. The whole plan of their diabolical design hath
shewn itself in divers places, but especially in the well-beloved city the

seat of our supreme pontificate, where, after having constrained us to

quit it, they have been able for some months to abandon themselves the
more freely to all their madness. Then in the midst of a frightful and

sacrilegious confusion of things divine and things human, their rage
ascended to such a point that, despising the authority of the illustrious

clergy of Rome, and of the Prelates, who by our order remained fear-

les^ly at its head, they did not suffer them even to continue in fear the
sacred work of their ministry, and that, without pity for the wretched
sick folk, a prey to the anguish of death, they removed from them all

the succours of religion, and constrained them to yield up their last

sigh amid the blandishments of some wanton harlot.

Although since then the city of Rome and the other provinces of the
Pontifical States have been, thanks to the mercy of God, restored by
the arms of the Catholic nations to our temporal government; although
the wars and disorders which attended these events have in like manner
ceased in the other countries of Italy ;

still these infamous enemies of
God and man have not ceased, and cease not, their work of destruction.

They can no longer employ open force, but they have recourse to other

means, some hidden under deceitful appearances, others visible to every
eye. Surrounded by such great difficulties, holding the supreme charge
of all the Lord's flock, and filled with the most lively affliction at the

sight of the perils to which the Churches of Italy are particularly ex-

posed, it is for our infirmity, Venerable Brothers, in the midst of sor-

rows, a great consolation to behold that pastoral zeal of which, during
the tempest that has just passed, you have given so many proofs, and
which manifests itself yet daily by more and more striking proofs. How-
ever, the gravity of the occasion presses on us to rouse still more ear-

nestly, by our word and our exhortations, according to the duty of our

apostolic charge, your fraternity, called to share our solicitudes, to

fight with us, and in unity, the battles of the Lord, to prepare and to

adopt with a single heart all the measures by which, with God's bless-
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tivation of the sciences, or, lastly, to the consolation of the sick and

indigent.
Such, then, is that holy religion, which embraces, under so many

divers titles, the salvation, the glory, and the happiness of Italy ;
that

religion which they would desire to make the people of Italy throw
aside. We cannot restrain our tears, Venerable Brothers, when we see

that there are to be found at this day some Italians perverse enough,
abandoned enough to miserable illusions, as not to dread applauding the

depraved doctrines of the impious, and conspiring with them for the ruin

of Italy.
But yon are not ignorant, Venerable Brothers, that the principal

authors of this detestable conspiracy have for their object to drive the

people, agitated by every wind of perverse doctrine, to the overthrow of

all order in human affairs, and to deliver them up to the criminal sys-
tems of the newly-invented Socialism and Communism. Now, these

men know and see, by the long experience of many ages, that they can-

not hope for any approval from the Catholic Church, which, in the

keeping of the deposit of the Divine revelation, never allows any thing
to be retrenched from, or to be added to, the truths propounded bv the

faith.

Therefore have they formed the design of attracting the Italian peoples
to the opinions and to the conventicles of the Protestants, in which so

they incessantly repeat, in order to seduce them one ought to see no-

thing else but a different form of the same true Christian religion, where
one can please God as well as in the Catholic Church. Meanwhile, they
know that nothing can be more useful to their impious cause than the
first principle of the Protestant opinions, the principle of the free inter-

pretation of the sacred Scriptures according to the private judgment of
each individual. They are confident that, after having first abused the
false interpretation of the sacred writings to spread their errors, they
will the more easily as if in the name of God drive men onwards,
puifed up with the proud license ofjudging on Divine subjects, to call in

question even the common principles of justice and virtue.

God forbid, Venerable Brothers, that that Italy, whence the other
nations have been accustomed to draw the pure waters of sound doc-

trine, because the Apostolic See has been established at Rome, become
for them henceforth a stone of stumbling and of scandal! God forbid

that this cherished portion of the Lord's vineyard be given over fora

prey to wild beasts! God forbid that the Italian people, having drunk
madness from the poisoned cup of Babvlon, should take up parricidal
arms against the Mother Church! As for us and you, whom God, in

his secret judgment, has reserved for these times of so great danger,
take we care not to fear the stratagems and attacks of those men who
conspire against the faith of Italy, as if we had to conquer them by our
own strength, since Christ is our counsel and our strength Christ, with-
out whom we can do nothing, but by whom we can do every thing.*
Labour, therefore, Venerable Brothers, watch with still greater vigi-
lance over the flock which is entrusted to you, and use all your efforts to

defend it from the ambushes and the attacks of ravening wolves. Com-
municate to each other your designs : continue, as you have already be-

gun, to hold meetings between yourselves, to the end that, having dis-

covered by a united investigation the origin of our evils, and, according
to the diversity of places, the principal sources of the dangers, you may
be able therein to discover, under the authority and guidance of the

Holy See, the most prompt remedies
;
and that so, unanimously agreeing

* St. Leo the Great, Ep. ad Rusticura, Narbon.
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lime to assist their efforts by the extraordinary aids of spiritual exercises

and holy mission?, which, when they are confided to capable men, are,
wilh the blessing of God, very useful to \varui the piety of the good, to

excite to a salutary penance sinners and men depraved by long habits of

vice, to make the "faithful people believe in the knowledge of God, to

make them produce all sorts of good works, and, fortifying them with
the abundant succour of celestial grace, to insprre into them an invincible

horror of the perverse doctrines of the enemies of the Church.
For the rest, in all these things your pa'ins and those of your priests,

vour fellow-workers, will be directed particularly to make the faithful

conceive the greatest horror for those crimes which are committed to the

great scandal of their neighbour. For you know how, in divers places,
has multiplied the number of those who dare publicly to blaspheme the

Saints of heaven, and even the most holy name of God
;
or who are

known as living in concubinage, and sometimes joining incest thereto
j

or who on holidays devote themselves to servile works, "their shops being
1

open ;
or who, in the presence of Mary, despise the precepts of fasting

and abstinence
;
or who do not blush in the same manner to commit

(livers other crimes. God grant that, at the voice of pure zeal, the faith-

ful people may represent to themselves and seriously consider the enor-
mous gravity of sins of this kind, and the most severe pains with which
their authors shall be punished, as well for the special criminality of each
act as for the spiritual danger which they make their brethren incur by
the contagion of their bad example. It is written, Vce mundo a scan-
dulls. V< liomini, illiper quem scundalum vcnit.*

Among the divers kinds of frauds by which the most crafty enemies
of the Church and of human society strive to lead the people astray,
that certainly stands among the foremost which they had prepared long
ago in their nefarious designs, and which they have discovered in the
wicked use of the new system of book-making (novce art is librarice).
To this, therefore, they direct all their attention, that, they may never
cease publishing among the vulgar, and multiplying, impious pamphlets,
journals, and fly-sheets, full of falsehood, calumnies, and seductions.

JN'ay, using even the assistance of the Bible Societies, which have been

long ago condemned by this holy See,-f- they do not fear to scatter

abroad the sacred Scriptures, translated, contrary to the rules of the

Church,]: into the vulgar tongue, and so corrupted, and by a detestable

daring distorted to a false sense, and under the pretence of religion to

recommend the reading thereof to the people. Hence, according to

your wisdom, Venerable Brothers, you very well understand with how
great vigilance and solicitude you must labour in order that your faith-

iul flocks may abhor the pestiferous reading of those books
;
and that

particularly in regard to the sacred Scriptures they may remember that

no man may so arrogate to himself, as, resting on his own prudence, to

presume to distort them to his o\vn sense, contrary to the sense in which

lioly Mother Church has held and doth hold them
;

to whom, indeed,

* Matt, xviii. 7.

t There are extant on this subject, besides other preceding decrees, an Ency-
clic Letter of Gregory XVI., dated 8th May, 1S41', which begins, Inter praci-
pitas machinationes, the sanctions of which we also have inculcated iu an Ency-
clic Letter, dated Nov. 9th, 1S46.

! i See Rule 4. of those drawn up by chosen Fathers at the Council of Trent,
and approved by Pius IX. in the Constitution Dominici greyis, March 24th,
1564, and an addition made to the same by the Congregation- of the Index, by
authority of Benedict XIV., June 17, 1757 (all which matters are usually pre-
fixed to the Index of Prohibited Books).
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acting by different ways and methods, have at least this design in com-

mon, that, after having deceived the working classes and others, chioHy
of the lower ranks, by their fallacies, and deluded them with the pro-
mise of a happier condition, they may agitate them with continual com-

motions, and train them, by degrees, for greater crimes, in order that

hereafter they may be able to use their assistance to attack the rule of

every superior authority, to rob, sack, or invade the possessions, h'rst of

the Church, and afterwards those of all others whomsoever; to violate,
in tine, all divine and human laws, unto the destruction of the Divine

worship, and the subversion of all the order of civil societies. In this

extreme danger of Italy, it is your office, Venerable Brothers, to strain

every nerve of pastoral zeal, that the faithful people may perceive that

such like perverse principles and systems, if they allow themselves to be
deceived by them, will end alike in their temporal and eternal ruin.

Let, therefore, the Faithful entrusted to your care be admonished,
that it pertains to the very nature of human society, that all ought to

obey the authority legitimately constituted in it, and that nothing can
be changed in the precepts of the Lord which are proclaimed in the sa-

cred Scriptures on that subject ;
for it is written :

"
Subject! estote omni .

humanae creaturae propter Deum, sive Regi, quasi prsecellenti. sive du-

cibus, tanquam ab eo missis ad vindictam malcfactorum, laudem vero

bonorum
; quia sic est vuluntas Dei, ut beuefacientes obmutescere faci-

atis imprudent!urn hominuin ignorantiam : quasi liberi, et non quasi
velamcn habentes malitiue libertatem, sed sicut scrvi Dei."* And again :

" Omnis anima potcstatibus sublimioribus subdita sit: non est cnim

potestas nisi a Deo: quae autem sunt, a Deo ordinatae sunt: itaque

qui resistit potestati, Dei ordinationi resistit: qui autem resistunt, ipsi
sibi damnationem acquirunt.'

;

f
Let them know, moreover, that in like manner it belongs to the

natural and therefore unchangeable condition of human affairs, that

even among those who are not in high authority, still some prevail
over others, whether on account of different endowments of soul or body,
or on account of riches and external goods of that kind: nor by any
pretence of liberty and equality can it ever come to pass that it be law-
ful to attack, or in any way whatsoever to violate, the possessions or the

rights of others. Under this head also do we find Divine precepts every
where inculcated in holy Scripture, whereby we are strictly prohibited,
not merely from seizing the property of others, but even from coveting

it.J
* " *

But if the same faithful, despising the fatherly admonitions of their

pastors and the above-mentioned commands of the Christian law, allow

themselves to be deceived by the aforesaid promoters of the conspiracies
of the day, and choose to plot with them for the perverse systems of
Socialism and Communism, let them know and seriously consider that

they are treasuring up unto themselves with the Divine Judge treasures

of vengeance against the day of anger ;
nor that any temporal utility

can in the mean time arise to the people from that conspiracy, but rather

new increase of miseries and calamities. For it is not given unto man
to found new societies and communities opposed to the natural condition

ofhuman affairs: and therefore, if such conspiracies were spread through-
out Italy, no other issue could come of them than that the existing state

of human affairs having been shaken and overthrown to its foundation,

by mutual attacks of citizens against citizens, by usurpations and slaugh-

* 1 Peter ii. 13, sq. + Rom. xiii. 1, sq.

% Exod. xx. 15, 17 ; Deut. v. 19, 21.
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But as you will not be able, without difficulty, to complete the edu-

cation of all the clerks minors in the seminaries, raid as assuredly the

younger portion of the laity ought besides to be also the object of your
pastoral solicitude, watch equally, Venerable Brothers, on all the other

schools, public and private, and as much as in you lies, employ your
iitlluence and use your efforts, in order that in those schools the studies

may be in all respects conformable to the rule of Catholic doctrine, and
that ihi! youth assembled therein, receiving instructions in letters, arts,

and science.", may have none but masters irreproachable in respect to

religion and manners, who, teaching them also true virtue, may place
them in a position ofperceiving the snares set by the impious, of avoid-

ing their miserable errors, and of serving usefully and honourably
Christian society and civil society.

It is for this reason that you will claim the principal authority an

authority wholly unfettered over the professors of the various branches
of sacred study, and over all things which belong to religion, or which
touch upon it nearly. Be vigilant that in nothing, and for the sake of

nothing, but above all in nothing that touches the affairs of religion,

any books are used in the schools except those which are free from every
suspicion of error. Warn those who have the charge of souls to be your
vigilant co-operators in all that concerns the schools of children and of

youth of the h'rst age. Let not the schools be confided to any but mas-
ters and mistresses of approved virtue

;
and in order to teach the ele-

ments of the Christian faith to infants, whether boys or girls, let such
books only be used as arc approved of by the Holy See. On this point
we cannot doubt but that the cures will be the first to give the example,
and that, urged by your incessant exhortations, they will apply them-
selves every day more and more to instruct infants in the elements of

Christian doctrine, remembering that that is one of the gravest duties
of the charge with which they are entrusted.* You ought in like

manner to recal to them that, in their instructions, whether addressed
to children or to the people, they should never lose sight of the lloman

Catechism, published conformably to the Decrees of the Council of

Trent, by order of Pope Pius V., our predecessor of immortal memory,
and recommended to all pastors of souls by other sovereign Pontiffs

for example, by Clement XIII., as "a means, of all others the most

proper, to repel the deceits of perverse opinions, to propagate and to

establish, in a solid manner, true and sound doctrines.' 'f
* * *

It is, then, our duty and yours, Venerable Brothers, not to recoil

before any labour; to face all difficulties, to employ all the force of our

pastoral zeal to protect among tho Italian people the worship of the
Catholic religion, not only by opposing ourselves energetically to the
efforts of the impious who are carrying on the conspiracy of tearing
Italy herself from the bosom of the Church, but still more in labouring
mightily to recal into the way of salvation those degenerate sons of Italy
who have already had the weakness to allow themselves to be led

astray.
But every excellent good, and every perfect gift, comes from above;

let us, therefore, approach Avith confidence to the throne of grace, Ve-
nerable Brothers

;
let us not cease to pray with supplication, to beseech

by public and private prayers the Heavenly Father of lights and mer-

cies,^
that by the merits of his only Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, turning

his face from our sins, He may enlighten in his clemency all spirits and

* Concil. Trid. Sess. xxiv. c. 4, Benedict. XIV. Constitution
; Etui minime of

Feb. 7th, 1742.

t Encyclic to all the Bishops, of June 14, 1701.
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vast stores of erudition, you did not allow yourself to be led away by the

seductions of the "knowledge that pufieth up;" you were guided by
" the charity that edifieth ;" and, as one of the old Fathers has it,

" in

Saviour is never complete except with his Church, from which He never

books you sought Jesus Christ." You have found Him; this divine

separates Himself, and which never separates herself from Him, who is

the sovereign truth, as she is the "
pillar and foundation of truth." He

presented to you this "
glorious Church, not having spot or wrinkle ;"

and He invited you powerfully to become unto her a docile and obedient

child. This you' have done. You belong entirely to Jesus Christ and to

his Church. Earth rejoices at the tidings ;
the angels have leapt with

joy ;
the powers of hell have trembled, foreseeing what is to come from

this glad event.

When I first took up the learned work in which you explain the

motives which made you decide on returning to the centre of unity, I

laboured, I will not conceal it from you, under a twofold apprehension.

My first fear was, lest the depth of your thought might put your work
somewhat beyond the reach of ordinary minds

;
in the next place, I was

afraid of meeting in it, oftener than I wished, such remains of the old

prejudices in which you had been brought up as might tend to beget, in.

the minds of your readers, rather a feeling of uncertainty as to the com-

pleteness of our faith than sympathy and attachment to the faith itself.

So delicate a matter is the faith, and so adverse to the slightest admix-
ture of error! And now to be candid: it must be owned that your
book is adapted to men of learning to thinking men, and to few others;
true nlso it is, that the more the reader proceeds with the interesting

perusal, the more do obscurities vanish, so that he is richly repaid for

the attention he has given to the premisses by the consolations with
which their consequences abound. Then he runs over, with no less ease

than delight, these profound and beautiful pages, each line of which is a

fresh homage to truth.

With respect to the second apprehension,
"

I had fear where no fear

had place ;" or at least I had carried my misgivings too far. I found in

your language such a tone of honesty as shews that you will never have
to be ashamed of what you have put forward. Some points, however,
there are, which I should think might gain by further explanation in

the sense laid down by our doctors. I would draw your attention to page
413 of Mr. Gondon's translation, in which you say,

" that the practice
of primitive times seems to have been, that the remission of grievous sins

could only take place once." It is not necessary to quote to a learned

writer like yourself tho many authorities which we may bring forward
from Scripture and Church history, to shew how sins were forgiven.

agiiin and iigain, even should the offence be committed, as our Lord says,

seventy times seven times; making it evident that it was not in vain
that Jesus Christ conferred upon his Apostles the power of forgiving all

manner of sins at all times, no matter their number or their enormity,
were they even as multiplied as those of the young man about whom the

beloved Apostle was so solicitous. This young man, who had derived so

little benefit from baptism, merited, nevertheless, by the sincerity of his

repentance and avowal, to be absolved by St. John from his sins of

debauchery, theft, and murder. What, again, more scandalous than
the conduct of the incestuous Corinthian, who, nevertheless, after excom-
munication, was reconciled to God by the authority of the great Apostle.
For,

" if we confess our sins," says St. John,
" God is faithful and just,"

and He is pledged to pardon all sins which are confessed with the re-

quisite dispositions. I will not here quote Denis de St. Marthe, or the
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inasmuch as no sooner were you enlightened by truth than you nobly
redeemed the blemish by a disavowal which made us in a manner con-

sider it as a "
happy fault."

Those persons whom you have offended by the step you have taken
\vill at least not have it in their power to accuse you of having taken it

blindly : your great talents and solid learning are well known to them :

they know that, however well skilled you may be in the different sci-

ences, religion was ever the chief object of your studies and research.

Your work is indeed a noble one. Plow it interests the reader as he

proceeds onward ! The style itself rises gradually more and more as

the matter is unfolded. You have enlivened and set forth under a new
and more complete aspect thoughts

which others had only sketched
and suggested. Your views astonish and captivate; and as by degrees

you shew yourself to be a Catholic, we bless the Almighty who has

given an apologist to his Church by a path hitherto unknown
;
and ws

cry out in the joy of our hearts,
" The ringer of God is here."

Those of our brethren who are separated from us will not, when
rending you, have it in their power to accuse you of bitter language.
If they are right of heart, even as you are, if like you they seek truth,
like you too they will say when they have concluded the work,

" My
eyes have seen thy salvation."

For my part, long before I became acquainted with your writings I

held you in esteem
;
and I thank Heaven for having opened your eyes

by a still more merciful dispensation than those of Tobias, because in

vouchsafing you this grace, He has had in view, not your own sanctifi-

cation only, but that also of many others, whom, under God, you are
called to enlighten.

" Thou shalt go before the face of the Lord to pre-
pare his ways, to give knowledge of salvation to his people ... to en-

lighten them that sit in darkness and in the shadow of death: to direct

our feet into the way of peace."
Before I conclude this long letter, it is impossible for me not to tell

you of the pleasure you have given me by the way in which you speak
of the most holy and immaculate Virgin. I entreat her earnestly to

take you under her protection during life a long one, I trust, and full

of good works and also at your death, which I pray and hope may
number you with the predestined.

Accept the assurance of the feelings of respect with which I remain,

my Reverend Father, your very humble and obedient servant,

CLEMENT, Bishop of La Rochelle.

Before this letter had reached him, Father Newman had already
written as follows to the Bishop of La Rochelle, to thank him for a

judgment he had passed upon his work :

Monseigneur, It is with
feelings

of deep emotion that I have read
the letter addressed by your Lordship to M. Jules Gondon on my book.
It shews, no less than the two articles signed by your Lordship in the

Ami de la Religion, such kindness and indulgence as fills me with the

liveliest gratitude. You have deigned to put yourself in_
the place of

the author when he wrote his work, sympathising with his difficulties,

and making allowance for them in your appreciation of his labours.

As far as the success of the book is concerned, I am in no ways
anxious, leaving every thing in God's hands. If it be his will to make
use of the hypothesis of development, and to turn it to the defence of

his Church, I shall never cease to praise his holy name. If, on the

other hand, He sees that it is not available for his glory, I bow without

regret to his supreme will.
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A CATHOLIC JOURNAL AND REVIEW.

VOL. V. MARCH 1850. PART XXVII.

THE PROGRESS OF CATHOLIC POVERTY.

WE are about to commit a great impertinence, and whether
to commence it with an apology we know not. Miss Edge-
worth, in her Essay on Irish Bulls, advises all story-tellers to

beware of prefacing their anecdotes with such a phrase as,
" I

can tell you such a capital story," lest they blunt the point of

their coming witticisms. So too, perhaps, if we apologised
for our fault before being guilty of it, its edge might be taken

off, and pardon would be more readily accorded. Still, it is

not always those who seem most conscious of their misdeeds
who meet with the most cordial forgiveness. There are per-
sons who fancy that they may say the rudest things in the

world, if only they begin with suitable expressions of courtesy.
Others imagine that a strong dose of the sugar of flattery will

cover the nauseousness of the most unpalatable truths. Others,

again, lengthen their visage, and express their poignant regret
at being forced to utter an unwelcome remark; while some,
more foolish than all, commence with anticipating their vic-

tim's ill-humour, and, by way of softening his asperity, inform

him that they know he always dislikes to hear the truth, but

notwithstanding, and so forth. Nevertheless, we suspect
that none of these stratagems can be relied on for success.

It passes the skill of a druggist to cause a bottle of medicine

to be mistaken for a draught of pleasant wine. Physic is

physic, and impertinence is impertinence, whether it convey
a wholesome truth or not.

Besides, we are not sure that what wre are about to com-

mit is really so great an impertinence, after all. There are

some faults so nearly akin to virtues, that a man rather likes

to be blamed for them than otherwise. Did any dare-devil of

a soldier or sailor ever take it in dudgeon, that some wary old
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mischiefs that will befall us. This work must be undertaken
and accomplished by the clergy. The feeble voice of journal-
ists can do little towards opening men's eyes to their duties

and their privileges as Catholics. It is not their proper func-

tion
; they can only aid in a degree in the good work, and

act as a medium of communicating ideas and information

through a far larger circle than can be reached by any other

means.
That the laity, as a body, do stand in need of the infusion

of a new spirit, will scarcely be doubted by any candid mind.
That many noble exceptions are to be found in the ordinary
dead level of comfortable self-cherishing, we are as far as

possible from denying. And yet the glowing and often ab-

surdly exaggerated eulogies which are passed upon an occa-

sional act of true Christian munificence, are enough to shew
that such deeds are lamentably rare. The ridiculous terms in

which nobles and commoners are held up almost to be wor-

shipped as gods, because they deny themselves for the sake of

building a church or paying a debt, proves unhappily that

the prevailing standard of self-denial is so low that a man can-

not even aim at perfection without being counted singular,
and being glorified as if already a hero and a saint. Nor,

again, can it be doubted that a very large number of Catholics

of the middle and upper ranks are perpetually giving to some

religious purpose or other. The "
calls

"
which come from va-

rious quarters are well-nigh incessant, and those who respond
to them are proportionately numerous. But though the gifts are

manifold, their entire amount, in an immense number of cases,

is very far from involving any real self-denial on the part of

the giver. Guinea goes after guinea, to church, or school, or

bazaar, or raffle
;
but the amount at the end of the year is far

short of that sum which would entitle its contributor to claim

the merit of one who sacrifices this world's goods for the sake

of another world.

Forgotten as it now is, that the Catholic Church has ever laid

down any rule by which her children should be guided in the

dedication of a part of their wealth to spiritual purposes, it is

certain that she has done so. Though she has not enforced this

rule as absolutely binding on all persons and in all circum-

stances, it is impossible to gainsay that in it we must look for

the mind of the Church, and that we are bound to set up no

opposing rule of our own. By this regulation the Church has

decided that the proper portion of a Catholic's income which

ought to be devoted to religious ends is one-tenth. She does

not, be it observed, fix this proportion for exceptional cases,

but for all. She names it as what she expects from every
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sums by holding a bag or a plate under people's eyes, or ad-

vertising in the newspapers, or cheating them into charity
with lottery-tickets, or by simply telling them what sums are

needed. Every man and woman, especially every English-
man and Englishwoman, is naturally devotedly attached to

the full amount of his annual income. He thinks it is his

own. He does not understand why he should not employ it

in the purchase of pleasures, or so-called necessities, to the

utmost extent that it will go. Almsgiving, except in a small

pettifogging way, is just as disagreeable as fasting, or any
other bodily austerity. Human nature does not understand

it
;
and when the intellect is enlightened upon it, the inclina-

tions are still obstinate and perverse, and must be trained to

a Christian course by the very same teaching which is neces-

sary to make men pray, or meditate, or fast, or tell the truth,
or perform any other ordinary Christian duty. And hence it

is that no device for raising money has ever yet succeeded

amongst us. The reason is this, that a large number of mo-
dern English Catholics really do not understand their duty,
or appreciate the privilege of being allowed to consecrate

their wealth to the service of God. They really seem to

think themselves saints because their clergy, few as they are,

are not literally paupers. They talk about providing them
sufficient incomes, as if they were giving a subscription for

soup to the starving poor. They seem unconscious that a

priest has as much right to live in a manner becoming his

station as the Queen, or the prime minister, or a judge, or

a physician ;
and they equally forget that, in this country at

least, the station of a priest is that of a gentleman, though
not of a married gentleman with a wife and family of chil-

dren.

In England, moreover, there is a special necessity for a

rigorous enforcement of the duty of Christian munificence.

Every nation, like every individual, has its peculiar darling
sin. One is impure, another is proud, another is drunken,
another is frivolous, another is quarrelsome. But whatever

be the sins of others, the palm of loving its purse with a pas-
sionate fondness must be conceded to Great Britain. We
positively worship our riches. All alike, high and low, rich

and poor, gentleman and vagabond, on our bended knees we
adore the idol god. The vilest scoundrel passes current in so-

ciety when his rent-roll is large. The thickest-headed block-

head is a genius when his dulness is well backed with gold.
The most unmitigated snob is tolerated, and mothers court

him as a spouse for their daughters, if his income only reach

a certain number of thousands of pounds. In a word, short
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penses and the maintenance of the clergy, upon the Catholic

gentry and aristocracy.
For many years past all these circumstances have been

undergoing a radical change. The proportion of the poor to

the rich has become overwhelming. The Church has been

summoned to become emphatically, what she ever is when
most spiritually prosperous, the Church of the poor. The
old custom of looking to nobles, and landowners, and capital-

ists, for. the support of the priesthood and of Divine worship,
has been dying out, and is already shewing signs of utter

extinction. A tide of myriads of souls has flowed into the

sanctuary, and a voice goes up from them to the throne of

God, and calls for some to come and save them.

Meanwhile, no corresponding change in her source of

pecuniary support has taken place in the Catholic Church of

England. Having been, in the days of her persecution and

paucity of numbers, a self-supporting Church, she is become
so no longer. When she was the Church of the wealthy,
the wealthy provided her sustenance. But now she has be-

come the Church of the poor, and no system has been intro-

duced to lead those who ought to profit by her blessings to

find the means for their continuance and extension. There
are few churches or chapels in the whole kingdom which are

not still managed, more or less, on the old plan, or where any
thorough systematic attempt has been made to develop the

resources of our new position. The vast body of Catholics

have not been sufficiently taught their duty to their pastors
and to the poor. We are not yet fully alive to the great
fact, that by whatever system or organisation the needful

funds are gathered together, they must come from a com-

munity every day becoming poorer. We have not probed
the evils of the day to their root, or discovered where the

most fruitful source of our poverty lies concealed. The Ca-

tholic laity are not yet disposed to give, as they would do,
after a course of earnest, repeated, and truly Catholic in-

struction in the doctrines of the Church on the subject of

the right use of worldly wealth. They have been treated

too civilly for these lough and changing times. The rich

too often count it an affront to have a bag thrust under their

faces, or to be called upon in private for a subscription ;

while the poor, except in certain cases, imagine that the

rich are to do all for them that they need. And it is not

an occasional charity sermon, or a public meeting, or a com-

plimentary phrase, or a piteous lament in the newspapers, or

a joke (whether bad or good), or a charity breakfast, or a

lottery of knick-knacks, or a bazaar of trinkets and picture-
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capitalists and land-owners. That system of competition,

which, aided by our insane neglect of emigration and colo-

nisation, is every year reducing the means of sustenance of

every class in society, except the wealthiest, is naturally

working its disastrous results among Catholics as well as

among Protestants. Every Catholic whose resources are not

derived from the land, and from money in some way put out

to interest, feels the effect of this frightful state of economics.

For it is a popular delusion to suppose that the terrible pauper-

ising, to which people are now opening their eyes, is confined

to the class of mechanics and labourers. It extends through
the whole of the enormous middle and professional class of

this empire. The iron sway of "
capital" presses with deadly

weight upon every man and woman whose smaller capital is

beaten out of the field by the competition of the greater ca-

pitalist. Immense as is the production of these times, the

ownership of what is produced is incessantly falling more and
more into the hands of the few

;
and each succeeding year

finds those few still fewer in proportion to the whole numbers
of their fellow-countrymen.

See, then, the result upon the incomes of our Catholic

missions. Ask any long-experienced priest in London, or in

any of those provincial towns where Catholics of moderate
wealth were wont to congregate, whether he cannot perceive
a most striking diminution in the private means of his flock.

It is not here or there alone
;

it is not that while one chapel
has suffered, another is benefited. The impoverishment is

every where. Let any man who has known the chief English
chapels for thirty or forty years reckon up the number of

families who in former days kept carriages, and horses, and

large establishments, and compare them with the present
owners of these luxuries. Go to any Catholic lawyer, or

shopkeeper, or merchant, and get him to recall the past ; and

every where you will hear the same story : those who can give
are fewer than they were

;
and of those who formerly could

give abundantly, many can do so no more.
The second cause of our impoverishment is peculiar to us

as Catholics, but it is as undeniable as if it attached to all the

world besides. It is a law of population, well known to those

who have studied the subject, that the peculiar mode of life

and diet which belongs to the upper classes, in any moderately
civilised state, tends directly to the extinction of the human
race. What proportion of this tendency may be due to the

comforts and the physical indolence of an aristocracy or gen-
try, and what proportion to their habitual use of a daily meat

diet, is not exactly ascertained
;
but it seems probable that it
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insinuates himself into the ranks of those who scorn him, and
carries with him a pure and vigorous constitution, the Divine

command to " increase and multiply" would no longer be a

possibility. Once more the beasts of the field would range
the earth unmolested, for the proud race that had slaughtered
them for its food would be itself no more.

On the other hand, mark the effects of this irresistible law
of nature upon the poor, where they are driven to the lowest

and least nourishing forms of sustenance. Who that is con-

versant with the agricultural labourers of England has not

observed again and again what immense families the poor con-

tinually have ? How seldom are a labouring couple without

children, in comparison with our own personal friends and

acquaintances! And then, in Ireland, where, in their happiest
estate, millions touch little else but the potato, and know not

even the nourishment of wheaten bread, with what tremendous

strides does the population advance ! We believe we are not

overstating the fact when we say, that while the average num-
ber of individuals in each English family is butfive, in Ireland

it is very nearly seven. Thus, had the toiling children of

poverty but their herald's colleges and family genealogies,

they would trace the continuation of their ancestry unbroken

through age after age, till man was first created
;
while the

races of kings, and princes, and nobles had again, and again,
and again been extinguished and forgotten.

Observe, then, with what fatal power this law has told

upon the Catholic aristocracy and aristocratic gentry of Eng-
land. They alone, of all Englishmen, have scarcely at all

intermingled with the lower ranks in marriage, or had their

vacant places supplied by fresh creations of peerages and

baronetages, or by the rising up to an aristocratic position of

wealthy men of business and the learned professions. Never
was an aristocracy so hedged in by custom and by law. Their

blood is the "
purest" in the empire, and consequently it has

most felt the force of the avenging hand of nature. The Ca-

tholic poor, trodden down by depressing penal laws, have not

risen upwards by degrees, each generation marrying into a

rank higher than that from which it sprung, until it carried

its elements of fertility, not yet destroyed, into the expiring
houses of the older nobility. The various elements of the

English Catholic bod}' have been as rigidly separated from
one another as the blood of the royal and imperial families of

Europe has been guarded from "defilement" with the com-
mon blood of humanity. And therefore it is that in their

degree they share the destiny of kings and princes, and gra-

dually pass away from the world, leaving none to bear their
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seem like an April shower upon an arid desert. There is

scarcely a visible token that such things exist. From north

to south no power appears to stay the step of all-absorbing

poverty.
And far are we from complaining that such is our fate.

Surely it augurs well for the spiritual prosperity of the Uni-
versal Church, as also of any single branch of it, that we
should not advance in treasures of gold as rapidly as in trea-

sures of grace. Let not our eyes be dazzled by the recollec-

tion of the gorgeous splendour of the Church in her ages of

worldly prosperity, or even wish that such days could return

to gladden us and our children. If the Gospel be truth, and
not falsehood, then, in the sight of God, poverty is better than

riches, as persecution is more glorious than honour. Our dif-

ficulties are no sign of the Divine displeasure, but rather the

reverse. It only remains that we have grace to use them

aright, and as a preliminary to that right use, to recognise
them as the merciful dispensation of One whose delight it is

to confound the wisdom, the power, and the riches of man, by
that which is most vile and poor in man's natural sight. Woe
be to that Church which, when its Lord calls it to his work

by means of poverty, presumes to repine, and to look back

complainingly to a bygone era, or overlooks the great truth,
that Almighty God rejoices to accomplish his most mighty
purposes by the most trivial of human means. What if we
become poorer and poorer every day ? Was not Jesus Christ

a poor man ? Were not the Apostles poor men ? Were not

the vast majority of the early Christians poor men ? And was
not the Gospel first preached and finally established among
men at a time when the fabric of social life was like our own
in this respect, that the whole Roman people was gradually

separating into the two classes of enormous capitalists and

struggling paupers, until at length the entire structure fell to

pieces, and the long-persecuted Church stood alone, surviving
amid the wreck of nations?

Let no man, then, be afraid, because the entire pecuniary
system of English Catholicism is revolutionising itself. Let
us not sit down either grieving in uncomforted despair, or

turn wistfully back to centuries long past, and picture to our-

selves the revival of days when all that was superb and most

precious upon earth was laid at the feet of the Church. Let
us look our difficulties in the face, and whatever remedies we
apply, be well assured beforehand that they are really adapted
to the times in which we live. Of the various means by
which the offerings of the faithful have been, or can be, col-

lected, let us apply those, and those only, which affect the
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their own heroes is at least a David! In fact, they come into

the same category with the worthy Wesleyan, who used

always to boast before men of learning, that " he was thankful

for the Lord's having opened his mouth without any learning
at all!" He was at length reminded one day, that in thus

venturing to rebuke a prophet without human preparation,
his scriptural precedent and prototype could be no other than

the ass of Balaam! Exeter Hall, it must be admitted, brays
rather than argues.

We may venture to predicate, therefore, without much

delicacy about the matter, that the views entertained by the

majority of Protestants upon the Canon of Scripture are re-

plete with inconsistency and absurdity. Dant sine mente

sonum. Sometimes a common idea expressed among them is,

that i\\ey feel the Old Testament to be true, and what they
call the Apocrypha to be false

;
which most sagacious asser-

tion of course only begs the question. At other times, some

persons, like Hartwell Home, will dwell upon two or three

supposed chronological difficulties, or apparently numerical

inconsistencies, or what are superficially termed Jewish no-

tions and fables, in the disputed books. Others again, with
an air of Greek erudition or patristic solemnity, will rest their

decision, if they have formed any, upon the statement of Jose-

phus, himself an enemy to Christianity, and one of the most
inaccurate writers who ever lived; or upon the pages of St.

.Jerome, into which they have never looked further, perhaps,
than to verify the declaration of the Thirty-nine Articles

;

and being totally unwilling all the time to take the testimony
of this holy and learned father upon any other subject what-
soever. It never occurs to them, that from Genesis to the

Apocalypse the Bible nowhere sets forth its own canon, or

that, in consequence, that canon must come through an autho-

rity ab extra ; that such an authority, to be worth any thing,
must be a jus de non appellando, or, in other words, infallible

;

that the canon of the Old Testament, upon their own shewing
as well as that of the Jews, was settled in this manner

;
and

that the sanction of our Lord to the decisions of such as sat in

the chair of Moses was given in the plainest words : Super
cathedram Moysi sederunt Scribe? et Pharisaii : omnia ergo

qu&cumque dixerint vobis SERVATE ET FACITE.*
Another ordinary reply, that the old canon was settled,

for good and for ever, by Ezra, and that therefore, after Ma-
lachias, the Holy Spirit inspired no more until Christ came,
is met and overthrown at once by the admitted facts, that in

Nehemias and theParalipomena there exist genealogies brought
* Matt, xxiii.

VOL. V. Q
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nists from Alexandria to Rome, as well as all the other richest

cities of the Mediterranean
;
who spoke the language of the

civilised world
;
and who were suhsequently confounded with

Christians by the undistinguishing ignorance of Paganism.

They had, moreover, their own temple at Heliopolis, where
the Onion presented as exact an imitation as possible of the

magnificent sacrifices and general ritual of Mount Zion. And
what strikes the mind as still more interesting, was the fact

that the Hellenistic high priest in Egypt was the lineal

successor to the pontificate derived from Aaron,* through the

fervent Phinehas, with whom the tf covenant of peace and the

priesthood for ever was to be made, both to him and his seed,
because he had been zealous for his God."f The priceless
treasure of a complete Old Testament canon was therefore

far more likely to be preserved, under such a hierarchy, in

the glorious libraries of the Serapeum or similar institutions,

than in the stormy capital of Palestine, where civil dissensions

within, and sanguinary assaults from without, were rending
the Asamonean kingdom to pieces. Accordingly, we find

Irenasus and Justin Martyr openly appealing to the sacred

autographs : e^eivav al {3ift\oi KOL Trap
1

Al<yvarious pe^pi T v

Sevpo^ nor is there a shadow of reason to doubt, but that of

these the celebrated Vatican and Alexandrine manuscripts are

at least substantially accurate copies.
Such incidental matters all help to shew upon what solid and

reasonable grounds the primitive fathers proceeded, when we
find Clement of Rome quoting Wisdom and Judith, Polycarp
citing from Tobias, Irenseus from Baruch and the disputed

portions of Daniel; to say nothing of the palpable recognition
in the New Testament, of Wisdom vii. 26 in Hebrews i. 3,

Wisdom xv. 7 in Romans ix. 20, 21, Ecclesiasticus xi. 19 in

Luke xii. 19
;
of texts from Tobias in other parts of the same

Gospel, the Apocalypse of St. John, and St. Paul's 1 Tim.
vi. 19; of considerable extracts from Baruch found nearly
verbatim in the ninth chapter of Daniel

;
of vestiges of

the Machabees in the Epistle to the Hebrews ;
or of the

strong, because indirect, enumeration of Tobias, with the Pro-

phet Aggseus, by the admirable Bishop of Lyons in the

second century. We may also just further remark, that a

* Mattathias and the Machabees were descended from Joarib, whose family
was the first of the twenty-four classes appointed by David to officiate at the

Temple, and also one of the four that returned from the captivity. But they had
no lineal right to the high priesthood. Oiiias IV. carried the primogenitural suc-

cession of the pontiffs from Aaron into Egypt, where the Onion was founded,
about the middle of the second century before Christ. The Egyptian I emple was

closed, and its polity extinguished, very soon after the overthrow of Jerusalem.

f Numb. xxv. 13.
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approving the Apocalypse, but very many accounting it spu-
rious. The Epistle to the Hebrews is in his own opinion

genuine, although frequently reputed otherwise. Philaster

of Brescia founds his canon upon the correct principle,

Propter quod statutum est ab Apostolis et eorum successoribus ;

but his testimony as to the Apocalypse becomes neutralised

through being recorded both ways! The Athanasian synopsis
omits Esther, but admits Baruch, the Epistle of Jeremias, the

Song of the Three Children, Bel and the Dragon, and the

apocryphal first Book of Esdras. Epiphanius receives Ba-
ruch

; Hilary of Poictiers the Epistle of Jeremias, mention-

ing also that Judith and Tobias were canonised by some parties.
The Apostolic Constitutions speak in terms too general to be
much relied on, evidently glancing at what ought to be read
aloud in the churches, and what ought not ; but the Apos-
tolical Canons, of far greater antiquity, as well as authority,
enumerate Judith, three books of the Machabees, with the

addition of the Wisdom of Sirach or Ecclesiasticus for the

younger people ;
besides including two Epistles of Clement

and certain Siarayal of the same author, amongst the writings
of the New Testament ! Here again the Apocalypse is alto-

gether omitted
;
as is also the case in the Peschito or Syriac

version, as well as in the Syrian canon by Ebed Jesu, sup-
ported, moreover, as these are by the silence of Gregory Bar
Hebncus and James of Edessa. In fact, it is not a little

remarkable that, with very slight exception, wherever the

books in dispute between Catholics and Protestants are re-

jected by any eminent or ancient father, the Apocalypse ofSt.
John is rejected also. Should Doctor Gumming ever really
become a patristic student, he must shave his crown and wear
a wig; since otherwise his natural hair will stand on end be-
fore his astonished disciples, both he and they discovering
that upon Protestant principles their beloved Revelation of
St. John the Divine can only stand or fall with Baruch, Bel
and the Dragon, Susanna, and the Machabees !

Of course, a subject like this requires a wider field than is

supplied by a few pages in a periodical ;
nor would it be diffi-

cult to increase the confusion that would arise, were there no

satisfactory tribunal of authority, by adding the personal evi-

dence of one ecclesiastical writer after another, or the cata-

logue found amongst the works of St. Athanasius in his Paschal
or Festal Epistle, besides that which is called the Synopsis,
or the curious Stichometria alluded to by Pearson, Fabricius,
and Goar. Some of the primitive fathers wanted to have the
books of the Old Testament exactly confined to twenty-four,
because there were just so many letters in the Greek alphabet ;
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that title of the " Wisdom of Solomon" attached to the book
of Proverbs in ancient days. Protestantism, nevertheless,

clings for its very life to this single plank, floating down to

us from a Jew and a Pharisee, whose works are replete with

omissions, inaccuracies, anachronisms, and partial statements.

"When the time fairly came for the Church to express her

definitive judgment ex cathedra, all her faithful children were

ready to walk in her light so soon as it reached them. That
it did not do so all at once may be easily explained from the

imperfect means of intercommunication then in existence.

When the Laodicean Council was held may be a matter of

doubt; as also what were the precise terms of the Nicene
canon on the subject. All that we know of the former is,

that it excluded all the disputed works from the Old Testa-

ment except Baruch, which it admitted; and that it ignored
the Apocalypse. All that was reported in St. Jerome's days
of the latter is, that the holy fathers at Nice received Judith.

Amidst the tempests of Arianism and the commencing schism
between the Occidental and Oriental Churches, the Eastern

prelates, for the most part, seem to have adhered to the He-
brew or restricted canon of the Old Testament, and to have

rejected the Revelation of St. John from the New one. Dur-

ing the fifth and sixth centuries, as schism developed more and
more extensively into heresy, such opinions had almost grown
into tests between the two parties, as may be shewn from the

Bishops of Justinian, settled even in Africa, after that province
had been recovered for the empire of Constantinople through
the arms of Belisarius. The ultimate appeal was to the See
of St. Peter. Accordingly, the third Council of Carthage,
A.D. 397, at which St. Augustine is said to have been present,

solemnly canonised all the books both of the Old and New
Testaments precisely as the Council of Trent did afterwards

;

naming them in the fullest and most exact order, with the

exception of Baruch, which can be shewn, from St. Augustine,
to have been manifestly included in Jeremias. A note upon
this important canon, which was the forty-seventh of the Coun-
cil, has these remarkable words :

" De confirmando isto canone
Transmarina Ecclesia consulatur ;" and Rome having been
thus referred to, Pope Innocent I. addressed his epistle to

Exuperius, containing an account of what was to be thence-
forward considered as divine Scripture, precisely analogous
to the forty-seventh canon of the third Council of Carthage.
This was about A.D. 405. Fourteen years afterwards occurs the

Integer Codex Canonum Ecclesi^ Africanse, A.D. 419, in whose

twenty-fourth canon the identical catalogue of sacred writings
is again confirmed

;
as it was also by Pope Gelasius three-
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exposition on Job. It should be remembered that he was

writing with a view, more or less, to those persons who de-

murred, through want of knowing better, as to the real and

plenary inspiration of the Machabees
;
and hence, with per-

haps more modesty and kindness than prudence, he yet grace-

fully observes,
" Non inordinate facimus, si ex libris licet non

canoHicis, sed tamen ad edificationem ecclesiac cditis testimo-

nium proferamus ;" just as he would have said, in condescen-

sion to their imperfection of faith, had he been disposed to

adduce any passage from the Apocalypse, about whose inspi-
ration so many of them doubted. The words "

licet non ca-

nonicis" have reference to their unfortunate opinions, and not
to his own. In truth, there can be no better conclusion of

the entire subject than that to which the great Bishop of

Hippo came, and which adorns so strikingly his treatise upon
Christian doctrine :

" Totus canon Scnpturarum his libris con-

tinetur : quinque Moyseos, id est Genesi, Exodo, Levitico,

Numeris, Deuteronomio, et uno libro Jesu Nave, uno Judi-

cum, uno libello qui appellatur Ruth, qui magis ad regno-
ruin principia videtur pertinere : deinde quatuor Regnorum,
et duobus Paralipomenon, non consequentibus, sed quasi a

lateie adjunctis, simulque pergentibus. Haec est historia

quae sibimet annexa tempora continet, atque ordinem rerum.
Sunt alia} tamquam ex diverso ordine, quse neque huic ordini

neque inter se connectuntur, sicut est Job, et Tobias, et

Hester, et Judith, et Machabaeorum libri duo, et Esdrae duo,

qui magis subsequi videntur ordinatam illam historiam, usque
ad Regnorum vel Paralipomenon terminatam. Deinde Pro-

phctac, in quibus David unus liber Psalmorum, et Salomonis

tres, Proverbiorum, Cantica Canticorum, et Ecclesiastes. Nam
illi duo libri, unus qui Sapientia, et alius qui Ecclesiasticus

inscribitur, de quadam similitudine Salomonis esse dicuntur.

Nam Jesus filius Sirach eos scripsisse constantissime perhibe-
tur. Qui tamen quoniam in authoritatem recipi meruerunt,
inter propheticos numerandi sunt. Reliqui sunt eorum libri,

qui proprie Prophctae appellati sunt, duodecim prophetarum
libri singuli ; qui connexi sibimet, quoniam nunquam sejuncti
sunt, pro uno habentur: quorum Prophetarum nomina sunt

haec, Osee, Joel, Amos, Abdias, Jonas, Micheas, Naum, Aba-
cue, Sophonias, Aggaeus, Zacharias, Malach. Deinde qua-
tuor Prophetae sunt majorum voluminum, Esaias, Hieremias,
Daniel, Ezechiel. His quadrayinta quatuor libris Veteris

Testamenti terminatur autoritas" He then enumerates the

canon of the New Testament in the same ample manner, ex-

actly as it is received by the Church in the present day, from
the Gospel of St. Matthew to the Apocalypse of St. John

;
add-
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A Sunday in London.

The priest has asked me once or twice to come and see wl&eA he

is doing in one of the most degraded spots in all this monstrous-

Babylon, as he calls it
;
and by way of encouraging me to venture

my nose into his den of mingled Popery and rascality, he said that

this very night I should meet the Evangelical minister I speak of,

who was to come out of sheer curiosity to see what was going on.

Between the two, I can promise you a fair share of sport, not un-

mixed with food for speculation; and if only we had a good honest

Puseyite amongst us, we should altogether make a respectable little

conclave, representing the chief theological schools of the present

day."
"
Oh, pray don't suppose we shall lack the Puseyite," cried T.

" Here is my good friend Valentine has quite enough of that school

about him to make him a fair specimen of the species."
"
Nonsense, T.," remonstrated Valentine, laughing ;

" I am no

follower of Dr. Pusey ; but if you mean that I shall represent the

Anglo-Catholic school, perhaps you are not far wrong ;
and I sus-

pect I shall be more than a match for all you heretics combined."

A cab was now called, and, urging the driver to lose no time,

we soon found ourselves at the lodgings of the priest in question,

and he was introduced to us as the Rev. Mr. Wallingford. He was

a man of great height, very spare and thin, bald, and of rather dark

complexion. He was dressed in his ecclesiastical costume, which

consists of a black suit, the coat being a rather long frock with

upright collar, and a species of black silk cravat, the upper part

of which was covered with a broad strip of fine muslin. His man-

ner and countenance gave me the impression of extreme energy and

activity of character, and every word he spoke confirmed the idea.

In his room was also the Evangelical clergyman we expected to

meet. In some respects he was not unlike the priest, but his ex-

pression and language were more solemn and stately ; and when

any thing that was said made the priest laugh heartily, he only

smiled with a bland and gentlemanly suavity and decorum. They
both received us with courtesy and almost cordiality, for the errand

on which we had come gave them the idea that we were not frivo-

lous visitors, but men in earnest about something. The Protest r.nt

minister, Mr. Alder, I thought seemed rather relieved by our pre-

sence, and felt sustained by having the aid of other Protestants to

protect him from the onslaughts and snares that he dreaded from his

Catholic acquaintance.

Tea was immediately brought in, and we fell into conversation
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" Never !" cried the Evangelical minister ;
"
never, while human

nature remains the same."
" So say I," echoed the priest.
" And so say I also," echoed Valentine.

" You amaze me, gentlemen," cried Billington.
" Do you really

doubt the perfectibility of our common humanity
1

? Is it possible

that you delight to believe that these miseries and curses of our race

are to be perpetuated for ever? Can I believe my ears when I

hear three gentlemen, disagreeing on all things else, agreeing only
in setting their faces against the advancement of the only faith

which can fulfil the glorious ends of the pure Gospel of Jesus

Christ T
" My dear sir," responded Mr. Alder,

"
your theory is radically

unscriptural."
" It is flagrantly opposed to the doctrines of the Catholic Church

in all ages," cried Wallingford.
" The Church of England agrees with the primitive Church in

denouncing it without mercy," added Valentine.
" And you are a liberal Catholic priest, Mr. Wallingford ? and

you a liberal clergyman, Mr. Alder ? Is it possible ?"

" That depends upon what you mean by a liberal Catholic," said

the priest.
" If you mean that I sympathise with and honour

what is good wherever I see it, I am indeed a liberal. And also if

liberality consists in not pronouncing opinions on individual Protes-

tants, knowing that God alone is their judge ; there, too, I claim to

be a liberal. But God forbid that I should be a liberal in the sense

of disregarding one iota of my faith, or in entering into a moment's

compromise with error of any kind. I must honestly tell you that

I look upon your theories as more antichristian and mischievous

than all the dreams of Mr. Valentine and his party, or the heresies

of my ultra-Protestant friend Mr. Alder."
"
But, my dear sir," rejoined Billington,

"
surely, setting aside

doctrinal subtleties, it would be an infinite blessing to mankind if

all benevolent and well-meaning persons would unite in one glorious

association for suppressing vice, for promoting education, and for

elevating the morals of our suffering multitudes."
" I cannot agree with you for a single moment," replied the

priest.
" It is impossible to set aside what you term doctrinal

subtleties. You may deride them, my dear sir
; you may impute

them to the over-refined logic of the middle ages, or to the super-

stitions of primitive times
; but in my view, these very subtleties
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religion lias left an immense majority of the human race still in its

sin and misery ;
but let me ask, has your philosophy ever done

anythimj for humanity as such ? Your systems maybe very well for

comfortable, speculative gentlemen like yourself ;
but believe me, if

you could accompany me for one week in my labours here, you would

despair of ever moving a single soul by any motive that you could

place before it, or without bringing to -bear upon it some essentially

supernatural agency, such as that whose very existence your philo-

sophy denies."

"
Well, we shall see some of your unconvertible beings to-night,

I presume," said Billington.
" That will give you but a faint idea of what is to be seen in the

background," rejoined Wallingford.
" I can assure you, that before

I came to this place, with all my experience of the horrors of London,

I had no conception to what a state of degradation the poor of this

city are reduced. I thought I had seen vice, crime, poverty, and

infidelity in all their most hideous forms
;
but until I took this

building to which I shall introduce you this evening, and attempted

to make an impression upon the people in this neighbourhood, I

seem as if I never knew what sin and misery are."

"
Surely," said I, hearing this avowal,

" there must be the same

sin and misery in many another spot in this country."

"In one sense, undoubtedly so," replied Wallingford; "but in

another sense I suspect that there are few places where the devil's

reign is so awfully manifested as within a few hundred yards of this

very house. I assure you, gentlemen, that I have almost sunk under

what I have gone through during the last six months. There are

streets after streets in which almost every house is inhabited by men
and women plunged in the lowest depths of profligacy and irreligion.

My sleep at night has been constantly chased away by the horrible

words of blasphemy and revolting songs which I hear in the streets

below. When I first came, a regularly organised conspiracy of

abandoned women and thieves was got up to drive me from the

neighbourhood. I was insulted, struck, and tormented in a hundred

petty ways. Few people dared to come to hear my preaching, and
of those who came, as many scoffed as listened to what I said. And
more than all, my heart died away within me, when day after day,
and night after night, I was told by those on whom I did make
some little impression, that if they left their present horrible state of

life, they had nothing before them but starvation or the union-work-

house. I am confident that at least half of the victims of sin, both
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"
Pray, sir, are you equally incredulous as to the power of Divine

grace in regenerating these wretched beings ?" asked MV. Alder, very

seriously, and in a tone of rebuke.
"
Oh, as to that, it's a question I leave to you clerical gentlemen.

I am a man of the world, and a man of facts
; your mystical theories

fly far above my head. When I can see what you call Divine grace,
I will believe in its efficacy ; but until then, I shall go by the rules

of common sense, and the experience of practical persons."
"

Sir," interposed WalHugford,
"

I, for one, am perfectly ready
to accept your test. I am as practical a person as yourself ; and if

you, and those who think with you, would honestly look facts in the

face, and examine what are really the practical results of contending

theories, you would have the same belief in the existence of this

Divine grace as I have. Pray be fair and honest, at all costs. Tell

us, if you can, any single instance in which nations, or classes of

individuals, have been lifted up from the mire of abominable vice

by any one of the systems which you men of the world count so

pre-eminently practical and sensible. You will search the whole

records of the human race in vain."
"

It's Popish priestcraft, my dear sir," exclaimed Billington ;
"

it's

mere priestcraft, all these notions about regeneration and grace."
" I beg your pardon," rejoined Wallingford,

"
Popish priestcraft

has nothing on earth to do with the matter. I am not now speak-

ing especially of the wonders wrought by the Catholic Church ; I

am speaking of the results of Christianity, in any doctrinal shape

whatever, so as it has been taught by sincere, however ill-instructed,

men. And I assert, that while many an instance can be named in

which even a wild and heretical fanaticism has produced a certain

definite result for the better upon lost and degraded human nature,

your sceptical theories never did any thing for man but lure him on

to be a still greater curse than ever to himself. I, who look upon

every species of Protestantism as false, may be permitted to speak
in its favour, so far as I can

;
and I have no hesitation in saying,

that while I should expect some measure of good to result from the

conscientious enforcement of each of the two doctrinal and moral

systems of which Mr. Alder and Mr. Valentine are the adherents, I

should hope for nothing from these still more modern theories from

which you expect so much."
"
Might I ask you, sir," said I, breaking in on the discussion,

" one or two questions, to which I should be glad to hear you reply ?

In the first place, do you, honestly speaking, find yourself able to

VOL. V. R
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together in a holy alliance. But my next query speedily dissipated

tlie pleasing vision, and I saw how utterly impossible it is to amal-

gamate these hostile sects.

" Tell me next," said I,
" what is the greatest difficulty you ex-

perience in working a salutary reform in the objects of your cares.

Do not you find some grand obstacles or other ;
or is it all straight-

forward work, in which nothing is needed but energy and prudence
in the chief workers ?"

" I think, on the whole," replied Wallingford,
" that I may say

I find but one practical difficulty of the kind you allude to ;
and

to speak candidly, it is a difficulty of very serious moment, and

hitherto I confess I am totally in the dark as to any satisfactory

means for getting over it. Many and many an anxious hour have I

spent, and hitherto spent in vain, in seeking to devise some healthy

and lasting remedy. Of course, I am speaking of those kinds of

evils to which I can apply no cure. There are other obstacles, of

which I know what the cure is, if only I could obtain it. For in-

stance, I want more houses of refuge for the unfortunate women
whom I might recal from their wretched courses ; I want also an

honest means of livelihood for them, and for men, and especially

boys, of all sorts
;

but the difficulty I speak of is still more in-

surmountable. I am totally at a loss to know where to turn for

amusement for the poor, especially on Sundays. You may rely

upon it, that of all the fruitful sources of crime, poverty, woe, and

social decay, which are sapping the foundations of this country, the

absence of all healthful and innocent recreations for the lower ranks

is one of the most fruitful and the most^ deadly. And how to

supply the want I know not."

" There is a great deal in what you say," said Valentine.

" I can't agree with you," exclaimed Alder ;

" and especially,

though I know the lax practices of Romish countries abroad, I am
shocked to hear yon advocate Sunday amusements. In my opi-

nion, the great curse of this country, and the^damning sin of the

poor, is the profanation of the Sabbath-day."
"
Pray do not misconceive me," cried Wallingford.

" A right

and Christian observance of the Lord's day is absolutely essential to

a devout and happy life
;
but I maintain|that proper amusements

are a very important portion of its due observance."
" You amaze me !" cried Alder ;

"
surely you do not deny the

obligation of the precept of keeping the Sabbath-day lioly ? What
holiness can there be in sports and games 1 We must obey the
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in this matter ?" said the other. " I do most solemnly assert, that

so far from the present national observance of the Lord's day, at

least among the poor in London and large towns, being a national

blessing, there is more wickedness committed on Sundays than on

all the rest of the week together ; and that to those who would do

well, the impossibility of finding innocent recreations on Sundays,

when the mind is fatigued after its 'devotions, is one of the most

fatal snares which -beset the youth of both sexes."

" But why should they be fatigued with their devotions ?" asked

Alder. " Is it not a sign of great spiritual defects ?"

" Sometimes it is, doubtless ; but let me ask you what you
would do to restore strength to your bodily system, when weak-

ened from illness. Do you overload yourself with labour, and say

that you ought to be able to do all you did when in perfect health I

Far from it. You would kill yourself outright, if you did. And so

I say with respect to the spiritual weaknesses of the soul. If a poor

penitent creature finds it impossible to spend ten or twelve hours on

a Sunday in prayer and other religious exercises, he must not force

himself beyond all his powers ; but when he has done his utmost,

must be content, and then refresh himself, and not expect Almighty
God by a miracle to enable him all at once to live the life of an

angel. If he does not do this, he will either be plunged into despair,

or go mad, or return to his old courses again, never to be reformed.

Besides, you puritanical disciplinarians forget the fact that our

souls as well as our bodies are infirm, even when most sanctified.

God has so constituted our intellects, that they get tired when

strained for a great length of time. Except in extraordinary cases,

devotion, especially when very fervent, fatigues the mental faculties,

even while it fills us with joy and peace ;
and it is mere wilful per-

verseness to assume that when this is the case, there is any thing

wrong in relaxing the mind with any amusement that is not in it-

self immoral. To my mind it savours of the most horrible tyranny
to say to an uneducated person, who never reads or thinks steadily

for half an hour in the week, that on Sundays he is bound to em-

ploy his faculties in prayer and meditation on the most profound,

abstruse, and overwhelming subjects of thought, from morning until

night. What do you say to it, Mr. Valentine T'

" I am entirely of your opinion," said Valentine
;

" and I am
sure that thousands of persons think the same, if they would only
have the courage to speak out. But have you no practical remedy
to suggest r
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Symbolism, forsooth ! let me tell you, my young friend, you have no

more chance of getting at the souls of the poor with your fantastic

Oxford vagaries than of reaching the moon. Indeed, I think you'll

be at the moon the quickest of the two, for you are half lunatic

already."
" I am greatly obliged by your opinion," said the young man, a

little nettled ;

" but I hardly expected to hear you applaud a Koman-

ist priest's proceedings ; though, indeed, I might have been prepared

for it, for the Koniamst party in England are, in some things, as bad

as the Evangelicals."
"
Come, my good young friend," cried Alder, getting quite lively,

" we won't begin a dispute just now. We must make our way as

well as we can to where Mr. Wallingford is standing, or we shall be

stifled in this crowd."

And truly the crowd was overwhelming, and painfully interest-

ing to contemplate. I suppose not less than 1200 persons must

have been congregated in the room, which had been originally a

large manufactory of some kind or other, and which bore not the

slightest traces of being now a Christian temple, except in a trum-

pery-looking altar, with a few candlesticks upon it. I have been in

many a throng in my day, but never before was I in such a one as

this. It was divided about equally between the two sexes. All

were standing, except a few near the altar, who were kneeling on

the dirty boards. The heat and closeness was dreadful : but nothing

in comparison to the frightful aspect and expression of a large por-

tion of the men and women assembled. Vice in all its most loath-

some aspects was imprinted on their countenances. Except in the case

of those who were kneeling, there was scarcely a trace of enjoyment
or innocence to be discovered in all that dense multitude of human

features. All looked more or less miserable, and all more or less

poor. Some were sullen, some ferocious, some seemingly in the

last stage of consumption, some deadly pale, some flushed with in-

temperance, some appeared bowed down and conscious of their

misery, and some exulting in their recklessness. There was a ge-

neral hum going on throughout the assemblage, but no very dis-

tinct sounds rising above the rest ;
and it was only as we passed

with difficulty by the side of one group after another, that we could

hear the muttered oath or the ribald jest. At the same time, a

large number of those present were evidently disposed to give the

preacher a fair hearing, and some seemed even deeply and seriously

interested; while, from fragments which I caught of the conversation
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stand how the burning words he uttered pierced deep into the hearts

of the miserable wretches he spoke to.

By and by, he drew a picture of the gradual progress of a child

in wickedness, from its infancy upwards, and of the diabolical guilt

of those who bring up the young who are under their care in open

defiance of the laws of God and man. This propagation of sin and

death he contrasted with the love of God in giving his eternal Son

to suffer for the sins of men. But when he returned again to the

earlier parts of his subject, and called on the people present to bear

witness to the horrible system which prevailed among many parents,

who, from their earliest years, initiated their children in every con-

ceivable wickedness, the biting truths he told were more than some

of his hearers would bear, and a savage sound of discontent began
to swell from the furthermost portions of the assemblage. In vain

the police endeavoured to attract the attention of the rioters, and to

warn them to be still ;
in vain Mr. Wallingford appealed to them

to let others hear in peace, and entreated them not to add to their

guilt. The disturbance grew worse and worse; cries of anger

and insult arose from the throng, with signs of intended violence

against the object of their irritation, while many of the crowd stren-

uously resisted the violence of the rest, and strove to keep order.

The police now endeavoured to make their way through the dense

mass, which began to sway to and fro, as a closely-packed crowd

always does when violently excited, when a cry of terror was heard

simultaneously from several points of the room. The increase of

strain upon the floor, resulting from the restless movement of the

people, caused a loud crack to be heard from below ;
and while a

death-like pallor blanched the cheeks of hundreds, a frightful push-

ing and crushing commenced in all parts of the building.

At this moment a man rushed up a small back staircase opening
into the room close to where the altar was placed, and forcing his

way to Wallingford, whispered a few words in his ear. Wallingford's

face instantly brightened; and, in a voice like a trumpet, he called

aloud to the congregation that there was no danger, that it was

only the wooden pillars underneath, which supported the apartment,

which were a little bent with the superincumbent weight, and that

if only they would be still, all would be well. In the mean time

many threw themselves on their knees, and he entreated the rest to

join him in prayers to God for safety, and in invoking the Virgin

Mary and the saints for their protection. Some heeded him, but

the great body of the people continued crowding down the staircase
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play. The throes of waking to a perfectly self-conscious state were

little short of agony. I felt as if fighting with an external force,

which I could only master by efforts like struggles between life and

death.

However, by degrees I did revive, and began talking in an

incoherent way, as the circumstances of my fall crowded on my
brain, mixed up in wild confusion with -the events of the preceding

morning. The scene at the door of the gin-shop, with young Har-

man and Bessy, the preachers in their pulpits, the boys in their

schools, the equipages in the Park, all were huddled together in a

darkly glaring phantasmagoria, which slowly separated itself into its

proper elements ; and I began to think over all that had passed with

a tolerably calm mind. In my efforts to accomplish this, I uttered

aloud the names of the chief persons I had been engaged with in

the day, in such loud tones as to attract the attention of a man

lying on the floor near me, and, as I afterwards perceived, in the

care of a medical man and one or two others. The room, which

was the coffee-room of a large public-house, was crowded with

people ; some, like myself, sufferers from the breaking of the stairs,

and the rest busied in some way in attending to their wants and

soothing their pains. It was soon found that nothing was seriously

the matter with myself, and I began to prepare to leave, as the

doctor urged my going into the fresh air as soon as I was a little

recovered.

As I was about to go, the man whom I have mentioned called

aloud to me, and entreated me to stay a few moments. I turned,

and tried to recognise his countenance, but it was perfectly strange

in my eyes.
" In the name of Heaven, sir," he cried to me, as I

seemed to hesitate about obeying his call,
"
stay a few moments, if

you have the heart of a man within you."

This singular appeal puzzled me, and I asked what he meant.
"
Wait," said he,

"
till this broken leg of mine is bound up, and

you shall hear all."

" What does he mean ?" said I to the surgeon who had been

setting the fractured limb. The surgeon professed his ignorance,
and seemed so occupied in hastening his work as to have no leisure

for attending to any thing but the bodily ailments of his patients.

The bandages, however, were soon completed, and both surgeon and

assistants moved to another part of the room, and busied themselves

with some other of the groaning sufferers. As soon as no listener

was near, the man said to me in a low voice :
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was just dead, so that all hopes of clearing up the suspicion from

that quarter were extinct. After detailing all this, he proceeded

with his story or confession, assuring me that Harman was perfectly

innocent of the theft, and that he, my informant, with another, were

the really guilty persons. The shock he had undergone by this

evening's accident coming upon him just when his heart had been

moved by the preaching which the accident had interrupted, had so

affected his conscience as to lead him to delay not a moment in

doing his duty to the innocent man suffering for his crime. He was

revolving how best to accomplish his wishes, when the mention of

Harman's and Sir Stephen's names by me, in my half-departed stupor,

had suggested the confession he was now making.

The theft, it appeared, had been committed by himself, with the

assistance of a certain Wilcox, recently a footman in Sir Stephen's

house, but now a servant in a club-house at the western end of Lon-

don. This Wilcox, knowing that his master kept his money in the

cabinet which had been broken open, some time before had found an

opportunity to take an impression of the key in wax, and he had pro-

vided himself with a new key made thereby, intending to seize the

first opportunity, when discovery was unlikely, to rob Sir Stephen.

As it happened, Wilcox was discharged before he could effect the rob-

bery ;
but he resolved not to lose sight of his hoped-for booty, and

becoming acquainted with the man now conversing with me, and who

gave his name to me as James Whitley, had with him planned the

crime. Whitley was a carpenter by trade, and occasionally worked for

Sir Stephen ;
and tempted, as he assured me, by Wilcox's arguments,

he had consented, on a certain day when at work alone in Sir Stephen's

apartment, to make use of the key and steal the money. Having
taken the notes, a horrible, diabolical idea suddenly seized his mind,

and led him to plot some method of fastening suspicion upon some

innocent person. As he had to do some more work in one of the

servants' bedrooms, he took with him the paper in which the notes had

been wrapped, and, together with the false key, placed them in the

pockets of an old waistcoat which he found thrown aside, and which

had afterwards been recognised as Harman's. The plunder itself he

had divided, as agreed upon, between himself and the man Wilcox.
"
Well," said I, when he had ended his story,

" and now you
mean to give yourself up to justice ? or what is it you want me to

do ]"

"
No," cried he,

" not quite that, just yet at least. You must go
and find out this Wilcox ; I will tell you how to ferret him out ;
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were never extinguished, and the fresh air of day never entered

within its walls. As I afterwards learnt, it was the chief gambling

room of the club, and was frequently tenanted by successive series

of players for several days and nights together. The door by which

we entered was a private entrance, used only by a favoured few, and

its very existence was probably unknown to many of the unfortunate

men who came there to be plundered. It was concealed from the

occupants of the room by a screen of a peculiar make, which now hid

me and my conductor from the party at present in the apartment.

Through an aperture in the screen we stood and watched their pro-

ceedings, while they remained unconscious of our presence. Four

men sat at the gaming-table, busily engaged with the cards, and

presenting the ordinary characteristics of men whose whole souls

were absorbed in the interest of the game. A servant in livery was

handing- wine to the players, and then busied himself with some

little matters about the room.
" That's Wilcox," whispered my companion to me. " In a mi-

nute or two I'll contrive to get him out, and you may speak with

him
;
but as you value your life, beware of speaking too loud."

Wilcox, however, remained so occupied with some subject or

other, that it was impossible to attract his attention without alarming
the rest, and my companion said there was nothing for it but to

wait. Telling me that he must leave me for a moment or two, he

then left the room, with fresh injunctions to be silent.

Just after he had gone, Wilcox, apparently without design, placed

himself with his back to the screen, immediately behind one of the

players, whose face, from his position, I had not seen. I was soon

convinced, from Wilcox's demeanour, that he was in some way or

other personally interested in the game ; and my attention to the

proceedings of the whole party was wonderfully quickened, when a

movement of the player whose back was turned towards me revealed

the face of Sir Stephen Wilkinson ! For some reason or other, the

man who had conducted me to the gambling room did not return,

and I remained alone for some little time watching the gamesters,
and was soon convinced that a collusion existed between Sir Stephen
and Wilcox. My heart instantly beat intensely in my bosom, as the

thought crossed my mind, that if I could only detect these two in

any roguery, I should have them in my power, and could compel
both Sir Stephen and Wilcox to do justice to poor Harman. The

opportunity speedily presented itself. The Baronet secretly dropped
a card as he was dealing, with an almost imperceptible sign at the
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In a moment it was pointed at Sir Stephen's head, as I said,
" Be-

ware, sir ; it is loaded with ball."

The confusion was now greater than ever ; "Wilcox was searched,

and the card found. As he stood convicted, and pale as death, I

walked up to him, and whispered in his ear that I knew the parti-

culars of the robbery, and named the man who had confessed to me.

The villain immediately threw himself oh his knees before me, and

poured out a torrent of lamentations and prayers, partly addressed

to me, and partly to the three players, who had gathered round the

Baronet, evidently intending not to let him go. He endeavoured to

excuse himself by saying he was only Sir Stephen's subordinate, and

that he had been put into his place at the club in order to aid Sir

Stephen in his gambling rogueries ; while the latter grew positively

frenzied with rage, when he found that Wilcox did not deny the

robbery of the notes. Had he not been held back by the rest of

the party, he would have fallen violently upon him.

At last, order was comparatively restored, and it was proposed
to take proper steps for ejecting the Baronet with all possible dis-

honour from the club. I, however, entreated the three irritated men
to lend me their aid, while I obtained from Wilcox a written confes-

sion of his guilt with respect to the robbery. This was soon accom-

plished ;
and leaving them to settle the rest of the affair in their own

way, I left them, in order to hasten to Sir Stephen's house, and set

poor Harman free. The Baronet dared not refuse my request,

that he would write a letter to the police-magistrate, or his deputies,

begging them to let the innocent man go, as his innocence had been

proved ; and, armed with this somewhat unofficial pardon for Harman,
I started without loss of time.

Gloomy and miserable was the scene I encountered at the Ba-

ronet's house. All were wondering what had become of Sir Stephen

himself, and Lady Wilkinson was also from home. Harman was

in custody still, sitting with the policemen, in a dark, chilly room at

the back of the servants' office. Poor Bessy was also there, exhausted

with weeping and agitation. They were on the point of preparing
to send her away for the night, not knowing when Sir Stephen
would return, when I entered the room. Nothing had turned up
which could exculpate Harman, who seemed himself to despair.

Without thinking of the consequences, I exclaimed joyfully that all

was set right ;
and Bessy, overwhelmed with the revulsion of feeling,

sunk fainting upon the floor.

What followed is easily understood, She soon recovered, the

YOL. V. 3
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Then, kindling with that sacred fire,

Thou, through the city wide,
Didst lure the noble and the young
From Babel's pomp and pride ;

And, gathering them within thy cell,

Unveil the lustre bright
And beauty of thy inner soul,

And win them by the sight.

And thus to Rome, for Peter's faith

Far known, thou didst impart
A rule of life and penance meet,
And discipline of heart.

And as he, on the lofty hill

Facing the imperial town,
First looked upon his fair domain,
Then on the Cross lay down ;

So thou, from out the streets of Rome,
Didst turn thy failing eye

Unto that Mount of martyrdom,*
Take leave of it and die.

w.

[ii.]

CANDLEMAS.

The Angel-lights of Christmas morn,
Which shot across the sky,

Away they pass at Candlemas,

They sparkle and they die.

Comfort of earth is brief at best,

Although it be divine ;

Like funeral lights for Christmas gone,
Old Simeon's tapers shine.

And then, for eight long weeks and more,
We wait in twilight grey,

Till the tall Candle sheds a beam
On Holy Saturday.

We wait along the penance-tide
Of solemn fast and prayer,

While song is hush'd, and lights grow dim,

In the sin-laden air ;

* " At the beginning of his Mass he remained for some time looking fixedly

at the hill of St. Onofrio, which was visible from the chapel, just as if he saw

some great vision," Bacci's Life of St. Philip.
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And, while the sword in Mary's soul

Is driven home, we hide

In our own hearts, and count the wounds
Of passion and of pride.

And yet that cave of forms unclean
ill the same vision kci -p

Whieh divw the sages from their thrones

And peasants from their sheep.

For Mill, though Candlemas be sp
And Alleluias o'er,

Mary is music in our IK

And Jesus light in store.

O).

LAYARD'S NINK Yi:il.

Nineveh and its Remains. By Aust I .ay aid, Esq.
London, Murray.
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results ; were I not to shew how far the monuments and remains

discovered tend to elucidate disputed questions, or to throw light

upon the civilisation, manners, and arts of a people so little known
as the Assyrians."

We shall see that this grand division of the work may be

stated more concisely still as an account of the diggings, the

diggers, and the dug ; which we put in this humorous way, to

shew Mr. Layard, and all whom it may concern, that we are

not out of temper when we do find fault. Indeed, we must

beg his pardon for attacking him at all, when we ourselves

have not at hand proper ammunition for the purpose, being
at a distance from most of the books to which he refers, and

so obliged to trust to memory. To our readers also an apo-

logy is due.

This premised, we shall venture to depart from Mr. Lay-
ard's order, so far as to say first something about one set of

the diggers, the Chaldees, or Nestorian Christians. Now it

may boldly be asserted that Catholicism is so large a system,
that no one can judge fairly of its parts until he knows some-

thing of the whole. If a Greenland peasant took some odd
view of Nineveh and its people from one of the jars delineated

in Mr. Layard's book, he would have about as good a notion

of what Mr. Layard himself has made out, from reflection on

all the facts before him, as Mr. Layard has of the Catholic

religion. The Catholic doctrine of the oneness of our Lord's

person, and the reverence paid to images (usually discussed in

our treatises on the Incarnation), are objects of his contemptu-
ous animadversion. Whether any man is justified in amassing

learning upon all subjects but those which concern his own
salvation, and, when armed with that learning, in throwing the

weight of it into the balance of an already existing ignorant

prejudice; whether a person of talents enough to gain the

requisite information may, consistently with his dignity as a

rational being, go on bearing the false witness against his

neighbour which many have borne before him, merely because

they have borne it, are questions which we should advise Mr.

Layard to lay to heart upon his knees. He knows that infor-

mation respecting the Nestorians is comparatively scarce
;
he

knows that people are glad to use it to bolster up an argu-
ment against the one true fold; he knows that people are apt
to rely on the testimony of an eye-witness, without consider-

ing whether he is a prejudiced witness or not. This being so,

we should have some scruples in acquitting Mr. Layard of

ignorant bigotry, while he has himself furnished us with some
materials for substantiating such a charge, which we cannot

pass unnoticed. There is, indeed, nothing in his character,
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rant Protestant public, highly charged already with a dispo-
sition to believe all the ill it can of the Church. When he is

more manly and definite in his attacks, we shall try to meet

him
;

for the present, we content ourselves with observing,
that he here makes two assumptions, which his Protestant

readers would of course find no difficulty in admitting ;
the

one is, that the Pope had no right to appoint a Patriarch, and

the other, that persecution is wrong. The first assumption is

implied by the whole passage, but particularly by the assertion

that the Patriarch appropriated to himself the titles and func-

tions he enjoyed. Of course, if there be an authority who has

power to bind and loose all tilings under Christ, a "
person

elected not by but for the seceders" wears a very different

aspect. Probably Mr. Layard never looked into this ques-
tion in his life.

The other assumption, that persecution for religion is

wrong, though commanding a large number of admirers, is

unbecoming in a Protestant defender of Nestorianism. We
would recommend Mr. Layard, as a Protestant, to read Cob-

be tt's History of the Reformation (he need not believe more
than half of it); and, as a defender of the disciples of Nestorius,
to study, in the acts of the Council of Ephesus, how that mean

tyrant dealt with the monks and clergy who wished to expos-
tulate with him. If, after this, he has the face to talk against

persecution, we have nothing more to say to him
;
still we add,

that we do not believe the ipse dixit of Mr. Layard as to the

fact of the persecution in question ; though we do not forget
what he says at p. 154', we have little doubt that he has put
his own colouring upon it. His next words run as follow.

" If I have in these volumes sometimes called the Chaldeans
'
Nestoriaus,' it is because that name has generally been given to

them. It is difficult to ascertain -when it was first used : probably
not before the Roman Catholic missionaries who were brought into

contact with them found it necessary and politic to treat them as

schismatics, and to bestow upon them a title which conveyed the

stigma of heresy. By the Chaldeans themselves the name has ever

been disavowed ;
and though Nestorius is frequently mentioned in

their rituals and books of prayer as one of the fathers of their

Church, yet they deny that they received their doctrines from him.

Ebedjesus, a Chaldean who wrote in the fourteenth century, as-

serts that * the Orientals have not changed the truth, but as they
have received it from the Apostles, so they have retained it without

variation. They are therefore called Nestorians without reason, and

injuriously. Nestorius followed them, and not they Nestorius.'

And even Assemani (who cites this passage), a member of the

Romish Church who wrote their history, calls them 'Chaldeans
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were quite content with the Nicene Creed, but by no means
allowed of believing in two Lords Jesus Christ, as the Nes-
torians plainly do, when they make two persons in Christ.

But (as St. Austin says, Op. Impcrf. iv. 7) do we not call

Novatians, Arians, and some others heretics, even when they
have confessed the whole Creed? Of course it is possible to

evade any words, however plain, by
" subtle and refined dis-

tinctions ;" and this the Nestorians did by making Christ one

person in a figurative and relative sense. They had two
words for '

person,' and by them evaded the observation of

the unwary, and contrived to appear to believe in one Lord
Jesus Christ when they really held two. The real drift of

their abominable doctrine is put forth with Satanical concise-

ness by the master of Nestorius, Theodorus. " I do not envy
Christ made God, because, if I wish it, I can become so too."

If the man Christ was not one person with the Word, then

man could redeem himself, and we had no need of a Divine

Redeemer
;
another person could become, by degrees, suffi-

ciently one with God to redeem us. We do not therefore

agree with Mr. Layard in putting any faith in a creed ap-

parently orthodox, or thinking "it certainly evident" "that
much more has been made of the matter in dispute than its

importance deserves."

Mosheim,
" whose impartiality can scarcely be doubted" (!),

is next cited as a voucher for the freedom of our heretics from
Romish corruptions. Our worthy author seems to be deeply
convinced of the sage remark of a certain philosopher, "that
it was no hard matter to praise Athenians amongst Athenians."

But let this pass. Mr. Layard proceeds to state in what re-

spect the " Protestants of Asia" differ from other Christian

sects, and what their belief and observances really are. He
gives, of course, what came under his observation ;

and pro-

bably is not aware that an argument has been drawn by Ca-

tholic writers from Nestorian books and rituals for a very
different conclusion. This we mention, lest the weight of

that argument should be rated too highly ;
or rather, lest it

should be put so as to make people fancy that both ancient

books and present practice of the Nestorians are in accordance
with the Church on all points except those in controversy :

a position scarcely tenable. The reader will be astonished at

the ridiculous transparency of the hoaxes by which our author

would make Protestants believe that Nestorians have main-

tained a pure creed, conformable with the Protestant belief,

from the earliest times. A few italics will in some cases almost

say all that is necessary to be said upon the following passages^
but we shall put in a remark or two here and there as we proceed.
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true doctrine of the real presence. But what have we next ?

Is this genuine Protestantism too ?

" With regard to the number and nature of their sacraments

their hooks are full of discrepancies. Nor were the statements I

received from the patriarch and various priests more consistent.

The numher seven is always mentioned by the earliest Chaldean

writers, and is traditionally retained to this day; but what these

seven sacraments really are no one seems to knoiv!"

Have they no judicial committee of a privy council to de-

termine the question ?

"
Baptism is accompanied by confirmation, as in the Armenian

Church, when the meiron, or consecrated oil, is used, a drop being

placed upon the forehead of the child. This confirmation, or con-

secration, appears to have originated in the custom of giving ex-

treme unction to an infant, in fear that it might die soon after

immersion. [Here's corrupt following of the Apostles !] Through
ignorance of its origin, this distinct sacrament came to be considered

as an integral part of baptism ; but neither extreme unction nor
confirmation appears to have been recognised as a sacrament by the

Chaldeans."

Assemani, iv. p. 271 (not 27, as quoted), is unfairly cited

as an authority for this, for he says, in p. 272, that what-
ever becomes of their present practice, it can be shewn from
their books that both sacraments existed among them at one
time. Our author acids, that " auricular confession, which
was once practised as a sacrament, has now fallen into disuse."

This we can well believe, considering that Mr. Layard tells

us that it is asserted by Nestorian priests that no harm came
from the exhibition of undressed females, so often mentioned

by our author. After telling us that there are doubts whether

marriage is to be considered a sacrament, and that the patri-
arch alone can grant divorces, he informs us that there are no

archbishops or bishops' ladies now, as there were in early times.

Mistress Archdeacon is the highest female dignitary. Con-

sidering the propensity of mankind to communicate secrets to

their wives, and that even the stern Cato had to repent of

having indulged it, we here find a fresh reason for the disuse

of auricular confession. Ordination is a sacrament. Oil is

used in it
;
tonsures and early ordinations, though uncanonical,

are common. For abstinence, 152 days are enjoined, and

strictly observed. A slight leaven of Puseyism this in the

Protestants of Asia, we suppose.
" The Patriarch is always chosen, if not of necessity, at least by

general consent, from one family. It is necessary that the mother
should abstain from meat and ah

1

animal food some months before
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ancienter documents and their tenets exists, or is mostly ad-

mitted to exist. But we proceed to the more pleasant part of

our task.

If we say little respecting Mr. Layard's
"

diggings," it

will be because we have found them partly wearisome to read,
and partly unintelligible without the woodcuts and plans ;

and therefore likely to be doubly wearisome to our reader.

Neither should we have room to descant at length upon Mr.

Layard's unbaffled energy in " the pursuit of knowledge under

difficulties," alike from natives and from inadequate pecuniary
means. And indeed, if we say something about the character

of the people, the nature of one great difficulty will become

intelligible. Wild and wandering clans of Arabs, often at

deadly feud with other clans
; suspicious Turkish officers,

fancying money was his object, or some hidden treasure
;

ico-

noclast Mahometans, afraid lest Queen Victoria (see p. 143)
should get the exhumed images and worship them

;
these

were people of whose capacity for creating difficulties Mr.

Layard had practical experience. We cannot follow him
through all his difficulties, but shall rather endeavour by some

quotations to create a desire for a personal acquaintance with
a work containing so much calculated to do honour to the

author. The following passage will take the reader in medias
res at once :

" On my return to Mosul I received letters from England
informing me that Sir Stratford Canning [the original patron of

Mr. L.'s noble undertaking] had presented the sculptures disco-

vered in Assyria, and had made over all the advantages that might be

derived from the order given to him by the Sultan, to the British

nation, and that the British Museum had received a grant of funds

for the continuation of the researches commenced at Nimroud and
elsewhere. The grant was small, and scarcely adequate to the object
in view. There were many difficulties to contend with, and I was
doubtful whether, with the means placed at my disposal, I should

be able to fulfil the expectations which appear to have been formed
as to the results of the undertaking. The sum given to Mr. Botta

for excavations at Khorsabad alone greatly exceeded the whole grant
to the Museum, which was to include private expenses, those of car-

riage, and many extraordinary outlays, inevitable in the East when
works of this nature are to be carried on. I determined, however,
to accept the charge of superintending the excavations, to make

every exertion, and to economise as far as it was in my power, that

the nation might possess as extensive and complete a collection of

Assyrian antiquities as, considering the smallness of the means, it

was possible to collect. The want of knowledge and experience as

a draughtsman was a drawback, indeed a disqualification, which
I could scarcely hope to overcome. Many of the sculptures and
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guard against their brethren of the desert, who looked to plunder
rather than to work, to supply their wants. To increase my num-

bers, I chose only one man from each family ; and, as his male rela-

tions accompanied him, I had the use of their services, as far as

regarded the protection of my sculptures. Being well acquainted
with the Sheiks of the Jebour, I chose my workmen chiefly from

that tribe. The chiefs promised every protection ;
and I knew

enough of the Arab character, not to despair of bringing the men
under proper control. The Arabs were selected to remove the

earth ; they were unable to dig ;
this part of the labour required

stronger and more active men
;
and I chose for it about fifty Nes-

torian Chaldeans, who had sought work for the winter in Mosul, and

many of whom, having already been employed, had acquired some

experience in excavating."

"We see from this there is a something of gratitude in Mr.

Layard's encomiums of these heretics.

"
They went to Nimroud with their wives and families. I en-

gaged, at the same time, one Bainan, a Jacobite or Syrian Chris-

tian, who was a skilful marble-cutter, and a very intelligent man.
I had made also a valuable addition to my establishment in a

standard-bearer of the irregular troops, of whose courage I had seen

such convincing proofs during the expedition to the Singar, that I

induced his commander to place him in my service."

The winter season was spent partly in erecting a house

for Mr. Layard and his servants, which, being constructed of

mud bricks, unfortunately got so saturated with rain while

the building was going on, that the interior of the rooms was

continually clothed with a crop of grass, the only verdure our
author saw till his return to Europe. There was also a house

for the Nestorians
;
a hut in which to deposit smaller anti-

quities ;
and upwards of eighty tents for Arabs. The men

were all armed. Mr. Hormuzd Rassam (a gentleman who we

fancy was in England some years back) was Mr. Layard's

paymaster. A few Arabs of a hostile tribe were ingeniously

dispersed among the rest, to detect any plots that might be

brewing.
There is an admixture of generalship in all this, which

adds to our personal interest in our author's character. Nor
was he wanting in tact as a judge ;

for acting in which capa-

city, the constant quarrels arising from the polygamist pro-

pensities of the Arabs and other causes, furnished almost

every evening some demand upon our author's time. His
bold decision was also called into action, when the marauding

spirit ,of hostile Arab tribes made it necessary to enter their

quarters and recover stolen property.
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also an element in the errors of most heresies of a Pantheistic

cast
;

e. g. in those of the Manichees. Their reverence for the

sun, their superstitions about abstinence from certain vege-
tables, and their laxity about marriage, with other particulars,

belong to the same school. Indeed, Mr. Layard himself

thinks them of a Sabean origin, with " a strange mixture of

Christianity, Mahommedanism, and a tincture of the doctrines

of the Gnostics and Manicheans."

It is said that he has paid them another visit, and been
admitted further into their secrets

;
and so we may hope for a

fuller account of them. We cannot forbear to add, that there

is scarcely a heresy combated by the holy fathers, the tenden-

cies of which towards Manicheism they did not acutely point
out. The fancifulness of Pantheism is admirably adapted to

catch an Eastern mind once released from the gentle fetters

of orthodoxy ;
and it is therefore easy to imagine that these

Yezidis may have been originally a conflux of the bolder

spirits from different heretical sects
;
of spirits who, unlike

the common herd of Oriental heretics, were not content to

remain petrified in the errors of their forefathers, but followed

out their lies to their true result, and openly worshipped the

father of them. These, however, are speculations upon which,

perhaps, the subsequent researches of our inquiring author

may throw additional light.
Of course, as might be expected, there are a vast variety

of occasional details about the condition of the people amongst
whom Mr. Layard is thrown

;
their lawless nomade life, their

lazy story-telling, their want of civilisation, and need of a
decent government; their frantic excitability, and ignorant

misconceptions; the miseries of Nestorian Christians, and
recklessness ofmany Turkish officers : these we do not think will

be found uninteresting, although we have no disposition to

treat of them in the present notice. Nor shall we endeavour
to describe the occasions on which many of ihese native fea-

tures came before Mr. Layard. We hasten on to make some

general remarks upon the third division of the whole work, as

we have divided it. Reasons have been given for omitting
fuller notice of the diggings ;

of the diggers some notice has
been taken, together with which a digression upon the Yezidis
has been made. It remains that we say something of the

dug, i. e. of the character of the antiquities exhumed.
Monuments in a churchyard are often interesting as his-

torical documents : thus the dates of many Jewish writers
are ascertainabie by means of the monuments at Prague. As
with individuals, so it is with nations : they are often interred,
and that not unfrequently with what maybe called little more

VOL. v. T
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was suggested, still the chance of such an accidental clew turn-

ing up would make them ohjects of interest, because they
would be objects of hope, if it may be so expressed.

Human ingenuity, however, does not content itself with

waiting for these accidents. It was known that in Persia a

language called the Zend language was once spoken, and that

that language approximated to the Sanscrit. Hence inscrip-
tions found in the Persian dominions might be assumed to be

written in language akin to the Sanscrit
;
and a person tho-

roughly well versed in the latter would have some chance of

making out the former, although the characters employed
were very rude. Arrow-heads or nails, grouped in different

positions, served for letters. We do not remember what word
was first made out by Professor Grotefend, the original deci-

pherer ; but, for illustration's sake, suppose that a person
fancied the word * Darius' to begin an inscription : he tries to

sever the word into its several letters
;
he finds they are too

many; then he tries the Hebrew form of the word, Daryavesh,
and he finds that answers. This would give him a certain num-
ber of letters : he guesses the next word to be king, and tries

if he can split it up into any thing like the Sanscrit word for

king; he succeeds in this. He finds most of the next word to

be the same thing over again, and guesses it to be the genitive

plural, king
' of kings.' All this is very possible, the reader

will say, but it must give a very fanciful result after all, and one
which cannot be depended upon. Now we cannot recollect

from a cursory perusal of the account which was originally

given in the Asiatic Researches, whether this was the process
which our able countryman Major Rawlinson availed him-
self of, in order to decipher the arrow-headed inscriptions ;

but this we can recollect, that Professor Lassen, a learned

German Sanscrit scholar, deciphered the same inscription,
with almost all the same results, without any intercourse with

Major Rawlinson. Nay, Mr. Benfey, a vastly erudite Ger-
man linguist, has gone so far as to publish the inscription,
with a grammar and dictionary, in Roman characters. There

can, then, be little doubt that the interpretation is correct: two

people could not have hit at haphazard upon the same inter-

pretation of the whole document.

Now, then, we are coming nearer-home. The inscription
treated by Major Rawlinson is a trilingual inscription ;

be-

sides one cognate to the Sanscrit, it contains in the same cha-

racter one cognate to the Hebrew, or Semitic, or Syro-Ara-
bian tribe of languages, and another akin to the Mongolian
class, with which we have nothing to do. Observe, then, the

chance we now have of finding out the meaning of the Nineveh
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seems tolerably certain
;
but it would not be interesting here

to enter into any further chronological speculations. Even
whore there is a considerable mass of written historical docu-

ments, learned men have often maintained very conflicting

opinions upon dates
;
and it is not till after a considerable

period of discussion that an opinion becomes the received

opinion. We have yet to hear the opinions of such men as

Mr. Clinton or Mr. Greswell upon some hypotheses raised

from the monuments found in regard to dates before we can

feel any approximation to certainty. All, however, that is

wanting to make the antiquity of these remains mount up to

nine hundred years before Christ is to ascertain that this

really was Nineveh. And this our author has put probably

beyond discussion, identifying it by arguments so ingenious
that we give them in his own words.

" The tradition placing the tomb of the prophet Jonah upon the

left hank of the river, opposite Mosul, has led to the identification

of the space comprised within the quadrangular mass of mounds

containing Kouyunjik and Nebbi Yunus with the site of the ancient

Nineveh. These ruins, however, taken by themselves, occupy much
too small a space for a city even larger, according to Strabo, than

Babylon. Its dimensions, as given by Diodorus Siculus, were 150
stadia on the two longest sides of the quadrangle, and 90 on the

opposite, the square being 480 stadia, or about CO miles
; or, accord-

ing to some computations, 74 miles. In the book of Jonah it is

called an exceeding great city of three days' journey (Jonah iii. 3),
the number of the inhabitants who did not know their right hand
from their left being six score thousand. I will not stop to inquire
to what class of persons this number applied, whether to children,

to those ignorant of right or wrong, or to the whole population ;

though the numbers have frequently been referred to children, who
are computed to form one-fifth of the population, thus giving

600,000 inhabitants for the city. At any rate, it is evident that the

city was one of very considerable extent, and could not have been

comprised in the space occupied by the ruins opposite Mosul,

scarcely five miles in circumference. The dimensions of an Eastern

city do not bear the same proportions to its population as those of

an European city ;
a place as extensive as London or Paris might not

contain one-third of the number of inhabitants of either. The cus-

tom, prevalent from the earliest period in the East, of secluding
women in apartments removed from those of the men, renders a

separate house for each family almost indispensable.
* * * Ac-

cording to Diodorus Siculus and Q. Curtius, there was space enough
within the precincts of Babylon to cultivate corn for the sustenance

of the whole population, in case of a siege, besides gardens and
orchards. From the expression of Jonas, when considered along
with this statement, that there was much cattle within the walls,

it may be inferred that there was also pasture for them. Many
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where material light is thrown upon the original meaning of

words and the relics. Of course, it is very possible Kimclii

Purchon, or other Jewish writers, might further illustrate

this
;
but a simple acquaintance with the text would be enough

for a man of Mr. Layard's sharpness and Oriental learning.
Some persons may think this sort of process would tend to

make the received version uncertain
; but, of course, the

actual current use* of words is determinable only by tradition,

and that tradition the Vulgate embodies ; nevertheless, for

all this, the original sense may differ from the current use, and

contain archaeological information.

There is another point to which we must call Mr. Layard's
attention. He has several arguments to shew that Grecian

art was derived from Assyrian, perhaps through the Persians,

who certainly borrowed, as Mr. L. observes, their writing
from them. By the way, why has Mr. L. omitted a passage

bearing on this subject in Thucyclides, p. 20, to which Gni-
fenheim attaches some importance ? (Gesch. der Class. Lite-

ratur i. p. 234-.) Now one great proof of descendance of this

kind is to be found in the words used; if Greek words are

derived from Semitic, then probably the things were, e.g.

va/3\a, from '

nebel,' a lute. But attention has hardly been

sufficiently called, perhaps, to the fact that the Greek words
for

'

psaltery' and '

symphony' occur in the Hebrew text of

Daniel, which seems to shew in one art, at all events, the

copying was not all on one side, and that at a very early period.
A third suggestion may be not without its value

;
the

Magian and Chaldee system probably bore, as Mr. L. sug-

gests at p. 470, very strong resemblances to each other. Now
it is stated in the preface to the first volume of Assemani's

Acts of the Martyrs, that there exist in the Vatican several

Syriac works in refutation of Magianism. It is highly pro-
bable that a vast number of details calculated to throw light

upon the superstitions of Persia and Assyria would be found

in works of this nature. If this information is correct, it is

worth while drawing the attention of Orientalists to it, as

much light would probably be thrown by these works upon
the Eastern monuments now in the course of discovery. Re-

ligious processions, idols, symbols, and other things of the

kind, have been found at Nineveh, and require every assist-

ance that can be given to make them intelligible. Nor should

it be forgotten, that up and down the writings of St. Ephrem
traces of acquaintance with the history and mythology of the

Babylonians are to be found, which might be more observable

*
Suppose, for instance, a person 2000 years hence guessed the sense of our

wortls
'

sauce,'
'

saucy,'
'

saucer,' by etymology only !
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process to get them free from the ore. They were also skilled

in working and casting metals, as appears from the lions and

lions' paws in solid metal found at Nimroud. Glass vessels

have also been discovered, and a variety of colours. We hope
the chemist's skill will be brought to bear upon some of these,

especially upon any tools found, as the processes by which the

copper or iron were hardened for these would throw much

light upon the state of manufactures 'and commerce in those

early ages. Mr. Layard has, indeed, several interesting ob-

servations upon the subject enough almost to add a new book
to some future edition of Swift's friend Pancirollus, de artlbus

deperditis. His remarks upon the architecture of the Assy-
rians are too interesting to be passed over.

" The walls of the chambers, from five to fifteen feet thick, were
first constructed of sun-dried bricks. The alabaster slabs were
used as panels. They were placed upright against the walls ;

care

being first taken to cut on the back of each an inscription recording
the name, title, and descent of the king undertaking the work.

They were kept in their places and held together by iron, copper, or

wooden cramps and plugs. The cramps were in the form of double

dovetails, and fitted into corresponding grooves in two adjoining slabs.

The corners of the chambers were generally joined by one angular
stone, and all the walls were either at right angles or parallel to

each other. The slabs having been fixed against the walls, the sub-

jects to be represented upon them were designed and sculptured,
and the inscriptions carved. That the Assyrian artist worked after

the slabs had been fixed appears to be proved beyond a doubt by
figures, and other parts of the bas-reliefs, being frequently finished

on the adjoining slab, and by slabs having been found placed in their

proper position, although still unsculptured, in one of the buildings
at Nimroud. The principal entrances to the chambers were, it has

been seen, formed by gigantic winged bulls, and lions with human
heads. The smaller doorways were guarded by colossal figures of

divinities or priests. No remains of doors or gates were discovered,
nor of hinges, but it is probable that the entrances were provided
with them. The priests of Babylon made fast their temples with
doors with locks and bars, lest their god should be spoiled by rob-

bers ; and the gates of brass of Babylon are continually mentioned by
ancient authors. On all the slabs forming entrances in the oldest

palace of Nimroud were marks of a black kind, resembling blood,

which appeared to have been daubed on the stone. I have not

been able to ascertain the nature of this fluid, but its appearance
cannot fail to call to mind the Jewish ceremony of placing the blood

of the sacrifice on the lintel of the doorways. Under the pavement-
slabs at the entrances were deposited small figures of the gods, pro-

bably as a protection to the building. Sometimes, as in the early

edifices, tablets containing the name and title of the king, as a re-
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colossal sculptures forming the entrances, and the length of the

chambers, would have been chosen. But still, without some such

artificial means of support as are adopted in modern architecture,,

it may be questioned whether beams could span forty-five feet, or

even thirty-five feet. It is possible that the Assyrians were ac-

quainted with the principle of the king-post of modern roofing,

although in the sculptures the houses are represented with flat

roofs ;
otherwise we must presume that -wooden pillars, or posts,

were employed ;
but there were no indications whatever of them in

the ruins. Beams supported by opposite walls may have met in

the centre of the ceiling. This may account for the great thickness

of some of the partitions. Or, in the larger halls, a projecting ledge,

sufiiciently wide to afford shelter and shade, may have been carried

around the sides, leaving the centre exposed to the air. Remains
of beams were every where found at Nimroud, particularly under
fallen slabs. The wood appeared to be entire, but when touched

it crumbled into dust. It was only amongst the ruins in the south-

west corner of the mound that any was discovered in a sound
state. The only trees within the limits of Assyria sufficiently large
to furnish beams to span a room thirty or forty feet wide, are the

palm and the poplar ; their trunks still form the roofs of nouses in

Mesopotamia. Both easily decay, and will not bear exposure ;
it is

not surprising, therefore, that beams made of them should have en-

tirely disappeared after the lapse of 2500 years.
" The poplar now used at Mosul is floated down the Khabour

and Tigris from the Kurdish hills. It is of considerable length, and

occasionally serves for the roofs of chambers nearly as wide as those

of the Assyrian palaces. It has been seen that the principle of the

arch was known to the Assyrians, a small vaulted chamber of baked
bricks having been found at Nimroud ; but there have been no
traces discovered of an arch or vault on a large scale.

"Arched gateways are continually represented in the bas-reliefs.

According to Diodorus Siculus, the tunnel under the Euphrates
at Babylon, attributed to Semiramis, was also vaulted. Indeed, if

such a work ever existed, it may be presumed that it was so con-

structed. It was cased on both sides, that is, the bricks were

covered with bitumen ; the walls were four cubits thick ; the width

of the passages was fifteen feet, and the walls were twelve feet high
to the spring of the vault. The rooms in the Temple of Belus were,,

according to some, arched and supported by columns. The arch

first appears in Egypt about the time of the commencement of the

eighteenth dynasty (Wilkinson's Ancient Egyptians, vol. ii. p. 1 17)_
orwhen, as it has been shewn, there existed a close connexion be-

tween Egypt and Assyria.
" If daylight were admitted into the Assyrian palaces, it could

only have entered by the roof. There are no communications be-

tween the inner rooms except by the doorways, consequently they
could only receive light from above. Even in the chambers next to

the outer walls there are no traces of windows. It may be con-
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of the king in adoration before the Supreme Deity, or receiving from
the eunuch the holy cup. He was attended by warriors bearing his

arms, and by priests or presiding divinities. His robes, and those

of his followers, were adorned with groups of figures, animals, and

flowers, all painted with brilliant colours.

"The stranger trod upon alabaster slabs, each bearing an in-

scription recording the titles, genealogy, and achievements of the

great king. Several doorways, formed by gigantic winged lions or

bulls, or by the figures of guardian deities, led into other apart-

ments, which again opened into more distant halls. In each were
new sculptures. On the walls of some were processions of colossal

figures armed men and eunuchs following the king, warriors laden

with spoil, leading prisoners, or bearing presents and offerings to the

gods. On the walls of others were portrayed the winged priests,
or presiding divinities, standing before the sacred trees.

"The ceilings above him were divided into square compartments,
painted with flowers or with the figures of animals. Some were in-

laid with ivory, each compartment being surrounded by elegant
borders and mouldings. The beams, as well as the sides of the

chambers, may have been gilded, or even plated with gold and
silver ;

and the rarest woods, in which the cedar was conspicuous,
were used for the wood-work. Square openings in the ceiling of

the chambers admitted the light of day. A pleasing shadow was
thrown over the sculptured wall, and gave a majestic expression to

the human features of the colossal forms which guarded the en-

trances. Through these apertures was seen the bright blue of an
eastern sky, enclosed in a frame on which were painted in vivid

colours the winged circle, in the midst of elegant ornaments, and
the graceful forms of ideal animals.

" These edifices, as it has been shewn, were great national mo-
numents, upon the walls of which were represented in sculptures,
or inscribed in alphabetic characters, the chronicles of the empire.
He who entered them might thus read the history, and learn the

glory and triumphs of the nation. They served, at the same time,
to bring continually to the remembrance of those who assembled
within them, on festive occasions or for the celebration of religious

ceremonies, the deeds of their ancestors, and the power and majesty
of their gods."

In regard to the influence of Assyrian art upon that of
other countries, Mr. Layard is of opinion that it was twofold :

direct, through the Assyrian conquests, which once extended
as far as Libya ;

and indirect, through Persia, after the de-

struction of Nineveh (p. 285). The connexion of religion
with art is often noticed by our author, and undoubtedly there

is a great deal in it. But this will shew the importance of

"bringing together, as we suggested above, all that can throw

light upon the Magian religion. Where the impress upon
external matter given by two nations is the same, we have,
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point at once to a quarter whence many products could be

obtained, and through which Assyrian art might be diffused

far and wide.

In regard, lastly, to the religion of the Assyrians, Mr.

Layard has a whole chapter upon this subject. It wants fur-

ther discussion, before much that is worth putting forward

can be said about it. At all events, speculations which would

not be crude in Mr. Layard would be 'so in ourselves. Fire-

worship and star-worship are the main features of it. The

king, too, plainly appears to have been invested with a religi-

ous character. One feature of natural religion is prominent

enough, and that is, the use of religious processions : one of

these occurs at p. 451, which Mr. Layard amuses himself

with comparing with the processions of the Virgin and the

Saints in Roman Catholic countries. At p. 475 we observe

in our author that strange want of natural religion which makes

Protestantism, as such, so much more odious than Heathenism.
"The singular connexion," he says, "between religion and
the duties and events of life, whether public or private, so re-

markably illustrated by the monuments of the Assyrians
and the Egyptians, and by the Jewish law, is well worthy
of philosophical inquir}

7 ." Why did not our author put us

into this category too ? He might deny that the Assyrians
and Egyptians kept up somewhat of natural religion, or the

primitive revelation, call it which you will
;
and that, again,

we kept up the primitive spirit of the Christian revelation ;

but what will he say to Almighty God and his Jewish law ?

We would recommend our friend to peruse thoughtfully But-
ler's charge to the clergy of Durham, where he will find quite
as much philosophical inquiry as he likes upon the subject,
and perhaps a little more.

It is very possible, if Mr. Layard should read these re-

marks, he may think the writer of them as impertinent for

meddling with Oriental antiquities as the writer thinks him
for meddling with theology. We hope, if he does, that this

will eventually only tend to promote mutual charity between
us. If we may be mistaken about things visible, why may he
not be mistaken about things invisible ? There is no com-
merce without mutual needs

;
even the commerce of charity

may be assisted by them. New discoveries of this sort are

really useful to religion, if it w:ere only that they serve to

check the insolent assumptions of Erastian antiquaries, by
shewing that theories not based on faith, nor deferential to it,

are perpetually liable to be shaken by some new discovery.
As it is, Mr. Layard has suggested (vol. ii. p. 214, note) that
ft the monuments already discovered, and hereafter to be dis-
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determination with which the common herd of versifiers de-

liberately make their poetry. In his measure, also, the same

inspiration fills the soul of every man, though he speak only
the plainest of prose, who comes before his contemporaries,
in book, speech, lecture, or conversation, simply because he

has something definite to say, of which he deeply feels the

importance, while he is conscious of possessing some slight

power of communicating his thoughts in such a guise as shall

at least attract a few earnest listeners.

Evidently with such feelings Dr. Murray invites the at-

tention of Irish and English readers to a short series of essays,
on the deficiencies of Catholic literature, on the endowment
of the clergy, on Macaulay, Pascal, and the Jesuits, on con-

vents and the contemplative life, and on the political rights
of the clergy. And if the same distinctness of purpose and
fervour of feeling be not manifest in the lesser pieces in his

book, it is not because they are less genuine and true, but

because, as we think, they are a little out of place with their

more grave companions, and are more fitted for a fleeting

daily or weekly periodical than for a book which appears but
once a year. All the other essays are excellent, especially
the remarks upon Pascal, and the discussion of the question
of the endowment of the Irish clergy. In this last, Dr. Mur-

ray first lays down with perfect clearness and comprehensive-
ness the general principles by which the merits of any pro-
posed endowment of the Catholic clergy must be decided.

We cannot too strongly recommend this important paper to

both English and Irish readers, as a guide which has only to

be followed to save us from a world of profitless debate and

negotiation, as the subject of the endowment of the Irish

priesthood comes more and more prominentlv into national

notice. Dr. Murray is one of the most readable of writers,
and no one need fear purchasing and commencing the study
of his pages, unless he is urgently pressed for time, and must
not venture to open any book which he may find it difficult

to lay down again.
With one opinion in the essay on the state endowment

of the Irish Church we must, however, express our disagree-
ment. We may, perhaps, be pressing Dr. Murray's words

beyond their legitimate meaning; but as our object is not so
much to remark on what we conceive to be questionable, as

to state our own views upon the point, we shall not hesitate

to give them, even though it might appear that afler all Dr.

Murray's opinion coincides with our own. When considering
the three modes in which the Church may be endowed, and
before entering on his proofs (which we deem entirely con-

VOL. v. u
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One of the most renowned and most successful of French
statesmen we think it was Cardinal Richelieu was once

asked how it was that he contrived always to accomplish the

purposes he aimed at. "By calculating the power of resist-

ance" he replied. And on this very principle it will be found

that almost every enterprise that has prospered in the world
has been conducted. Some men, we see, and those men of

great talents, great energy, and great perseverance, who, lack-

ing this power of calculation, expend their whole strength
in dashing their own heads against a wall. They fancy that,

provided they can apply the utmost force of which the assail-

ing body is capable, every obstacle must go down before

them, forgetting that all the fury of the waves of the sea will

not shake a mighty mountain from its foundations. They
only win who ascertain the exact moment when the attacking
force first overbalances the resisting weight, and then gather

up all their energies to strike the blow. Thus Burke, with

the rarest abilities, ordinarily failed
;
and thus does Peel, the

most accomplished of mediocrities, invariably prosper.

Calculating by this rule, we believe that the hour is come
when the first instalment may be paid of that which, in the

very strictest sense, injustice to Ireland. To wait until the

English people and Government, or any people and govern-
ment under the sun, will do justice for justice' sake, is to

wait till the original sin of man's nature is healed, and the

curse upon Adam reversed. If the Irish Church is to wait
until the Imperial Parliament is prepared to offer her the

only endowment she can accept, for the love of God, and
from the desire to see her clergy in a position of independ-
ence, she will wait till the end of all things, or at least till

England is become once more a Catholic country. Never-

theless, for the sake ofpeace and quiet, this nation is, at this

very time, almost prepared to compel the Protestant Esta-

blishment of Ireland to yield back a part of its plunder, and
restore it to its legitimate owners. The religious and political

feelings of the time unite with the peculiar genius of the

English character to make this happy result not only possible,
but positively easy of attainment. There is nothing remain-

ing, either of Protestantism or Conservatism, in the vast body
of the English nation, which would not go down to the ground
before a determined onset on the part of the Catholic people
of Ireland, frantic as would be the cries and deep the despair
of the unconvinced relics of Whiggism, Toryism, and Protes-

tantism, who would denounce the "national apostacy" to

their latest breath.

For the true Englishman, though intensely selfish, arro-
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small minority of Catholics ? After all, the priests do some

good. There are not many firebrands among them. I hear

a great many stories about the good influence they have over

their flocks, and that they do not love revolution and blood-

shed, and wish to dethrone the Queen. Even Dr. M'Hale, I

am told, preaches in Irish constantly to the people, and does

a great deal more good to the poor. than the idle rectors, who
have no work to do except to receive their large revenues.

Let us see what can be done." Such are, assuredly, the me-
ditations of thousands; and the thousands would be multiplied
ten-fold and a hundred-fold, were the demand presented to

the general English mind in tones which it could not refuse

to hear.

For, as we have said, the Englishman is not cruel for

cruelty's sake, and is prudent as well as brave. He will not

torment the Irish unless he fancies that he himself will gain

something by it; and though he will not shrink from agitation,

tumult, and war, as a last resource, he is perfectly prepared to

pay a good price for peace and quiet, especially when that

price does not come out of his own pocket. He might
entertain strong scruples of " conscience" as to a grant of

money from the imperial revenues towards the support of

Popery, and will be quite relieved to find that the Irish Ca-
tholic clergy would resolutely refuse his gift even if offered

;

but his " conscience" is of that elastic species that it is quite

open to the consideration of a scheme for transferring the pro-

perty of idle Protestant parsons to hard-working Catholic

priests. On "sound, English, practical, business-like princi-

ples" why should he not entertain the project ?

It will be observed that we do not suppose for a moment
that the English people would for some time to come restore

the whole of the Irish Church property to its lawful owners
;

or even that it would, at present at least, make a division

between the Catholic Church and the Establishment, in exact

proportion to their respective numbers. They would not con-

sent to strip the Protestant bishops of all their incomes, or to

banish the Protestant clergy from their churches and glebes,
where they really had a bond fide Protestant congregation to

minister to. To ask for this, even if on other grounds desir-

able, would be useless, and worse than useless. It would seem
a heartless, and, above all, an unnecessary cruelty, to eject men
who did a hearty work of any kind, according to their con-

science, and more especially at a time when many of the Pro-
testant clergy have recently devoted themselves, with true self-

sacrificing zeal, to the comforting their starving flocks. We
should ask, therefore, only for a portion of our forefathers' pro-
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URQUHART'S PILLARS OF HERCULES.

The Pillars of Hercules ; a Narrative of Travels in Spain
and Morocco. By David Urquhart, Esq., M.P. Bentley.

TIME has certainly not dimmed the brilliancy of Mr. Urqu-
liart's style, while it has enriched his stores of illustration,

added to his antiquarian lore, and confirmed, without rendering
more harsh, his peculiar philosophy*

Like his former work, the Spirit of the East, the Pillars

of Hercules has the merit of almost forcing its readers to think;
at least, they will feel themselves so gently carried to the very

portals of reflection, that few will absolutely refuse to advance

within that fane where each must walk and explore for him-

self. So many conceits of the modern and west European are

vigorously assailed, so many little touchstones of national mo-

rality are cleverly and unexpectedly applied, so much truth is

at times uttered or glanced at, that the whole will be responded
to very much as the reader himself acquiesces in or struggles

against the evils around him.

Mr. Urquhart's medicines for the diseases of the day are

in truth a curious compound; old specifics from the far East,
remedies extracted from the days of augury and myth, won-
drous things from primeval time. But the salt and the bal-

sam, the herb and the aromatic unguent, are mixed up in

such delicate homoeopathic measure, and mottoed with such

mysterious terms from Chaldaea, Phoenicia, Etruria, or Cathay,
that the passer-by, however listless, must needs hearken to the

vendor. The East was formerly Mr. Urquhart's professed sub-

ject ;
it is now also his living commentary on the past. The

obscurest mists of antiquity kindle into prismatic hues, as he
turns upon them the mirror in which are gathered scattered

beams from the East. Old laws and customs, also, from the

"West, with a sprinkling of science of latter times, are also

brought into co-operation and thrown into the same focus.

Then, in his capacity of European, he calls on science and

learning to cast down a ray of their electric light; and while

strange forms gleam half revealed, he dexterously wraps the

turban on his head, or the Arab haik round his limbs, and
hastens to interpret the vision.

Spain is Mr. Urquhart's TTOV crra), from which to observe

in this double identity, and it is on the broken bases of the

Pillars of Hercules that he reclines. From the old holy place
he looks down, listening to the murmur of departed tongues;
the Carthaginian in his mart, the Roman on his march, the
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Ford, there is a tone of pleasure in the mere assault, and an
affectation towards the learned world of general superiority
and defiance, which many of the names and hooks referred

to render offensive. Veterans of a thousand battles and the

most systematic training may be ofttimes surprised by a brave

knight-errant; but if there is the true temper of knighthood,
there will be all reverence and courtesy to the unhelmed

hoary head, and the toil-worn limbs that have stumbled. Some
passages that we have noticed require more serious remark in

a review which recommends the work to Catholics. If Jesus
Christ founded a Church to be guided by Him, and to which
all must come, in which they must live

;
and if it, this Church,

is to teach positive doctrine, the obligation of obedience to

this body cannot depend on the conduct of its individual

members.
It is the misfortune of almost all English general litera-

ture, that its writers never state in definite terms the general
principles on which they conduct religious inquiry, or exa-
mine whether the attacks they make on Catholics and Catho-
licism are consistent with a belief in the existence of any reve-

lation at all. To this rule Mr. Urquhart is no exception.

SHORT NOTICES.

The Golden Manual (Burns and Lambert) is a work of extra-

ordinary completeness. It is difficult to say what it does not con-
tain. The first part consists of devotions, meditations, and direc-

tions for ordinary family and private use
; and of a large variety of

devotions to various separate mysteries, of which the Rosary may
be taken as the type ; the second includes every thing that can be
needed for Confession, Communion, and hearing Mass, with devo-

tions connected with various Confraternities and Associations ; the

third, the ritual for Baptism and other sacraments, with various de-

votions proper for them, prayers for the dying and for the dead,
the office for Vespers, Compline, the office of the Blessed Virgin,

prayers for Benediction, and the Penitential and various other
Psalms ; the fourth consists of as many as thirty-five Litanies,

with a large number of hymns, &c. ; and the volume concludes

with Dr. Wiseman's prayers for the conversion of England, the form
of receiving converts, &c. The whole are translated with great care,

judgment, and elegance ;
and the typography is excellent. With-

out exaggeration, we may say that, as a complete manual of English
and Latin prayers, the work is without a rival.

Two Sermons lie before us. preached recently in two London
churches within a short distance of one another, which are a pretty
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the most important. It has Dr. Wiseman's recommendation, and

supplies the devout adorer with prayers and meditations in the pre-

sence of the Blessed Sacrament. London seems Protestant London

no more, when such books are rendered actually necessary by the

annual recurrence of one of those Catholic devotions which, as near

as may be, anticipate the blessedness of the soul in heaven. Jesus

in the Sacrament is an excellent little manual for the same purpose ;

and its still lower price puts it within the reach of the poorest. Dr.

Pagan!' s Via Crucis is also republished, in an elegant form, for those

who love the delicacies of typography. The Golden Litany, which

is one of those exquisite remains of old English Catholic devotion

which have but to be known to be loved, and other litanies and

prayers on the Passion, are done up together in a small tract.

The Passion of Jesus and the Woes of Mary (the Lent book of the

Oratory) consists of the devotions indulgenced by Pius the Seventh,

on the last words of our blessed Lord, on his sacred wounds, and

on the woes of his blessed Mother. They have all that union of

terseness, unction, and simplicity, which is one of the peculiar
marks of those many devotions to which the Holy See has given its

sanction. It is worthy of remark, that of all the admirable prayers
to which Catholic piety has given birth, not many preserve what

may be called the character of the Lord's Prayer, except those

which have received the approbation of the Vicar of Jesus Christ.

A bookseller at Chelsea (Shean) deserves our thanks for bringing
out, in a tract, Dr. Wiseman's Lenten Indult, together with the

places for the Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament, and the various

Retreats, Sermons, and Services which are going on in London

during Lent.

It is like a flight from the tropics to the pole to turn from books
such as these to Mr. Keble's Church-matters in 1850 (J. H. Parker).
That any thing so utterly unreal and self-deceiving should come
forth .from an honest and sincere man is incredible to those who
have not studied the blinding effects of Anglicanism on the intelli-

gence, ^nd its benumbing effects on the conscience. Mr. Keble's object
is to bid his fellow-clergymen remain in the Establishment, whatever
be the decision of the Privy Council on Baptismal Regeneration, on
the ground that the Church of England is unfairly enslaved to the

State. Alas, that he does not see that it is a willing slavery !

The London University Calendar for 1850 (Taylor) is a com-

plete and necessary publication for all graduates and under-graduates
of the University. To those who are seeking degrees it is most

useful, as shewing the nature of the examinations they have to un-

dergo, one-half of the volume consisting of examination-papers.

The Catholic School for February contains many important docu-

ments, especially a correspondence on the condition of destitute
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designs of Providence. This idea had been given me the year be-

fore, by a report brought back from Dublin by a respected priest,

now one of our Bishops, whom I have the honour to call my friend.

He declared to me, that such was the state and such the prospects
of the country, that the clergy of Dublin were saying that the only

thing they dreaded was that they should be carried away and over-

whelmed by excessive happiness ; and they feared to think how their

people would bear this, after having so well stood the trials of ad-

versity. When I went there in 1812, my impression was exactly

corresponding with this extraordinary statement. The temperance
movement had then reached its height, and it used to appear to me
as if it was making the country into a sort of moral Paradise on
earth. The capital national vice of intemperance I saw cured ; and
it seemed as if this vice being removed, it was carrying off all others

with it. During the five weeks of my journey I saw not one man
drunk. One man, and one only, of the old school, I did see, a fellow

with whom I travelled one day on the top of a coach, who was

pressing others to drink, and seemed himself a regular toper ;
but

he looked like a monster in the land, and only set forth in brighter
relief the new virtue of his people. I did not see one man in a state

of anger; I heard but one curse, except from a set of English tourists

whom I met in a view-boat on the Shannon, and from a gentleman's

groom, who, methought, had learnt the way of it in England. The

people still were poor enough, especially in the far west ; but with
this they seemed all peace and joy, reminding one of the account of

Israel in the days of King Solomon ;
and the prospect of the best

harvest of corn and potatoes which had been known for years back
had removed all the anxiety which a bad year or two preceding had
raised in regard to food. How sweet was the music, too, of the

temperance bands ! yes, sweet in itself, but much more from the

circumstances. Father Mathew, whom I met in Limerick, just re-

turned from a glorious career in Glasgow to that the scene of his

first great achievements in his own country, told me he had contri-

buted to the formation of four hundred such bands. One of them
came out to escort me through the town of Loughrca, where I was

to address one of my dear Irish audiences on the crusade for England,
in the presence of the late venerable Bishop, Dr. Coen. I was told

that the members of this baud, who now played very respectably, had
none of them used an instrument of music till three or four months
before

;
that all had been drunkards. All were now teetotallers ; that

is, like the millions of their nation, men in the practice of heroic

sobriety, for the virtue of temperance in Ireland was at that time

heroic. Oh, how I used to congratulate that people on their hap-

piness ! I could not but repeat to them again and again, that they
had received a grace such as had never been given to any nation,

hardly to any individual ; for till then I had been accustomed to

look on a single drunkard as an incurable being. Here a single

apostle had cured a whole people in two or three years. And surely,
I thought and said, I am, " come in a good day" to ask the help I
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as before : and this time, what had I to say? I had to acknow-

ledge, with deep joy and gratitude, the fidelity with which many
religious house

%
s, and several secular confraternities, many more, I

am convinced," than I could hear of, had persevered in what they
had begun ;

but I had to remark, that as a nation they had done

nothing. I had not heard, since I had left the country, of a single
movement in that direction ;

and yet I had often run my eye over the

speeches of their orators, especially in the early part of this period,
to seek some such consolation for my heart

; but not one word
for the conversion of England, far less any signs of great national,

unanimous, open, persevering efforts, such as had been promised to

me with such noble warmth and enthusiasm. Well, I said, will

you begin now ? There is yet time. The grand, the divine exploit
is still within your reach

;
and your weapons of war, your spiritual

arms, thanks be to God, are yet in your hands, and have not lost

their edge. Your faith still lives, and is bright. Your hearts are

still warm and generous. Will you now at last begin in earnest ?

Here it may be said, perhaps, that at least I must own that my
former predictions had failed. They had not taken up the work I

had proposed, and yet, by my own confession, they had not fallen

into those worse vices which I had foreboded, that pride, that

worldly- mindedness and covetousness. No! but how had they
been preserved from them ? They had neglected to preserve them-
selves from them by building up on their new foundation of heroic

moral virtue the heroic divine virtues of which I had proposed the

exercise. It remained that God in his mercy should guard them
from the terrible danger : and how had He done it ? Where, oh,
where was the happiness, where those torrents of prosperity, the

consequences of which the wise among them had been dreading ? and
indeed there was cause to dread these consequences, if the right

plan for averting them were not adopted. It seemed as though,
instead of a full tide of prosperity, the Almighty had, daring the

very period when this had to be expected, been emptying upon this

people all the vessels of his wrath ; as if the black horse and the

pale horse of the Apocalypse, with their fearful riders, and all the

train which followed them, had both been traversing the land. God

gave to David the choice of three plagues, famine, or pestilence, or

war. He had sent to Ireland the first and the second, in a degree
so fearful that the like had never been seen in the history of nations,

and that other nations had been made to stand still and wonder
what was coming on the earth, when this faithful, this religious

people were thus scourged. The third plague, war, seemed also

destined for them ; and a war it promised to be of such terror and

bloodshedding, as would have made it surpass all other wars which

history records. They were saved from this infliction, but at the

cost of an humiliation which, to a nation so brave and gallant as the

Irish, must have been perhaps more grievous to endure than would
have been the war itself, however frightful. Thus God has pre-
served them from covetousness, pride, and th train of other kin-
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CHURCH REFORM.

THERE is an ugly sound in the very words " Church Reform;"

yet is the Church the most determined of all reformers. In

her corporate capacity and in her individual members she has

never ceased from the work of correction and change. From
the first Council held in Jerusalem to the last Papal Encyclic,
the same spirit has been her unfailing guide, and it will be her

guide to the end.

In truth, in one sense, and that the chiefest, the Church
is the only self-reformer upon earth. In every other society
it is an almost unvarying rule that reforms begin with the

governed, and are only wrung from those in authority by force,

either moral or physical. From the most trivial of legislative
amendments to the most radical of revolutions, the reform of

purely human societies is ever the result of the cries, the

groans, and the indignation of those who suffer wrong. In the

Church it is not so. While with her what is called radical

reform can never be thought of, inasmuch as her original con-

stitution is divine and unchangeable, she presents to our eyes
the singular phenomenon of a body in which the rulers are

the most energetic reformers, and in which the gravest and
widest spread corruptions in her individual members fail to

affect the decisions of her prevailing legitimate authorities.

For eighteen centuries mankind has beheld this extraordinary
fact, that the energy, universality, and boldness of her authori-

tative reforms have stood in almost exact proportion to the

growth of those evils which they were designed to crush. In
all other societies, laws and their administration are but the

reflex of the feelings and opinions of the governed. Such as

is the corruption of the subject, such, on the whole, is the

corruption of the ruler
;
and especially whensoever new laws
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stringency of Church law was increased tenfold, and attend-

ance at a Protestant sen-ice in Ireland was made a sin for

which no ordinary confessor could give absolution. When a

golden bribe, of the most alluring character, is offered under
the guise of well-endowed and liberally-conducted colleges for

Ireland, at a moment when it seems to be for the best interest

of the Pope to be on good terms with the English government,
a Papal Rescript condemns without sparing the fatal scheme.

Scarcely is Pius the Ninth driven an exile from his home, and

stripped of all earthly power, than he exerts his supreme
authority in the condemnation of the works of certain writers

whom the rules of worldly policy would have bade him strive by
all means to conciliate. And when more than ever, if the Pro-

testant theory were true, he would be unable to enforce that

obedience to his supremacy which was paid to his predeces-
sors, he issues a letter to the whole hierarchy of Christendom,

assuming in himself a power of adding to the articles of faith

of the entire Church, perhaps greater than was ever exerted

by any Pope who ever sat on St. Peter's throne. Wonderful

courage ! and yet more wonderful success ! The day when,
stricken by the excommunication of the outraged Pontiff, the

imperial despot of France met his doom amid the snows of

Russia, was but one of unnumbered instances in which the blow
of the feeble has laid the mighty low, and the power of nations

and armies has melted away before the breath of one man.

Again, how rigorously conservative, how moderate and

gentle, are the reforms of the Church, even whilst most deep,

unsparing, and effective ! Secular reforms are for the most

part a compromise between two contending principles or pas-
sions. They are a species of truce between two parties, whose
interests are, or are supposed to be, inherently opposed. The
sufferer demands, and the tyrant yields. To use a mathema-
tical phrase, they are the result of the composition of forces

pulling in different directions, a union between the spirit of

change and the spirit of preservation. Thus human society
ever vibrates between torpor and revolution

;
for it is guided

by no pervading principle, supported by no master-hand, at

once restraining and guiding the whole. The Church, on the

contrary, is unmoved amid every movement. Still the same
with all her innumerable outward manifestations, she shews
that she exists, not by virtue of abstract laws, or by the skill

and energy of her children, but by virtue of a never-dying
inward life, derived from a true and indestructible union with
One who is Himself unchangeable. To the eye of mere his-

torians or politicians she seems the most vacillating and im-

pressible of societies. Her policy they esteem crooked, cunning,
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can frame a piece of mechanism capable of expanding and con-

tracting like the pupil of the eye, so no religion of man's in-

venting can bear those changes of age, country, and civilisation

which serve only to call forth into renewed action the hidden
resources of the Catholic Church. All others are local creeds,
and either perish or are radically changed by transportation to

another clime from that which gave them birth. They are

mere perpetuations of the formal, and exclusive and national

features in the law of Moses. When Judaism merged into

Christianity, and pure spiritual truth cast aside that shell in

which it had dwelt protected until the advent of the Messias,
these countless schemes for self-salvation caught up the re-

jected covering, and, decked in the borrowed garments, pa-
raded themselves before mankind, and mimicked the voice of
the spouse of Christ, claiming each of them to be the only pro-
phet from God, at the very moment that they disowned that

infallibility without which their pretensions are but the im-

pudent deceits of a convicted impostor. One creed, and one

alone, can endure the revolutions of ages and the most violent

contrasts of country and custom. One alone can reform her

practical regulations without fear of diminishing her vital

energy. One alone is free to dispense with her own laws, and
to reject as useless what in a past age was the result of the

profoundest wisdom. One alone is independent of the British

flag, and the Anglo-Saxon language, and the armies of France,
and the threats of Russia, and the blandishments of kings, and
the madness of mobs

;
of monarchy, aristocracy, and demo-

cracy ;
of gold and silver, and pauperism, and political eco-

nomy ; yes, even of learning and literature
; and, more mys-

terious still, even of the vices and follies of her children, her

priests, and her prelates.
Situated as we Catholics are at present in this country, it is

surely desirable that we should occasionally turn our attention

to this character of the Catholic Church as a Reformer, and
take care that we never act in opposition to those principles by
which she has ever been guided. Never was there an era in

which any branch of the Church was placed in a more peculiar

position, or one at once more humbling and more inspiring,
more difficult and more easy to cope with. We live in a

time which is pre-eminently a period of transition ;
and while

as citizens of the great English nation we share the terrible

secular difficulties of the age, we labour under an accumulation
of difficulties peculiarly our own. And thus the present is no
time for the Church in England to hope to escape her ordinary
lot, or to sit down contentedly to her quiet every-day duties,

leaving all things as it were to take their chance, content if we
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sion which they would gladly have conceded in ancient and

better times. Until the sect of modem Neologians sprung

up, this was the cry of all heretics and rebels. These new

sophists, indeed, have devised a fresh justification for them-

selves, and would have us believe that the Apostles were only

very good sort of men in their way, but still much under the

influence of superstition and dogmatic folly, and that it has

been reserved for the nineteenth century to "
perfectionate"

the Gospel and expound the simple truths conveyed under the

antique myths of the sacred writings. But all others, whe-
ther old heretics or British and Continental Protestants, harp
ever upon this single chord, that the Church has fallen from
her primitive perfection. Truly a notable proof of that love,

mercy, and omnipotence, which they profess to claim for the

Lord of the Church alone, to allege that He has neither had

love, wisdom, or power sufficient to fulfil his own promises, or

to preserve his beloved Bride from spot and stain of sin ! But
we are not now busied with the consistency of separatists, but

with their professions and excuses. And these we find to be
ever in substance based upon this strange theory, that the

Church of God has fallen from the throne on which her Lord

originally placed her as a queen.
Such was the unblushing pretence of the ecclesiastical revo-

lutionists of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. And such
is ever the pretence of those who would reform the " Reform-

ation," on any one of those multiform schemes of revivalism

which have succeeded it. First came the Independents and

Baptists, who improved upon the Presbyterianism of Calvin.

Then sprung up Moravians, Quakers, Methodists, and the rest.

Latterly the Irvingites and the Plymouth Brethren have set up
revived apostolic times, mimicking, each in its way, such of the

customs and rites and titles of the Apostolic Church as they
have picked up from the superficial study of the Bible or a

few loose pages of ecclesiastical history. Lastly, Anglicanism,
an old school in the Established Church, has joined the ranks

of the restoring reformers, and sent forth a quaint, fragmentary,
and startling compound of patristic learning, mediaeval aesthe-

tics, and modern Catholic devotions, all kneaded together in

the heavy dough of Parliamentary theology, and has presented
the repelling compound to the hungry soul as the true bread of

life distributed by the apostles and martyrs of the real Catholic

Church.
It is to be remarked further, that this very spirit has not

unfrequently found an entrance within the Catholic Church
herself

;
sometimes leading to a positive schism, sometimes to

a schismatical movement not pushed to professed disobedience
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very error of those whom in his heart and principles he dis-

owned, and would fain have copied the practices of other

days, on the idea that, because they once were admirable,
therefore they must necessarily be fit for adoption at the

present time. Happy, indeed, would it be for man, if every
ardent and philosophical mind was imbued with the same
devoted piety and reverence for the Holy See which prompted
Rosmini himself to proffer his heartfelt submission to the

papal censure, so that the document which announced the

condemnation of his book announced also his sincere obe-

dience.

But of all the manifestations of this spirit of false reform,
the most recent is perhaps the most absurd. The scheme

propounded by the Abbe Chantome in France, within the last

few months, is a perfect caricature of the system which would

unthinkingly revive the customs of other ages. Amongst
various propositions relative to education, all tending to elude

the influence and authority of the episcopate, M. Chantome
has petitioned the Pope to introduce the vulgar tongue into

all parts of the Liturgy* intended for the people, to grant
Communion in both kinds, to restore the ancient pattern
of the ecclesiastical vestments, and to revive the religious
dramas of the middle ages. No sooner, indeed, was this

strange scheme afloat, than the Archbishop of Paris and the

Bishop of Langres (to which latter diocese M. Chantome

belongs) took the matter in hand. A letter from the Pope
to the Archbishop speedily arrived, condemning in strong
terms the Abbe's dreams ;

which was followed by an official

summons from the Bishop of Langres to the Abbe to appear
before the appointed authorities and make his submission,

and, upon his refusal, by his immediate suspension from the

performance of all sacerdotal functions. Hitherto, though

* It may be as well to remark, for the sake of some few of our readers who
are not familiar with the subject, that by the "

Liturgy" is here meant the offices

for the Mass, and for the administration of the Sacraments in general, together
with those other devotions and rites which are specially authorised and enjoined

by the Church. That in all these the use of the Latin language is to be retained

in Western Christendom, the Church has most emphatically declared; and to

those who have studied the subject, the reasons for her decision are sufficiently
obvious. The question of the use of the vernacular language of each country in

those other public devotions which are specially designed for congregational use

is wholly a distinct one. The general practice of the Church in all countries is

to employ such devotions in great variety, according to the feelings and circum-
stances of each nation, diocese, or parish. Perhaps there are few countries in

which the vernacular is employed so little in Catholic churches as in England.
The intention of the Church in the matter may further be gathered from the fact

that the Holy See has attached Indulgences to a vast variety of devotions not in

the Latin language ; while, as far as we know, no Indulgence is attached to the

reciting of Vespers or Compline on the part of the laity.
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grace are laid up and communicated in earthen vessels; and
that though we might have accounted it to be for the greater

glory of God that every Christian should be an omniscient

saint, yet it is the will of God to glorify Himself by accom-

plishing the salvation of men in spite of, and even sometimes

by means of, our follies, our errors, and our sins ?

Hence it is, we think, that an exaggerated view of the

perfections of the mediaeval Church, as compared with the

modern Church, has found its way into the minds of some

amongst us. As the circumstances of Catholicism in this

country were changed, and Catholics came no longer to be
treated as slaves and outcasts, what could be more natural

than that their hearts should burn within them when they
looked out from their own miserably-appointed chapels, and

surveyed the remains of the old Catholic glories of this island ?

Who could walk from Warwick Street or Moorfields into

Westminster Abbey ;
or from the Catholic chapels of York,

Beverley, or Lincoln, into York Minster, Beverley Minster,
or Lincoln Minster

;
who could compare the buildings, the

libraries, and the rent-rolls of our colleges with the princely

palaces and foundations of Oxford and Cambridge ;
and not

be tempted to aim with all his energies at the diminution

of the intolerable contrast ? In an age when the very Pro-
testants themselves were awaking to a love for those relics of

Catholic grandeur which they have so long possessed, misun-

derstood, and mutilated, and the sham Catholicism of a new
school was striving to shew that Catholic cathedrals were
the natural home of Church-of-England Protestantism

;
who

could avoid a wish to present the true old religion to the

eyes of Englishmen in all its venerable magnificence, forget-

ting for a while those terrible realities of our present state

which make a show of magnificence in our case, though in a

different sense, almost as false a sham as in that of Roman-

ising Protestantism ?

Unfortunately, this increasing delight in mediaeval art and
desire for its imitation was not accompanied with a corre-

sponding study of mediaeval history, whether ecclesiastical or

secular, or even with a strong conviction that if we would
rival the mediaeval Church, we must act upon mediaeval prin-

ciples rather than reproduce mediaeval externals. We are

but uttering a palpable truth when we say, that even to this

day we know far more of the houses in which our English
ancestors dwelt, of the dresses they wore, of the armour they
fought in, of the stones they carved, and the pictures they
painted, than of the books they wrote, of the system they

pursued, or of their virtues, their vices, their relationship to
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ate, and of the condition of their poor. \Vhcr

instance, can we find any account of the popular devotions

of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, accessible to the

ordinary Knglish Catholic reader? Where can the unlearned
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LJattini in Italy, v.ilh Leo, H.-iui . Phillips, Hurter,

Savigny, Moller, (Jos-elin, and a number of others in France,

Germany, and lielgium, have long since familiarised the

minds of educated Catholics with the prominent features

of those rcmarkabr and have shewn that there was
then as fierce a conflict going on in Christendom as in our
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own day, with this striking difference, that it was even wore

perilous than that in which we are summoned to take our

pan.
Some of the works of these great writers are, we know,

already in process of translation into our own tongue, and the
more deeply they are pondered on by English Catholics the

I ^r. They will shew us that the Church is never at peace
with the world and with sin, though her conflicts may at times
assume the garb of gentle remonstrances, and the world may
delight to lay its riches at her feet. We are convinced that

subjects would more abundantly reward our study. Our
gain, both in information, advice, and encouragement, would
be almost incalculable. We should learn, that, amid the de-

struction of so much that is external and circumstantial, we
ourselves remain what our fathers were. Not only is the
faith unchanged, and morals unchanged, but which is the

point so often under-estimated our three great foes, the

world, the flesh, and the devil, are also unchanged. The State
ever the real foe, though sometimes the forced friend, or

the conquered subject, of the Church. Riches were the same
snare to poor weak flesh and blood as to all the children of
Adam at this hour. There were abundance of lukewarm Ca-
tholics long before Luther was born, and Protestantism, as a
creed, was still in the womb of time. The Church was not
more infallible than now. The powers of the successors of
St. Peter are still unimpaired. The Sacraments have not lost

their grace. Saints are still created and matured as rapidly
and mysteriously as ever. Monks and nuns are precisely the

same beings in the year 1850 as in the year 1350, or the year
50. In those days they had troubles, and annoyances, and

perplexities quite as severe, in their kind, as those which
afflict us ; while, as far as we can judge, the snares that beset

them were wore subtle than any against which we have to

guard. Nothing was ever perfect. One generation pulled
down the buildings of its predecessor, and the " Perpendicu-
lar" church-builder thought no more of demolishing an ''Early

English" nave than a churchwarden of the days of George
III. Rainy days spoilt out-of-door processions ; thieves broke
into sanctuaries; fires burnt down cathedrals, abbeys, and

parish churches by hundreds ; ill-conducted priests and monks
caused great scandals ; worldly-minded or timid prelates hung
about the courts of kings ; proud and wealthy lords and land-

holders tormented peaceable clergy ; rude singers tortured the

ears of the fastidious ; while every where there were those far

heavier calamities in progress which gave to Lutheranism and
Calvinism their fatal power, and called for the most severely
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of the Church were drained in proportion to the increase in

the multitude of her children, so that, as affairs now stand,

every sun that rises beholds us more numerous and more

poor ?

Our relation to the world about us is another circumstance

without parallel in the past. Never before was any division

of the Church placed in the midst of such a chaos of opinion,
Christian in name, and advancing in benevolence and earnest-

ness, and yet every year plunging deeper into the mire of

scepticism, and more and more dissatisfied with its own creed.

Never were Catholics regarded with so strange a mixture of

suspicion and confidence, of kindly feeling and dread, of un-

eradicated bigotry and historical candour. Never did the

enemies of the Church so blindly s?ek to imitate her system,
while they yet denounced her authority, and derided her chil-

dren. What parallel to these phenomena can be found in all

her former struggles ? Not in her first conflict with Judaism
and Paganism ; not in her warfare with the sophists of Alex-

andria, or the Manicheans of the East, or the Arianism of Con-

stantinople, or the tumults of barbarian hordes, or the sword

of Mahomet, or the intestine disorders and demoralisation of

Europe in the dark ages, or the subtleties of mediaeval specu-
lators, or the Albigenses in France, or the heresies of Wiclif

and Huss, or the frantic schism of Luther, or the raging of

.princes in England and Germany, or the philosophy and athe-

ism of the school of Voltaire, or that fearful day when the

power of diabolical wickedness reached its culminating point
in the first French revolution. We stand where our fathers

never stood
;
and not one of the weapons with which they

fought will answer our purpose, without being remoulded in

the furnace of divine fire.

A similar revolution has taken place in the relative posi-
tion of the laity to the clergy. While all that is divine and
of authority in the difference between the two orders of men
remains, and ever must remain, untouched, they have become
assimilated in knowledge and education to a degree which
once could scarcely have been accounted possible. The uni-

versal spread of knowledge consequent upon the invention of

printing has been one element in this comparative equalising
of the intellectual strength of all men

;
and as we live we

shall necessarily see this equality carried out to a still wider
extent, But other circumstances have combined with the

printing-press to place the laity in this new position. Modern
civilisation now permits an innumerable crowd of minds to

devote themselves to secular pursuits, who, in the rude,

fighting days of feudalism, were almost driven into the priest-
FOL. v. Y
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joyous, open-hearted aspect in the modern churches of Ca-

tholic lands than in those more austere and sublime creations

of her genius in which the spirit of Gothic days was at once

preserved and enshrined ? What wonder that, as an earthly
mother asserts her sway over her children more and more win-

ningly, and with more and more regard for their growing
intelligence, every year that they advance towards manhood,
so she, who is all things to all men, should have gradually

merged the terrors of her apostolic discipline in the merciful-

ness of to-day ;
that indulgences have taken the place of

penance ;
and that instead of the rigid

"
economy" which she

practised towards the ancient unbelievers, she should now
invite every class of heretic to contemplate her mysteries, and
unveil the secrets of divine love even to the most degraded of

sinners ? Not 400 years ago every cathedral and collegiate
church in England had a thick, perfectly solid, and highly
decorated stone wall, some twenty or thirty feet high, built

right across the entrance into the choir, where the most solemn
functions of the Church were celebrated

;
so that, with the ex-

ception of a favoured few, who could peep through the door-

way in the middle, the entire congregation in the nave could no
more see what was going on at the altar than if they had been
outside the building altogether. But would any man in his

senses attempt to drag back the modern system of the Church
to such a custom as this

; or, because her loving kindness is

often repaid with irreverence and ingratitude, restore that

severity which sanctioned these ancient arrangements ?*

A third cause of this momentous change is to be dis-

cerned in that great act of the Church which has at once fos-

tered the universal spread of theological knowledge, and has

given a guarantee against those excesses which would have

been the result of such a diffusion in more ancient times.

The dogmatic statements of the Council of Trent, by the vast

extent of doctrine which they embrace, and the clear and

complete statements which they have supplied on so many
subjects until then undefined by the Church, have placed a

fulness of accurate dogmatic knowledge within the reach of

almost the simplest minds. In combination with the Cate-

chism of the Council, and with those numerous and voluminous
Catechisms which have been written in all the chief languages
of Europe except, alas! our own the decrees of Trent have

literally placed both the ecclesiastical and the lay student of

* Those who imagine that congregations were really more reverent in the
middle ages than now should consult the real records of those times, and there

learn that scenes not unfrequently were enacted in churches which are utterly
unheard-of in our own day.
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own official dignity and weight as the ruling power in the

Church. In a time of excessive active occupation like our

own, when men have so little leisure either to study largely
or to think intensely, it is difficult to over-rate the sway exer-

cised by writers in periodicals, who, by their peculiar tact,

help their readers both to facts and conclusions on all great

subjects of pressing interest. No author of books, no speaker
of speeches, no individual authority, save the supreme Pontiff

alone, can communicate his ideas to so wide a circle of minds
themselves influential, as the conductors of journals of any
extensive degree of popularity. Add to this the striking cir-

cumstance that a large proportion of the Catholic periodical

press is in the hands of laymen, and the singular novelty of

our times appears in its most startling colours. One irre-

sistible circumstance, over which neither the clergy nor the

laity have had control, has produced, and will continue to

preserve, this important element in our present state. The
clergy are too busy with purely ministerial functions to de-
vote themselves to periodical writing with the same zeal and
leisure as the laity. The numerical proportion of the clerical

order to their flocks is no more what it used to be. In Eng-
land and France, not to speak of other countries, the myriads
of those who have to be ministered to defy the utmost labours
of the ministering body. And thus it has come to pass, that
of the Catholic journals which have the largest influence in
the three most important languages of Europe and America,
very many, if not a majority, are conducted, though not en-

tirely written, by laymen. We need not, and indeed ought
not, to trouble our readers with the details of the steps we
have taken to prevent any evils resulting from this circum-
stance in our own case

;
but we cannot refrain from express-

ing our deep sense of the delicacy and responsibility of our

task, and our hope that, whatever may be our faults, they will

be mercifully judged, in consideration of the peculiar perils
which surround our calling.

Such are some of the more marked characteristics of the
situation of the Church, reserved by Divine Providence for
these latter times. That in such circumstances she can cope
with the world, and with the infirmities and obstacles which
she finds within herself, by simply adopting the habits or ideas
of any one epoch in her past life, is palpably impossible. Com-
mon sense and the instinct of faith unite to forbid us to look
backwards with wistful eyes to any past period in her history,
or to dream of restoring those states of things which in the good
providence of God have vanished away. We cannot copy the

primitive Church or the mediaeval Church, because we cannot
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Church so small as since the wonderful work of the Council

of Trent ? What bygone period has displayed such a glorious

unanimity as now reigns throughout Catholic Christendom, a

unanimity so extensive and so enlightened, that rigorism, Jan-

senism, and nationalism those few points in which differences

of opinion have more recently troubled the Church are now

vvellnigh matters for historical mention, rather than for urgent

controversy ? What age, even that of the Apostles themselves,
was ever so free from glaring scandals

;
when the malignity

of foes could detect so few immoralities in our clergy, or so

little of the spirit of disaffection in our laity ? How few, of

all those who become converts to the faith, turn back to the

world they have denounced, causing bitter grief to the Ca-

tholic heart, and bidding the unbeliever triumph !*

How happily are we situated with respect to the State, its

terrors and its favours! We are free and unfettered alike

by chains and gifts. In ourselves we are overwhelmed with

poverty ;
but is it not better to be too poor than to be too

rich? The prejudices and ignorances of Protestants are dis-

persing on every side, and the enemies of the Church do her

behests by laying bare the truths of the history of the past.
Communication with Rome is now more easy than a journey
from one end of Britain to the other a generation or two ago.
The devotion of the entire Church to the Holy See is fitly

expressed in the complete unanimity with which the whole

hierarchy of Christendom has responded to the letter of Pius

IX. respecting the definition of the Immaculate Conception
as an article of faith.

The science of moral theology has been carried to so high
a degree of perfection, that the consciences of Christians may
now be guided with a facility, a decision, and a uniformity
of spirit which was once barely possible. The English Ca-

tholic body, once suspected of a certain Anglicised Gallican

and frigid leaven, is giving every day more and more undeni-

able tokens of its depth of sincerity, its fervour of zeal, its

reverence to the Apostolic See, its carefulness for the poor,
* We cannot forbear remarking, in reference to the very few persons who,

during the last three or four years, have returned to the Protestantism they have

left, that every one of them was remarkable, while still remaining a Catholic,
either for some laxity of moral conduct, or for a decided flightiness of mind.

Circumstances concerning them all have come long ago to our personal know-

ledge, which prepared us to expect their apostacy. Protestants, indeed, with

that extravagant inconsistency which marks their criticisms on Catholic affairs,

sometimes express astonishment and anger, because the Catholic prelates or

priests who originally admitted these apostates into the Church did not test their

sincerity and sanity by a long probation. To this objection one reply suffices.

The Apostles received converts with equal
"
precipitancy." How long a proba-

tion did St. Peter exact from the three thousand who were baptised on the day of

Pentecost ?
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the superiority of her understanding as for the energy of her

character: she was connected with the noble family of the

Zeiglers.
One of the first and most lively impressions on the mind of

the youthful Hurter was caused by that terrible and sublime

episode in the French Revolution, the captivity and death of

Louis XVI. At the age of six, Hurter was not able to read

to his parents, without tears, the speeches on the trial of this

martyred king, and particularly his answers to the questions

put to him by the judges and executioners. It was this im-

pression, which could never be effaced, that contributed to lay
the foundation in Hurter's mind of that deep-rooted aversion

for every kind of revolution which continued with him in

every circumstance of after life. He had scarcely attained his

sixteenth year when he entered the gymnasium of his native

town, where the course of studies being of an inferior kind,
he went rapidly through them. We will here mention two

peculiarities which are rarely met with in children at that age.
At eleven years of age he had eagerly read the history of the

Seven Years' War, and was as decidedly opposed to Frederick

King of Prussia as he was enthusiastically in favour of the

Empress Maria Theresa. Two years after, a discussion arose

between him, his school-fellows, and master, on the subject
of Pompey. Hurter warmly espoused the side of Pompey,
because, though vanquished at Pharsalia, he fought for the

conservative interests of Rome, in which he was supported by
the aristocracy ; whilst, on the contrary, our young scholar,
with all the energy of his soul, disliked Caesar, in whom he
could see nothing but a revolutionist and democrat. Do you
not perceive in this the full-grown man who will take up his

pen in defence of the Popedom and Catholicism against the

calumnious attacks of innovators and heretics ? In addition

to the gymnasium, Schaffhausen has an establishment for the

higher classes, where students are prepared for the University
course. History also was taught there. In accordance with
the customs of that ignorant, prejudiced, and unfaithful period,
the professor represented the middle ages as a dark and super-
stitious era. However, Hurter's predilection for Latin authors
led him to this discovery, that their preservation was certainly

owing to the middle age and its monasteries, and therefore his

sagacious and upright mind was convinced that the ignorance
could not have been so general as it was pretended, amongst
those who had studied and copied those great works of human
mind with such patient and admirable care. It was natural

enough, therefore, that Hurter's leaning towards the writings
of Latin authors should shew itself so warmlv towards those
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of history at Schaffhausen was one who added to his historical

information a very extensive knowledge of bibliography. He
also possessed a remarkable library. This inspired Hurter
with a strong desire to furnish himself with books

;
and to

satisfy this desire, or rather passion, he devoted every shilling
of his small pocket-money. As soon as he arrived at Gbttin-

gen, he made a regular practice of attending all the book-sales,

and, whilst students generally look after nothing but new
books, Hurter, on the contrary, bought nothing but old ones,
which he got cheap, as they were little called for. One day,
in looking over these works, he took up a copy of Innocent
the Third's Letters, published by Baluze, which he bought
more out of fancy than to make use of it. He little knew
that this purchase was one day to lay the foundation of his

glory, and be a means of changing his moral and social exist-

ence. His studies did not occupy him long, and Hurter was
vain enough to aim at returning home with the title of author.

With this intention he made use of the well-stocked library of

Gbttingen, and devoted his leisure hours exclusively to writing
a History of Theodoric, King of the Ostrogoths, which he pub-
blished in two volumes, at the age of twenty years.

The office of librarian in an extensive collection was the

object of Hurter's ambition, which all his efforts were never
able to procure him. Scarcely had he passed through his

examination in theology, when the clergyman of the most dis-

tant parish in the canton of Schaffhausen died, and it was de-
cided that Hurter should take his place. At first he refused,
on account of his youth, and the annoyance of being confined
to such a lonesome locality so soon after leaving the Univer-

sity. But the President of the Council represented to Hurter
that if he did not accept that place there would be difficulty
in finding him another

;
and he was obliged to give way to

necessity.

During the period of three years which he spent in this

parish he had no reason to congratulate himself on the use he
made of his many leisure hours, or on the great good which
he did as a clergyman. On this account he could not help
remarking, that it was a great fault in his Church that any one
should have the authority to nominate a young man of twenty
years to the pastoral charge of a congregation of a thousand

souls, at an age when no one can be expected to possess that

gravity and feeling of responsibility which should accompany
such an office. From that period, therefore, Hurter became

practically convinced of the wise precaution of the Catholic

Church, which ordains none of her clergy before the age of

twenty-five. He was still with the same congregation when
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succeeded that of writing the history of Pope Innocent III.,
which was suggested to him hy the collection of this great
man's correspondence, which he had bought at Gottingen.
Though lie was from the beginning well aware of the diffi-

culty of such an undertaking, he trusted to the probability of

finding the necessary materials in his own library and that of
Schaffhausen. As early as 1818 he wrote an outline of this

work, though a very rough and incomplete one.

Although the greater portion of his time was devoted to

his history, he nevertheless published some smaller works.

Amongst these I will mention The Life and Sufferings ofPius

VII., which produced a great sensation, and was reprinted in se-

veral parts of Germany. The name of the author was unknown.
The reader will easily perceive that the leading thought in

Hurteu's mind was the Popedorn, and that he was destined to

become one of its defenders. I ought also to mention that

he contributed largely towards a newspaper called The General

Correspondent of Switzerland, in which, from 1814, he de-
fended for twenty years the rights of religion and social order,

against every revolutionary theory, and strenuously combated

every kind of Jacobinism both in Church and State.

In 1824 the President of the Council of Schaffhausen died;
and his Chancellor succeeding him, Hurter, in spite of the op-
position and intrigues of his enemies, was named to the latter

office
;

his time therein being chiefly occupied in reform-

ing the system of all the schools in the canton. From 1824
to 1880 he devoted himself with all the energy of his mind
and conviction to prevent the old institutions of his country
from falling a prey to the menacing attacks of innovators.

The revolution of 1830 affected Hurter most acutely, as it

terrified, and in some sort killed, Hegel, the illustrious philoso-

pher, and Niebuhr, the distinguished historian, of Germany ;
so

much did it fill them and Hurter with the most serious alarms
for the future fate of Europe. Would to God that, in times
to come, the fears of those great men may not be realised !

When the disturbances broke out in the canton of Schaff-

hausen, and overturned the established constitution, Hurter

placed himself in direct opposition. This step, as might be

expected, made him many enemies, who sought to punish him
for his perseverance in his principles, not considering the many
services which he had done to the canton and his native town.
On the 23d of January, another President of the Council

being carried off by death, for the first time for 300 years the

being admirers of the middle ages and of Gregory VII. The Journal des Debuts,
which so eagerly recommended the writings of MM. Quinet, Michelet, Libri,
and Genin, has not yet reviewed M. Delecluze's work.
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ingly unjust opinions should prevail with regard to those noble

institutions and great men who, by so many sacrifices, labours,
and so much blood, laid the foundations of that Christian

civilisation which they now undeservedly enjoy ? In order

to understand the shameful alterations which have been made
in history by those men who are its accredited writers in the

eyes of the public and in the schools, it will suffice to compare
Hurter's opinion of the Church in the middle ages and of

Innocent III. with those of the historians abovementioned.
This instructive comparison may be found in my introduction

to the History of Innocent JII.*

If the historians and legists of the two last centuries

(whom the historians, legists, journalists, and pamphleteers
of our times have imitated, though with less spirit and learn-

ing) have attacked with such fury what they call the super-
stition of the middle ages, the prostration of reason, the

absolute ascendency of the Church, the ambition of the

Popes, their attempted usurpation of the temporal power of

kings, we may look on it as certain that such commonplace
phrases have been and are now made use of only to disguise
the hatred which the enemies of Catholicism bear towards it,

on account of the influence which it exercises over society
within legitimate bounds and in the free sphere of the insti-

tutions of every age. From their works in present and by-
gone times may we judge of these falsifiers of history.

In public documents we perceive the same difference

which distinguishes the faithful spirit of Hurter from that

system of misrepresentation which our modern historians have

adopted. We left Hurter at that part of our narrative when
he had just been chosen President of the Consistory of SchafF-

hausen. We will now state the events since that time : and
in so doing we shall have another instance of the manner in

which at all periods, and in every country, Protestants, radi-

cals, and the supporters of revolutionary principles, under-
stand the terms respect for liberty of conscience, that li-

berty for which they have spilt torrents of blood. The
success obtained throughout Europe by the History of Pope
Innocent III. and the Account of the Institutions and Customs

of the Church in the Middle Ages, and the services done to

the Catholic cause by these publications, drew down upon the

author the jealousy and animosity of narrow-minded bigots

among his own co-religionists and fellow-citizens. In 1839
these wretched feelings found an opportunity of shewing
themselves. In the autumn of the same year Hurter visited

Austria, Vienna, and Munich, and communicated to the pub-
* See t. i. pp. vi.-xxxiii.
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discovery, and every one took great pains to conceal these

reports from the person whom they particularly concerned,
so that they were spread abroad over the whole town,
whilst the president, who passed most of his time in his study,
knew nothing of the matter : he only remarked that, whilst

attending a fellow-clergyman's funeral, great reserve and cold-

ness was shewn towards him by individuals whom he always
treated with the greatest regard. The next day, at a small

meeting, the storm burst forth. At first they appeared to

require nothing more than that he should explain the reports
which were current, and this he did with truth and openness.
Hurter, however, soon perceived that these inquiries were
but a pretext for the bitter reproaches which they afterwards

heaped upon him, and for the gross insults which they offered:

he was obliged to break up the meeting. Those who were

opposed to him organised there and then a party consisting
of all the ministers in the canton, and in order to carry out
their plans with greater success, they invited those persons
upon whom they thought they could depend to a meeting
held for the purpose ;

each one had his part assigned, and

they were fully prepared to present themselves before the

assembly with a united majority. We need not say that the

president, now made fully aware of their intentions, did not

appear there. He contented himself with sending a letter,
so that his absence allowed them to give free and unlimited

scope to their hatred and ingratitude. Young and old, Ra-
tionalists and Pietists, the artful and the simple, were all una-
nimous in asserting the most monstrous things against their

chief minister, and in making the most ridiculous charges
against the Catholic Church, accompanied by the strongest
and most vehement protestations on the score of their own
Protestantism. It is thus that we see on a small scale that

which the history of the Church exhibits on a large one,
whenever a sectarian spirit is leagued against her

;
it is then

that the Pietist forgives the Rationalist his incredulity, and
the Rationalist is willing to forget what he calls the confined
views of the Pietist

;
in fine, these negative religions become

united whenever there is an opportunity of attacking the
Catholic Church, even indirectly. These men, therefore, who
in reality were not agreed upon any single dogma, were ab-
surd enough to put this question to the president, viz. Whe-
ther he was really a Protestant in heart? If, as his answer,
he had asked them to explain in precise terms what they
meant by Protestantism, he would have given them a trouble-
some task, or at least defended himself from their attacks.

But from his great sincerity and generosity he disdained such
VOL. V.
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was taken ill ten days after his return, of a complaint which
no doubt had been caught at Munich. Nine weeks of sorrow

were spent in alternate hopes and fears
; during this interval

the sickness extended to all his family, and on the feast of

St. Francis, 1840, the president himself was seized with it.

Weakened as he was both in mind and body, he was informed

by his physician that his youngest daughter, a girl of angelic

goodness of heart, obedience, gentleness, and cheerfulness,
constant desire to oblige, and, moreover, endowed with a

most gifted mind, had fallen a victim to the disease without

his having even heard of her illness
;
and two days after this

the death of his eldest daughter was announced to him. The
afflicted parent had not even the consolation of beholding once

more his clearly beloved children, or of accompanying them to

their last resting-place. Death often has power to reconcile

hearts. It was not so in the present case. His old enemies,
the Pietists and Radicals, used scandalous language towards
him

;
but fortunately this was not known by Hurter till after-

wards, when he had recovered greater strength of mind.
A clergyman belonging to the party of the so-called pieux

ventured to insert in a journal of his party an account of the

origin of this contest, full of falsehoods and invectives. Hur-
ter had long been proof against any personal assault, therefore

this made no impression upon him
;
but when he came to

that part in which his beloved daughter was assailed even in

her tomb, his heart was broken. He was again thrown on
his bed of sorrow. The silence of the Protestant clergy
when they heard of this, made it very evident to Hurter that

the pastors of the canton of SchafThausen would not discoun-

tenance any outrage, however disgraceful, offered to their

head. Up to the present time, the honour of the president
had been intact throughout the whole of this contest so

wretchedly commenced. His fame had spread far beyond
the narrow limits of the almost imperceptible corner of the

earth known by the name of the canton of Schaffhausen ; it

was right, therefore, that his principal object thenceforth

should be to preserve it from those stains which his unworthy
co-religionists sought to cast upon it. Consequently, on the

19th of March, 1841, twelve months after his visit to the

church of St. Catharinenthal, he wrote a letter to the Council,
in which he sent his resignation of the presidency and of the

other offices which he held. Then, in order to be out of the

way of the sincere entreaties of his friends and the hypocritical
solicitations of his enemies to induce him to withdraw his re-

signation, he retired to the Benedictine abbey of Rheingau
situated in the neighbourhood ;

and he so planned it, that his
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CHAPTER III.

Hurter's journey to Paris His attempts to obtain the mediation of the French

Government in favour of the Swiss Catholics His opinion of the warfare of

the French professors, legists, and journalists, and the Catholic Church He
leaves Paris, returns to Switzerland, and prepares for a journey to Italy.

From this day God seems to have taken Hurter by the

hand to conduct him into the bosom of the Church. In

inspiring him with the thought of making a journey to Paris,

He ]eft him open to an influence that was perhaps the most
decisive of that important event, his conversion. He arrived

in Paris in the month of May, 1843. Apart from that curi-

osity which usually draws strangers to this capital, the his-

torian of Innocent III. longed to see that country, those

men who had shewn the most lively and sincere sympathy
with his character and labours, and who had moreover, by
translating his works, given them the approval of that Euro-

pean judgment, without whose approbation the most remark-
able writings live and die in their own locality. It may be

said with truth, that Hurter found more friends and ad-

mirers at Paris than amongst his fellow-citizens
;
for France

was to him like his native country, where his soul and intel-

lect were in unison with the soul and intellect of that Catholic

land.

Being guided in every circumstance of life by an ardent

desire to see justice, truth, and liberty triumph, Hurter
wished to render his journey to Paris useful by informing
the French government of the position of the Catholics in

Switzerland, viz. that they were a prey to oppression and

pillage, and that France and Europe were exposed to danger

by the violence of the federal pact, in consequence of the

manoeuvres, the violence, and outrages committed in the

name of an intolerant Protestantism and anti-social Radicalism.

Through the kindness of Monseigneur Fornari, the nuncio of

the Holy See, Hurter was introduced to persons of high rank ;

he had likewise interviews with several of our statesmen, to

whom he made known every fact which might enlist their

sympathies in favour of the Swiss Catholics. He was listened

to with that respect which was due to his reputation, to his

character, and to the noble disinterestedness of his language
and conduct

;
but the object in view was not attained. The

author has heard him complain bitterly of the coldness and
indifference of our statesmen with regard to the misfortunes

and persecutions which befel our co-religionists in Switzer-
land

;
and he, Protestant as he was, saw himself in a manner

obliged to plead before a Catholic government the cause of
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tion of religion or politics. They are not in the full enjoy-
ment of liberty ; they are but emancipated slaves."*

Moreover, in the tribune of the Chambers, in the Govern-
ment offices, in the daily press and pamphlets, our illustrious

traveller saw the Church and the episcopacy denied the free

exercise of those rights which his knowledge of history and

Church-discipline had taught him to consider as a part of her

very constitution
;
such as the right of free communication

Between one bishop and another, of convoking and assembling
the clergy in their respective dioceses, of pronouncing publicly
on all questions regarding Catholic interests, and of deciding
on the advantages or disadvantages of religious communities
to the Church

;
he saw the public worship shackled on every

side, and the bishops and clergy and the Church-teaching out-

rageously calumniated and attacked in the lectures of the Go-
vernment professors, in widely-diffused pamphlets, and in the

newspapers of every description ; finally, he saw an organised

system set on foot ibr the purpose of falsifying and perverting

public opinion, of reviving old enmities, renewing prejudices

long swept away by good sense and reason, and of stirring up
the most shameful passions against the Church.

" No!" exclaimed Hurter,
"

this people knows not how to

love or respect Catholicism
;
or rather, in this nation there

exist two different peoples : the one, possessed of generous
instincts, refined tastes, and of a due appreciation of truth,

justice, and beauty, will always understand, respect, and love

such a noble institution as that of the Catholic Church
;
the

other, actuated by the vulgar instincts of animal egotism, and
carried away by a love for material enjoyments, to which it is

ever ready to sacrifice the Catholic Church, if she constrains

them, and liberty itself, if the Church is to enjoy it. This,

indeed, is not a Christian, but a pagan people." With such

sentiments as these was Hurter inspired during his stay at

Paris, by the attacks which, at this time, made so much
noise in the organ of the professors in the College of France,
and in other journals in league with them. There were in

Paris at the same time as Hurter two other strangers, both
celebrated authors Leopold Ranke, who wrote a History
of the Papacy, and Cesare Cantu, who wrote the Universal

History. These three joined in expressing their surprise that

in modern France historical science should have had recourse

to the expedients of ignorance and dishonesty.
The very same language was held a short time ago by an

* This fact is proved by the editor of the A nnals of Christian Philosophy in

the number for June 1843.
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archconfraternity for the conversion of sinners. Some others,

amongst whom I must mention one of the oldest and most

venerable, the learned Bishop who graces the see of Stras-

burg, Mgr. Raess, had for many years begged of God that He
would reward with the most precious gifts of his mercy the

labours of the man who had written and already suffered in

defence of the Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman Church. When
we knew that Hurter was intending to visit the Holy City,
we had a secret presentiment that the designs of Providence in

favour of the historian of Innocent III. were on the eve of a

glorious accomplishment, and that the hour was drawing near
when so many prayers would break asunder the last link of

that chain which still held this Protestant historian bound to

heresy. It was Bourdaloue who spoke the following noble
words in the presence of Louis XIV. :

" We have brethren according to the spirit, and perhaps
according to the flesh, who, even now at the moment I address

you, having wandered from the way of God, are in the way
of perdition and in sin. God wills to resuscitate them by his

grace ;
but at the same time He wills that we should solicit,

intercede, and co-operate with Him in this spiritual resurrec-

tion. He wills that we supplicate Him with ardour, and
that by our prayers and tears we should in a manner force

Him to grant our request. Otherwise He will not open the
treasures of that great mercy which is the source of salvation

and the conversion of great sinners. Thus, says St. Fulgen-
tius, the Church would not have had a St. Paul, the vessel of

election, if St. Stephen had not prayed ;
and I will add, that

she would not have had St. Augustin, the Doctor of Grace,
but for the tears of St. Monica. It was necessary that this

zealous mother should undergo, if I may so express myself,
the pains of a second childbirth to bring forth a son to God,
and that the first martyr should pour out his blood as a prayer
that his persecutor might become an Apostle of Jesus Christ.

Now, what in these striking conversions appears miraculous
is still occurring every day in regard to so many sinners upon
whom God showers down his mercies, only because there are

charitable souls who offer up sacrifices for them
;
in this man-

ner is Providence pleased to sanctify some by the help and
mediation of others. Alas, my beloved hearers, how many
lost and, as it were, abandoned souls are there in the world,
because there is no one who prays for them or is interested

in their behalf 1"*

Sermon sur 1'eloignement de Dieu et le retour a Dieu.

[To be concluded in our next.]
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Hath sin seemed the easiest thing m the world

To put at arm's length from yourself?
Hath Mary, sweet Mary, grown precious to you,

Like a miser's hidden pelf?

If it so be, listen to me !

Beware, for Saint Philip is nigh ;

At Jesu's Name he hath lit his flame,

And you felt him passing by.

He is out on earth to spread Mary's mirth,

And that is saving souls ;

And happy are those on whom he throws

But one of his burning cojils.

This is the way that Saint Philip works !

He comes in the midst of your cares

He passes by, turns back on the sly,

And catches you unawares.

Light to your eyes, and song to your ears,

A touch that pricks like a dart

'Tis Philip alone works in hearts of stone,

And Mary taught him his art.

Now down on your knees, good neighbours, please ;

Thank our dear Lady for this

That Philip hath come to an English home
With those winning ways of his.

Ask him to stay full many a day,
A hard-working Saint is he !

And is it not true there is much to do

In this land of liberty ?

Now read me aright, good people, pray !

'Tis Philip himself is here;
'Tis Philip's flame more than Philip's name

That you all should prize so dear.

For Philip's sons are but Philip's staff,

A staff that he wieldeth still ;

Good father he is to those sons of his,

But a sire with a right strong will.

He is not content his sons should be

Like what their father hath been ;

He works himself ; he trusts no one else ;

He is here to-diiy, I ween.

Bid him God speed ! since the Roman Saint

An Englishman fain would be ;

Long may he bide by his new fireside,

For a good merry Saint is he ! f
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monplace to the last degree. Sh'mmata quid faciant? some

person of ordinary sense should have whispered in the ear of
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our hero. His grandmother was handsome, and his mother
" much disfigured with the small-pox 1" The latter brought
him into the world in the city of Bristol, at

"
half-past eight

on the morning of Friday, the 12th day of August, in the year
1774." Her nurse announced his appearance as that of "a

great ugly hoy!" and even Mrs. Southey herself confidentially

told him afterwards, that when she saw " what a great red

creature he was, covered with rolls of fat, she thought she

should never be able to love him !" Maternity, however, is

a reflection of divine affection
;
for no waters can quench it.

The boy squalled and grew like other children
;
went to sun-

dry schools, waxed precocious in certain customary particu-

lars, and enjoyed the patronage, if enjoyment it might be

called, of an aunt of the half-blood a Miss Tyler. This

lady dwelt at Bath, had money at her own command, indulged
in violent tempers, tyrannised over all her acquaintance, loved

extravagant expenditure, and in an especial manner devoted

her best sympathies to theatrical entertainments. Hence her

young nephew, from a very early period, acquired predilec-
tions for the stage ;

as also a perverted taste, manifesting itself

in an over-estimate for that which appears gaudy, varnished,
and superficial. Artificiality would have seized upon the

whole helm of his mind had not there been happily a coun-

teracting fondness for solitude, for the hill-side, for the

leafy glade, the meadow, the buttercup, the bee, and the bird.

His father kept a shop in Wine Street, where the future poet
had first seen the light, and to which the worthy citizens of

our western metropolis were long fond of pointing. Dr.

Southey, however, was under the wearisome hallucination that

every stone step on which he had sat must have imbibed a

sort of relative interest; as also that even the residences of

his aunt ought to be particularised and described, since he

had graced them with his presence. We felt vastly more
amused at one of his early dreams about a Miss Palmer, when
he thought that he was sitting with her, an urchin of eight

years old, and the devil was introduced into her drawing-room
as a morning visitor !

" Such an appearance ! for he was in

his full costume of horns, black bat-wings, and cloven feet,

with a long tail!" The boy melted into ghostly and bodily
fear ;

since she received him evidently as a chum ofAunt Tyler,
t( with perfect politeness, addressed him as dear Mr. Devil,
desired the servant to put him a chair, and expressed her

delight at being favoured with a call." There is character in

this incident. One seems to see the current of ideas in an
imitative child of three-feet stature

;
who had been at the

play, heard people swear, listened to them, perhaps, when
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allow the name of such an audacious innovator as the young
author of The Flagellant to introduce disaffection, if not re-

bellion, amongst his undergraduates. He was transferred in

consequence to Balliol
; where, upon going into residence, his

nascent democracy appeared in a successful resistance to the

absurdity of wearing hair-powder. The long vacation of 1793
found him as a guest with his friend Mr. Grosvenor Bedford,
at Brixton Causeway, in Surrey ;

at the extremity of whose

garden,
" and under the shade of four lofty linden-trees,"

Robert Southey commenced his Joan of Arc. Before that

year was out he had committed to the flames ten thousand
verses

; preserved as many more, which he evidently con-

sidered worth preserving ;
and written fifteen thousand be-

side, of no value at all even in his own estimation. But
what an amount of metrical rubbish for an Oxonian to distil

from brains over which not twenty summers had flown ! No
wonder that quantity thenceforward so ran away with quality.
The Rev. Herbert Hill, Chaplain to the British Factory at

Lisbon, an uncle whom he never failed to love with almost

more than filial gratitude, had hitherto provided for the ex-

penses of his education, both at school and college. It now
transpired that, as a profession, the young man must look to

the Anglican Church
;
which decision of his friends went

sadly against the grain, even of conscience. He had no dis-

position for clerical duties. When the bow of Apollo was
not bent, during nearly the whole of a fine summer's day
he was shooting wasps from horse-pistols loaded with sand.

Within doors he was about as usefully employed in castle-

building, if not at the foot of Helicon with a pen in his hand.
The French Revolution, moreover, was unsettling many judg-
ments much stronger than his own

; and, as to whatever reli-

gion he might at this time have, it took the form of Unita-
rianism. For some while, therefore, he thought of trying his

hand as a physician, and attended not only medical lectures

but ventured into dissecting-rooms. Here his disgust reached
an extreme point ;

for his inclinations "
pointed ever to litera-

ture, as the needle to the north." He then fed his imagina-
tion with some shadowy chances of a reversion to an estate,
which left him as empty as it found him. Nor did the hope
of getting into a public office serve him in better stead

; for,
as his biographer observes naively enough,

" his republican
views were so strong, and so freely expressed" that there

existed no possibility of his obtaining
"
any employment

under a Tory ministry." Now also it \vas that his acquaint-
ance began with Coleridge, who had just started the fantastic

scheme of Pantisocracy. This notable folly included a plan
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although sufficient glimmerings of sense remained to enable

the latter to deliver a course of historical lectures at Bristol,
which procured him both cash and character. Joseph Cottle,
the worthy bookseller, also offered him fifty guineas for the

copyright of Joan of Arc ; and no doubt these poetical pieces
of gold helped to counteract the honest arguments of uncle

Hill against espousing Miss Fricker. The father of that young
lady had carried on a manufactory of sugar-pans at Westbury ;

where, having fallen into difficulties, he had recently died,

leaving a widow and six children utterly unprovided for. Mr.
Hill had fixed on the Hth November, 1795, as the day for

leaving Bristol with his nephew ; who, before setting off, con-

trived privately to meet his bride at Reclcliff church, where he
married her, and left her immediately after the ceremony. It

was a touching passage in his life. He wrung her hand as

they came down from the altar, and parted in mutual agony.
She then suspended her wedding-ring round her neck, and

preserved her maiden name until the report of their union
had got abroad amongst the gossips. His motives and con-

duct in so singular a transaction strike us as upon the whole
both explicable and honourable. He felt that his beloved
Edith could scarcely receive the slight pecuniary assistance

which he intended to send her and her family without his

being at least legally her husband. Another reason was that

should any accident befal him on the voyage, the most vin-

dictive relations would surrender their prejudices to the

anguish of affection, and manifest all possible consolation to

a virgin widow. At least he hoped they would do so, were
the occasion to occur. His first residence at Lisbon was just

long enough to season him against the fleas of Portugal. He
acquired the Peninsular languages, and a taste also for their

literature, which was turned to good account afterwards. His
uncle still had to bemoan what he deemed a gross abuse of his

talents
;
for both in politics and religion Southey remained

at present as democratical and heterodox as ever. In six

months, he was on his passage home to publish his Letters

from Spain and Portugal write for the Monthly Magazine
pursue his Madoc as a vast epic poem abuse William Pitt

most unmercifully compose tragedies, tales, and romances
commence what was subsequently to be styled Thalaba the

Destroyer and prepare for the Bar ! No?i omnia possumus
omnes, those who looked on might well exclaim, whilst they
lifted up hands and eyes over

A youth foredoom 'd his uncle's hopes to cross,

Who penn'd his stanzas when he should engross !

Southey, in fact, loathed the law and London, where he knew
VOL. V. A A
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residence there in 1800-1 completely restored his health.

Fresh dramatic plans had been formed. Madoc was com-

pleted, and Thaiaba published : a poem in stupid hexameters
was commenced upon Mohammed

;
and a History of Portugal

was projected. On returning to England, thoughts about

settling in Cumberland, resuming the study of the law, ob-

taining a foreign consulship, writing Lyrical Ballads, and com-

posing Kehama, necessarily occupied his mind, and would
have driven any other person wild. His son declares that,

taking into account his contributions to the Annual and

Quarterly Reviews,
" he would unquestionably be found to

have been one of the most voluminous writers in any age or

any country." An appointment as private secretary to Mr.

Corry, then Chancellor of the Exchequer in Ireland, brought
him in the pretty addition of 400/. Irish currency, or about
o50/. per annum in sterling money. The office could scarcely
be deemed otherwise than a genteel sinecure

;
and when his

principal wanted to turn him into a tutor to his son, he re-

signed it. The Chronicle of the Cid then occupied him, to-

gether with Amadis of Gaul, and some gigantic schemes for

a Bibliotheca llritannica. But the two volumes before us

bring his memoirs down no further than his settlement at

Greta Hall, Keswick, the formation of his friendship with Sir

Walter Scott, and the close of the year 1805. We therefore

reach a point from whence we may very fairly contemplate his

genius and character.

Notwithstanding the desultory fortunes of his earlier life,

there were many happy circumstances which shaped and
moulded him for what he afterwards became. It is our con-

viction, that under more regular training he would have

clone very little indeed that could be called remarkable.

The wings of his genius were not those of an eagle, whose

upward flight no clouds or storms can impede, or whose swoop
from the verge of a precipice no depth of the abyss can appal.
He was a diligent student in the sense of being a rapid reader;
an acute man of letters just falling into an era ready to hail,

and admire, and moderately remunerate the first voluminous
writer who should hit its taste between the wind and the

water. The age had not become sufficiently enlightened to

be hypercritical. Southey appeared before his contempora-
ries with something, but not much, of the genuine poetical
element in his composition. There was a touch of stage-
effect about him from first to last. His literary costume was
a coat of many colours

;
too many, indeed, to be perfectly na-

tural and endure the light of day. They shone rather as the

hues of harlequin than those of an Iris; and generally stood
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on some subjects, there were so many books piled upon his

brains that, as was said of Dr. Kicld, they hardly knew how
to move. He was reserved to certain persons, and never

seems to have adopted the habit of acknowledging an obliga-
tion when it was conferred. Favours of all sorts and sizes he

received, as he did his gloves from a domestic, assuming them
in dignified silence. Yet most assuredly they were not thrown

away; for he used to say that his gratitude was wrapt up in

a very warm bearskin : nor did his deeds belie his words.

A more faithful friend, we believe, never breathed. As an
affectionate relative he shone pre-eminently. With every

respectable member of his family circle he was one in sym-
pathy and love. Injuries or injustice manifested towards

them touched the apple of his eye. When he had to struggle
for the bread he ate, he imagined that a younger brother

wanted about the sum he was to receive for Thalaba ; and
the entire 1151. was proffered immediately and graciously.
His mother and sister-in-law enjoyed their happiest home
under his cheerful roof-tree. Amidst all his solicitudes and
difficulties he never incurred a debt which he could not

promptly pay : whilst his generosity and disinterestedness in

money-matters quite equalled his justice. As a father, hus-

band, and companion, his abilities and varied knowledge
seemed to merge in the current of daily duty ;

and there held

in sweet solution, he seemed by those who knew him best to be
even less admired than beloved. Hence never had a man more
dutiful children, more attached consorts, or more faithful

friends. His second lady is living ;
so that respectful absti-

nence in observation may well be observed towards one who
has proved that she is more than worthy of the name she now
bears. His correspondence is very unequal ;

sometimes de-

scriptive, light, and brilliant; but at other times sadly pon-
derous and halting, not to say trifling, and occasionally inter-

larded with vulgarisms and even oaths ! The forthcoming
volumes will be received with interest, we doubt not : yet his

biographer will certainly do well to consult brevity rather than

extension.

We must now draw the reverse of the medallion ;
but first

will give an extract or two by way of specimen of the better

portions of the letters before us. Here is a view of bull-feasts,

worth reading for its novelty to those who judge of the terrors

of a Spanish bull-fight by the ferocity of mad cattle in an

English Smithfield.
" We are just returned from a bull-feast, and I write to you

while the feelings occasioned by this spectacle are fresh. I had
never before seen one. The buffoonery of teasing bullocks at
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Here is an opinion on the morals of reviewing, from one

who spent almost half his days in the occupation. The quo-
tation includes Southey's opinions of two of his most cele-

brated contemporaries.

"My dear Rickman, Turner wrote to me and complained

heavily of Scotch criticism, which he seems to feel too much. Such

things only provoke me to interject, Fool ! and Booby ! seasoned

with the participle damnatory; but as for being vexed at a review

I should as soon be fevered by a flea-bite ! I sent him back a letter

of encouragement and stimulant praise, for these rascals had so

affected him as to slacken his industry. I look upon the invention

of reviews to be the worst injury which literature has received since

its revival. People formerly took up a book to learn from it, and

with a feeling of respectful thankfulness to the man who had spent

years in acquiring that knowledge which he communicates to them

in a few hours
;
now they only look for faults. Every body is a

critic, that is, every reader imagines himself superior to the author,

and reads his book that he may censure it, not that he may improve

by it

" You are in a great measure right about Coleridge ;
he is

worse in body than you seem to believe, but the main cause lies in

his own management of himself, or rather want of management.
His mind is in a perpetual St. Vitus's dance: eternal activity

without action. At times he feels mortified that he should have

done so little ; but this feeling never produces any exertion. I will

begin to-morrow, he says ; and thus he has been all his life long

letting to-day slip. He has had no heavy calamities in life, and so

contrives to be miserable about trifles. Poor fellow ! there is no

one thing which gives me so much pain as the witnessing such a

waste of unequalled power. I knew one man resembling him, save

that with equal genius he was actually a vicious man.
" If that man had had common prudence, he must have been the

first man in this country, from his natural and social advantages,
and as such we who knew him and loved him at school used to

anticipate him. I learnt more from his conversation than any other

man ever taught me, because the rain fell when the young plant was

just germinating and wanted it most ; and I learnt more morality

by his example than any thing else could have taught me, for 1 saw

him wither away. lie is dead and buried at the Cape of Good Hope,
and has left behind him nothing to keep his memory alive. A few

individuals only remember him with a sort of horror and affection,

which just serves to make them melancholy whenever they think of

him or mention his name. This will not be the case with Coleridge;
the disjecta membra will be found if he does not die early : but

having so much to do, so many errors to weed out of the world

which he is capable of eradicating, if he does die without doing his

work, it would half break my heart, for no human being has had

more talents allotted.

t
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hu Autobiography, having been a great reader of poetry, especially old ballade ;

but does not speak of having written much, if any, in
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find better society in a Benedictine monastery than he could at

Cambridge ; certainly better than he could at Oxford."

Again he writes :

"
I have just received a good and valuable book from Lisbon,

the Barlarorum Leges Antique, well and laboriously edited by a

monk at Venice, in five folios, the last published in 1792. An ex-

cellent work it appears to me, upon the slight inspection I have

yet given it : one that by its patient labour reminds me of old times;
such a book as monasteries do sometimes produce, but universities

never."

But to return to Southey himself. There was an amazing
narrowness of view about him in looking abroad upon the

world, accompanied with the most self-condemning forgetful-
ness as to what he had once been, what he had once thought,
and written, and spoken. The ostrich is said, when pursued,
to thrust her head as a last resource into a bush, under the

vain impression that since she sees no one, no one sees her.

And so on sundry occasions acted the subject of these me-
moirs, when his hunters with drawn swords were within reach
of his rear. The author of well-paid articles in the Quarterly
Review, or of the voluminous History of the Peninsular War,
as well as numberless similar publications, greater or smaller,
had of course never heard of a vile affair entitled Wat Tyler ,

had never been a flaming democrat, had never dreamt of Pan-

tisocracy, had never smelt of any Unitarian heresy, had never
done otherwise than adore William Pitt, and with almost
heathen homage worship the royal family ! Such convenient

obliviousness, in connexion with a really matchless memory,
is either simply ridiculous, or it amounts to moral obliquity.
No one objects to a fair change of opinion. The emotions of

youth become unsuited to riper years, just as the habiliments
of the boy are too small for the person of the man. But
whatever Southey wished to forget, he presumed to treat as

though it had never happened : and this is neither more nor
less than gross unfairness. Hence^ instead of being a philoso-

pher as he wished, he degenerated into a partisan. He not

only descended from the mountain into the valley, but mingled
with the mob of mankind, whether noble or ignoble, to

struggle for paltry objects. We do not say that sheer selfish-

ness had warped him altogether round from his former con-

victions; yet we do say, that it would have been modest and

gracious in him to have treated his opponents as those who
were entitled to some consideration, remembering his own
early republicanism, his antitrinitarianism, and, we may add,
the kindness which he tells us he had so universally met with
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such as it was, neither embraced the eternity of future punish-
ment nor the whole of the Athanasian symbol. Yet who so

bigoted, or who so bitter, as the poetical pope of Denvent-
\vater? His literary compassion towards all beside Roman
Catholics had evidently borrowed its sunbeams from a right-
eous recollection of his own early struggles for the "

solid

pudding" of existence and the "
empty praise" of renown.

Our cheeks glow with admiration at such a passage as the

following:
(t When Joan of Arc was in the press, I had as

many legitimate causes for unhappiness as any man need have,

uncertainty for the future, and immediate want, in the plain
and literal meaning of the word. I often walked the streets

at dinner-time for want of a dinner, when I had not eighteen

pence for the ordinary, nor bread and cheese at my lodgings.
But do not suppose that I thought of my dinner when 1 was

walking. My head was full of what I was composing. When
I lay down at night, I was planning my poem ;

and when I

rose up in the morning, the poem was the first thought to

which I was awake. The scanty profits of it I was then

anticipating in my lodging-house bills for tea, bread, and

butter, which amount to a formidable sum when a man has

no resources !" All such endurance and resolution are noble

qualities with which to brave the billows of this present
world, and excite, through their recollection, our sympathies
with those who are combating difficulty as we once did. But
where is the wisdom of aiming at no higher objects ? Small,

therefore, was the circumference with which Southey bounded
his real horizon. He could say, omnis in hoc sum for the body
and the mind, but not for the soul of his fellow- creatures.

Hence his religion was a mere narrow system, of which self

was the centre. Nor could it well be otherwise. But this

was not all : for as the Septuagint has it in Jeremias, rj /capSia
ecrrl ftaOela KOI avdpcoTros. In other words, his heart and
inner man having but a low aim, the banners of his under-

standing also waved low. There was no upward march,
there were no high desires, no lofty aspirations, in the genuine
sense of that term. The genius that might have soared, gro-
velled far too often. He over-rated his own powers, mistook

acquisitions for originality, and conceived that his intellectual

stores formed an enormous arch overspanning a mighty stream.

Alas ! they were but like the bridge at Blenheim, an archi-

tectural Colossus of folly over the current of a wretched rivulet !

Another age will weigh his claims upon general admiration

with judicial accuracy. His Roderick the Last of the Goths

will preserve him from sinking, no doubt
;
and his name may

hold a certain rank in the annals of literature for generations..
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success than Thomas Carlyle. With eyes blind as those of

the blindest owl to all that comes from heaven, his twinkling,

piercing orbs wander restlessly over the domain of earth, and
find out that almost all men are idolaters and fools. While
the prostrate multitude adores the golden image, the cunning
Scot peers quietly beneath the drapery of the god, discerns

the machinery with which it mimics the attributes of divinity,
and cries out to the crowd, with taunts and bitter laughter, to

come and behold the mysteries of the deity they have fondly
worshipped. In a country like this, where a superstitious and

ignorant race are ever running to and fro, setting up, like the
Athenians of old, some new altar to each fresh-found divinity,
and at length, weary of their old idols, are crying out to

some "unknown god" to reveal a new gospel for these latter

days, to christianize Christianity, to evangelise the Gospel,
to catholicise Catholicism, and to deify man after man's own
devices

;
in such a country, we may be thankful to every

Carlyle who preaches in book, and leading article, and speech,
and pamphlet, that all these things are idols; shams at the

best, and ordinarily devils in the garb of angels of light, and

aping the attributes of the Eternal God.
With all his affectation, and though himself as essentially

a sham as the hollowest of the idols he loves to shatter, we
have no right to say that Mr. Carlyle is not honest in intention,
or that he is conscious of his emptiness. Clever and witty as

he is, he is not so clever as to know himself, or to be aware
that he is but one impostor discoursing to his fellow-impostors.
Doubtless he imagines that he can not only discern the disease

of his patients, but also supply the remedies. With honest

simplicity, he thinks he has a message from those mystic per-
sonages whom he terms " the gods ;" and that, though he has
not yet sat down quietly to think within himself what that

message is, still he is truly inspired by a divine afflatus, and is

announcing the everlasting laws of truth to a bewildered gene-
ration. If it were not so, he would be the prince of rogues,
the most audacious of deceivers. If he had ever, in good serious

earnest, determined to probe his preachings to the bottom, to

strip them of their quaint phrases^ their melodramatic exaggera-
tions, their tiresome repetitions, and their fantastic punctuation ;

and to ask himself, not in the presence of the public which
he laughs at, or of " the gods" of whom he loves to make
mention, but in the presence of God Himself,

what is the

meaning of all that he is uttering, and what he can conscien-

tiously put in the place of all these shams which he denounces ;

if he would do this, there would remain for him a threefold

alternative, of which we fear he has never yet contemplated
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regarded as the very wisest and most practically-powerful
man of his day. Are we not justified in saying that, what-

ever Mr. Carlyle knows, he knows little of himself; and that

if he did know himself, he would be the most impudent of

impostors ?

But let us examine this Carlylism a little in detail, and

compare its pretensions with its works. Let us see with what
skill and vigour Mr. Carlyle dissects the vagaries and theories

of our time, and then bid him look around the universe, so far

as it comes within his ken, and tell us where he expects to find

a new life to infuse into the dying patient, of whose mortal

disease he has given us the diagnosis with so masterly a hand.

Apart from Germanised construction, oft-repeated and

ingeniously coined phrases, and a punctuation as odd as its

syntax, Mr. Carlyle's theory, as incessantly expounded by him,
consists of one view alone, which is this : that in all past ages
of mankind, saving the most barbarous or anarchical, society
has been held together by the dominion of the influential few,

who, in common with the innumerable herd, have been pos-
sessed, animated, and guided by certain mighty feelings and

principles, in obedience to which they have lived a genuine,
honest life, each in their state, every man being what he pre-
tended to be, filling a station which he was competent to fill,

and the ruler as reverently venerating certain principles and
ideas as the simplest of the multitude whom he ruled, either

by the force of his soul or the weight of his arm. What these

principles and feelings have been, Mr. Carlyle fails to inform

us. Rigorously examined, they were no more based upon
certain objective divine realities than the hollowest of modern
visions which he delights to denounce. Their only difference

from the popular platitudes of the day lay in this, that the old

passions and ideas ruled their votaries far more infiuentially
than these platitudes rule us, and that they corresponded with

the real nature of the human heart when left to its own natural

action, and not educated into self-deception by the senseless

cant and unreal phantoms of a heartless generation.

Testing all men and ages by these notions, Mr. Carlyle

regards with equal reverence, real or feigned, men of the

most opposite characters and principles, as eternally contra-

dictory to one another as light to darkness, and agreeing only
in being energetic, determined minds, intensely possessed with
certain ideas, and endowed with an indomitable courage for

their propagation among men. Hence he scorns the superfi-
cial decencies of these "

latter days." He perceives that all

the secular ideas which formerly ruled among men remain now
but in words, and that Europe and America alike re-echo
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exercises upon every state in which she attains that position
which is rapidly being conceded to her in the United States,

Mr. Carlyle is blind as the blindest; and therefore what he

here says must be taken as applying to the Americans only
so far as they are untouched by this vivifying and preserving

power from God, that power by which the secular as well

as the spiritual prosperity of that young and extraordinary

people can alone be guaranteed. Of this worldly America he

thus writes :

" Of America it would ill beseem any Englishman, and me per-

haps as little as another, to speak unkindly, to speak unpatriotically,
if any of us even felt so. Sure enough, America is a great, and in

many respects a blessed and hopeful phenomenon. Sure enough,
these hardy millions of Anglosaxon men prove themselves worthy of

their genealogy ; and, with the axe and plough and hammer, if not

yet with any much finer kind of implements, are triumphantly clear-

ing out wide spaces, seedfields for the sustenance and refuge of man-

kind, arenas for the future history of the world
; doing, in their day

and generation, a creditable and cheering feat under the sun. But
as to a Model Republic, or a model anything, the wr

ise among them-
selves know too well that there is nothing to be said. Nay, the title

hitherto to be a Commonwealth or Nation at all, among the sOvoi

of the world, is, strictly considered, still a thing they are but striv-

ing for, and indeed have not done much towards attaining. Their

Constitution, such as it may be, was made here, not there ; went
over with them from the Old-Puritan English workshop, ready-
made. Deduct what they carried with them from England ready-

made, their common English Language, and that same Constitu-

tion, or rather elixir of constitutions, their inveterate and now, as it

were, inborn reverence for the Constable's Staff; two quite immense

attainments, which England had to spend much blood, and valiant

sweat of brow and brain, for centuries long, in achieving; and
what new elements of polity or nationhood, what noble new phasis
of human arrangement, or social device worthy of Prometheus or of

Epimetheus, yet comes to light in America? Cotton-crops and
Indian corn and dollars come to light ; and half a world of untilled

land, where populations that respect the constable can live, for the

present, without Government : this comes to light ;
and the profound

sorrow of all nobler hearts, here uttering itself as silent patient un-

speakable ennui, there coming out as vague elegiac wailings, that

there is still next to nothing more. '

Anarchy plus a street-con-

stable :' that also is anarchic to me, and other than quite lovely !

"
I foresee too that, long before the waste lands are full, the

very street-constable, on these poor terms, will have become impos-
sible : without the waste lands, as here in our Europe, I do not see

how he could continue possible many weeks. Cease to brag to me of

America, and its model institutions and constitutions. To men in

their sleep there is nothing granted in this world : nothing, or as

VOL. V. B B
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oratory and psalmody, from the universal foolish human throat
;

drowning for the moment all reflection whatsoever, except the sor-

rowful one that you are fallen in an evil, heavy-laden, long-eared

age, and must resignedly bear your part in the same. The front

wall of your wretched old crazy dwelling, long denounced by you to

no purpose, having at last fairly folded itself over, and fallen pro-
strate into the street, the floors, as may happen, will still hang on by
the mere beam-ends, and coherency of old carpentry, though in a

sloping direction, and depend there till certain poor rusty nails and

wormeaten dovetailings give way : but is it cheering, in such cir-

cumstances, that the whole household burst forth into celebrating

the new joys of light and ventilation, liberty and picturesqueness of

position, and thank God that now they have got a house to their

mind? My clear household, cease singing and psalmodying; lay
nside your fiddles, take out your work-implements, if you have any ;

for I can say with confidence the laws of gravitation are still active,

and rusty nails, wormeaten dovetailings, and secret coherency of old

Carpentry, are not the best basis for a household ! In the lanes of

Irish cities, I have heard say, the wretched people are sometimes

found living, and perilously boiling their potatoes, on such swing-
floors and inclined planes hanging on by the joist-ends ;

but I did

not hear that they sang very much in celebration of such lodging.

No, they slid gently about, sat near the back wall, and perilously
boiled their potatoes, in silence for the most part !

"

But now let us ask Mr. Carlyle and his admirers to exer-

cise upon themselves the same severity of criticism with which

they probe the impostures of their fellows. Can Mr. Carlyle,
or any one of his devotees, honestly look the question in the

i'ace, and not confess themselves as miserably helpless as the

most powerless of the generation whose follies they delight
to expose ? If the vast structure of human society is now
robbed of all its old animating principles, and destitute alike

of " heroes" and "
hero-worshippers," where will they turn for

the regeneration of our race ? If monarchies and aristocracies

are worn out, and democracy is an impossibility, and the

young have usurped the rights of the old, and the laws of

political economy are the only laws which men think it practi-
cable to obey, and all our modern virtue is absorbed in one

vague, dreamy, and often self-destructive benevolence, where,
we have a right to ask, is the salvation of man, as a mere de-

jiizen of earth, to be sought for ? Is nothing but anarchy
possible ? Is there no way out of our present distresses, but

by suffering them to accumulate unchecked until the whole

system of European and American civilisation falls with one
awful crash, and man is left to emerge, by degrees, from bar-

barism once more? If this is so, let it be confessed. Let
Mr. Carlyle and other self-appointed prophets proclaim thaf
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will smile when we say, that in the Catholic religion is to be

found that social cure for the diseases of our times which we
seek every where else in vain. Let not our non-Catholic

readers deride the idea with contempt. Let them not assume

that Catholics assert this only because they themselves are

Catholics, that it is a mere result of our superstitious belief,

of party spirit, or of shallow ignorance of the true troubles

of our age. Let us be heard, not in our own defence, for we
are not upon our trial

;
but while we state in a few words the

outlines of a proof that the Catholic Church is as truly the

saviour of society as the fountain of grace and eternal salva-

tion to the soul.

It is the unceasing burden of Mr. Carlyle's lament, that

there exists no longer any throne, or power, or principle, or

tradition, to which man any longer pays fervent homage in

this Western World. There are none to rule man for his

own good, because there are none to whom man sponta-

neously defers as to a superior intelligence. Kings are play-

actors, confessed as such by themselves ;
and democracy is

a mere multitudinous aggregate of individuals, mighty in

destroying, but impotent in governing. It is therefore the

first requisite in any institution which claims to be a sustain-

ing, living, and ruling power, that in some way or other it

should correspond to the instincts of man's nature, and be lov-

ingly obeyed. Without loyalty there can be no government ;

and without government no society. But loyalty to earthly

powers is extinct from the face of the earth. As politicians
and economists we worship and venerate nothing. The Ca-

tholic Church alone retains this ancient sway over the soul of

man. There is no loyalty remaining in existence save that

which binds the hearts of Catholics to their Church as a

divine institution, and to the Supreme Pontiff as the repre-
sentative of Almighty God.

Here, indeed, men of the world, whether Carlyiists or no,
will meet us with a denial. They profess to believe that Ca-

tholicism, as a ruling faith, as a system of living loyalty, is no
more. They regard the Pope as a pious and respectable old

gentleman, busied with his beads and prayers, fussy about

ceremonies, and indulgences, and wax-lights, and relics, highly
useful in his way in keeping old women and children and the

uneducated mob in good order, but no more ruling in the

heart and head of intelligent, courageous, and accomplished
men than Sir Herbert Jenner Fust in England, or Louis Na-

poleon in France.

Yet we defy them to examine into the true state of Europe
and America and to disprove our assertion, that, while all
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another, they know not for what, except it be for slavery,

tlu? moment the increasing population fills up the uncultured

soil ?
. Yet, amid all these countries there is found one body

of men, holding one faith, united by a loyalty to one sovereign,
which burns with brighter lustre the more trying are that

monarch's reverses, aiming incessantly at the same ends, never

discouraged by defeat, never growing listless after victory, and

leagued together by a unity of feeling in all spiritual subjects
which is rendered only the more wonderful by their boundless

diversity of views in secular things. If these are not proofs
that the Catholic idea still lives while all else perishes, we
know not what is a proof of life. Where is that one of those

realities of other times which Mr. Carlyle delights to contrast

with the shams of these "
latter days," which ever gave such

undeniable signs of indestructible vitality? What loyalty to

kings was ever like that now paid by myriads upon myriads to

Pius IX., an exile from his temporal throne I What human

power, when under secular reverses, ever exerted one thou-

sandth part of that sway with which the Pope at this moment
rules some hundreds of millions of subjects from his retire-

ment in a foreign land ? The world in its folly may over-

look these facts
;
but they who are within the Church, and

feel her mysterious power at once to humble and to elevate

the nature of man, know well that the little finger of Pius IX.
is more powerful than all the kings, and republics, and armies

of Europe and America; and that, while there is literally no

secular ruler left in this western world, the great spiritual

potentate was never served with more willing intellects and
more affectionate hearts than at this very hour.

And as the Catholic Church thus sustains herself amid the

shock of ages, so does she impart a measure of her vitality to

every people that flies to her embrace when all else is perish-

ing. She alone has a constitution which can never be broken

up, which her children do not even desire to reform. In that

constitution lies her element of perpetual life. At this mo-
ment it is precisely what it was eighteen hundred years ago ;

while the whole constitution of the western world has been

overthrown three or four several times, and nothing else re-

mains unchanged. Standing thus, the sole survivor amidst

the crash of nations, she presents to them the type of eternal

permanence, and in her they see that at least there is some-

thing left to bind them together and to teach them to respect

laws, property, and morals. She teaches men that though
they cannot unite in action on any consistent plan, union and

government are not yet absolute impossibilities for wretched

man. While the helpless impotence of ideas to encounter the
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MR, PUGIN AND THE RAMBLER."

Some Remarks on the Articles which have recently appeared
in the

"
Rambler," relative to Ecclesiastical Architecture"

and Decoration. By A. Welby Pugin. London, Dolman.

THESE " Remarks" which are not printed in Gothic letters

contain an extraordinary amount of misrepresentation. In-

deed, did we not know how men are carried away by their

feelings, we should have said it was hardly possible that an

honourable man could so systematically pervert an opponent's

meaning, or attribute to him opinions and statements so com-

pletely the reverse of those which he has really put forth.

For instance, Mr. Pugin falls foul of the design for a Byzan-
tine church which appeared in our January number, charging
us with putting it forward as a "model church," in the face of

our special statement that its pretensions were of the humblest
kind.

However, we are not about to expose Mr. Pugin's deal-

ings with us
; they refute themselves : but we cannot let him

go without a word or two on the tone of injured innocence

which he thinks fit to assume with reference to his own treat-

ment by English Catholics. If we are to believe his own
account, he is the most ill-used individual in the community.
An adamantine fate has compelled him to live in a perpetual
state of self-abnegation, making drawings which he detested,
and building churches only to be the first to say they ought
to be pulled down again. And no sooner has this stern des-

tiny forced from his pencil the designs for these poor, naked,

freezing buildings, than an avenging Nemesis has seized his

hand and wrung from him patterns for stencilling their frigid
surfaces with all manner of repulsive colours, to be a mark
for the jests of ill-natured " Ramblers" and for the scoffs of

designers of three-half-penny paper-hangings.
Really this is too bad from a gentleman who wrote in the

Dublin Review two elaborate articles for the sole purpose of

shewing what a glorious revival of the old architecture was

taking place in England, and illustrated them with a long
series of illustrations from the very churches he himself was

building. Surely it was enough for Mr. Pugin thus far to

outstep the ordinary regulations of criticism, and to come for-

ward as his own trumpeter. But that he should now turn

round upon his employers and assure them that not one of
these churches which were then erecting is fit to be seen, and
that it is all their fault and not his, is a specimen of modesty
which is quite unrivalled. "

I believe, as regards architec-
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was marvellous how much was to be had for a few thousand

pounds. Clergy and laity were amazed
; and, seduced by the

brilliant pictures of a perfect revival of the glories of the' thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries, to be attained in the course
of three or four years, by the simplest process in the world,

they straightway rushed into bricks and mortar, and in many
instances limit their fingers.

Mr. Pugin, however, suffers the 'true secret of these failures

to ooze out in the pamphlet before us. At p. 13 he admits
that it has not been his habit rigorously to confine himself to

the sum specified by his employers, when he has made the

designs which he has undertaken. When a church-builder

has requested him to furnish drawings for a church of a cer-

tain size and for a certain sum, instead of replying openly and

fairly that the sum was too small, and, if it could not be in-

creased, declining the work, he has indulged in all kinds of

pleasing dreams, sketched plans and elevations which by no

possibility could be completed with the funds assigned, and
then consented to cut down one feature after another till

the mere "ghost" of the design remained. We should like to

know what Mr. Pugin would say to persons who treated him
in this way. What would he say to his shoemaker, if he

brought him home a pair of top-boots when he had ordered a

pair of light shoes? " For true economy" the man of leather

might reply,
" there is nothing like boots !"

" My good
friend," would Mr. Pugin retort,

" did I ask you to make me
boots or shoes ?" Mr. Pugin may account it degrading to be
likened to a cobbler; but, nevertheless, a commission and an
order are in reality one and the same thing; and when a man
undertakes a work, he is hound to do that work and none
other. What would Mr. Colburn and Mr. Bentley say to Mr.

Disraeli, if they had agreed to give him so many hundred

pounds for a novel, if the novelist quietly sent them in a ma-

nuscript History of Europe, with the information that history
was a much nobler thing than fiction ?

Mr. Pugin also at length admits " that the whole restoration

has been a series of experiments;" which is, in other words,
the very statement we have repeatedly made in the Rambler,
that modern Gothic art is not a living language ; and that we

employ it without freedom and perfect knowledge, just as a

schoolboy writes Latin. It is not our natural tongue, exqui-
site as it is, and therefore wre can but feel our way in attempt-

ing to employ it; we can but copy what was done before us,

having no confidence in our own grasp of its principles. Of
course this is no reason why Gothic architecture should not be
studied and made use of, any more than the fact that Greek
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not, to name a few only, Salisbury cathedral a perfect lantern

from the quantity of light that streams in from its windows ?

Are the transepts of York Minster dark ? Are the chapter-
house and transepts at Lincoln dark ? Is the Temple church

in London dark ? Is there any remaining old English church

in the same style, which, if filled with the same species of

coloured glass as Nottingham, would be as dark as it is ? Or,
to cross the Channel, is the beautiful little seminary chapel at

Bayeux dark ? Is the church at Norrey, near Caen (one of

the most exquisite of parish churches), dark ? Is the church

of St. Elisabeth at Marburg dark ? And, still further,

where, in Gothic times, can be pointed out an example of

those extraordinary slits in the wall which Mr. Pugin has sub-

stituted for windows in the transepts of Nottingham ? Was
it the fault of the clergy and others who paid for the church,
that some of its windows were about twenty times as high as

they are wide, and more like bow-and-arrow holes in an old

castle than windows in a Christian church ?

Equally amusing is it to remember that Mr. Pugin has

built other town churches in this same lancet style, and that

he has given sketches of them in his articles in the Dublin.
"Was it a "

prejudiced ecclesiastic," or a " furious committee-

man," or a " liberal benefactor," or a "
screw," who insisted

upon the use of lancet windows in all these ? And are all

these too dark besides ?

But yet more bewildering still, in one of his Dublin ar-

ticles Mr. Pugin gives three of his largest engravings of this

very church at Nottingham, shewing the exterior, the interior

of the chancel, and the ground-plan, and heralds them in with
the following words :

" We introduce three engravings to

illustrate the design of this church, which, when complete,
will be the most perfect revival of a large parochial church thai

has yet been accomplished" \ Surely the waters of Lethe must

spring somewhere near St. Augustine's at Ramsgate, and the

zealous founder of that church, which we are assured is to be
the one oasis in the desert, must daily quaff deep draughts
of its entrancing stream.

As to the notion Mr. Pugin here adopts, that one style
of Gothic architecture is right for one kind of building and
another for another, it is utterly irreconcilable with the prin-

ciples of the old Gothic architects themselves. It is a mere
whim of modern times, unheard of until a section of antiqua-
rians took to deifying the architecture of a certain three cen-

turies, and seemed disposed to elevate it into a kind of eighth
sacrament. It has become the fashion to class together the

buildings of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries
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proof in the choir of Canterbury cathedral. In that magnifi-
cent choir, which is in fact almost a complete cathedral in

itself, we see the idea of the Gothic and the modern cathedral

completely perfected. Nothing has to be changed but the

forms of some of the details. It is totally unlike an old Greek,
Roman, or early Christian building in every one of its grand
principles of construction. The alteration of two or three

points of detail is all that is needed to transform it into a
"
pointed" church. And the natural result follows, that, to

the unprejudiced eye, a church half Norman half early Gothic
is a far more harmonious whole than one of which one portion
is early Gothic and the other late Gothic. The original plan
and conception of a vast Christian church remains the same in

all; for, except in details and in the introduction of a solid

stone screen, the latest Gothic cathedral is a mere copy of a

Byzantine building; while in expression the early Gothic is as

unlike the late Gothic building as can be conceived in two

styles not radically opposed to one another.

Nevertheless, a modern fashion has treated these three

Gothic styles as if they were all one, indiscriminately employed
by one or more generations of our ancestors

; and, at length,
the last stamp of unreality has been conferred upon the theory
by the introduction of the term "pointed" as their appropriate
designation. The word "

Gothic," as applied to these styles,

unquestionably had no meaning at all. But then it did not

pretend to have any. It was like such names as Smith, Baker,
Green, or Brown, which nobody takes to be expressive of the

business or colour of the individuals who own the appellations.
But the term "pointed" is introduced with the special view
of giving these styles an appropriate designation. And herein
lies its absurdity. It is not characteristic of the Gothic styles.

They do use the pointed arch, it is true; and the Italian and

Byzantine styles do not use it : but the Gothic is not the only

pointed style. It did not even originate the pointed arch,
which was in use in the East among the Mahomedans 300

years before it was adopted by Christian architects
;

and
which is still to be seen as a prominent feature in Saracenic,
Moorish, Arabian, Egyptian, Persian, and Indian buildings
without number. " Pointed architecture," therefore, includes
the Mahometan mosque as well as the Christian church

;
and

thus comprehends a class of structures which Mr. Pugin and
others of the same school hold in nearly as much abomination
as the immense majority of Catholic churches erected during
the last 300 years.

In truth, here is the true secret of Mr. Pugin's exaggerated
notions of the value of those styles of architecture which he
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repelled by the trumpery which forms the staple of modern
church-decoration. And few persons feel a deeper love for

the beauties of Gothic art, or are more sensible to its exquisite

perfections, or would be more grieved to see its study and its

practical revival discontinued. But, nevertheless, we cannot

presume to lay down laws of taste for the whole Christian

world, or expect every Christian to. see with our personal eyes.
"We cannot forget, that between the most faultless produc-
tions of mortal genius and the humblest works of God, or the

lowest degree of moral beauty, there is a far wider difference

than between the toys of a child, or the trash of a French

milliner, and the architectural and pictorial triumphs of the

greatest masters in their art. In the eyes of the angelic host

and of the saints in glory, we are all babes together : they
smile at our raptures as we smile at the ecstatic delight of

children over their playthings. Not, indeed, that they smile

when they see us laying all the choicest treasures of the world
at the feet of our blessed Lord, and honouring his sacramental

Presence with the brightest works of human skill. Far from
it: they rejoice to behold us doing what it is our duty to

do. But yet, when they see us treating Art as though it

were the mistress, the instructress, and the guide of Religion,
instead of making it her handmaid; when they see us judging
of the prosperity of the Catholic Church, not by the ortho-

doxy of her children, the zeal of her clergy, and the irreproach-
able lives of her religious, but by the forms of arches, the

patterns of vestments, or the use of Gregorian or modern
music

; then, could they suffer sorrow in their abode of joy,

they would weep to see such a perversion of truth into error,
and such an abuse of the good things which have been given
to us with which to serve our God.

MIGNFS BIBLIOTHEQUE UNIVERSELLE DU CLERGE.

Petri Lombardi Sententiarum Libri IF. ; nccnon Divi Thomcv

Aquinatis Summa Theologica. 4 vols. 4to.

CEuvres tres completes de Sainte T/ierese. 4 vols. 4to.

Pralectiones Theological Joannis Perrone. 2 vols. 4to.

Perpeluite de la Foi sur VEuclimistie et sur la Confession.
4 vols. 4to.

AT Montrouge, near the Barriere de I'Enfer, in Paris, is one
of the most remarkable printing-establishments in the world,
and one of the many proofs which Paris gives of the untiring

VOL. V. C C
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monies and discipline, heresies, councils, archaeology, &c. &c. ;

in about 50 volumes.

6. A series of liturgical works, in about 50 volumes.

7. Ascetical works, in about 100 volumes.

8. Lives of the Saints, in 100 volumes.

9. Works on the duties of the Clergy, in 50 volumes.

10. Catechetical works, in about 30 volumes.

11. Controversial works of all ages and countries, in about

100 volumes.

12. Sacred Orators, in about 60 volumes.

13. Ecclesiastical and Universal Biography, in about 100

volumes.

14. Ecclesiastical History, in about 100 volumes.

15. Ecclesiastical Geography, books of devotion, &c., to-

gether with the writings of the greatest Catholic theologians
since the age of the Fathers.

Of this vast series many are already issued, and the pub-
lication continues with all practicable speed. The works spe-
cified at the head of the present notice are among those more

recently published, and are now before us. The first includes

the Sentences from which Peter Lombard derives his ordi-

nary title, and the great work of the Angelic Doctor. The
second comprises till St. Theresa's writings, among the rest

many letters hitherto unpublished, and also the works of St.

Peter of Alcantara, St. John of the Cross, and the Blessed

John of Avila, the whole forming a series of the most cele-

brated writings of the ascetic school of Spain. The third con-

sists of the Prelections delivered at Rome by one of the most
celebrated of modern theologians, the Jesuit Father Perron e,

a work already numbered among the standard books of the

Church
;
and the fourth is a collection of writings on the

perpetuity of the faith of Catholics on all the points in

which Protestants deny the truth, including the Eucharist,

Confession, the Church of Rome, the rule of faith, the pri-

macy of the Pope, invocation of saints, purgatory, justifica-

tion, and so forth, by various writers of celebrity, and forming
a complete manual of controversy.

Taken as a whole, the publication of such an enormous

series, under the direction and on the responsibility of a single

individual, is a monument to the capacity for organisation
which is one of the characteristics of the French people. Few
persons in this country will probably be disposed to purchase
the entire library promised by the energetic Abbe ;

but the

collection is so complete that almost every educated Catholic,
whether ecclesiastic or layman, will find several books included
in its extent which he will be glad to possess.
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published, and we believe has been very popular on the other side

of the Atlantic.

A French translation of Dollinger's work on The Reformation
find its Results has recently been published by Messrs. Gaume at

Paris, which will bring the learned author's researches within the

reach of many English readers, among whom German is as yet

much less known than French. The book is most striking in its

proofs of the actual and instantaneous results of the " Reformation"

upon almost every detail of human life and thought. These proofs
are taken wholly from Protestant writers themselves. The " Re-

formation" is therefore judged by itself ; and at a time when the

English world is beginning to open its eyes to the true merits of

that audacious imposture, Dr. Dollinger's extracts (which are very

voluminous) must produce a powerful impression on every candid

mind. The High-Church Anglican may, as he does, attempt to

draw a distinction between the Lutheran and the Anglican Reforma-

tion ;
but the great fact remains the same, that both Lutheranism and

Anglicanism are the result of a direct revolt against the Catholic

Church as she existed at the moment of their rise. Englishmen

glory in being a practical people, and judge all things by their

results rather than in their principles. Let them, if they be honest

as well as practical, judge this tree by its fruits. Its type is well

known to the lovers of marvels in the vegetable world ;
the upas-

tree of Java is the true figure of that disastrous movement which

spread moral and intellectual death throughout some of the fairest

kingdoms of Europe. Melancthon, the most candid of his school,

after describing (see vol. i. p. 357) the four classes into which he

divides tbe "Reformers," thus speaks of the honest ones :
" There

remains yet the fourth class, the elect, whose belief is founded on

their personal convictions. These last are unhappily but very few
in number." Yet foolish England to this day accounts the men who
rose up against Rome to have been for the most part saints !

In connexion with Dr. Dollinger's work on the Reformation, we

may refer to one or two other books recently published in France

on the same subject.

Bienfaits du Catholicisme dans la Societe, par M. 1'Abbe Pinard

(Tours, Ad. Mame et Cic

), is an interesting and popular account of

some of the benefits conferred on society by Catholicity. The chief

topics discussed are, the Catholic hierarchy, the village and town

priests, the care of the poor, the last moments of the condemned,

episcopal visitations, national and provincial councils, the Pope as

the principle of unity, his influence on modern civilisation, general
councils, the courage of missionaries and their civilising influences,

the propagation of the faith and the preservation of children in

China, communities in general, associations for charity, sisters of

mercy and charity, the orders for the redemption of captives, monks
of St. Bernard, teaching communities, the Benedictines, the brothers
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skill. Mr. Maskell treats Mr. Sewell's sermon (of which, as we can

say nothing worse, we will only say that it is as silly and as coolly

false as Mr. Sewell's usual writings) with undisguised contempt ;

while he blows to the winds, with more respect but equal decision,

the more respectable suggestions of a more respected opponent,
Mr. Keble.

M. Jules Gondon, well known for his fraternal interest in the

affairs of English Catholics and the conversion of England, has

published an energetic little work Plus d"Enseignement mixte on

the new Education Bill in France, based chiefly on the state of edu-

cation in England and Ireland. If Mr. Fox's proposed measure for

setting up a secular system of education in every parish in England
is carried out and we fear it will pass the House of Commons at

least England will no longer be an example for the opponents of
*' mixed education" to point to. The French question appears to

us to be a most delicate one, and we can venture no opinion upon
it; but we may safely recommend M. Gondon' s work as a powerful
statement against the new measure.

Winckelmaun's History of Ancient Art among the Greeks, trans-

lated by Mr. Lodge, an American, and republished in London by
Chapman, is a book which needs no new recommendation. Winckel-

niann is entitled to the praise of being the father of modern art-

criticism ; and though his views are less profound than those of

many of his successors, he has never been surpassed, and rarely

equalled, in the delicate accuracy of criticisms and the vast fund of

knowledge which he brought to bear upon his subject. The volume

translated, and well translated, by Mr. Lodge, is only one part of

Wiuckelmann's whole work on Ancient Art, but it is complete in

itself. Its careful study would be of material use to our living

painters and sculptors ; for if ever there was a secular wonder upon
earth, it is that perfection of beauty attained by the Greeks in the

art of sculpture. To the Christian artist the work will not only be

of value as a subject of study, but as shewing how far the Greeks
advanced in the expression of purity and perfect grace through the

exercise of an exquisite intellectual taste, and yet how utterly short

they fell of the real truth. Wonderful as were the results of their

refinement in intelligence, art could not express, as unaided human
nature could not conceive, the true ideal beauty, that beauty which
is the result of Christian asceticism, until the Gospel came and made
divine that which before was merely human. Still, as divine grace
is embodied in human forms, and as the Greeks cultivated the study
of purely human beauty with a success almost miraculous, the Chris-

tian artist will find a benefit in the study of their works which he
can gain from no other existing source. Mr. Lodge's translation is

aided by several well-executed lithographic outlines. We should
add that the book is not fit for indiscriminate perusal, any more than
a "Living Academy" is a place for indiscriminate resort.
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"
7. That an exact statement of receipts and disbursements shall

be laid before the clergy at their annual meeting."

We cannot too earnestly call attention to his Lordship's sug-

gestions.

The Second Annual Report (for 1 849) of the Missionary College
at Drumcondra, Dublin, gives a most satisfactory account of the con-

dition of the college in pecuniary matters, and in the number of its

students. A more truly apostolic institution, both in its objects
and in the spirit by which it is guided, does not exist in Christen-

dom. Since the beginning of the present scholastic year, ninety
students (a larger number than at any previous time) have been

assembled in the college ; the buildings have been considerably

enlarged, and the establishment has not run into any debts. May
it long go on and prosper! The Report gives some interesting
extracts from the missionaries sent out by the college ; among the

rest one from the priest resident at that hell upon earth, Norfolk

Island.

As the month draws to its close, the decision of the Judicial

Committee of the Privy Council, in the matter of Gorham v. the

Bishop of Exeter, is calling forth a swarm of pamphlets, with lead-

ing articles innumerable in the newspapers. Now that it is ruled

by the highest court in the Establishment that the Anglican Church
does not teach Baptismal Regeneration, the powerful party who
have hitherto so zealously maintained that she does teach it are

thrown into inextricable confusion. "What will be the result no one
knows. The Bishop of Exeter has advertised a Letter to the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, which will probably be a "
sign" for those

who are resolved to hold fast their preferments at all costs. In the

mean time every honest Anglican must be seriously contemplating
secession from that body which has formally disowned, as her own,
one of the great articles of the Christian faith ; and though, while

we arc writing, no one has yet done anything, there are visible

tokens that some at least must do fearful violence to their con-

victions if they do not speedily come forth from the self-condemned

Establishment. Mr. Maskell, whose first pamphlet we have already
noticed, promises his second after Easter. Mr. Dodsworth has

preached and printed a sermon, in wThich he forcibly shews that

the Church of England ever has taught, and now teaches more pro-

minently than ever, two contradictory systems of doctrines ;
he owns

himself convinced that it was the intention of the Reformers to leave

baptismal regeneration and sacramental grace generally to be "open
questions ;" he calls this decision a " mortal wound ;" and conse-

the clergy from the ravages of fever and cholera ; but in the ordinary course of

nature disease and death must diminish our numbers. We lament to say that, at

present, one new mission is more or less abandoned, and two of our congregations
are without pastors ; and our hope of remedy, at present, must be in the kind

but precarious assistance of strangers and foreigners."
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throw off her connexion with the State and to repudiate the con-

ditions of her own existence." From this precious article we suspect
it would puzzle even the Privy Council Committee, or Dr. Pusey
himself, to extract an intelligible

" view."

The Morning Chronicle s notions on the latitudinarianism of the

Church of Rome should be contrasted with the reflections of the

Daily Ncirs on the system of the same Church. "We may be per-

mitted," says the former, "to say, without derogating in the slightest

degree from the respect due to the Supreme Court of Appeal in Causes

Ecclesiastical, that the anxiety with which this judgment has been

awaited by many persons of very opposite opinions, appears to us

somewhat overstrained. We have had much talk of possible secessions

on the one side, and probable revolt on the other
;
and the public is

much mistaken if these rumours have not created some apprehension
in the minds of the Judges themselves. Yet what, after all, is the real

effect of the decision, and what is the Court which has pronounced
it ? Six gentlemen one of them a Presbyterian, the rest wholly
unfamiliar with the branch of learning, some knowledge of which
was obviously necessary to enable them to understand the question,
and to grasp and balance the arguments sat to determine whether
Mr. Gorhani had or had not a right to be instituted to the rectory
of Brampford Speke. The judgment reflects the imperfections
which the public eye had already detected in the constitution of the

Court. It breathes a sage caution. It betrays a conscious inca-

pacity and a wise distrust in its own authority. It limits the action

of the ecclesiastical tribunals of the country by a rule which is at

any rate broad, simple, and intelligible, viz. that whilst the Church

prescribes, as the only test of fitness for institution, the subscription
of certain articles and the adoption of certain formularies, a clergy-
man who subscribes the one and adopts the other may claim insti-

tution from his Bishop, although it may possibly turn out that he
holds some abstract opinions not easily to be reconciled with the

standard he accepts. The judgment just delivered errs, if at all, on
the side of toleration. What it decides it decides only by avoiding
a decision. Now, it is surely impossible for any one who takes a

large, real, and practical view of the characteristic aspects of our

times, of the situations and circumstances of the English Church

nay, let us add, of the Catholic Church throughout the world to

doubt that a tolerant and comprehensive spirit is, upon the whole,
a proper and necessary feature of this particular stage of her event-

ful history. The Church of Rome knows this right well. With the

practical sagacity that never yet deserted her, she shuns rigid stand-

ards, definite tests, and dogmatic declarations of the fundamental
doctrine, and leaves an ample latitude to the eccentricities of individual

opinion."
And thus speaks the Dalit/ News: "While the great efforts of the

Roman Church have been to follow out the old idea of defining more

strictly the limits of doctrine, the idea distinctly visible in the ope-
ration of all other Churches has been that of allowing more space to
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casuistical, ;}.sew/o-charitable description which results from an effort

to evade difficulties rather than from a clear perception of truth.

Nevertheless, he had done nothing to merit being victimised by his

crafty and spiteful inquisitor. As a judicial decision, therefore, not

a theological one, we must regard the judgment pronounced as not

less equitable than politic." The Record is delighted, and forth-

with sermonises, as it is wont. The Guardian (the chief High-
Church paper, a clever journal, and, ill morals, on a level with the

Times) comforts itself with the belief that the Church of England
has got over worse things before ! To the question,

" What is to

be done ?" it thus replies :

"
It is not astonishing, under the present

anxious circumstances, that the very eagerness of Churchmen should

somewhat obstruct their union in any one accurately denned object
or determinate course of action. A few days must be allowed us

for collecting our thoughts and clearly understanding each other.

We see little ground, however, for doubting that a few days will

accomplish this object, and that all those who are now vaguely
anxious for a means of protest and resistance, will soon find them-
selves ranged together for the accomplishment of one acknowledged
purpose by one combined movement. Meantime, however, there is

no reason why any one should be idle. The question is one with

which no one is too great or too small to meddle ; and it is by the

action of every earnest Churchman within the sphere of his own
influence that it must be brought to a successful issue. It is for a

bishop to move his diocese
;
for an archdeacon to convoke his arch-

deaconry ; for a priest to rouse his parish ;
for a layman to stir any

circle in which he lives ; in order that each knot or aggregate may
enter their protest against the past, and their claim for justice in

future. And especially the Universities are bound, as we trust they
will not be unready, to place themselves in the front rank, and give
the weight of their authority and example to the rising movement.
If all will stir, the motion will soon assume order and unity. None
who will throw themselves into the line of battle need fear but that

they will find their place in it. One word of a practical kind. It is

most necessary that the Church should disclaim that indiilerentism

respecting a cardinal Christian doctrine which is fastened upon her

by her so-called Court of Appeal. To those who wish, means are

not wanting of doing this by the adoption and publication of resolu-

tions ; by addresses to their diocesan, their metropolitan, or their

sovereign; but this, though necessary in itself, is, after all, but

exhibition. The real practical point to be kept in view is the aboli-

tion of the present Court of Appeal in matters of doctrine, and the

substitution of some body, whether synod or convocation, or a judi-
cial committee deriving its authority from one or the other of these

bodies, which, with the sanction of Parliament, shall represent and

carry with it the authority of the English Church. This point once

gained, all will follow which we have a right to claim, but which
the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Privy Council refuse to grant
us, which is. simply this that no English clergyman shall, under
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any defect of sound logic in my conclusions, I desire to be corrected,
and shall thank any one who will do it. If, on the contrary, it

appears that my conclusions are reasonable, I entreat, not only that

they be approved, but that those who approve will also zealously
embrace the cause which I advocate.

I went to Ireland in 1842 to beg prayers for England's con-

version. I found Ireland in a state, if I may so say, of astonish-

ment at herself, with new life, new hopes of happiness, such as had
not shone upon that people for centuries, resulting from the grace
of temperance which God had so marvellously given her. I took

advantage of this for my purpose, maintaining that God had given
Ireland this benefit not merely for the improvement of her temporal
prosperity, but for greater ends, namely, that she might do some-

thing great for Him ; and that if some such return of gratitude was
not made Him for so immense a grace, it might be feared, or rather

it might be confidently expected, that He would be displeased, and
would permit her to fall under the same bonds as those from which
she had been delivered, or worse. I had not the thought of his

visiting the neglect with temporal punishments ;
but suffering the

people to relapse into drunkenness and its accompanying vices, or

to lose their simplicity of heart and become worldly-minded and

proud and covetous the too frequent consequence of temporal

prosperity, if not carefully improved to the honour of God. This

thought wras not altogether a spontaneous one of my own. It cor-

responded with what I had heard to be the sentiments of the Dublin

clergy, who, as I observed before, had been in 1840 looking with
fear at the prospect of the national happiness which seemed to be

approaching ;
and with what I heard myself in 1 842, namely, that

the people seemed already to be losing some of their liberality ; it

being observed in some places that, in proportion as their circum-

stances had been improved, the collections which were made among
them for charitable purposes, instead of increasing, as of course

they ought, were growing less. I do not remember that, at that

time, it ever occurred to me, that perhaps even the faith of Ireland

might be the point on which she would suffer for her neglecting to

improve the grace given to her in the temperance movement. This

idea has now been often in my mind ; but not till I had received

earnest requests from more than one of the Irish clergy, who honour
me with their friendship, to join in prayers for the preservation
of the faith in Ireland, which they were begging as I had begged
prayers for England ; and this, because that faith was actually in

danger from the attacks of Protestant emissaries, who never before

had gained such influence as they were now doing in some quarters
of the country. It was not, therefore, temporal chastisements, but

spiritual, which I then said was to be feared, if they did not profit

by the grace of temperance; and now that such fearful temporal
chastisements have visited them, I have not interpreted these as

punishments, but as incalculable mercies, as the very means by
which Almighty God has preserved the people thus far from infinitely
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PROSPECTS OF THE ANGLO-CATHOLIC PARTY IN THE
ESTABLISHED CHURCH.

THERE are seasons in the lives of us all which not merely
influence but actually give being to our whole future desti-

nies. Every moment, indeed, has its own definite power
upon every moment that succeeds it. Not a transient thought
is willingly entertained in the mind which does riot leave its

mark upon it, so that, in a certain sense, its results are felt

even throughout eternity. But far more momentous are the

consequences of those peculiar times of crisis which, at one

period or other, occur in the history of every human being.

By these, not only is his future life coloured, its very direction

is decided. Upon them it depends whether the actual end
of his existence shall be fulfilled, or whether his destiny shall

be such that it would have been better for him if he had
never been born.

Such also is the fate of parties. Their true tendencies

and essential natures remain for a long time disguised and

undeveloped. They neither know themselves, nor does the

ordinary spectator of their movements know them. Whether

they are sincere, or self-deceiving, or conscious hypocrites;
whether they have a firm grasp of the truths they profess and

put forward, or are the sport of the phrases and specious
sentiments which are their watchwords

; whether, in short,

they are true men or false
;

all this remains for a while un-
determined. At length a combination of circumstances arises

which tests them to the quick. They find themselves unex-

pectedly called to decide upon some momentous question
which searches them to the very depths of the soul

;
and ac-

cording to their decision at that solitary moment their future

course becomes one of victory or of contempt and rapid decay.
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deny the faith of Jesus Christ. Whatever be true as a matter
of revelation for the question tried has not been, whether

baptismal regeneration was taught by our blessed Lord this

one thing is now laid down beyond all power of appeal, that

the doctrine is not a matter of faith for the members of the

Established Church. The Anglican Church, by her highest

recognised judges, whose authority compels obedience from
her Bishops and Archbishops, has in the strongest possible
terms denied that she teaches the doctrine of baptismal rege-
neration. She has not forced her ministers to deny the doc-

trine : she declares it an open question, on which she has no
more message from God to her children than on the subject
of eclipses or the Latin subjunctive mood. As a Church, she

knows nothing at all upon the whole matter; the question is

of so little importance that it is not necessary for her to make

any definite decree
;
her Articles and Prayer-book are so framed

as to exclude any decision upon it
;
her prelates and clergy

may, if they please, teach in every pulpit in the land that it

is logically impossible to believe in baptismal regeneration
without believing the whole creed of the Church of Rome.

Considering, further, what this doctrine is, and the position
it holds in the Christian system, this decision of the Privy
Council is practically a denial of the doctrine altogether. If

the doctrine is not distinctly taught, it is virtually condemned.
It cannot be shelved as a trifling matter of opinion. If the

Anglican Church makes it an open question, she practically
disowns those claims as a Church which, without this doc-

trine, are ridiculous. If she is in doubt whether baptism

conveys regenerating grace, she is in doubt whether she herself

conveys regenerating grace, for it is only by baptism that she

can convey it. It is the very foundation of all her claims, if

she is really what the Anglo-Catholics assert, and which they
have hitherto declared to be the grand reason for their remain-

ing in her body. They speak of her as
" the Church of their bap-

tism," and now she tells them that she has no doctrine whatever
on the subject of this very baptism itself. She was the channel

by which they were engrafted into Christ and delivered from
the wrath of God

;
and now her highest tribunal informs them

that, whether or not they really received these unspeakable
gifts through her, she knows nothing about it. Whether they
were born of her, she cannot tell

; they may be her spiritual

children, or they may be foundlings. In fact, she is totally

ignorant as to her own nature and office
;
whether she can

save men's souls, or whether they must save themselves. She

enjoins them to be baptised, but what they will gain by it she

cannot inform them. An infant may be brought to her for
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declarations. Whatever be the case in certain individual ex-

ceptions, this is the true state of probably many thousands of

minds who are more or less under the influence of the Anglo-
Catholic theory. A vague feeling of uneasiness, sorrow, and

foreboding has suddenly entered into their souls
; they know

not where they are or what they are. Conscience pricks them,
the world tempts them, the ties of blood and friendship bind

them ;
Rome opens her arms to embrace them, but they are

terrified and confounded even while most fascinated
;
one re-

spected name among themselves has one theory, another has

another; one person calls them restless if they speak of moving,
another calls them proud if they speak of consistency, a third

condemns them as enthusiastic if they hint at renouncing this

world's goods ;
within and without all is perplexity, anxiety,

and terror
;
in their secret souls they know that there is one

and but one refuge for their aching hearts, but they cannot fly

to it, they dare not, they think they should be deceived
; they

are restrained by old fears and ugly names
; they turn their

bewildered eyes over the whole Christian world, and fain

would find some resting-place where a less sacrifice would be

necessary, where their former conduct will be less rigorously

abjured, where earthly friends will tolerate their sojourning;
while still a voice whispers that awful word " ROME" in their

ears, and conscience and reason together reply that if Rome
be not the true home for the trembling soul, then is there no

gospel of salvation remaining among men. Their hour is

come
;
the hour when they must take their stand for God or

for the world. The delusions of past years are vanished ;
she

upon whose breasts they have hung and sought for nourish-

ment has set them coldly upon the barren earth, and tells

them that she has nought wherewith to feed them
; nothing

that can deceive an honest mind now remains to puzzle them
or make them hesitate, the " Church of their baptism" knows

nothing about baptism itself; if they now prefer to abide with

her, it must be for the sake of worldly lucre, or through the

ties of flesh and blood, or through fear of man, or because

they have no true sense of sin, no living faith in God, in

judgment, in heaven, and in hell. Their hour is come", their

part must be taken
; they must listen to the voice of her

who has never ceased to claim them as her own because

they were baptised into her in their infancy, or they must be

content, while they possess their livings, their houses, their

friends, and the applause of one another, to be trodden under
foot by their fellow-countrymen of all creeds as men who
dared not follow out their own convictions, and who, when
the time of trial came, preferred the world to eternity. .
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with its devices, its pretences, and its
" reasons." With all

the outwardly seeming religiousness of the High-Church party,
so few so very few, we fear are determined to do their duty
at all costs, that too many are already prepared with some

self-deluding trick of argument by which they hope to elude

the destroying force of the Privy-Council decree. The most

popular of these fallacies is based on the idea that the decision

of the Court of Appeal is not binding upon the consciences of

the established clergy because it is a lay court, and that

nothing less than a convocation of the Anglican Church is

competent to decide the question. The mere allegation of

such a plea is sufficient proof that Church-authority and

Church-government are in the minds of Anglicans empty
sounds. Men who were familiar with the acts and decrees of

a living Church could never be so completely the slaves of

high-sounding windy phrases as to mistake so transparent a

fallacy for a valid argument. They who urge this pretence

forget that the question before the Privy Council was not one

as to what ought to be the doctrine of the Anglican Church,
but as to what is. The Council was called upon to fulfil a

duty which ever was and ever must be fulfilled by the deputies
of a supreme legislative authority. No other system is prac-

ticable, either in secular or spiritual things. A kingdom,
whether earthly or ecclesiastical, is preserved in its integrity

by a twofold power, one legislative, the other administrative.

In the English realm the Sovereign and Parliament make the

laws, but the judges administer them, and, with the rest of

the legal profession, state what those laws, as at any time

existing, really are. In the Christian Church, as a whole,
the supreme legislative authority (whatever that may be)
enacts the laws, declaring what is the revealed will of God,

enjoining such and such doctrines to be received by the faith-

ful, and laying down certain rules of discipline. If at any
time any individual, whether bishop, priest, or layman, puts
forth any opinion which is supposed to be contrary to these

laws thus laid down, buUwhich he himself asserts to be in.

harmony with them, the Church herself does not forthwith

meet in council to decide the difficulty ;
her regular tribunals,

ending with her ultimate court of appeal, decide the matter.

Her bishops do not profess to declare what men ought to

believe, or to make new laws for the Church; they simply
decide what is the law, hearing advocates, if they please ;

and
when the highest court has decided, the question is for ever

settled. Whether the individuals who are called in as a

council of advisers are laymen or ecclesiastics is, so to say, an
accident. Their rights to advise do not emanate from their
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royal interpretation of the dogmas which they are bound to

teach. If any Anglican clergyman now asserts that the Church

of England teaches the doctrine of baptismal regeneration, he

asserts a falsehood. The Church of England, by her highest

court, has asserted that she does not teach it
;
and no honest

man who possesses the niens sana in corpore sano will dare

to allege the contrary.

That, however, they who urge this strange plea, and deny
that the Queen in Council represents the Church of England,
do not in many cases really believe what they say, is shewn by
their efforts to obtain the establishment of some different court

of
appeal,

which they hope will decide in their favour on the

doctrine of baptism. It suits their convenience to remain in the

Establishment, and therefore, for decency's sake, they agitate
for a reform. Meanwhile, of course, though they will not

see it, they are every hour pledging themselves to what they
know to be false, and deliberately denying that the Church of

England teaches the same doctrines as the Primitive Church.

The difficulty is not postponed by any possible hope or pro-

spect of a change. At this moment every one of her clergy
are so absolutely bound and forced to obey the Queen's man-

date, that, if they believe that mandate to be contrary to the

word of God, they have no alternative but instantly to leave

the Anglican communion. All their protesting, all their com-

plaining, all their zeal for truth, does not alter the fact, that

every moment that the Anglo-Catholic clergy are receiving
their ecclesiastical revenues, they are doing so on false pre-
tences. The crisis has come; the Anglican Church has de-

clared herself: it is an undeniable fact that, if any clergyman
were now to teach that she does assert that every baptised
infant is regenerated, he might be brought by his bishop into

the Court of Arches, and the judge of that court would in-

stantly condemn him, and, if he refused to be silent^ would
forbid his ministering any longer in the Church of England.
Let any Anglo-Catholic who doubts the fact, and is yet an
honest man, make the trial. Let him openly preach that the

Chuich of England does distinctly teach baptismal regenera-
tion, and let him, having so done, formally call upon the

Archbishop of Canterbury or the Archbishop of York to put
him into the Court of Arches, and try the question in his

case. Does any man suppose that Sir Herbert Jenner Fust
or any other judge would take five minutes to give judgment
against the Quixotic believer in the orthodoxy ofAnglicanism ?

Is there a proctor or a doctor in Doctors' Commons who would

give him the shadow of a hope of success ? No ! the land

may ring with the protestations, and appeals, and reforming
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their true colours, as men of the world, decent, respectable,

\vell-dressed, liberally educated, professionally correct, amiable

at their fire-sides, precise in their language, and fulfilling

with propriety the duties of this life
;
but as for being of that

material of which Saints and Martyrs are fashioned, as for

being prepared to give up this world in order to win the next,
as for being sincere Christians and thoroughly honourable

men, it is vain to claim the glory an hour longer ; they have

taken their side, and neither God nor man will tolerate them
more.

Meanwhile, if there is one amongst them whose heart is

not merely filled with vexation but stricken with Christian

fear lest he dishonour Almighty God by double-dealing, for

him the path is clear. She who is his true mother has never

ceased to yearn for his embrace from the first moment when
he was stolen from her bosom and consigned to the hired

mercies of one who has now disowned all maternal claims.

Though the Anglican Church has declared that she does not

walk in the steps of the Primitive Christians, there is yet a

Church of Christ remaining upon earth
;
and the poor fa-

mishing soul is not left to wander to and fro upon a desolate

world, and then to die the death of a dog. While the subjects
of Anglicanism have been vainly striving to convince their

mistress that she was indeed the mother of their spiritual

existence, that loving Church from whom they did receive

that regenerating grace, which is, perhaps, the only blessing

they ever possessed, has been stretching forth her arms to win
them back, and at this moment is knocking at the door of

their hearts, and in the name of Jesus Christ bidding them

open to the full tide of her pardon and her love. Why, oh!

why will they still make themselves strange to her? Do they
not know that the Church of Rome, while she disclaims all

jurisdiction over the unbaptised, regards every man who has

been Vdlidly baptised* as her child, though now disobedient ?

If they have grown up separate from her visible communion

through purely unavoidable ignorance, and have not by any
mortal sin forfeited the blessings of regenerating grace, she

regards them as really living members of the Roman Catholic

Church, though they may think themselves members of some

* For the information of our non-Catholic readers, it may be worth while

stating that the Church of Home regards every baptism as valid in which the

person baptising pours water upon the head (that is, not merely upon the hair)
of the person baptised, repeating at the same time the words, "1 baptise thee

in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost," and having
also the intention to do by that act whatever our Lord Jesus Christ enjoined when
He instituted the sacrament of baptism. Such a baptism is valid, even though the

person baptising be a Protestant of any kind, a man, a woman, or a child.
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them out from darkness to light, from sin to holiness, from

slavery to freedom. Such, indeed, are our desires for every
human being alive, Jew, Turk, infidel, or heretic

;
but most

especially is it our feeling towards those who, naming the

name of Christ and not rejecting all his sacraments, baptise
their children in their infancy with a valid baptism. Especially

upon those who, coming of parents of the Anglo-Catholic

school, are doubtless generally valiclly baptised, upon these

we have a double claim, and we feel a double interest in their

welfare. We yearn for their souls as the souls of our bro-

thers in Christ, though, like the prodigal son, they have spent
the best years of their life in a foreign land. Unlike that

elder brother in the parable, who murmured when the repent-
ant prodigal was welcomed with joy and feasting, we rejoice
over their return to the home of their infancy, to the Father
of their salvation, and the Mother of their new birth. With
reluctant hand the Church indeed repeats their baptism with

a conditional form of words, because unhappily, and this on

their own testimony, the sacrament is sometimes so ignorantly
administered by Protestants as to be rendered valueless ; and
as it is generally impossible to ascertain what has been the

fact in any individual case, it is the usual practice of the

Church to baptise conditionally all who come to her. This
the Church of Rome does, because she believes in the doctrine

of baptismal regeneration. But still, as a matter of proba-

bility, there can be no doubt that an immense number of

children in the Established Church are really regenerated in

baptism, and therefore we cannot but love them in some sense

as fellow-Christians, and speak to them with a more confident

hope of being understood than if they were undoubtedly the

unregenerate offspring of Heathenism.
And most of all does this fraternal regard arouse those

who have themselves been converted from Protestantism to

seek to win their still-wandering brothers to their only true

home. The sincere Anglo-Catholic may be assured that

those who have already renounced that system to which he
still clings are among the most zealous for his conversion,
not from a vulgar abhorrence of Protestantism, but from a

peculiar affection for those whom they have left behind. It

is commonly said that the zeal of converts is proverbial, and
that this zeal is a mere natural reaction of the mind against
that party which they have forsaken. And, doubtless, con-

verts to the Catholic Church are as liable to the infirmities of

bad human nature as other men, and are as far as possible
from professing to be free from any taint of those lower motives
which mingle with the actions of all but the perfected saint.
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upon her as your spiritual mother through baptism, well and

good ;
she is happy enough to receive your obedience on any

hypothesis. But if you deride the whole notion of a new,
birth derived from her as the channel of God's grace, well

and good also
;
she makes no claim to be your mother, she

only wishes to be your ruler. Whether or not you were re-

generated by baptism, and so made her children, she assures

you is a mere question of curious speculation, not of divine

revelation and of fact. Your love, your enthusiasm, your
heroic determination to stand by her unto death, are all very

pleasing romantic refinements of sentiment, which you are

perfectly welcome to entertain, if so it pleases you ;
but she

is too practical, too sensible, too Protestant, to hamper herself

with any such subtleties of feeling. She is a Church made
for working, for the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth

centuries; she is an Establishment, and must not pledge her-

self to anything that maybe inconvenient; she is judicious,
like the great Richard Hooker. Such is her practical recom-r

mendation to you, and such the freezing consolation she gives

you in your misery.
And while she thus complacently puts by her maternal title,

another stands by, with sad and loving gaze watching you, pray-

ing for you, and longing for the hour when you will recognise in

her your true and only mother, who gave you that birth you
have been wont to attribute to another parent, and who,
amidst all your blinded rebellion, has never ceased to claim

you and to love you as her own. If you were regenerated in

baptism, if the sacrament of our blessed Lord was not made
of none effect through the ignorance or evil intention of its

administrators, if in your infancy you were made children of

God, and brothers of Jesus Christ, and inheritors of heaven,
it was by virtue of her faith, her power, her Lord and Master.

Jesus Christ gave you to her, and to her alone, to nurse, and
to feed, and to educate to spiritual manhood. Though you
have known it not, you were made her children, and from her

sacred body flowed forth every grace that has ever been yours.
If in your earliest childhood you lived as pious Christian chil-

dren, strong in your faith in God and Christ, while your elders

were gone back to the world's deadness and unbelief; if as you
advanced to maturity a mighty and invisible hand was long time
with you, restraining you from sin, cooling the fires of youth,
and carrying the Word of God home into the depths of your
souls; if for years and years you were free from mortal sin,

while through invincible ignorance you lived apart from your
true mother's embrace

;
if now that ignorance is still the fruit

of circumstances alone, and you. have never willingly shut

VOL. V. E E
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testimony is untrue ? Why should they deceive their ancient

friends ? Why, if they have been themselves deceived, and
have found themselves in the chains of a tyrant when they

expected the embraces of a mother, why should they con-

tinue willingly in their bondage, and devote their whole lives

to bring others to share their misery ? Are they all enthu-

siasts, all rash, all proud, all foolish, all incompetent judges,
all governed by party spirit ? It is impossible. And yet

they all agree in their testimony. One says one thing, and
another another. Individuals retain their natural characters.

Each has his faults as well as his virtues. Each has his own
favourite arguments, and rests most upon the proofs that are

to himself the most convincing. Each has his own cherished

devotions, and is peculiarly attached to some one or other of

the holy works of the Catholic Church. But in two things

they all agree ; they all have found the Church of Rome far

different in reality and within from what they expected to

find her
;
and whatever were their anticipations of the various

relations she would assume to their souls, they have found
that a mother's love is the ruling power over all.

THE LIFE OF FREDERIC HURTER,
AUTHOR OF THE LIFE OF POPE INNOCENT III.

From the French ofA. St. Cheron.

[Concluded from p. 335.]

CHAPTER IV.

Hurter's visit to Rome His stay at Pavia Impression produced by the relics

of St. Augustin His arrival at Rome Audience with the Holy Father

Last struggles Conversion Abjuration Baptism and first Communion.

IN the June of last year, when the translation of An Account

of the Institutions and Customs of the Church in the Middle

Age was published, I concluded the preface in these words :

"
God, we doubt not, will open the treasures of his mercy

(as we with all our heart entreat Him to do) upon him who
has laboured, struggled, and suffered in defence of the Church ;

and this grateful Church will have the happiness of receiving*
him into the number of her most faithful, most beloved, and

glorious children."

Twelve months after, almost on the very day, this wish
was realised, and the Church gained another son. On the

29th of February, 184-4, Hurter set out for Rome, and while
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" Thus did I suffer, and thus was I tortured
; accusing

myself with unusual bitterness, twisting and rolling in my
bonds, until I had entirely burst that chain which held me

only with a feeble link. Thou, O Lord, didst urge me on in

the recesses of my heart, and thy merciful severity scourged
me with repeated blows both of fear and of shame . . . for I

said within myself,
'

Forward, forward ;
no more delay :' and

my heart was in union with my words. I was on the point
of doing something, yet I did it not. Then did I strive, and

was but a hair's breadth from reaching the object of my de-

sires, and attaining and holding it; still I held it not, nor

even touched or came near to it
;
uncertain whether to die

or to live, I allowed myself to be governed by evil, the com-

panion of my childhood, rather than by that which was better,

to which I was a stranger. The nearer I approached that

ever-vanishing moment, when my very being was to undergo
a change, the more panic-stricken I became

;
neither brought

back nor taken away, my steps were suspended."*
At length, during the anxieties of this terrible struggle,

Hurter exclaimed in the words of Fenelon :

" O Being infi-

nitely perfect ! if Thou art truly so, and knowest the desires

of my heart, shew Thyself to me
;
remove the veil which hides

thy face from me
; preserve me from the danger of not know-

ing Thee, of wandering far from Thee, and of losing myself
amidst vain thoughts in my search after Thee. O Truth ! O
"Wisdom ! O Goodness Supreme ! if it be true that Thou art

what Thou art said to be, and that Thou made me for Thyself,
suffer me not to belong to myself, but to Thee, whose work I

am. Let me behold Thee
;
shew Thyself to Thy creature."*

When that night of anguish was over which followed the

day of his audience of the Holy Father, Hurter arose with a

great calmness and serenity, which every one remarked to be
unusual since his stay in Rome, though formerly they were

habitually on his mild and agreeable German countenance.

The next morning he hastened to a Swiss ecclesiastic, a friend

of his, who was chaplain in the Pope's palace, and said to him:
" I have made up my mind

;
do me the favour of going to the

Holy Father, to know his pleasure on the subject of my ab-

juration, which I am desirous should take place as soon as

possible." The Pope assigned the next day but one, and ap-

pointed Cardinal Ostini to receive his abjuration.
On the 21st of June, the feast of St. Lewis of Gonzaga,

Hurter received baptism and confirmation in the room which

Conf. liv viii. ch. xi.

Lettre l re sur divers sujets de Metaphysicjue et de Religion.
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I formerly occupied in the Roman (
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on was desired
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how near it appeared to be, and yet how
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it was deferred. At length God darted his last ray of grace
into the heart which awaited it

;
and this decisive grace was

given at Rome. It does not become me to make known the

details, which belong to Hurter alone, and which I believe he

intends shortly to publish.
I will only mention, that, on his arrival in Italy, he went

to Pavia for the purpose of seeing the body of St. Augustin.

Objections were made at first, but, having overcome these,

he soon found himself in presence of the holy relics of the

Bishop of Hippo. There issued from them, as it were, a sud-

den light, which dissipated the darkness of the doubts and

prejudices in which he was still enveloped. The scales fell

from his eyes, and the sublime embodiment of Catholic truths

appeared to him in all their divine splendour and unity. His
mind was convinced, but his will remained weak. Being
shortly after introduced to the sovereign Pontiff, who asked

him when he might number him amongst his children, Hurter
made answer in an hesitating tone, and put off till the follow-

ing year the fulfilment of the resolution which he had made
in his heart. However, a friendly voice, the voice of a reli-

gious and priest famed throughout Rome for his eloquence
and piety, recalled to his mind these words of the holy Bible,

"Delay not to be converted to the Lo;ci, and defer it not
from day to day" (Ecclus. v. 8). ge roici him that little de-

pendence was to be placei on the future, and that truth once
discovered i-;SL be embraced and confessed. Hurter, much
uected, then left him, and on the morrow had information

conveyed to the common Father of the faithful that he was
desirous to be called one of his children, and that he was pre-
pared to make his abjuration. Cardinal Ostini was appointed
to receive it, and the preparation was soon made, for during
thirty years it had been going on. It has been said by the

most august lips in the world, that Hurter, in this important
case, was not a catechumen but an apologist. Two days ago
the abjuration was made, and to-day all was ready for the
communion. The spacious nave of the church of St. Ignatius
was most magnificently ornamented in honour of St. Lewis
of Gonzaga, around whose virginal tomb the faithful prayed in

silence. The students of the German College, of the Roman
College, and an immense number of youths from other edu-
cational establishments, and of every grade, occupied the open
space between the entrance and the sanctuary. Here did the
venerable Cardinal Ostini celebrate the holy sacrifice, and
here, alone and on his knees before the communion-table,
between the altar and the close ranks of the youths who
filled the edifice, might be seen the aged patriarch of the
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council of SchafTliauscn, the historian and ,. . ,no-
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.
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It was not without a special (iesign of Providence that

Hurti r wax conducted to the capital of Christendom to n ,

his solemn ah jura? just that the learned his-

torian, who restored the fair fame and glory of the Papacy in
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the person of one of its most illustrious representatives, should
in Rome be admitted to the grace of reconciliation, it was
likewise just that the honour and joy which accompanied this

great triumph should he reserved for that Church which is

the object against which so many writers who are opposed to

Catholicism direct their attacks. Finally, if the ceremonies
of Hurter's abjuration, baptism, and first communion, were

performed in an establishment of Jesuits, in the church of St.

Ignatius, and on the feasts of St. Francis Regis and St. Lewis

Gonzaga, it was just, that such a consolation should have been
reserved to the holy and renowned company of Jesus, ap-
pointed by God from its very foundation to be exposed to

insult, calumny, and violence from those who seek to weaken,
enthrall, and ruin the Catholic Church.

CHAPTER V.

Hurter returns to Switzerland Rise of the Protestant population Hurter's
address to his fellow-citizens.

When Bossuet heard of Lord Perth's conversion, he wrote
to him as follows :

" Your conversion has filled heaven arid

earth with joy, and I cannot tell how many pious souls have
shed tears on your account; for it is evident that this is the

work of God's hand." This was not the only resemblance
between Hurter and the illustrious Anglican convert

;
for the

furious populace attacked Lord Perth's hotel, and pillaged and
burnt all that came within their reach. In the same man-
ner the populace of Schaffhausen, according to their ideas of

liberty of conscience, were determined to imitate the proceed-

ings of their fellow-Protestants of the 17th century. The

report of Hurter's return having been spread throughout
Schaffhausen, July 15, 1844, an immense crowd made towards

his house, uttering loud threats. However, as they soon heard

that he had retired to the abbey of Rheinau, the immense
crowd dispersed amidst shouts of " Down with the Jesuit !"

and "
Liberty for ever !" Thence, they presented themselves

before the house of Professor Zehnder, a man well known as

a Protestant Radical, whom they cheered. This popular fury
manifested itself with still greater violence on the night of the

16th, which caused a proclamation to be issued by the town-

council, who attributed the two outbreaks to a number of

strangers and students. In case of their repetition, the coun-

cil made known their intention of ordering troops from Klett-

gau to occupy the town. The report of these shameful insults
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to his family havii:
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" Bear your sufferings for the love of holy Church
;
for if

the favour which God has bestowed upon you, of being brought
to the one faith, was not accompanied with some loss, it would
not appear so precious in your eyes. Unite yourself in spirit to

the happy company of those who have suffered for the truth,

and who have washed their robes in the blood of the Lamb
without spot. As often as you are in trouble and affliction,

and shed tears, after having embraced the faith, so often do

you wash yourself in the blood of your Saviour Jesus, so often

do you wipe out your sins, and come out of that sacred bath

with immortal beauty."*
With regard to ourselves, as French Catholics, I will say

with Bossuet, writing to Lord Perth,
"
May the Holy Spirit

send down his abundant graces upon the Catholics amongst
whom you live

;
that they may not imagine that to stand

courageously by their religion is all that is required ;
but that,

according to the example which you, my Lord, have set them,

they may shew their faith by good works, and that they may
learn from you to respect apostolical institutions and the holy
hierarchy of the Church."f

Have not the courage, equanimity, and resignation with
which Hurter has borne the trials above mentioned, merited
for him that eulogium which Bourdaloue once made upon
some new converts ?

" When we consider the zeal of certain converted sinners,
the progress which they make in the ways of God, and the

intercourse which they have with God, it would appear
enough, says St. Augustine, to excite the jealousy of the

most pious, and almost make them complain to God as did the

elder brother of the prodigal son to his father, but that they
are more interested for God than for themselves. O wonder-
ful effect of repentance, which is able in some sort not only to

put the sinner on a level with the innocent but even to raise

him above them ! It is in this sense, and literally, that, accord-

ing to the expression of the Gospel, the angels rejoice over
the conversion of one sinner more than over the perseverance
of ninety-nine just."J

* Sermon on Charity to new Converts.

t Miscellaneous Letters, cxxiv.

Sermon on the Conversion of Magdalen.
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CHAPTER VI.

Hunter's letter to the author Statement of the motites which led to hit

conversion.

A few days after the disturbances which took place in his

native town, Jlurter did me the honour of addi
the following letter :

Sir, Very frequently whilst at Home, and especially on
the day of my reception into the Church, I thou-lr
and all my other friends in Paris

; pictured to myself \\hat

it interest you and so many other Catholics in heart and
.1 would take in the news of my conversion

;
1 fancied in my

own mind with what joy you would be filled. Although neither

yotUrself, nor any of those whose acquaintance 1 had the hap-
piness to make in Paris the preceding year, could be present
at the ceremony of my abjuration, nevertheless Franc

presented there, particularly by the Abbe (ierbct, and M.
M- iiul vicar of the diocese of Digne. The congra-
tulations \\ hich 1 received from the n piv>entatives .f \

country did not, i the feeling-

many distinguished persons and friends, known and unknown,
who hav be* for my salvation. All, and
the Holy Father in the first pi

: ved that my -

into the fold of the Church might hi- regarded as th

of my con.M-ientious labours. 1 send yon some particulars on
motives of my conversion. This will si that the

which I feared the n.

and which at first appeared to me the most iitMinnount.i'

1 mean, the voluntary consent of my \\ife. From the first,

light, but in the end she \\ar:

a]. proved of my resolution.

lower classes, being irritated and , ! me
ic press and by certain attempt to pi

furious chnrirnri and otlx ;

and the town. These ; :ted

and in such a manner that not only the p .-

lice but the government were obliged to take serious n

of i . \Vhil-- th'--e things were taking place, I \\ ,

quiet retiiement at In>|)ruck, a fact which shews that ti

atta< inst my wife and family. In-

i of reproaching me \\ith ! okc
of them with the most perfect tranquillity, and even the most

imperturbable serenily. In t; for rejoicing, ill

this I behold the grace of God already operating in my wife's

soul
; and I trust that it will complete what is already begun.
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Yielding to her advice, and that of my brother, I stayed
for the first few days in Rhcinau Abbey, whence I issued my
address to my fellow-townsmen. A few days after I returned

to town
;

I passed and repassed through the streets without

being annoyed or insulted, or less respected than before.

As, according to the expression of Cardinal Micara, the

young man who receives the priesthood signs his death-war-

rant, so he who enters the Church ought to be prepared to

undergo tribulation. Omnes qui pie volunt vivere in Christo

Jesu, persecutionem patientur, says St. Paul; but resignation

together with the prayers of the true members of the Church

supply a supernatural degree of strength.
* *

From my heart and in Jesus Christ crucified,
Your very sincere and devoted friend,

F. HURTER.
Schaffhausen, August 2, 1844.

I will here conclude this plain account by the statement
mentioned in the preceding letter. This will serve as a re-

capitulation of all the facts recorded in the above pages : it

will shew the way pursued by Hurter, and the effects pro-
duced by the Divine grace in his understanding and soul; and
will be read as one of the most open, clear, and energetic pro-
fessions of faith which have ever been produced by a heart
reconciled to God and his Church.

Hurter s Exposition of the Motives ivhich led to his Conversion
to the Catholic Church.

The course of study which I was obliged to follow for the

composition of my History of Pope Innocent III. had drawn

my attention to the wonderful structure which distinguishes
the edifice of the Catholic Church. I was delighted with the

contemplation of the wonderful influence possessed by that

long succession of Sovereign Pontiffs, all worthy of their high
position ;

and I admired the vigilance with which they guarded
the unity and purity of doctrine.

In juxtaposition with these facts appeared the change-
ableness of Protestant sects, their miserable dependence on
the State, their internal divisions, and the spirit of individu-
alism which submits matters of doctrine to the unlimited

analyses of critics, the rationalism of theologians, and the
liberal interpretation of preachers. As regards myself, in

the position of preacher, and afterwards of spiritual director
of a Protestant canton of Switzerland, I looked upon myself
as a sentinel charged with the duty of guarding a post" half
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fusal excited a complete storm against me, and ingratitude,
limited ideas, a narrow-minded pietism, envy, revenge, and

political hatred, were all united against a single man, who, on
his side, defended himself vigorously.

To speak my real sentiments, I at this moment believe

that I am indebted to my enemies, now that the fruits of jus-
tice and peace are ripe ;

for I now perceive in those struggles
which were then so painful to me the salutary means employed
for my conversion. Convinced that God from my tenderest

years has been pleased to lead me, though by such intricate

ways, to the object to which I have attained, I now, at this

happy moment of my life, look upon the storm which was
raised against me as my signal and impulse to the course

which I have followed from that time, sustained by a fixed

and firm will.

1 fell sick, together with all my family, and two well-be-

loved daughters were snatched from me by the hand of death
;

and whilst in several Swiss Catholic convents prayers were

being offered up for the recovery of my children, Pietism in-

dulged in a cruel joy, happy to be able to pierce a father's heart

with a triple-edged sword. I then felt thoroughly convinced

that with such people there could be no truce, unless on the

condition of submitting one's neck to the yoke of a wretched
blindness. Could I hesitate about making a choice ? No, I

rejected dignities, places, and revenues, and returned into

private life, disgusted with a sect which by Rationalism is

subversive of every Christian dogma, or by Pietism tramples

morality under foot. Up to this period, however, I did not
believe all the doctrines of the Catholic Church. But is it

likely that four years in the life of a serious man who is fond

of study, and has time to pursue it, would be allowed to pass

away without either progressing or retrograding? No one
could suppose such a thing. The truth is, that the directions

which Divine Providence had given to my mind had caused
me to make progress which my private studies had aided. I

will not say that individuals influenced me either directly or in-

directly; nevertheless, a light shone upon me, and every day the

path which I was treading became more distinct. In the course

of my studies 1 had to consult numerous works on the origin of

the so-called Reformation, its causes, the means employed to

establish its dogmas, and its influence on politics, particularly
in England. Even in my own neighbourhood proofs were
not wanting to shew the fury with which Rationalism is ani-

mated against the Catholic Church, whilst at the same time

it leaves Protestantism undisturbed, or, rather, seeks an alli-

ance with it in order to compass the object which is common
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formed against her, have, in spite of every effort, fallen to the

ground. It is true that there are even some priests to be
met with whose understandings are so limited as not to be
able to appreciate fully the value of Catholic institutions

;

priests who imagine they can reduce the colossal edifice of

the Church to the standard of their own low views
;
but hap-

pily we behold others who act with more spirit and. vigour,
who are not terrified at the sound of the word Ultramon-

tanism, which is always in the mouths of those who wish to

hinder the free and inviolable action of the Church.
These are the facts which caused me to reflect seriously

on the existence of an institution, which, from its struggle
with open and disguised enemies, comes out renewed and

strengthened. After having resigned the office of President
of the Consistory, I devoted my leisure hours to the study of

Catholic doctrine, and I profited by the perusal of Moehler's

Symbolism. Never for a moment had I doubted that Chris-

tianity was a divine revelation
;
but it was only at this time

that I applied my mind to consider certain assertions made
by Protestants, who, for example, assert that Christianity,

pure and undefiled, existed only in the early ages, and that

for the period of twelve hundred years it was buried in an

abyss of errors and exclusively human institutions, an abyss
which was at length closed on the arrival of these superior
geniuses, viz. a monk full of every species of contradictions,
and a debauched and spoliating king. Ought not common-
sense itself to suffice to destroy all confidence in a pretended
reformation undertaken by persons so wanting in moral
wortli ? Add to this, the internal bickerings of so many
Protestant sects, their disagreement on all essential doctrines,

together with the fact of their being united only in their op-
position and hatred against the Church. I was thus convinced
that the discrepancies which exist in Protestant doctrine had
shewn themselves from the very commencement of the Refor-

mation, as they are now manifested amongst so many Protes-

tants, who astonish us by the singularity of their systems,
their readiness to modify them and to adapt them to the

wants of the time. Another cause, not less decisive in en-

lightening my mind and fixing me in my resolution, was the

certainty of finding, on the other hand, all the Catholic theo-

logians united and agreed upon one body of doctrine. The
language of Protestant innovators respecting an invisible

Church, and the handing down the pure doctrine by means
of an indefinite succession of heresies, can never blind any
one who has retained or recovered the faculty of appreciating
men and things. I was afterwards strengthened in my con-

VOL. V. F F
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scription was made use of to cause me to utter those solemn
words which they so much wished to hear me pronounce.
Once, and once only, during an interview which I had with
the Holy Father, these words were, with the most inexpres-
sible serenity, addressed to me :

"
Spero che lei sara mio

iglio" (I hope that I may some day call you my son). On
another occasion, at Naples, the pious and learned Archbishop
of Thessalonica, Mgr. Rossi, said to me,

" I hope that you
will be one of us." Several other friends and protectors ex-

pressed a like desire, but without ever going further. Al-

though I had the happiness and honour of frequent and fa-

miliar conversations with the celebrated R. Father Perrone,
of the Society of Jesus, that saintly and learned man only
once alluded to what was uppermost in his heart. When, oil

the feast of St. Lewis of Gonzaga, I thanked him with all my
soul for having never touched upon the subject, he made me
this reply : "I foresaw full well that the grace of God would
do all, and therefore the intervention of man would have been

superfluous." At Mount Cassino, that monastery so illus-

trious, and the mother of so many abbeys and congregations,
the conversation one day turned upon my conversion

;
when

fears were entertained of my drawing down upon my head
the fury of hatred, if it were to take place in a solemn man-
ner instead of in the retreat and silence of some isolated and

unfrequented church,
"

I am decided," said I,
" to make my

abjuration nowhere else but at Rome; and I neither seek
nor shun publicity, more or less great, in an affair which does
not require concealment, because it is good, just, and praise-

worthy ;
and especially in an affair of such great importance

to me, I wish to act in that open manner which 1 have ever
made the rule of my conduct."

Although in the preface to a collection of miscellaneous

writings, published a short time before my departure for

Rome, I had pretty clearly made known my intended con-

version, nevertheless I had never entered upon any explana-
tion on this subject with my wife. I proposed to write to
her on the subject of my intention

;
in fact, my letters dated

from Pisa already indicated it in a manner which became
every day more clear and distinct the nearer I approached
Rome. Thanks to God, I had the great consolation of meet-

ing with a tenderly affectionate but temperate opposition
from my wife, which in the end was nothing but the anxiety
of a mother solicitous for the future lot of her children.

In this, as well as all other circumstances, God's holy will
was clearly manifest. Being at peace on that head, I was

unwilling to delay the execution of this important step. On
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mtortum -Pat-bum.

No. III.

THE PILGRIM QUEEN.

THERE sat a Lady all on the ground,

Rays of the morning circled her round ;

Save thee, and hail to thee, gracious and fair !

In the chill twilight what would'st thou there?

" Here I sit desolate," sweetly said she,
"
Though I am a Queen, and my name is Marie ;

Robbers have rifled my garden and store,

Foes they have stolen my Heir from my bower.

They said they could keep Him far better than I,

In a palace all his, planted deep and raised high :

'Twas a palace of ice, hard and cold as were they,
And when summer came it all melted away.

Next would they barter Him, Him the Supreme,
For cotton, for iron, for gas, and for steam :

And me they bid wander in weeds and alone

In this green merry land which once was my own."

I looked on that Lady, and out from her eyes
Came the deep glowing blue of Italy's skies ;

And she raised up her head, and she smiled, as a Queen
On the day of her crowning, so bland and serene.

" A moment," she said,
" and the dead shall revive,

The giants are failing, the saints are alive
;

I am coming to rescue my home and my reign,
And Peter and Philip are close in my train." &

[v.]

ST. PHILIP'S CONVERTS.

SWEET Saint Philip ! thou hast won us,

Though our hearts were hard as stone ;

Sin had once wellnigh undone us,
Now we live for God alone.

Help in Mary ! Joy in Jesus !

Sin and self no more shall please us !

We are Philip's gift to God.
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IMAGES AND IMAGE-WORSHIP.

The Seventh General Council, the. Second of Nicaa, in which

the Worship of Images was established : with copious Notes

from the " Caroline Books" compiled by order of Charle-

magne for its Confutation. Translated from the Original

by the Rev. John Mendham, M.A., Rector of Clophill.

London, Painter.

HAD this volume been simply what the title-page announces,
it would have been a valuable contribution to our English
stock of ecclesiastical documents. As it is, indeed, to those

who can "
separate the precious from the vile," it will be of

use in illustrating a very interesting period in the history of

the Church. More we cannot say. We cannot even pay
the compiler the sorry compliment of having brought together
in a summary form the chief arguments and authorities which
have been urged against Catholic doctrine and practice in the

matter of which he treats. Whatever his qualifications as a

translator,* Mr. Mendham is no controversialist, much less a

theologian, judging him even by a Protestant standard
;
he has

very imperfectly digested what others have written on his own
side, and his own remarks, in which unfortunately he largely

indulges, are utterly worthless, except as an instructive spe-
cimen of heretical childishness and folly.f To say the truth,
but for its documentary contents, to which we shall mainly
confine ourselves in the observations we have to make, the

book is below criticism, and we should never have thought it

worth our while to draw attention to its publication.

As, however, we have spoken thus disparagingly of the

work, it is well, perhaps, that we should, as briefly as possible,
shew cause for the judgment we have passed.

We have said that Mr. Mendham has displayed no origin-

ality in his management of the materials at his disposal, and

* We observe a curious mistranslation at p. 201. Mr. Mendham renders
the well-known words of the Preface in the Mass, Tremuntpotestatos, thus,

" The
powers of darkness do tremble." But this is but a sample of the ludicrous
blunders with which the work abounds. Surely it implies great presumption in
a man to take upon himself to criticise and to condemn what, had he common
modesty, he cannot but be aware he knows nothing about

t We had begun by noticing some of these absurdities ; but we found them
so numerous and so very silly so incredibly silly that we abandoned the attempt.
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supernatural truth of Christ into a vehement outbreak of jea-
lousy for his honour. Having no historical data to oppose to

the accounts which contemporary writers have left on record,
he does not scruple to affirm that " the image-worshippers
have taken good care that nothing of this kind should come
down to posterity"* (p. xxxi.), and, starting from his own pre-

conceptions of the matter in dispute, finds, as he says (p. xi.),"
very fair reason from the nature of the thing itself' to con-

clude that the conduct of the emperors is capable of a very
different construction to that which " the persecuted ortho-
dox" have put upon it. Accordingly, Leo's attempt to sub-
vert the established devotions of the Church he regards as
" the result of conviction on his part of the truth of the re-

proaches" brought against them by Jews, Mohammedans, and
other unbelievers

;
and finding a Catholic historian disposed

to admit, that some of the worst atrocities attributed by later

authors to Constantine Copronimus may have been credited

on "popular reports without much examination,"he concludes,

Mr. Mendharn appeals to Llorente as an authority. Of this writer Balmez re-

marks (Protestantism and Catholicity compared, p. 401),
"
King Joseph, the

intruder, intrusted Llorente with the archives of the Supreme Council and the
Tribunal of the Inquisition. This excellent man was so perfect an archivist, that
he burnt all the reports ofproceedings with the approbation of his master (as he

himself tells us), with the exception of those which could appertain to history,
&c. After having heard this remarkable confession, we will ask every impartial
man whether there is not room for great mistrust with respect to an historian who
claims to be sole and unique because he has had the opportunity of consulting
the original documents whereon he founds his history, and who, nevertheless,
burns and destroys these same documents."

The reader will better perceive the application of this extract when he has

perused the following note.
* The Iconoclasts clandestinely burned and mutilated writings which recog-

nised the use of holy images ; yet this dishonest mutilation of documents to

serve a purpose Mr. Mendham applauds (p. 23G), on the ground that they
contained " instruction which causeth to err," while the destruction in open day
of heretical books (for such he must admit they were regarded by the Catholics),
he condemns in a passage the tenor of which may be gathered from the closing
words :

" Yet these wretched idolaters, these miserable destroyers of books, are,

forsooth, Catholic Bishops, orthodox Prelates, and so forth, of the Church of
Christ!"

Being on the subject of mutilations, we are reminded of an amusing instance

of the lengths to which extreme prejudice and extreme ignorance united will

carry a man. Leontius, the legate of the East, in the course of an argument in

which he is drawing a distinction mark this between Christian images and Gen-
tile idols, quotes Solomon, saying (Wisdom xiv. 8),

" Bless ye the wood whence
cometh righteousness," i.e. of course, the Cross. Upon which Mr. Mendham
shrewdly remarks, p. 173,

"
Leontius, it seems, could mutilate Scripture as

well as others, for he leaves out the last part of this verse as being opposed to

his views. That which is left out is as follows :
' That which is made with

hands is accursed, and he also that made it.'
" Mr. M., in his turn, knows well

where to stop in quoting from Scripture. The verse continues,
"
He, because he

made it, and it, because, being corruptible, it was called yod" (Protestant version).
Need we ask whether we were right in saying the book was " below criticism ?"
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says :
' Let none of you suffer as an evil doer and a busybody in

other men's matters.' "*

In simple truth, Mr. Mendham has no sympathy either

with orthodoxy or with sanctity. Such things are far above out

of his sight. We might make a curious collection of his theo-

logical dicta touching heresies which strike at the very integrity
of the Christian faith.

'

Thus, alluding to the controversy on
the subject of the procession of the Holy Ghost, he says (p. 91),
" This difference is one of those which separates the Eastern

from the Western Church, and which not even tradition or

Catholic consent can settle.
"-j-

Of the Monothelite, Polychro-
nius, who pretended to miraculous powers, and was proved to

be an impostor, he pityingly exclaims (p. 112), "The poor
fellow was anathematised !" The Paulicians also come in for

a share of his sympathies.
" If Germanus," he says (p. 222),

"represented the sentiments of the Eastern and Gregory those

of the Western Church, in this century at least the Church was
in error; and truth was to be found among the iconoclasts of

the East, or the semi-iconoclasts of France and Germany, or

the persecuted sect of the Paulicians." What this poor per-
secuted sect really was, the incredulous reader may discover

from the pages of Mosheim,J a Protestant historian, who de-

clares that they
"
distinguished the Creator of the world from

the Supreme Being," considering
" matter to be the seat and

source of all evil," and that they obstinately rejected the insti-

tutions of Baptism and the Lord's Supper, and the Divine

authority of the Old Testament, as well as of part of the New.
Such patronage comes ill from a man who accuses Popes of a

want of sensitiveness in the matter of orthodoxy where tem-

poral rule is concerned. But this is not the only maligned
race which he takes under his protection. While labouring
to fasten the guilt of idolatry on the whole Christian Church,
he goes out of his way to exculpate the Mahometans from
the charge.

"
Mahomet," he says (p. 232),

"
taught them

to detest idols." Again, his language when speaking of Nes-
torianism is, to say the least, very equivocal. Thus he asks

(p. 406),
" Why might not the [pseudo-] Council of Constan-

tinople as rightfully issue their decree against idolatrous pic-

* The italics are the author's.

f There is something very significant in the loose ambiguous way in which
even the most "orthodox" of Anglican divines express themselves respecting
this article of the faith. We should not be surprised any day at hearing that it

was declared to be an open question in the Anglican Church, or that some theo-

logian deeply read in the Fathers had discovered that "
antiquity" lends no sanc-

tion to what it has been usual to regard as the Catholic doctrine on the authority
of the Nicene Creed.

I Ecclesias. Hist. Century IX. chap. r.
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to enforce his claim to the protection of Pepin, sending him a

letter
"
pretended to have come from St. Peter, now in glory t

stating the fear that he had lest the Lombards should ill-treat

his bones." Mr. Mendham knows very well that the Pope
never said or did any thing of the kind

;
and we quote this

piece of low buffoonery only to shew the temper of the writer

and the degree of veracity which attaches to his "Historical

Sketch."

We will not trouble our readers with any further exposure
of the coarseness and profanity in which this Protestant mini-

ster continually indulges ;
one line alone will reveal to them

the almost incredible depth of degradation to which Protest-

antism proper sinks its unhappy professors. In the " Table

of Contents" there is the following entry (p. Ixxxv.), "Extract
from the Life of a Courtesan called the ' Blessed Mary of

Egypt.'" Did Mr. Mendham ever read in the Gospel of one

of whom it was said,
"
Many sins are forgiven her because she

hath loved much?" But it is in vain to reason with such an

adversary : may the blessed saint whom he has blasphemed
pray to God for her reviler, that he may learn to love purity
and penitence^!

Inexcusable as is his ignorance and presumption, and gross
as is his unfairness and want of candour, we could have found
some palliation for it all in inveterate prejudice and the mis-

fortune of his heretical position ;
but nothing can excuse the

ribaldry to which he gives loose on every occasion, as if his

object were to throw ridicule on the holiest things, like any
avowed scoffer or man of the world who gives nobody credit

for religious sincerity, and laughs at the supernatural. "We
have read the volume carefully through, and with every dis-

position to make allowances for the disadvantages under which
the writer labours

;
and we are fain to say that the impression

left upon our mind is such as it is most painful to entertain of

one who calls himself a Christian. It is, we can assure Mr.

Mendham, with the greatest difficulty (except on the supposi-
tion of extreme intellectual incapacity) that we can give him
credit for sincerity, or believe him to be possessed oif any spark
of genuine piety. There is only one excuse we can invent

for him, and that is, that he has taken his blasphemy second-

hand from those whom he venerates as his masters "
Craumer,

Latimer, Ridley, Hooper, Jewel,"* and the rest
;

that he
writes as he has been taught, without thinking what it is he is

* Luther would have spared not only the crucifix, but other images, and

quarrelled with Carlostadt for his iconoclasm. But where retained they cannot
be said to be used.
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inflict on themselves or on Christianity in general. They go
to antiquity, not so much to prove that themselves are in the

right as that Rome is in the wrong; nay, as if for the express

purpose of demonstrating that certain doctrines which their

own communion disowns, certain practices which it repudiates,
certain claims which it denies, are, if not primitive, at least

very ancient. This has been one result of the industry, the

accuracy, and, we will say, the honesty the material literary

honesty with which ecclesiastical history has been studied

by recent scholars and critics. The effect is nothing less than

a new historical Christianity. Multitudes almost unconsciously

adopt as their speculative belief, for it is nothing more than

this in very many instances, a view of ancient Christianity,
which is as inconsistent with the past acts and ordinances of

the English Establishment as it is with its present teaching
and practice, and indeed, as every candid person must allow,
with its general mind and character as displayed in all its

changeful history during the last three centuries.

We cannot but think that Mr. Mendham has, unwittingly
and against his will, contributed his support to views respect-

ing the early Church and the relation which the Church
of Rome bears thereto, which he would most strongly con-

demn, and against which this very publication is probably
intended to be at once an argument and a protest. In at-

tempting to fasten the charge of idolatrous innovation on the

later Church, he does in fact, by the very terms of the accu-

sation no less than by the positive amount of evidence which
he adduces, testify to the use, and not the use only, but the

religious use, as distinguished from the merely ornamental and
architectural employment, of images, whether painted or sculp-
tured, in the early times of Christianity. And more than this,

he supplies the key by which thoughtful minds will be
enabled to ascertain the grounds on which the Church sanc-

tions that veneration and, in a Catholic sense,
"
worship" of

images which was formally established by the Seventh Ge-
neral Council.

It is astonishing to observe how blind men remain to the

fact, that, while all that recent searchers into ecclesiastical

antiquity have determined against the Church of Rome is of
a purely negative character, all that they have positively esta-

blished is directly in her favour. Though they have in vain

looked for the Papal Supremacy, they have found a Primacy,
and that all but, if not altogether, of Divine right ; though they
have not found that visible connexion with the See of Peter
is necessary to Catholic unity, they have found that visible

unity is itself of the " essence" of the Catholic Church
;
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and logical mind can draw from their labours is, that truth is

not ascertainable. If, as the High Churchman declares, the

Church being divided has lost its infallible voice, what autho-

rity is there in matters of faith ? or how know we that the

Church was not in a similar condition, from similar causes,
in times which they repute to be orthodox and safe ? Or if,

as Mr. Mendham asserts, the whole Christian Church was
sunk in idolatry for centuries, and while "

it seemed all glo-
rious without, within was full of corruption, formality, and

hypocrisy," of what value can it ever be even as a witness

to the truth ? or how know we that " she was on her guard,"
as he says she was, "and speedily silenced" the heresies which
"had not been wanting from the first?" And here let us ask

our author, of what authority really to him or to any Protest-

ant is the pseudo-Council of Constantinople on which he so

much relies, or indeed the whole united Church of the East ?

None whatever. At most, it is but an historical evidence that

at a certain era certain doctrines and practices of Rome were

impugned by certain parties, with whom in this particular,
and in nought else, he chances to agree. This is all

;
the

Catholic Church neither denies the fact, nor regards the

impugners as any thing better than heretics. Why, then,
all this trouble to prove what, when proved, possesses no

weight in the eyes either of Catholics or Protestants ? As
well might he labour to shew that Arius denied the con-

substantiality of the Son to the Father, or that Luther de-

nied the Catholic doctrine of justification, and was followed

by multitudes in his separation from Catholic communion.
The heresy of the iconoclasts is a fact, and nothing more.

To the simple Protestant, anyhow, it can have no argu-
mentative force or value whatever; because truth with him
is not what he finds in antiquity or in this or that century,
not what the Church in this or that part of it has approved
and decided, but what by his own study of Scripture he sees

to be written therein. The Anglican goes, or thinks that

he goes, by antiquity, or by the Church of the past ;
but

as there were heresies from the first, and opposing com-

munions, each of which called itself the only true Church of

Christ, he cannot distinguish Catholics from heretics, or the

true Church from the false, except on some preconceived
notion as to what is Catholic and true. In both cases the

result is practical Deism. Neither party is able to say what
is that system of truth which God has revealed.

We say, then, that inquirers who pick and choose from

among the facts of history such as suit their purpose for the

moment, or take as an authority at one time what they reject
VOL. V. G G
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deny ;
but how far it was formally and explicitly held in the

Church before the time of St. Augustine is a question on

which theologians may differ. The actual sinlessness of the

Blessed Virgin is an article of the faith not to be denied

without the guilt of heresy; but how far St. Chrysostom was

cognisant of this pre-eminent gift of the Mother of God is a

question which may depend on the meaning to be attached

to the expressions he uses, or the genuineness of the text in

which such expressions occur. And so of other and the very
holiest doctrines, as the consubstantiality of the Son to the

Father, or the procession of the Holy Ghost from the Son
;

Catholics may have held different opinions as to the distinct-

ness and explicitness with which they were believed and taught
in the Church before any controversy arose or a formal defi-

nition was pronounced. And yet, granting, or rather we
should say maintaining, all this, it is no less true that, as

fresh data have been supplied, or sounder principles of cri-

ticism have prevailed, or the attacks of heresy have been
directed to some hitherto disregarded or unexplored spot,
the unanimity which, speedily at least, if not at once, has

been exhibited among Catholic writers is as remarkable as

the boldness and perseverance with which they have followed

up the course opened before them, and the victoriousness with

which they have taken possession of the ground to which, per-

haps, their adversaries were the first to point their attention,
and which they had thought to occupy against them.

We readily admit, then, that Catholic controversialists

have at times made statements about the antiquity of "
image-

worship" as now practised in the Church which further inves-

tigation has shewn to be incorrect or unfounded
;
and making

this admission, we leave our opponents to make the most of it.

For ourselves, following those writers who have looked closest

into the matter, so far from contending that the reverence

paid to holy images was, explicitly^ in the previous centuries

what it had become in the eighth, we would maintain that

it was a matter of slow and progressive development ; that,

at first partial in form and local in extent, it gradually made

way and assumed a distinct expression as circumstances called

it forth or permitted its display. Implicitly, we believe that

this reverence was ever the same
;

that the devotion with

which some poor persecuted Christian in the catacombs kissed

the symbol of his Master's passion, or bowed his head to wor-

ship Him represented in some rude sculpture as the Good
Pastor of the flock, or in his own adorable Person as giving
the keys of his kingdom to St. Peter, was substantially the

same with the incensings, the lighting of lamps, the genu-
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observe how writers, who had never perhaps consciously en-

tertained the idea in their mind, have, as though withheld

by some supernatural hand, avoided language and statements

which the subject on which they were employed seemed under

the circumstances of the time naturally to suggest.* We
may hold a decided opinion on all these points with respect to

the subject before us, and may attach a certain relative im-

portance to them; but in itself, as we have said, the inquiry
is one of mere historical interest, it has nothing to do with

Catholic faith and worship.
And indeed, however much we might be disposed to take

a different historical view of the matter, it would not be worth

our while to enter into any discussion with the author before

us, until a far more important question were settled, viz. what
is the doctrine of the Catholic Church on the subject of sacred

images? what is that veneration and worship which, whether

by express definition or in her popular devotional system,
she has sanctioned and encouraged ? We need hardly say
that these are points on which Mr. Mendliam exhibits the

grossest, and what to us appears the most obstinate ignorance.
He seems to have taken not the slightest pains to ascertain,

much less to understand, what Catholic theologians have

written on the subject, or to eliminate the idea which lay at

the root of the practice. He sets out by assuming that image-

worship is simply idolatry, that very sin which is denounced
in the Old Testament, as a turning away of the heart from

God, and the serving of creatures instead of the Creator (pp.
iv. vi.). Indeed, he expressly declares (p. viii.) that images
and pictures came to be the "

gods" of the people; and in

another place (p. 118) he says, "the prayer is olfered to the

image ;
take that away, and their God is gone." Accordingly

an image of Christ is with him nothing less than an idol !

He adheres in interpretation to the text of the old Protestant

Bible, as it stood in the reigns of Edward and Elizabeth, and
St. John's warning,

" Little children, keep yourselves from

idols," is taken (p. iv.) literally to mean,
"

Little children, keep

yourselves from images" -\
It were most ludicrous, but for the

* It never seems to occur to Protestants that doctrines which were disputed
in the Church, and on which controversy arose, were just those points which, in

the acknowledgment of both parties, till then had not been formally denned. In

separated bodies the contrary is notorious. Disputes arise, and are carried on
for years, nay, centuries, respecting doctrines which on either side are declared

to be of the essence of the faith (as witness the baptismal controversy) without

a hope of any other adjustment than that of a hollow and unprincipled com-

promise.
f So Col. Hi. 5,

"
Covetousness, which is idolatry," in the Bibles of 1562,

1577, and 1579, stood thus,
"
Covetousness, which is the worshipping ofimages.

11
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a foot-note,
" The error of obeying the second command-

ment." And so why the Pope could not attend the Council

is wittily set down (p. xxxiii.) to his being
"

engaged at

that very time with his clergy in carrying about his idols

through the streets of Rome." Is this mere childishness, or

is there not something of malice withal ? Any how it is

malice so childish, that one would suppose it to be deprived
of all power to harm, were it not for the unlimited capacity
that a certain credulous class of Protestants have of swallow-

ing any thing which falls in with their unhappy prejudices,
a capacity which in shallow minds is indefinitely increased

by the mere fact of having read a book of a certain size em-

phatically supporting their own opinions with a show of

knowledge, a few plausible misrepresentations, and much
bold abuse. But enough of this. Begging the very question
at issue, he pursues his way triumphantly. The language of

the Fathers in controversy with Heathens is turned (p. Iviii.)

ipsissimis verbis against the Catholic Church. Their argu-
ments against the superstitious belief, that idols were the

habitation of the Deity, invisibly dwelling therein, are made
to look like a censure of the Catholic practice of represent-

ing in an image tlie God made man, and worshipping Him
thereby. Prohibitions against representations of the essential

Deity are taken to condemn allegorical pictures of God the

Father,* as He is described in vision by Daniel and St. John,
or in parable by our Lord Himself. AH honour, all worship
shewn to images or crucifixes is simple idolatry. In short,

one general false assumption-}- corrupts the whole perforin-

* The Fathers of the Council expressly say again and again,
<( We never

portray any image, form, or likeness of the invisible Godhead." Mr. Mendham
speaks of four representations of God the Father as "far from uncommon" in

the later Church. Two, he says (quoting Stillingfleet), are defended by Molanus
and Thyrtseus, two they "disapprove." This is rather a mild rendering of the

former's words ; for of both the representations in question he declares that they
are disapproved by those most in repute (a clarissimis viris improbatee), and of

one, that it is "a diabolical figment ;" and in a note we read that it was con-

demned by Pope Urban VIII. lie says also that separate images of God the

Father, as if represented in his own proper Person, are not allowed by the Church,
but such only as express his attributes or his works, or the relations in which He has

revealed Himself to men, i.e. such as are symbolical or, in a manner, historical.

Historia SS. Imaginum, lib. ii. chap. 3, 4. The Council of Trent decreed that

no "imagines" should be set up which favoured false doctrine, or might be an
occasion of dangerous error to the uninstructed ; and that, where Scripture his-

tories were represented by painting or sculpture, the people should be taught
that the Divinity was not meant to be depicted therein, as though It could be

seen with the bodily eyes, or expressed in colours and figures.

f Onr readers will observe that we are not denying here what we stated

above, that the Fathers employed language and arguments which they would not

have employed had images been used in their day in the manner they were subse-

quently. What we assert is, that Mr. Mendham endeavours to support his charge
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or moving the affections. Rather harm might have ensued.

Accustomed to regard iheir idols as gods or demigods, or at

least as in some way inhabited by divinity, there might have
been danger lest, in their ignorance, not only the Heathen

without, but the very catechumens of the Church should

regard the images of Christ and of the saints with an absolute

and idolatrous worship.* Or if their minds were speedily
disabused of these gross material notions, yet there might have
been reason to fear that they would look upon such repre-
sentations as exhibiting the very nature and essence of God,
and as embodying his divine attributes. Instead of sym-
bolising the invisible God, or representing Him as incarnate,
such images would have been taken to be the very resem-

blance of Him
;

instead of representing the true and very
God made man, they would but have expressed their own
false ideas of God;-j- in other words, they would, to their

unenlightened or half-enlightened minds, have represented
false gods, and this would have been idolatry. In short,
until the inward idea or imago were formed in the mind,
until they had embraced the belief in the true God, and learnt

intellectually to conceive and in words to express it, it was
not safe, as indeed it was not possible, to set up before the

eyes of men visible images of Him whom they were to wor-

ship. They would but have transferred their own ideas to

the image ;
and instead of representing the truth they were

being taught, it would have stood in their minds for the old

falsehood which they were beginning to unlearn.

Again, what scandal would such representations have

caused the Jews, to whom the reverence paid to images would
have looked like that idolatry to which they rightly attributed

the calamities of their nation. Forbidden as they were, not

only to make and worship idols, or strange gods, but to make

any form or similitude (Deut. iv. 12-16) of the one true

God, even the allegorising his divine Person, and much more
the representing it in forms of wood and stone, would have

"been an abomination in their eyes, and a stumblingblock in

the way of their conversion. They must first believe that

God had taken flesh and appeared in
" the likeness of men,"

ere they could endure to behold Him represented in human

form, or regard with veneration an image of his Person.

* "
That, as far as possible, they might not fall into the notion that images

were gods.'' Origen, quoted by Newman, Essay on Development, p. 357.

f This would be true of the philosophers and poets, and the educated classes

generally, who despised the popular superstitions, and were free from the grosser
forms of idolatry. Their ideas of God, at the highest, scarcely rose above the

human.
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noclasm breaks out in the very region which Satan had chosen

as the battle-field on which to head his first onslaught against
the faith of the Church of God. Defeated in all his direct

attacks, he thought to regain the lost ground, and to undo the

effect of the victories achieved against him, by a stroke as

subtle as it was bold, viz. a seeming reverence and zeal for

Christ, the integrity of his nature, and the orthodoxy of his

worship. In the East had arisen all the heresies that assailed

the divinity and the humanity of Christ, and the East is the

stronghold of iconoclasm.

No one can read, however cursorily, the history of the

contest respecting images without perceiving that what both

parties considered that the question at issue turned upon, was
the reality of the incarnation. The controversy was not, as

Protestants say, about the honour and worship essentially due
to God, but the honour and worship appropriately due to an
Incarnate God, to Him who at the same time was both God
and man. This, we repeat, was the question in dispute, at

least at the origin of the contest : seeing that Christ is God
as well as man, is it pious to make an image of Him, as He
is ? and granting that it is so, may worship be rendered there-

to ? and again, if so, of what kind ought that worship to be ?

The anti-Catholic party in the East began by allowing, or

rather by maintaining, that images might be used religiously,

and, indeed, honoured as from a distance, but that they ought
not to be superstitiously worshipped. They would admit

images into churches, but they would have them "
set up on

high" out of the reach of the people, who were wont to kiss

them and salute them with prostrations and genuflexions, so
"
bringing a scandal upon things otherwise worthy ofhonour."*

But the real design of these reformers was not long in shew-

ing itself; and from removing the holy Crucifix and the

images of Christ and the Saints from their usual places, and

prohibiting all honour to be shewrn them, they soon took to

banishing them from the churches altogether, and treating
them with ignominy and outrage. Impiety speedily reached

its climax
;
the hypocrisy of antichrist needed no longer its

cloak of affected zeal.

What good men from the first felt to be the real object of

attack is evident from the noble words of Germanus, the vener-

* This in the first instance was Leo's proposition. Mr. Mendham calls the

Emperor's view of the matter " both moderate, pious, and rational," yet he him-

self, in almost every page of his work, denounces the very presence of images
in churches as an idolatrous thing, and his own Church has cast them out as

abominable.
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the incarnation, and is an actual rejection of Docetism. It is not

the earthly material of which the image is made which receives the

honour, but the incarnate Deity which it represents. Neither to

the Mother of God, however, nor to the Saints, in reference to their

persons, ought any kind of adoration (Xar^ia) to be offered. This

belongs to God alone ;
but to the Mother of God, as to her through

whom the Most High became a partaker of humanity, to her who
was thereby exalted in rank above all other creatures, proportionable
honour and love are due."*

St. John of Damascus expresses himself in similar terms:

" Christians who have attained to maturity of the faith possess
the means of distinguishing between what can be represented and
what is far exalted above the power of representation. Under the

old covenant it was impossible that God, as an incorporeal being and
without form, should be represented by any image. But now that

God has appeared in the flesh, and has conversed with men upon
earth, I may represent Him according to his visible appearance."f

And so he continues in the same strain. The Popes Gre-

gory and Adrian hold precisely the same language, and in

like manner all the arguments alleged by the Fathers of the

than to worship before an internal image, figured in our imagination ; for the use

of an external image is none other than to give a more distinct expression to the

internal image." Syst. Theul. quoted by Perrone, Pr&lectiones, Tract, de cult.

Sanct. cap. v.

Blanco White saw clearly that the use of images was involved in the belief

of an incarnate God. His words have a most painful interest. He says :
" A

religion which presents an incarnate God as the supreme object of worship is

essentially idolatrous. Idolatry does not consist in worshipping material figures,
but in reducing the Deity to an object of the imagination. If God is made man,
it signifies little whether you worship the image within you, or whether you re-

present that image in wood or stone, according to the Roman Catholic practice.
it is childish to make the evil of idolatry consist in the materiality of the idol ;

that evil arises from the inevitable degradation of the Deity, when conceived as

a ma'>." (Autobiography, quoted by the Christian Remembrancer, No. xlix.

p. 190.) The remarks with which the reviewer accompanies this extract, and indeed

the whole essay, are very suggestive. We know at least one instance in which
the train of thought thus opened, led to the embrace of the whole doctrine of the

Catholic Church on the subject of images, disclosing, as it did, the intimacy of

the connexion that subsisted between the cultus imayinum and the mystery of

the incarnation, nay, the very personality of God, as revealed to us through a
" human medium."

* Neander, vol. v. pp. 203, 4. The whole account of the contest about images

given by this writer is very instructive. Caring nothing for creeds and dogmas,
he is remarkably clear-sighted in detecting the inconsistencies of the anti-Catholic

party. We cannot say that we consider this a mark of candour in him, because,

although making the greatest admissions where he has no motive to the contrary,
in every thing that clashes with his own opinions he exhibits a partiality and un-
fairness quite as remarkable. Mr. M. despising, like all shallow men, what he
cannot understand, talks of Germanus' "

prosy" reply.

-f Neander, vol. v. pp. 267, 8.
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very fact that it pretends to come from Heaven : if it is to ob-

tain a hearing at all, it must present itself as something utterly

beyond every thing which belongs to the mere natural order of

things. This is so palpable, that whenever religion is vital

it at once pours out its strong energetic life in a struggle with

the powers of the world. The sturdy Covenanters who bared
their bosoms to the sword of Claverhouse, the early Wesley-
ans, and the many sects who have opposed the State, are only
various developments of this great principle. It is true, in-

deed, that while these religionists claim our sympathy as as-

serters of a great truth, they are on the other hand pushed
into a false position by the fact that they are sectaries. The
State may turn round upon them and say,

"
It is all very well

to claim liberty of thought on the ground of your believing
that your tenets come from heaven

;
but before we let you

teach and preach, you must shew us by what authority you
claim to come from God. Till then, you are a simple nuisance,
and we will put you down with fine and imprisonment ;

we
will make war upon you with pains and penalties, as we do

upon everyone else who disturbs the public peace." The fact

is, these enthusiastic men are labouring under the fallacy
common to all who pretend to teach religious truth without

pretending to infallibility. Before claiming exemption from

legitimate authority, they must not only believe in a revela-

tion, but also be the authorised teachers of it. Otherwise,

they may be mistaken about the truth of the particular form
of the religion which they profess. If they have no divine

authority to teach, they simply come under the laws of the

police, if once they break them. The very mistake, however,
of these sects bears witness to the great truth, that revelation

which claims to be genuine must necessarily possess powers
beyond the jurisdiction of the State. This, of course, is the

justification of the Apostles ; they were infallible, that is, they
were the authorised depositories of heavenly truth; therefore,
woe to whoever came across them. This it is which raises

their death to the dignity of martyrdom, above that of a com-
mon execution. This it is which authorised them, fishermen
as they were, to organise a body beside and beyond the State,
to map out the world into dioceses, and to give certain indi-

viduals jurisdiction over populous cities, and over vast tracts

of territory. If Christianity is to be a revelation at all, it

must be independent of secular princes ;
in other words, its

normal condition must be a complete distinction of Church
and State.

Now if there be such a thing as historical truth, this state
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meritorious, because the author of the theory in question does

not profess to base it upon abstract metaphysical grounds, but

appeals to a species of argument in which error is most

easily detected. Mr. Irons has undertaken to shew from his-

tory that " the Church for five hundred years before the

Reformation, by countless acts of synods and parliaments,
sometimes together, sometimes apart, did recognise, and as a

habit allow, the supremacy of the king ;" that " the spirit of

the Reformation was altogether hostile to the royal supre-

macy ;" nay, that " the reformed Church somewhat abated
and restrained the royal prerogative." Now it might be sup-

posed that to state such a proposition was to refute it. It

should never, however, be forgotten that in such a controversy
as the present, where men are struggling for life and death,

any argument on the side which they love is sufficient to

dazzle and perplex them. A drowning man catches at any
thing ;

and many a sincere Anglican who is still clinging with
the strong grasp of misplaced affection to the system in which
lie was born, may clutch at the very palpable straw which Mr.
Irons has flung upon the troubled waters of the Gorham con-

troversy. Nay, there are traces of a line of argument very
similar to that adopted by the gentleman in question to be
found in a letter,* which, as indicated by the well-known signa-

ture, E. B. P., can only come from a person by no means unin-

fluential in the party to which he belongs. It is therefore a

mere act of charity to examine into the historical grounds
adduced by Mr. Irons in support of his assertion.

And now, in order to narrow as much as possible the field

of our inquiries, we would try to reduce them as much as pos-
sible to a pure matter of fact. Let us attempt to strip it of

all abstractions, and draw it down as far as we can into the

region of things purely visible. The word "
Church," for in-

stance, may perplex us
;

as far, therefore, as this question is

concerned, the supremacy of the Church may be considered to

mean the supremacy of the clergy. In the middle ages, there

existed two bodies of men as distinct as any thing could possi-

bly be5 the clergy and the laity. If you had walked the streets

of medieval London, you would have easily picked out the one
from the other by the difference in their external appearance ;

and yet the shaven crown and the cassock of the priest would
not more infallibly have distinguished him from the mail-clad

warrior, than the social condition of the one would have marked
him out from the other. It is true, you might sometimes have

found certain individuals who might have come across your
division

; you might occasionally have seen a bishop, like him
*
Guardian, March 20.
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And now, over and above this slight sketch, must come
one thing more, without which the whole would be incom-

plete. We are told that "
appeals elsewhere" are no part of

ecclesiastical polity.* But in that little mysterious 'elsewhere'

is contained a word which the pen refused to write, and the

lips durst not speak, because it could neither be spoken nor
written without heart-burning. By the grace of God, appeals
to Rome were a part of the Church polity of the middle ages;
and in this lies the gist of the whole question. Kings might
usurp, and Bishops might truckle

;
but as long as throughout

the length and breadth of the land every Englishman knew

quite well, that across the British Channel, ay, and across the

Alps, there sat an old man, and he a churchman, who had

power from God to settle the whole matter, the heart of Eng-
land was still sound, and unimpaired by vital disease. William
Rufus might storm, and synods be silenced, but all England
knew that it was an act of brute-force, nay, the Red King
knew it himself quite well, and if God had given him grace to

repent before he was struck down like a wild beast by the

fatal arrow, he would have confessed it as a sin before he died
;

and when Anselm came into his presence-chamber, and begged
him to allow Councils to be called in England as of old, and
the king answered, that the matter depended on the royal will,

and not on the archbishop's, then the old man quietly wended
his way to Rome, in spite of the king, sat as Archbishop in

the Council of Bari, and pronounced on the doctrine of the

procession of the Holy Ghost. And this, be it remembered,
is a fact quite independent of all questions about the juris-
diction of the see of Rome. The simple question is, did

the final appeal in ecclesiastical causes lie with a churchman
or with a layman in the middle ages ? and the answer is, that,

as a matter of fact, the ultimate referee in such cases was an

ecclesiastic, who, by the ordinance of Christ, as we believe,
was the successor of St. Peter. There might be usurpation
on the part of the State, and connivance on the side of the

Church, but all the world knew what it meant. Concordats

might be entered into, and concessions made, but they all

proceeded on the assumption that the parties concerned were

independent sovereigns, and that the conceding party was

giving what was his, in other words, that he was the supreme
fountain of jurisdiction in the matters in question.

With the light thus thrown on the subject before us, let us

enter briefly on the examination of the facts brought forward by
Mr. Irons. Of course it may be said that the state of things in

question was the theory of the middle ages, but that, in point of

* Vide Letter from E. B. P. in the Guardian.
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proof that our king committed himself to any special act with

respect to him, still less that this was the cause of Stigand's

degradation. We quite allow that William was exceed-

ingly glad to get rid of this worthless archbishop, if only
because he was a Saxon

; still, in this instance he can be
accused of nothing uncanonical, nay, the account which he
himself always gave of the matter was, that he was deposed

by apostolic authority. Now we will allow Mr. Irons that the

Conqueror, in the beginning of his reign, did perpetrate many
an act against the liberties of the Church. Nay, he did call a

council, in which he deposed bishops and abbots, in violation

of all ecclesiastical law. He committed excesses enough of

this sort to justify Eadmer's severe strictures upon his cha-

racter
;
but the question is, how far he succeeded in his at-

tempts upon ecclesiastical liberties ? Happily there was that

blessed successor of St. Peter, sitting at Rome, with his eye
fixed upon England ;

and happily Hildebrand was standing by
his side, as chancellor of the Holy See. Soon after the council

to which we have been alluding, in which the Bishop of Chi-

chester had been unlawfully deposed, there arrived a signifi-

cant letter from Alexander, containing the following passage :

"
Besides, we would have your Excellency know that the

cause of Airic, Bishop of Chicester, who was deposed by the

substitutes of our legates, does not appear to us to have been

completely handled as it ought. Therefore, as is provided in

the canons, we have pronounced that he shall be restored.

We have therefore committed his cause to be tried and deter-

mined by our brother Archbishop Lanfranc, according to the

rule of canonical tradition."* William was far too wise a man to

quarrel with either the Holy See or with Lanfranc. The fact

is, that he was, after all, the most respectable of the crowned

savages who then ruled over Europe. His interests also ac-

corded with those of the Church. He certainly deposed Saxon

bishops and abbots in a very summary manner; they were

however, generally speaking, exceedingly disgraceful ecclesias-

tics, so that the Church was completely cleansed in his days.
Thus Lanfranc overlooked the uncanonical proceedings which
had taken place, and did not reverse what William had done
unless the thing in itself was unjust, in which case he had
recourse to Rome. Again :

"
King Henry I., in a council which he summoned at London,"

according to Mr. Irons,
" took the power into his own hands of

managing the law of clerical celibacy. The bishops acquiesced ; and
Lis majesty issued, it is said, his own royal licenses for the mar-
ried priests."

* Baronius in Ann.
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And now, from tins insignificant piece of by-play, disgrace-
ful enough to the cunning deceiver, and matter enough for

shame to the deceived, yet unworthy of being put forward in

the great battle of the middle ages we approach, a far other

scene comes before us, in which it would be difficult to sup-

pose that any one could be bold enough to find an instance of

kingly supremacy. When a man evokes the spirit of St.

Thomas of Canterbury, and bids it tell him how the king in

his day enslaved the Church in England, it is really a compli-
ment to call him ignorant, save that there is in theology a

species of ignorance called
"
affected."

It may be, and we hope it is so, that Mr. Irons is only a

man who dips here and there into history, and thus has no
thread to guide him through the labyrinth of dates and facts

before him. Men who start on a false hypothesis, or else

start on no principle at all, are often confused by the mul-
titude of regal figures and stately forms marshalled before

them in history, and mistake the bearings of their actions

one upon another. But when an unquestionable and palpable

shape, like that of St. Thomas, comes up before a man, even
Christian charity can hardly call a blunder any thing but wil-

ful. It would be useless to speak of it, if it were not for the

sake of illustrating the principles which we have in view

through the whole of this rough sketch. The council, or

rather assembly, of Clarendon, is no proof of the king's supre-

macy in England, though every bishop in the realm, with the

two archbishops at their head, gave up into the hands of the

State some of the fundamental powers of the Church; because

every episcopal voice, as it pleaded for the fatal document,
trembled, for the heart whispered that it was doing foul wrong,
and that, do what they might, their act was worth nothing as

long as Alexander III. had not stamped the fisherman's seal

upon it. The Church, in the person of its head, and he a

churchman, had still to pronounce upon the question ;
and

therefore lay supremacy had not prevailed. Again, England
had not apostatised, because every man in the realm knew
that the Pope was over all, and acknowledged his right to

settle the matter. Public opinion, after all, is the criterion of

the fact, whether a triumph has been gained or not
;

it cannot

pronounce on the matter of right or of doctrine
;
but if you

have won it over to your side, you have at least beaten the

antagonist principle. Now St. Thomas learned what Eng-
land thought of what he had done the moment that he left the

council. A murmur arose among his own attendants: as he
rode on his way, with his cross borne before him, he who car-

ried the sacred sign murmured that the shepherd had deserted
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The meaning of this clause is simply as follows : suppos-

ing any one laid violent hands on a clerk in the king's high-

way, he would be amenable to the ecclesiastical court, and at

the same time had broken the public peace, and so was also

to appear before the secular tribunal. The king's judges,

according to the statute in question, might punish or acquit

him, whatever might have been the judgment of the ecclesias-

tical officers. How this affects the liberties of the Church it

is difficult to discover. In fact, the most cursory examina-

tion of the document in question shews clearly, that it was

made, on the whole, in favour of ecclesiastics.

This brings us well into the middle of the 14th century,
a wretched time, in which we fully grant that the spirit cf the

Reformation began to gain ground in England. If ever there

was a melancholy time for the Church, it was during these two
centuries preceding the Reformation. The deep melancholy
song of Dante, turning to the other world for an explanation
of the power of evil over good, is the fitting intellectual ex-

pression of it. Its opening scene is the captivity of the Pope,
when the poet saw " the Jleur de Us enter into Anagni, and
Christ again a prisoner in the person of his Vicar." * On
the continent, there were at least St. Catherine of Sienna

yearning, with a woman's love, for the Pope's return to Rome,
St. Vincent Ferrer announcing the coining of the judgment,
and St. Bernardin spreading the triumph of the name of Jesus.

But as for England, its line of saints closes
;

it is the age of

Wicliff, that man of the North, homo borealis, as Walsing-
ham calls him, who first breathed in English ears views of

nationality. The statute of pracmunire is the product of this

century. Let no one suppose that it had any thing to do
with doctrine. Wicliff 's Manichseism, and his theories of so-

ciety, secular and ecclesiastical, fell dead ; but the solid and

practical view that money was going out of the land to enrich

foreigners, whenever the sovereign Pontiff gave a benefice to

the churchmen of his court, found many a ready listener.

This statute is nothing more than the expression of a deep
English growl, as gold was seen to flow from the land into

Italian pockets. But its history is not to be gathered from
the statute-book. It remained there, and was brought forth

as it was needed
;
but it was an understood thing that a con-

cordat was still pending between the Pontiff and the king on
the subject. Edward III., when his parliament pressed him
to proceed in the matter, stopped their petitions by saying
that he was in treaty with the court of Rome. Every Bishop
received his bulls from Rome, notwithstanding praemunire,

*
Furg. cant. xx.
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now slicw, that it is not a mere assumption on the part of the

State, but a dogma, or rather the distinctive dogma, of the

Church of England. Every society has got an idea or type
on which it is formed, and the idea on which the Anglican
Church proceeds is that the ruler of the state is its head,
the fountain of its jurisdiction, and an integral part, and that

the dominant one, of all its functions. And the way to ascer-

tain this is simply to investigate its -actual history, as in the

case of all bodies politic whatever. If divines of utterly dif-

ferent schools have held it in some shape or another, if it be

the key to its whole life, so that every phase through which it

has gone is only a development of this one idea, then surely
it is not an usurpation, it is the doctrine of the Church. His-

torical development is the most unerring guide that can be

followed
;

it does not proceed in a regular inarch like a docu-

mentary argument ;
its order is often inverted; but the stern

conclusion, which might have been prophesied from the be-

ginning, is sure to come at last. It is evolved not through
one mind, but through thousands

;
it seizes like a spirit on a

whole nation
;

it possesses it, and all its writhings and strug-

gles are nothing but the spasmodic action caused by the

mighty influence.

Now, it might be supposed to be hard to fix on one for-

mula which could include within it every party within the

capacious bosom of the English Church. Yet we believe

that there is one principle which comprehends them all, from
the followers of Dr. Pusey down to the lowest churchman,
and that is, the principle of nationality. All hold that each
national Church is perfect within itself, and has all that is

necessary for the life of a Church. Sick or sorry it may be
without its sister-churches, but still it is alive, that is, it has

all that is essential to it apart from them, just as two sisters

are perfect and independent beings, and have two souls and
two responsibilities. Now, it is out of this principle of na-

tionality that has been generated the idea of the royal supre-
macy. You will never persuade Englishmen that any body
politic can go on without a court of final appeal ; now, where,
in point of fact, is this court of appeal, if, as on the hypo-
thesis it must be, it is to be within the nation ? Talk not of

the Catholic Church
;
no man will ever persuade the world

that the Church within the nation is the Universal Church in

such a sense as to be a final authority from God to decide

cases of doctrine. Nay, did any one ever assert it ? The
Bishops may differ, and whither are you to carry your appeal
from discordant Bishops ? To the primitive Church ? But the

Church of St. Ambrose and St. Augustine will not deprive a
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thority and power of ministry of divine service in the Church."

She only claimed " the sovereignty and rule over all manner
of persons born within these her dominions, of what estate,

either ecclesiastical or temporal, soever they be, so as no

other foreign power shall or ought to have any superiority
over them." Now no one doubted her sovereignty over eccle-

siastical persons, the question was whether she was supreme
over them in spiritual matters

;
and her divines settled for her

that she was. It was in her reign that the Church of Eng-
land proper was established. Before then, amidst the wild

revolutionary work of the Reformation, how could any man

stop to elaborate theories ? They seized on the first that

came ;
each man in the midst of the great battle, conscious

only of the fundamental principle which he felt at his heart,

rough-hewed it as he could, and flung it at his adversary,
without stopping to polish it. But when the wild work was

done, and a great ruin had been made in England, when that
"

foreign prelate" was gone, and his bishops had been cast

down from their thrones, men looked on the dreary waste

which they had caused, and asked who was to take his place.
Alas ! one had already stepped into it, and the figure

" the

likeness of a kingly crown had on," and theologians must take

it as a mighty fact, and do what they could with it. And
then it was that there arose in the bosom of the Church of

England two discordant elements, which have struggled and

fought till they have well-nigh riven her to pieces. The one
was the principle of Church-authority, the other the principle
of unalloyed private judgment. Of course, as in all false sys-

tems, every principle, even though right and true in itself,

becomes convicted of unreality ;
and here the love of autho-

rity, the desire of the tired mind to fold its wings and to be
at peace by submission to some power coming from God, only
exhibited itself in unreal shapes because it had no object to

fix upon. It is like idolatry, which is only one form of the

religious life of man, feeding on the worship of wood and

stone, because its own true God is lost. So that men in the

Church of England looked round for something which had a

semblance of God in it, and fixed upon episcopacy. On the

other hand, strange to say, and it is a fact which has never

been sufficiently dwelt upon, if you are to look for Catholic

principles on the freedom of the Church and its independence
of the State, you will not find them in the High-Church party,
but in the very opposite. The very apostle of Erastianism,
the doctor and teacher who threw it into its English shape,
was not Cartwright, but Hooker. The Puritans represented
the antagonist principle. They were the confessors of the
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Church, he does not commit it to the secular courts, he keeps
the two separate ;

but still he judges, and what is more, if he

offend, there is a tribunal over him, but it is that of Heaven
;

"on earth he is not accountable to any. .... It cannot stand

with the nature of such sovereign regiment that any subject
should have power to exercise on kings so highly authorised

the greatest censure of excommunication."*
But we must hasten on, for we have still two centuries be-

fore us
;
and we must trace this new phenomenon which has

arisen in the world, as a natural philosopher watches the

changes of shape and colour in some chemical substance in

his crucible. It may be said that Hooker's theory was but
the mark of a transition state. As, however, it went on it

became broader and clearer. It was tested by coming into

contact both with the Puritans and the Roman divines. It

was heard of in the halls of the Universities of Spain as

well as in the Savoy Conference
; and, strange as it may

appear to appeal to a Catholic divine, we may at least trust

to Suarez for seeing where the gist of a question lies. He
makes the Anglican heresy to consist, not in all the errors

common to it with the Protestants of the continent, but in

holding
" that spiritual power is not a separate one from the

temporal authority, but is annexed to the sceptre of the

king."f King James and his divines might in vain protest
that the State did not arrogate to itself the power of the

keys ;
it certainly claimed authority to direct ecclesiastics in

the exercise of that power. Suarez here even becomes ener-

getic and eloquent, and wishes he could tell King James to

his face in the palace of Whitehall,} that, in order to exer-

cise the powers which Christ had given his Church, her ju-
risdiction must be separate from that of the State. If the

State in England did not touch the very keys of heaven, it

at least seized the hand that held them, and so wielded them
at its pleasure. The very passage of Bishop AndrewcsJ
he, too, a divine of the Catholicising school adduced to shew
the freedom of the Church of England, has stamped upon it

the same theory as we drew out from Hooker's Ecclesiastical

Polity. That exterior government which he claims for the

king is neither more nor less than the wielding of all those

* Eccl. Pol. b. ix. He adds, "according to the platform of Reformed dis-

cipline ;" but this makes no difference to the question, as he had just denied that

St. Ambrose and Babylas Bishop of Antioch had judicial authority to excommu-
nicate Theodosius and Philip, emperors of Rome.

f Suarez, Def. Fid. Cat. 3, 7.

J Lib. 3, c. 30.

Mr. Irons' Pamphlet, p. 36.
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kinds, with various other acts of that nature, belong to him in

such a sense that " the king, advising with his bishops and
other churchmen (though not in a si/nodical way\ may cause

the same to he revised and revived ; and either commend them
to the Church by his sole authority, or else impose them on the

people, under certain penalties, by his power in parliament."*
Add to this, that the source ofjurisdiction, in the case of excom-
munication and of inflicting ecclesiastical censures, is distinctly

placed in the royal supremacy by the canons of 1640, drawn

up by Laud, and accepted by convocation.-)- The theory had
but one step further to go, that is, to deny that kings might be
excommunicated

;
and this step was deliberately taken by the

cleverest writer of that school of theology, Jeremy Taylor. In
the Ductor Dubitantium, published but a short time before his

death, he argues at length against the notion that kings can be
excommunicated ; because excommunication being

" an act of

external jurisdiction, it derives from kings, and therefore they
are not under it, but over it

;
for no coercion in the hands of

men ought to touch those who are reserved only for the judg-
ment of God." Even " the refusing of the holy communion
is to be only by admonition and caution

; if, after this, the

prince will be communicated, the bishop hath nothing else to

do but to pray and weep, and willingly to minister." In no

.place is there to be found so clear a declaration that the

Church " hath no proper coercion by divine right, but all its

ministries and compulsions about the external is the gift and
leave of princes."J

This work of Jeremy Taylor's brings us well over into the

Restoration, as it was published in the reign of Charles II.

The Church of England rose from its ashes after the civil

wars externally the same as when it was ruined with the

monarchy; yet a change had come over her, whose results

even now remain. It is hardly possible to recognise any
identity between the Church of Queen Anne and the same

body in the time of Laud. Instead of the fierce and earnest

character, which fought for dogma even in the battle-field, so

that the name of the Church was mingled in the war-cries of

Edgehill and Naseby, a profound indifference to doctrine, as

such, came over the nation, and even a large portion of the

clergy. The Establishment learned to make a profession of

toleration, so that it is hard to realise that she could ever have

Life of Laud, book iv. p. 309.

f
" Excommunication and a suspension of two years for the first offence, and

deprivation for the second, to be inflicted by his majesty's commissioners for
causes ecclesiastical." Life of Laud, book iv.

J Duct. Dub. 3, c. 4, 7.

VOL. V. II
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they pleased. It is not wonderful if this theory about the

Thirty-nine Articles was extended to all creeds
;
and if disputes

about dogma began to be looked upon as arguments about

words. Every one knows what a share Burnet had in the

Revolution of 1688. With William of Orange, latitudina-

rianism triumphed in England ;
it ascended the throne of Can-

terbury with Tillotson; and we may judge of its progress
when, on an occasion of a new opinion which had arisen on
the doctrine of the holy Trinity, involving the most deadly

heresy, the bishops moved the king to silence the dispute

by hindering the use of new terms and explanations in such
matters.*

And now that we have got thus far, let us pause and see

if we have not brought the theory of nationality down to its

legitimate results, just as we see them about us in the present

day. The Anglican Church has historically divided itself into

two parties, the school of Laud and the latitudinarian, each

of which, in different ways, is the result of the theory of na-

tionality. Let us look about us, and see the position of par-
ties, as they have been called out by the case of Mr. Gorham.
As for us, we can stop and look calmly on the strife, and

judge of it dispassionately ;
but in those wild and tossing waves,

on the shore of which we Catholics are calmly walking, there

are human souls struggling for life to get to land. It may not,

therefore, have been in vain, by an appeal to history, to shew

them, of whatever party they be, that they are equally bound
to the regal supremacy. The two parties have now been called

into active opposition, the latitudinarian State, and the school

which, under various denominations, has been considered iden-

tical with that of Laud. The State, of course, stands firm in

its prerogative, and is avowedly Erastian, as it ever was
;
while

churchmen have become alarmed at the royal supremacy, now
that it has decided in favour of heresy, and they repudiate it.

They deny the authority of the tribunal which has condemned
them, on the ground that the State has no power over the

Church. Have they a right to do so ? This authority of the

State has existed from the very first, since ever the Anglican
Establishment existed. It marks it off, as we have shewn,
from former ages ;

it constituted it, and ever since it has re-

mained within it, not as an usurpation, but as an acknowledged
thing. It has not lain dormant in the statute-book, but has
been defended as a doctrine by divines of every school, except
the Puritan, and, above all, by the theologians whom they
have ever upheld as their own legitimate ancestors. The
Church of England, at the Reformation, flung down the gaunt-

*
History of his OTTO Times, in ann, 1698.
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manding a clergyman to be instituted in a living, it is only
another proof that this external jurisdiction cannot be really

separated from the power of deciding matters of faith. When
they took their oath to maintain the royal supremacy, it was
no abstraction, but a reality, defined by the practice and the

doctrine of three centuries, which they swore to uphold. Let
them beware

;
for it is the very essence of latitudinarianism

to subscribe articles of faith and to- look upon them as mere

words, as formularies not expressive of divine truth, but of

opinions. Oh, that principle of nationality is the curse of

God upon a land ! No national Church can possibly contain

within itself an authoritative standard of religion. Truth is

not a matter of geography ;
it does not run in blood

;
and

when Jesus Christ left Christianity upon earth, He did not

intend that each nation should have its own form of his

religion. And so it leads infallibly to State supremacy; and
then to latitudinarianism. First, the State imposes articles

of faith, then men subscribe them
;

it produces outward

uniformity, but below this external show of universal sub-

scription there lurks a black abyss of universal latitude of

opinion, for no man can dream for a moment that the State

can really be a standard of truth, or an exponent of faith,

so that they end in believing what they will. Ay, and
below that there is a deeper depth, the gulf of Infidelity.

England has a school of Deism peculiar to itself; and it can

be shewn historically that it arose out of this principle of

nationality in religion. It is but too obvious a conclusion

that the varying forms of Christianity are only so many de-

velopments of national character, if each country has a com-

plete power within itself to be the standard of religion. It

is a wonderful thing to see Hooker's principles appear in

Hobbes, but if any one will take the trouble to compare the

following passage with the eighth book of the Ecclesiastical

Polity, the identity will strike him at once :

" The Common-
wealth of Christian men and the Church of the same are

altogether the same thing, called by two names for two
reasons. For the matter of the Church and of the Common-
wealth is the same, namely, the same Christian men." Again :

" The Church is the same thing with the Commonwealth,
because it consisteth of men united in one person, their sove-

reign." From this doctrine the philosopher of Malmesbury
drew the conclusion that Christianity was only the religion
of the State, and therefore a mere human creation instead

of a divine revelation. And when the keen and sarcastic mind
of Shaftesbury came in contact with the Anglican Establish-

ment, he laughed to scorn the notion that the mighty mys-
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But there is another species of jurisdiction which Henry
VII I., in the madness of his tyranny, never dared to assume,
which Queen Elizabeth, after having made havoc with every
law of the Church of God, never ventured to lay a finger

upon, either directly or indirectly, and that is, power over

souls in the sacrament of penance. It has been reserved for

the present age to find men who can make themselves the

source of jurisdiction, not only in foro externo, but also in

the tribunal of confession itself. There must be a deep spi-

ritual illusion in the mind of an Anglican clergyman, who,
in the state to which controversy has advanced at present,
when all plea of invincible ignorance is utterly gone, can set

himself to absolve a sinner. Who gave him authority over

that poor soul who is kneeling at his feet ? He did not get
it from his ordination, were it ever so valid

;
for the sacrament

of orders gives no jurisdiction, it only gives grace. Christ

has given to his Church power over souls, and to her alone,

so that every act which implies that power must come from

her
;
and she gives it quite apart from ordination. Now,

neither God nor God's Church, no, nor the Anglican Esta-

blishment, has conferred authority to hear confessions on any
one of the English clergy. For a man to assume it to him-

self is an unheard-of thing. We cannot enter into the state

of mind of the man who, without authority from heaven or

earth, confers upon himself an universal jurisdiction. Who
would dare, without power from God's Church, to sit down and

pry into the recesses of a tortured conscience, and while the

poor child of sin writhes like a worm at his feet, to force from

her reluctant lips what she dares not avow to herself without

agony ? And after all, when the miserable tale is told, and

the heart adequately torn, she may go away with the certainty

that, granting that her confessor had the grace of orders as

clearly as Arius and Eutychius undoubtedly had, her heavy
burden is still there

;
she rises up unshriven, without a single

sin, mortal or venial, washed away, because he has no juris-
diction. Confession is conceivable, it is done every day where

the system is made for it, where the priest has had his fa-

culties from the Church of God; but in a society which by
no one act has ever given a hint of conferring such a power,
to arrogate to oneself an oecumenical power of hearing con-

fessions all over the world is very like sitting in the house

of God as God. And there is another power closely con-

nected with it, which we would notice before we have done.

If there be any one of his sacred functions which a Catholic

priest shrinks from exercising without a call from God, it is

that of direction. When he knows the wondrous and often-
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that a practical, energetic, and enlightened movement is in progress
in the great work of the education of our poor. We sincerely con-

gratulate the Committee and their indefatigable Secretary on being
in a position to put forth such a report, in the place of the preposter-
ous puffs and lists of illustrious "patrons" on which Catholic affairs

have too often depended. We observe that the only places where

local committees have yet been formed are in Yorkshire, Lanca-

shire, and the Middlesex side of London.. We venture to express a

hope that the third Report will tell a different tale.

How vast is the importance of adopting every means for the fur-

thering the Christian education of the young of every class, we are

again painfully reminded by the Right Rev. Dr. Ullathorne'sjftemar&s on

the proposed Education Bill (Burns and Lambert). Mr. Fox, M.P. for

Oldham, as most of our readers are aware, has introduced into Par-

liament a Bill for establishing purely secular schools in every parish
in England and Wales, whensoever they appear to the Government In-

spectors to be required. These schools are to be supported by a com-

pulsory rate on the inhabitants; and the education is to exclude

(professedly) all religious teaching, while " sufficient time is to be

allowed to each pupil for receiving religious instruction under the

direction of its parents." In other words, this is the Irish Colleges
scheme adapted for the people of England. From the moment we
read the debate on Mr. Fox's motion for leave to bring in this Bill,

we were filled with alarms. Non-religious education being, in fact,

an impossibility, it was evident at the first glance that these schools

must be a universal Propaganda for Socinianism (for Deism and
Atheism are out of fashion), accompanied by that laxity of morals

which is the inevitable accompaniment of such a system. At the

same time, backed by Government influence and supported by Go-

vernment funds, they would present secular advantages of the most

fatally ensnaring power, and absorb to themselves no small portion
of the present scholars of more Christian-like seminaries. Dr. Ulla-

thorne's pamphlet is a masterly dissection of the whole nature of the

scheme, and cannot be too strongly recommended to men of every

creed, who believe that God has given a real revelation of his will

to mankind.

The Dublin Review for April contains several good articles, and

one of unusual interest. It is a biographical sketch of the late Rev.

Thomas Harris, who for a short time was attached to the Bavarian

Chapel, London, and who died about a year ago. Mr. Harris was

born a Dissenter ; and though, from his earliest years, he had strong
inclinations to enter the Catholic Church, and adopted Catholic

practices, he ultimately became an Independent minister, and as

such preached and superintended a congregation in Lincolnshire for

fourteen years. At length some of his people begged him to resign ;

and without hesitation he acceded to their wishes. Still he could

not make up his mind to become a Catholic, till the decision on the
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which is not intellectual ? We know what he means, though he
blinks the truth himself. He means that which is no argument at

all, but a determination to hold fast to one's position, or one's con-

nexion, or one's income, at all risks, on the ground of an enthu-

siastic feeling in its favour. We are far enough from imputing a

sordid love of lucre to Mr. Monro
; but we cannot help suggesting

to him that there is a certain love of influence, of professional

power, of the homage and respect of good men and kind friends,

which is as ensnaring to minds of a nobler cast as the passion for

pelf is to the vulgar herd. Let Mr. Monro beware of living and

dying one of the ten thousand petty anti-popes who have usurped
the vicarages and rectories of once Catholic England. How can he
be true to himself, when he compares what he calls the " carnal

weapons" with which St. Athanasius, St. Ambrose, St. Anselm, and
St. Thomas fought the fight of the Church, with the protests of

Anglican clergymen, of whom he says,
" We inspire no terror, create

no alarm, for the light of saintliness is not reflected in face, or tonet

or manner, and in its place have simply crept the shallow expressions

of men of the world" Mr. Monro's remarks on the past history and

present claims of the Church of Rome shew that he has neither

studied nor understands the subject. But what can be looked for

from one who has literally written and printed such sentences as

the following? "The English Church (i.e. the Protestant Estab-

lishment) may have produced few saints
;

I imagine, however, she

has produced many, but very much hidden in the retirement of private

life. The names of Wilson, Ken, Andrewes, and many more, are

household names among our very poor (add, at Harrow-Weald). There
has been certainly a salt somewhere in our English society !" Again,
he says :

" We have every reason to believe that the Church (i.e.

the universal Church) will have been broken up before the end of

all things." Docs Mr. Monro believe any thing ?

Mr. Dodsworth has published a shrewd pamphlet, The Gorham
Case briefly considered (Pickering), and an Easter Sermon, Holy
Baptism (Masters). The former fastens, ruthlessly and irresistibly,

the Gorham judgment upon the neck of the Establishment; the

latter says that " the blow, if not averted, will destroy ITS LIFE."
The capitals are Mr. Dodsworth's. Is he prepared to carry out his

conclusions into practice ? We trust and hope so.

The Bishop of Exeter's Letter to the Archbishop of Canterbury is

a singularly able exposure of the case of his opponent, as far as it

suits Dr. Philpotts' views to expose it. It ends with a declaration

that he will hold no communion with any one who takes any part
in instituting Mr. Gorham to his living. But what this threat

means nobody knows. Does Dr. Philpotts know himself?

An "
Anglican Layman" has written an acute pamphlet, The

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, and the Petition for a Church
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or historical facts as they may find necessary to enable them to un-

derstand the subject-matter to which the instruments relate. They
say also, that if there be any doctrine on which the Articles are silent or

ambiguously expressed, they must suppose that it was intended to

leave that doctrine to private judgment, unless the rubrics and for-

mularies clearly and distinctly decide it. Well, in the opinion of

the judges, on the doctrine of Baptism the Articles arc ambiguously

expressed, and the rubrics and formularies do not clearly and dis-

tinctly decide it ; and therefore they have recourse to external and
historical facts. Surely there is no inconsistency here. Mr. Badeley

complains likewise of the injustice of such a mode of proceeding.
But why? Only because he differs in opinion from the judges ;

for

to his mind the rubrics and formularies are clear and distinct, and
tell in his favour, which is a mere petitio principii. He says they

ought to have ascertained what the doctrine was before and at the

period ofilic Reformation ;
the judges conceive, and very rightly as

it seems to us, that their office was rather to decide what was the

doctrine of the Church as reformed ;
and this they do by inquiring

into " the different opinions as to the sacrament of Baptism held by
different promoters of the Reformation," and by instituting a com-

parison between the Articles of 1536 and those of 1562.

For our parts, we need hardly say we believe the decision to be

most fair, and the only one that could be arrived at consistently

with the facts of the case. We have always held Mr. Maskell's view

to be the true one, that the reformed English Church, if it be exact

to speak of such a body as a being with a mind and a meaning, in-

tended to leave the doctrine of Baptism, like almost every other por-
tion of the Christian belief, an open question. This Mr. Badeley
does not at present see ;

but one thing, and that after all of far

more importance practically, he does see, and he declares his con-

victions in no mistakeable terms. " It is idle to say," these are his

words,
" that this judgment is extraneous to the Church. . . . It ia

impossible to contend that the Church of England has not allowed

and assented to this tribunal. . . . And can this be a thing of no

moment ? Can the Church wait and do nothing with the poison of

heresy actually in its veins ? . . . Surely not : if it be* a Church, it

must shew its power ; if it be ' the pillar and ground of the truth,'

it must assert the true doctrine and denounce the false ; and if it

fails to do this promptly, resolutely, and effectually, who will deem it

a Church at all ? ... The time is now arrived, when the Church of

England must raise its voice, or be silenced for ever."

It will be a satisfaction to our readers to know that on the sub-

ject of "
prevenient grace," and, what concerns us nearest, adult

baptism in the " Roman" Church on both which points the most

unworthy language was put into his mouth by the newspaper re-

porters, even those of his own party Mr. Badeley's statements are

perfectly unexceptionable. Indeed, the answers given impromptu to

* The italics throughout are in the original.
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but such meaning is irreconcilable with this lady's own way of pro-

ceeding. We have always felt great personal sympathy with her

benevolent and religious exertions ; but there is something RO ex-

tremely fearful in this endeavour to stifle the conscientious convic-

tions of those whom she addresses, something so presumptuous, we
cannot use a softer term, in the responsibility she has assumed to

herself, of acting the part of a Church to "these sorrowful and ach-

ing hearts," that we look with the deepest apprehension upon that

phase of the religious movement at the head of which the writer of

this letter has placed herself. Catholics are sometimes thought cold

and ungenerous, when they do not at once recognise the presence
of supernatural charity in such benevolent enterprises. It is not,

however, that they do not regard them with hopeful interest as

haply signs of a true love of God, and the means by which his

grace is pleased to bring earnest souls into his Church ; but they
know that they want their proper and solid basis obedience, sub-

mission of the will to a divine authority. Outside the Catholic

Church it is impossible to practise supernatural obedience
;
and

without such obedience, humility in its high and evangelical sense

cannot exist. Hence it is, that certain practices of self-denial and
devotion may externally bear a close resemblance to acts of heroic

sanctity, and yet not possess that character ;
because what consti<

tutes sanctity is not the performance of certain acts, but the posses-
sion of the whole complement of Christian graces and virtues in

an heroic degree. We are not, therefore, grudging such acts their

deserved praise, when we deny the high claim put forward for them,
because we know that such claim outside the Church can never be

sustained; and if proof were wanting, we need but point to the pub-
lication before us.

Its tenor is perplexing in another point of view. In her corre-

spondence with Lord Campbell, Miss Sellon speaks of the late deci-

sion as committing her Church to heresy ; yet the letter on which
we are commenting is written with a view of hiding this fact from
" some of the women of the Church of God in England," or at any
rate, of leading them to treat it as of no consequence. We make

great allowances for singularity and anomaly of position, and desire

to draw no unfair conclusion ;
but we are really puzzled what to

think.

Dr. Hook, in his Letter on the present Crisis (Murray), takes a

common sense, or, as we should rather say, natural sense view of

the whole matter. "The inference from the late discussion," he

says,
"

is, that ours is the right doctrine ;
but that those who ap-

pear to us to explain it away may still remain in the Church."
"

It is notorious that they have done so [held preferment] for the

last 300 years ;
and her most gracious Majesty in Council has

been pleased to rule that this their liberty shall not be abridged."
Of course, he has his fling at Rome, and pronounces her heretical

on the doctrine of baptism. He reminds his readers that " some of
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WANTS OF THE TIME.

WITH all the disadvantages under which the Catholic Church
labours in this country, her circumstances are on the whole
such as to rouse to a hopeful ardour every soul that is capable
of generous emotions. Contrasting her position and resources

with those of the many sects which surround her, the more we
reflect, the more confident we are that it is our own fault if the

most glorious success does not crown our efforts. A golden
opportunity is set before us, which, though it is accompanied
with perils, and surrounded with obstacles of formidable mo-

ment, is such as has never been granted to the Church in

England since the great schism of the sixteenth century, and
such as is not often vouchsafed by Divine wisdom to any
branch of the Church in any part of the world.

If there is one fact palpable to the unsectarian judgment,
it is this, that all other creeds are losing their favour with

the bulk of the nation. They have had their day. They
stand still in numbers, rarely advancing in proportion to the

general population, and sometimes even falling off year by
year. They remain what they were by a vis inertia, holding
men more or less in their dominion by the force of habit, by
worldly considerations, and because Great Britain as yet
knows not where to turn for some better faith than the past

generation knew. The reputation of the Establishment, of

the Methodists, the Baptists, the Independents, the Quakers,
and the rest, becomes every day lower. Less is said against
them ; but less is said and felt for them. That mutual tole-

ration of one sect for another, which is now stronger than in

any past age, springs from ever- increasing suspicions that all

are more or less in the wrong. The world sees that for 300

years Protestantism has had its swing, and that now at last
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whatever our demerits, it is plain that we are not yet prepared
to act with efficiency upon the immense body of the English
and Scottish poor. Before we can touch them, except here

and there, and as it were by accident, we have a work of gigan-
tic magnitude before us within the fold of the Catholic Church
itself. We have positively a small nation of our own poor to

bring back to the duties and privileges of their faith, and to

save from misery and sin. The last five -and -twenty years
have placed the Church in England in circumstances entirely
without parallel in the past history of the Universal Church.

A torrent of the poorest of the poor has flowed in upon us,

and found us destitute of means for supplying them with the

commonest necessities of the spiritual life. And still the tide

flows on. While, during the last year, the entire population
of London and some other great towns has remained stationary,

through the ravages of disease and through emigration, the

Catholic population, streaming in from Ireland, has increased.

Many thousands have been added to the ranks of the Catholic

poor ; many thousands, whom we are no more prepared to

receive as fellow-Christians than we are prepared to turn the

desert wastes of their mourning native land into a blooming
garden. For want of clergy, schools, churches, books, con-

fraternities, and the whole instrumentality by which the

Church works upon the souls of her children, they come over

into our land only to die like heathens. Some find work,
some nearly starve, some plunge into the lowest depths of

sin in order to escape starvation
;
but nearly all suffer from

starvation of the soul; scarcely one out of twenty finds in

England and Scotland a home in the Catholic Church as

already existing in this island.

Here, therefore, must be our first work. We must begin

by converting ourselves, ifwe would accomplish the conversion

of England. We may pray, indeed, incessantly for that glo-
rious consummation

;
but practically we cannot attempt it on

a large and effectual scale, until we have Christianised the

uncounted myriads of Catholic poor who have fled to our

shores, and made their earthly home in the recesses of our

immense cities. They have the first claim upon our hearts

and hands. They cannot be neglected without making our

efforts for the conversion of Protestants a mockery. It is the

least reparation we can make for English cruelty to Ireland,
to bestow upon her exiled children the full blessings of the

Catholic faith
;
and we can scarcely hesitate to say, that if we

Catholics do not come in good earnest to the spiritual aid of

our poor Irish fellow- Christians, now that they have come to us,

and settled themselves at our very doors, we shall be sharing
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defects and exaggerating the merits of our enemies. No class

of persons calling themselves Christians in this island numbers
in its ranks so large a proportion of the extreme poor. An
immense majority of the Catholic body are not only men who

gain their living by the sweat of their brow and receive weekly
wages, but for the most part they belong to the poorest of

the poor, who work at the hardest and worst paid occupations.
No Protestant sect has many members of this class

; they all

find their strength in the rich, the comfortable, the decent,
the men of capital, as opposed to those who live solely on
their daily earnings. Sprung originally from a worldly origin,
their resources are of this world, and their ranks are recruited

by those who, possessing some tolerable proportion of worldly
comforts, are not driven to seek their whole joy and peace in

the promises and foretastes of future blessedness. One and

all, in proportion as they recede further and further from the

true Gospel of the Catholic Church, are found to present less

and less charms to the poor, to the starving, to those who
suffer both in body and soul. The Methodists, the least

heterodox, have had some measure of influence with the poor,
when they knew nothing better than the Gospel according
to Wesley and Whitfield. The Independents and Baptists,
more thoroughly heretical than the Methodists, mount higher
in the scale of earthly rank. The Socinians, among whom
scarcely the phraseology of Christianity is tolerated, are ex-

clusively persons of respectability, and generally more or less

cultivated and intelligent in their character. And as for the

Establishment, which, by comprehending and upholding within

its pale every possible variety of flagrant error and perverted
truth, denies the existence of revealed doctrine at all, and
caricatures the very idea of faith, in this body, no sooner

is a stray poor man roused to some little degree of religious

zeal, than he straightway departs for some Dissenting com-

munity, or submits to the true Church, disheartened and dis-

gusted with the hollowness and unreality of Anglicanism in

all its forms. All alike are supported by those who are at

ease in body, as, alas ! they are at ease in their souls.

At the same time, we cannot forget that no Dissenting

community counts among its adherents any portion of the

wealthy aristocracy of rank, or any but a small portion of the

second-rate moneyed aristocracy. One and all, they are a

shopkeeping class, and if they reach not down to the mul-

titude, so they stretch not up to the millionnaire, and the

wearers of the coronet arid the ermine. We, on the contrary,
still reckon amongst us some hundreds of ancient families,

noble or gentle, and many of them of vast wealth. So that
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erections shall be actually raised before the erection is com-
menced

; and, secondly, that the anticipated income on the

remaining debt shall not be less than fifteen per cent. The

school-buildings are required to be wholly free from debt.

In instances where the income is precarious, the chapels are

required to be erected without any debt remaining upon them.
It also appears that successful efforts have lately been made

by the Wesleyans to combine architectural propriety with
strict economy. Several large and beautiful chapels, recently
erected in London and other places, are given as standing

proofs of their success in this respect. These chapels are

nearly all Gothic in their style of architecture." Such is

Methodist chapel-building, and such arc Methodist notions

on the subject of debt.

But we turn to the Congregationalists, or Independents.
As far as we can judge, this sect numbers about 250,000 dis-

ciples, including children. Of their proceedings in union with
the Baptist denomination we shall give some details farther

on. We first specify some of their own separate associations

for the spread of that theory which they call "the Gospel."
First, they have the Home Missionary Society, which " has

for its object to supply the destitute towns and districts of

England with the scriptural ministrations of the Gospel of

Jesus Christ." Its receipts for the past year were between
6000Z. and TOOO/., and they circulated 76,000 tracts, 2000
Protestant Bibles, and above 4000 copies of dissenting perio-
dicals. The Irish Evangelical Society does the same work
in Ireland, and spent about 4000/. last year ;

3000^. was in

like manner expended by the Colonial Missionary Society.

They have also a Fund for aged Ministers, supplied by the pro-
fits of two small Independent periodicals, the Christian Witness

and the Christian s Penny Magazine. The circulation of the

Witness averages 32,000 monthly, that of the Magazine above

100,000. The profits on the safes of last year, including divi-

dends on stock invested, reached 1500/. AVe should like to

see the profits (?) of all the Catholic periodicals for the past

year summed up. Taking together the Dublin Review, the

Rambler, Dolmans Magazine, the Tablet, the Catholic Stand-

ard, the Orthodox, and the Register, and balancing the losses

of some against the gains of the rest, their financial returns

would, we suspect, amount to about nil. The whole number
of periodicals published by the Congregationalists are the fol-

lowing: The Congregational Year-Book, British Quarterly
Review, Biblical Review and Congregational Magazine, the

Evangelical Magazine, the Christian Witness, the Christian

Penny Magazine, the Juvenile Missionary Magazine, the
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Propaganda for the same period. Its success, of course, is

quite another thing. If the effects of all this gigantic machinery
were proportionate to the money and labour that is put in

motion, the relative position of Catholics and Protestants would
be far different from what it is. We are only stating what
Protestants do in furtherance of Protestantism. One thing

only they cannot buy the blessing of God upon their labours.

The Religious Tract Society is another joint work of these

two denominations. From its depot in Paternoster Row,*
this Society issued, during the past year, no less than eighteen
millions of copies of its various books and tracts. Of these

there is perhaps not one which does not definitely inculcate

some antichristian heresy, while an immense number are

dedicated to the sole purpose of persuading the people that

the Pope of Rome is Antichrist, and all Catholics idolaters.

Since its institution in 1799, this Society has circulated five
hundred millions of copies of tracts and books. Its deeds

remind one of the plagues of Egypt, and the countless hosts

of locusts, flies, and frogs, with which avenging justice smote
the enemies of the Israelites. Happily for us, the same Al-

mighty Power which guarded the children of Israel, so that

none of these plagues came near them, is still watching over

us also
;
and so long as our faith in our Divine Head remains

but firm, the pestilential swarms fill the air in vain.

A third society is the Sunday-School Union, an associa-

tion for the stimulating and encouraging of Sunday-school
teachers. This Society, during the past year, has had 123,000
scholars under its care in London and the suburbs alone

;
and

it has sold publications, issued by itself, to the value of nearly

The London City Mission during the last year has ex-

pended 18,000^. in the employment of two hundred and four-
teen "

missionaries," who visit the London poor at their

homes, and occupy themselves, to a great extent, in preju-

dicing their minds against the Catholic religion. Within the

same period they have distributed considerably more than a

million tracts.

The Bible Society must also be included in the present
enumeration

;
for it is chiefly, though not solely, supported

by the Independents and Baptists. This Society, whose spe-
cial object is to make use of the Bible in a way directly op-

* It is curious that these various Protestant sects have their chief depots in

that one solitary spot in London where the very names of the streets still tell of
the ancient prevalence of that creed which they labour to destroy. Paternoster

Row, Ave Maria Lane, Paul's Chain, Amen Corner, Sermon Lane, and Rood
Lane, all close by St. Paul's Cathedral, attest the change that has come over the
faith of England.
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tholic Church fails in any work that it undertakes, it is clearly

through the faults of its children
;
when Protestantism fails, it

is as clear that it is through its own radical deficiencies. We
depend for success upon the aid of Almighty God; and that

aid He grants in proportion to the fidelity with which we
fulfil the conditions He has annexed to success. Protestant-

ism, being a human invention, depends upon its own resources

alone
;
and when the particular combination of events which

gave it birth has ceased to exist, it has no hidden spring of

vitality to develop a new life; mole ruit sua; man devised it

for his own purposes ;
those purposes it often accomplishes,

and then perishes, a lifeless form.

And thus it is that at this very moment, when, so far as

human resources are concerned, almost every thing is against
us, the promise of triumph is nevertheless so sure. We have
but to take a lesson from our enemies, and combat them with
their own weapons, and it will speedily appear on which side

is the blessing of Almighty God. That blessing we cannot

have, if we do nothing. The Gospel is not to be propagated
by a series of miracles. The great characteristics of each age
of the world must be comprehended and seized by Catholics,
and turned to a holier purpose, if we would fulfil the condi-

tions which God requires ere He grants his premised victory.
So soon, therefore, as we learn what our foes are doing, let us

arise and do the same. Being more worldly-wise than we are,

they will frequently be the first to devise ingenious schemes
for the propagation of their views. But, so soon as they have
fashioned a new weapon, why do we not wrest it from their

hands, and turn it against them ? or if we cannot wrest it from,

them, why do we not go straightway to our own fires, and

forge other like weapons ? Thus did the old Pagan Romans
advance from triumph to triumph. The moment that most

practical of all races came in contact with or subdued any
hostile race, their first work was to embody in their own
system of civilisation and warfare every detail worth imitation

in the system or habits of their foes. And why should Chris-

tian Rome, by her representatives in England, be less wise

in her generation than the Pagans, whom she supplanted on
their very imperial throne ? Fifty years ago, English Catho-

lics, however ardently they desired it, could do little for their

faith ; now, we can do everything, if ice choose.

For instance, mark the newborn efforts of Protestants and
men of no religious creed to establish schools for the most
destitute, and for young men and women. Hitherto, night-
schools of all kinds have been rare every where. At length
the eyes of men are opened, and they perceive that the ordi-
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and self-sacrifice. We extract an account of one such insti-

tution from a report of the Newcastle-on-Tyne Brotherhood

of St. Vincent of Paul. " In Paris," says the report, "amongst
the many good works of the Brotherhood of St. Vincent of

Paul, a first place must be given to their institution under

the name of Nazareth, or House of Retirement of the Holy
Family ; by which is understood the admirable work of the

cites ouvrieres, providing in a sort of community housing for

the working-man, and lodging for the poor, and especially
for decrepit old age. No sooner was this work commenced,
than its full bearings were comprehended by all for whose
benefit it was intended. The Association of the Holy Family,

composed almost entirely of working-men, or of members of

conferences already exhausted by other claims upon them,
would not have been alone sufficient to provide a shelter for

its ancient friends
;

it was hence necessary to seek some as-

sistance from without the Society. To this end the working-
men have imposed upon themselves the humble subscription
of a half-penny per week, which has produced about 241. per

annum, and thus gives them the merit and the glory of being
considered amongst the founders of this noble institution.

Six of the associates represent their brethren in the Council

of the Brotherhood, and thus cause them to participate in its

administration as in its expense. A yearly collection, at the

church of Our Lady of Victories, with other subscriptions,
will raise the sum total to 100/., the necessary sum required

yearly for keeping up the House of Retirement. It consists

of a whole house, clean, open, and in good order, which has

been rented in a quiet street. It has twenty chambers, hand-

some, well-lighted, almost all large, and more or less deco-

rated. An arched gateway, of handsome appearance, leads to

a small interior court, where some trees and flowers have been

planted, to adorn the walls and afford shelter or some slight

shade in summer. On the first floor, a handsome saloon,

always lighted and heated in winter, at the expense of the

institution, serves for a common hall. Twenty poor families

were installed into this Nazareth on the 4th of March last.

This is indeed reproducing a living image of the dwelling of

Nazareth, for how otherwise could we represent the Saviour,
humble and meek, poor and despised by men, but an object
of pleasure to the angels and to God himself, if not in the

poor, who have the privilege of perpetuating this touching

mystery, of causing Jesus to live again in his poor and hidden

life, when to the labours of each day they join, like their

Divine Pattern, a heart loving and pure ? Every evening, at

the sound of a bell, each family comes forth from its room,
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meet with customers, selling every thing at the usual book-

sellers' price, the books and tracts being supplied to them-
selves at about the trade price, so that the difference be-

tween the two prices furnishes them with the means of living

by their calling. This system has been carried out to a great
extent by the Societe Evangelique, a Protestant continental

association for the propagation of Calvinism, and it is in use in

England in many quarters. It has this great advantage, that

almost any person who will take a little trouble, and can ad-

vance a few pounds, can set it at work in his own neighbour-
hood. All that is needed is to employ a respectable hawker,
and find the first supply of publications with which he has to

start on his work.

Here, therefore, is a plan which hundreds of Catholics, in

various parts of the kingdom, might adopt, without waiting
for the creation of any great society, or for the co-operation
of any man. We must remember that it is only by bringing
Catholic publications to the very doors of the poor, whether
Catholic or Protestant, that they can be induced to read good
books. They are not like persons in a higher rank, with

literary tastes already formed, with leisure to lounge into

booksellers' shops to inquire for the books they need, or with

money to take in periodicals to tell them of all the new publi-
cations. Especially it is the case with our poor, who, in this

country, lose so much of that veneration for learning which is

a characteristic of the Irish labouring man in his own country.
The Protestant poor, of course, know nothing of Catholic

books. An army of anti-Catholic distributors are ever urging
them to buy and read anti-Catholic publications; but none
of us go to them, and call upon them to hear the voice of the

Church, and to use their judgments freely in examining into

her claims to their obedience. In an immense number of

towns, further, there are no Catholic booksellers; or those

which exist are extremely ill supplied, or so little known, that

even the advantage of possessing a single place where Catholic

works can be had, is denied to multitudes of Catholics of all

classes. This evil can only be remedied by the system of
"
hawking :" it were absurd to think of establishing Catholic

booksellers' shops in every town and village ; while, even if

such depots did exist, they would seldom be visited by the

hard-working poor. As many persons, who were anxious to

promote such a method as that we have described, or to estab-

lish circulating libraries, might find it difficult to make a good
selection of works, both on religious and general subjects, it

has occurred to us that it might be acceptable to many of

our readers, if we were to publish some such catalogue in our
VOL. V. L L
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on the nights when not needeufor musical purposes, for a

series of Protestant lectures, on a variety of topics, in every
one of which, when the lecturer finds his subject growing flat,

he will throw in the salt and the spice of an assault upon
Catholics and Catholicism.

One only caution we venture to offer to lecturers. Let
them thoroughly study their subject, and make themselves

well acquainted, not only with its intrinsic character, but with

the peculiar errors which modern society entertains in its

regard. We want no empty declaimers
;
no tedious rhetorical

attacks upon Protestantism
;
no mere abstracts from some one

popular book upon the subject selected. Nor do we want to

see every Catholic who has a passion for talking issuing forth

as a champion to challenge the whole world. It is not those

who want to speak who are worth hearing, but those who have

something to say. These last are the lecturers we need
;
and

such as they, we are persuaded, have at this very moment a

noble work before them, if only they will diligently, earnestly,
and studiously undertake its accomplishment.

The last subject to which we can at present allude is that

of the amusements of the Catholic poor. It is difficult to

overrate the immense importance of making some provision
for the innocent recreations of the children of toil and sorrow.

Mankind, except in comparatively rare cases, can no more
exist healthily and religiously without recreation than without

food and clothing. Unhappily, there is no nation in the

world in which this truth is so little recognised as among the

British people ; while, though Catholics never can wholly fall

into the absurdities of Protestantism, still we Catholics in

England have been so far influenced by the Protestantism

around us, as to be frequently insensible to the crying demand
which exists for harmless amusements among our own poor.
The clergy, the more strenuously and systematically they
strive to cope with the gigantic evils about them, the more

deeply convinced do they become of the absolute need which
there is for the cultivation of every kind of domestic o* social

pleasure which does not directly lead to sin. Reading books,

further, it must be remembered, is not a recreation for all

men and women of any rank in life, much less among the

uneducated. Of the ladies and gentlemen we meet in what is

called "
society," how many there are who find some recreation

in books, but not all that they need. They must dance, or

sing, or play on some musical instruments, or paint and

sketch, or play at cards, or at chess, or at backgammon ;
or

they must go out to parties, or to places of public amusement,
or to galleries and exhibitions

; or, in some way or other, must
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cannot keep themselves energetically and perseveringly at

work. They must have persons of better education and

larger knowledge to mix with them in their associations, to

meet them on stated occasions, and give a tone and impulse to

their undertakings. They must meet at times for pleasure as

well as for business and for devotion. They must be inspirited,

instructed, and amused, by persons qualified to take a lead

among them, to sympathise with them, and to supply them
with those harmless devices for sustaining their flagging zeal

which \ve ourselves find essential to the success of ail our own
associated enterprises. And wherever, in any part of the

country, such a truly Catholic and fraternal system is carried

out, the results instantly appear in the infusion of a new life.

Wherever amusement is not substituted for charity, and Catho-
lics devote themselves to help forward the recreations of the

poor, and mix together on certain occasions as brethren
;

wherever, instead of the humbug of charity breakfasts, charity
luncheons, charity dinners, charity balls, charity bazaars,

charity concerts, charity raffles, and the whole list of chari-

table shams generally wherever, in the place of these ab-

surdities, the rich will take the trouble to help forward the

amusements of the poor, and not disdain at times to share

in them, there we find that the whole Christian character

advances with rapid march ; the true spirit of Christian self-

sacrificing charity leavens all classes alike, and civilisation and
conversion proceed together hand in hand.

Such are a few humble suggestions as to the mode in

which we may take lessons from the world about us in that

"wisdom of the serpent" in which we are as yet so lamentably
deficient. Here are objects for the zeal of every intelligent
Catholic who has occasionally a few hours, or a very few

pounds, at his disposal. Few of us there are who cannot,
in some way or other, come forward and deny himself, either

in his purse or in his ease, for the sake of his poor brother-

Catholics who have none others to help them. It is vain

to look to our clergy to undertake these and similar works

single-handed. They must be multiplied tenfold before they
can supply all the purely spiritual necessities of the English
Catholic body. To the laity they must look, and to the laity

they do look, to offer themselves to carry on these and other

such comparatively secular labours. The clergy can sanction,

overlook, and give a true ecclesiastical and Catholic character

to such undertakings ;
but more than this, except in a few

instances, it is simply impossible for them to do. Many valu-

able suggestions they will give, much necessary information

they can impart, and it need scarcely be added, that it is only
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pened at a most critical moment, opportune indeed for those

who were concerned to defend the ancient truth, yet most pre-

judicial to that calm and careful examination at the hands of

the learned in general, which it undoubtedly deserved, and

which, in later times, it has, in some measure at least, suc-

ceeded in vindicating to itself. In an age when even the

most time-honoured monuments of Christian antiquity were

rudely stripped of their prescriptive. rights, and forced to pro-
duce their credentials afresh, as though the sanction of pre-

ceding centuries were inadequate to confer authority, it was

scarcely possible to obtain a hearing in behalf of one, which
claimed to be at once the most ancient and the most important,

yet the most unknown. We can scarcely be surprised, there-

fore, at the scorn and incredulity with which the announcement
of this discovery was received by the advocates of the new
doctrines, nor at the various and often most ludicrous efforts

by which it was attempted to throw discredit upon it.

Thus Dr. Gilbert Burnet, writing from Rome in the year
1685, not only hazarded that ridiculous account of their origin
which was mentioned in one of my former letters, viz. that
"

they were no other than the Puticoli mentioned by Festus

Pompeius, where the meanest sort of the Roman slaves were

laid, and so without any further care about them were left to

rot;" but also most studiously depreciated the character of

their inscriptions, sculptures, and paintings, in every possible

way, even at the sacrifice of truth and honesty in his descrip-
tion. Yet the same writer, when speaking of the Catacombs

of Naples or of Syracuse, seems to delight in giving an exag-

gerated idea of their size, grandeur, and importance, and ex-

pressly says that those of Rome are not fit to be compared to

them. The reason of this obliquity of judgment no one can

be at any loss to discover
; indeed, he takes no pains to con-

ceal it
;

it is that
" inexhaustible magazine of bones" which

the Roman Catacombs had supplied, and many of which had
been distributed throughout the Christian world as sacred

relics of early martyrs ; whilst, for the dead who lay buried

in other Catacombs, no such claims of sanctity, and consequent
veneration, had ever been pretended. Hinc illce lacrymce.

But even independently of all sectarian prejudices, persons
who are captivated by the love of what is merely ancient, with-

out reference to the associations connected with it, whether

they be Pagan or Christian, will not fail to prefer the Neapo-
litan to the Roman Catacombs, because, in the deep impene-
trable obscurity in which their history is enveloped, scarcely

any limits can be assigned to the antiquity which imagination

may choose to attribute to them. And again, a similar judg-
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the Eternal City ; afterwards, more religiously, yet more syste-

matically, emptied of their precious treasures by orders of the

Bishops of Rome, from Boniface III., in the beginning of the

seventh century, clown toHonorius 111. in the thirteenth
;
nor

do we entirely lose sight of them until the Popes, their natural

protectors, were forced to fly from Rome and to take refuge
in a foreign land. Then, towards the close of the sixteenth

century, they are again recovered by the indefatigable labours

of Bosio, only to be illustrated from that day to this by a con-

tinual succession of artists and authors of no mean celebrity.
The Catacombs of Naples have been far less fortunate

;
it is

true that they do not seem to have deserved either the same
reverent and careful protection in the first instance, or the same
attentive study at the hands of litterati afterwards; still, con-

sidering their undoubted antiquity and the memorials they
contain of the early Bishops and Saints of this city, they cer-

tainly have not received that share of attention to which, at

least from the Neapolitans themselves, they were justly en-

titled. They have been, of course, mentioned more or less fully

by all writers upon the antiquities or curiosities of the city;
but these notices have been, generally speaking, of the most

cursory and superficial character. One author thinks they
were originally stone-quarries, afterwards converted into a

Christian cemetery; another, that they were from the very
first intended as places of burial, and that they were used as

such first by the Greeks, then by the Romans, and finally by
the Christians

;
a third suggests that they were made by the

Christians to furnish a means ofconcealment and escape during
times of persecution ;

and so on through every variety of con-

jecture ; but, for the most part, without a single attempt to

support the particular theory adopted by any evidence or argu-
ment. Of these writers, the oldest and best, and indeed the

only one who deserves particular mention, is the Canonico

Celano, who was Mabillon's guide during his visit to Naples
in 1685, and was in the habit of visiting the Catacombs con-

tinually, and exploring them as far as he was able at various

times during the latter halfof the seventeenth century. He ap-
pears to have adopted the second of the theories which I have
named

;
but as it did not enter into his plan to examine with

accuracy the foundation on which the theory rested, he has not
even stated at length his reasons for adopting it. The value

of his information, therefore, consists in its being the earliest

detailed description of these excavations which is extant. He
also published a plan of their extent and arrangement ;

but in

this he must have been guided, as we shall presently have
occasion to observe, more by the current opinions and exag-
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abominations of the heathen, together with residences for

their priests and sacerdotal colleges ;
in particular, the crypto,

or sacellum Priapl, with the chambers of its priestess Q,uar-

tilla and Psyche her waiting-maid, the baths and all the other

apartments which form the scene of the infamous Satyricon of

Petronius the hiding-place of the soldiers of Hannibal in the

third century before the Christian era the secret passage

(described by Giannone and all other historians as a disused

aqueduct) whereby, seven hundred years afterwards, a portion
of the troops of Belisarius gained admission into the city during
its siege by that general a considerable subterranean village,

which furnished new inhabitants to the city of Naples after

the cruel executions which succeeded to that siege, and which

so frightfully diminished its inhabitants
; finally, a mere frag-

ment of a vast subterranean world, whose streets extend under

Castellamare to Sorrento and even to the Punto della Cam-

panella on the one side, and to Pozzuoli, Cuma, Nola, and
Acerra on the other! Nay, incredible as it may seem, his

keen eye reached still further, and in the deep hollow niches

in the wall, which were used by the Christians as graves for

the dead, he recognised the hard and simple beds of the abori-

ginal Cimmerii.
The last writer who remains to be mentioned is the Ca-

nonico Jorio, whose work is of a very different kind. Stran-

gers who have not the opportunity of examining for them-
selves are indebted to him for a really accurate map of these

mysterious caverns, and for the most complete and trustworthy
account of the paintings and other objects of interest which

they contain. As a practical guide, therefore, his work is in-

valuable
;
and it is only fair to observe that he does not pre-

tend to furnish his readers with any thing else : still we must
be allowed to regret that he should have left wholly untouched
the history of what he has so faithfully described. Even if he

were unwilling himself to hazard any theory as to their origin,

yet had he collected whatever historical notices of them may
exist in the writings of ancient Neapolitan authors, he would
have contributed more to the elucidation of the problem than

any of his predecessors have done
;
and the practical utility of

his work would have been infinitely enhanced by it. Having
described every particular of their form, extent, ornaments,
and other details, he has done all that an author can do to

supply the place of personal examination
;
he has given his

readers all the internal evidence which the Catacombs supply
as to their origin and history ;

it only remained to bring to-

gether into one view whatever fragments of external evidence

there may be, scattered up and down among the monuments
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and continued, with more or less interruption, towards the

Castello San Elmo at the other. They are at no great dis-

tance from the summit of the ascent, and perforate almost the

entire thickness of the rock, so that, bad they been continued

but a little further in the same direction and on the same

level, they would have formed a complete tunnel through the

hill. They consist of two pia?ios, or floors, so to call them
;

not excavated exactly one under the other, and the lower

having no entrance excepting through the upper, such as we
find in the Catacombs of Rome

;
but rather begun indepen-

dently of one another, each with its separate entrance, opened
at different degrees of height on the same side of the hill.

Subsequently, however, in the prosecution of the work on
the lower level, some of the minor or lateral galleries have

come under some of the minor galleries of the upper, and

a communication has been established between them. The
exact similarity of arrangements and identity of ornament,
and other details, in' the two pianos oblige us to consider them
both as having eventually formed parts of the same general

plan ; nevertheless, there are clear indications that the lower

was made after the upper, and it is characterised by a superior

regularity and neatness of workmanship, which renders it

more convenient to be taken as a specimen, and examined
first.

Passing by, then, for the present, the Basilica of San Gen-

naro, as it is called, which forms part of this lower piano, and
of which we shall speak by and by, we enter an oblong portico,
about fifty feet long, gradually widening from thirteen or four-

teen feet at the entrance to forty feet at its further extremity,
where an open arch introduces us at once into the principal

portion of the cemetery. This consists of a long, straight, and

spacious gallery, nearly two hundred and fifty feet in length

by twenty in width and fourteen in height. On the left-

hand side are a number of small chambers, evidently the

private burial-places of separate families, and a few narrow

passages branching off at right angles, but soon ending in the

rock, the longest of them scarcely reaching a hundred feet.

On the opposite side of the main gallery, and separated from

it only by a narrow wall of rock not six feet deep, is another

gallery of equal length, but considerably narrower
;
somewhat

lower also, and, at its commencement, much less regular.
These parallel galleries communicate with one another by
short passages at the distance of every six or seven feet

;

so that had there been but another of corresponding dimen-

sions on the other side, we should have likened the whole to

a nave of three aisles rather than considered each as a distinct
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ranean Rome. He misses, also, that net-like intricacy of

paths which constitutes the real secret of the extent of those

Catacombs, more than the mere length and breadth of the

superficial soil which is undermined by them
; though even

this too is far more considerable in Rome than in Naples.
There we know that the same cemetery often extended under-

neath the whole space between one principal road and another,
so that the Catacomb of St. Callixtus, for instance, might be

entered both from the Via Latina and the Via Appia ;
that

of St. Castolus from the Via Lavicana to the Via Praenestina,

&c. ;
but here any one may satisfy himself by personal ex-

amination that the utmost limits which can be assigned to the

lower cemetery (and this is the more extensive of the two) do

not exceed three hundred feet in length by two hundred and

twenty in width. This is very inconsistent, I know, with the

accounts of Celano, Burnet, and others; but those writers,

with their modern copyists, have too hastily concluded that,

because excavations of a similar kind exist here and there in

different parts of the neighbourhood, therefore there must
be an actual communication between them; just as in Rome
also, and for the same reason, it has been common among the

uninstructed to represent the sepulchral streets as extending
to Tivoli on the one side and to Ostia on the other. But
none of these writers have ever pretended to support their

assertions by their own personal experience ; they have never

professed, for example, to have entered at the Catacombs of

San Gennaro, and to have emerged at those of San Severo, of

Santa Maria della Sanita, or any others
;
their progress has

been always arrested by impassable heaps of rubbish, or by
a modern wall, and they have returned by the same way
as they went. And now the excavations of Jorio have set

these questions at rest
;
he has shewn us the streets on

either side ending in the natural rock
;
or where, through the

existence of wells or cellars of modern construction, it has

been impossible to arrive at this certain and most satisfactory

conclusion, he has yet made it clear, by an accurate mea-
surement of the soil, and a consideration of the rapid declivity
of the hill, that the paths could not have been prolonged in

the same direction, and on the same level, even a very few

yards farther, without emerging into the open air. Until,

therefore, a third piano shall be discovered on a much lower

level than the others (and nothing has yet appeared to justify
the suspicion of its existence), the falsehood of those exag-

gerations to which we have alluded must be considered as

absolutely demonstrated. The upper piano, in all essential

particulars, exactly resembles the lower; there is the same
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taining more than one corpse, here very many are to be seen,

deep enough for three, five, or even six bodies, which were

laid one over the other, and only separated from actual con-

tact by large heavy tiles fitting into narrow ledges in the rock

made to receive them. These graves are more frequent, per-

haps, in the side galleries than elsewhere, and in some of

these places they are piled one over the other, not only in the

depth of the rock below the pathway, but even above that

level up to the very vault of the roof, so as entirely to hide

the paintings on the original graves, indeed to block up those

graves themselves and to render the whole gallery impassable.
This circumstance clearly indicates the use of these cemeteries

at a period much later than their original construction, just
as in the Catacombs of Rome the antiquity of many of the

frescoes over the altars is demonstrated by their subsequent
mutilation by graves dug in the rock on which they had been

painted, since no one would have been at the pains of execut-

ing them where there was a prospect of speedy demolition.

As for the paintings which have been destroyed in this

way in the Catacombs of Naples, they are not, as far as I

have seen, among the most valuable or interesting; they con-

sist chiefly of ornamental arabesques, birds, flowers, &c. Those
which are found in other parts of the cemetery are either repre-
sentations of the more famous early Neapolitan or other saints,

or, in some instances, likenesses of the persons upon whose
tombs they are found. Thus, in one place we see four figures
crowned with diadems, and bearing the names painted at their

sides of Saints Festus, Desiderus, Acuzius, and Eutiches, that

is, of the deacon, the reader, and the two laymen who were

companions of St. Januarius in his martyrdom. The Bishop
himself appears in another place with the same diadem, and
the monogram and other symbols inscribed upon it. On either

side of him is a lighted candle and the figure of a person in

prayer, the two buried in that grave, as we learn by the in-

scription
SANCTO MARTYRI IANVARIO

HIC REQVIESCIT HIC REQVIESCIT
BENEMERENS BENEMERENS
ENICATIOLA IN PACE
INFANS. COMINIA.

Elsewhere is a bust with the arms outstretched in the

form of a cross, the ancient attitude of Christian prayer, with
the same emblematic candlesticks on either side, and an in-

scription, HIC REQVIESCIT PROCVLVS. This is certainly not the

burial-place of the Proculus, deacon of Preteoli, who suffered

martyrdom with St. Januarius
; yet the figure may perhaps be

meant to represent that Saint, whose intercession is thus in-

VOL. V. M M
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representation of some sacred subject, and the others filled

with symbolical, or merely ornamental figures. Unfortu-

nately but little can now be distinguished of these paintings ;

which is the more to be regretted, because they seem to be of

a different character from the rest, and of very superior in-

terest. In one compartment we see a man and woman stand-

ing with a tree between them, which seems manifestly to

denote the history of our first parents; and in another, wo
have three or four women, lightly clad in the short sleeve-

less tunic used during active employment, busily engaged in

building ;
the one is laying stones upon the edifice, the others

are bringing them to their companion from a distance; and

this picture seems no less manifestly to refer to one of the

visions in the Pastor of Hermes, though not strictly agreeing
with it in all its details : I mean his third vision, wherein he

sees the Church under the figure of a great tower built upon
waters with shining square stones, whereof some are brought
from the earth, some from the deep, yet all together appear
but as one stone, so beautifully did they fit one to the other.

He speaks of young men, however, as the builders, and young
women only as standing near, and watching and supporting

it; Faith, Abstinence, Innocence, Simplicity, and the rest.

St. Jerome, in his Catalogue of Ecclesiastical Writers,

describes this work as useful, and even as being publicly read

in some of the Greek churches ;
but "

among the Latins," he

adds, "it is almost unknown." It is not strange, therefore,

that the Neapolitan Church should have been familiar with

it, since this city was not only Grecian in origin, but retained

its Grecian character long after most other cities of Magna
Grecia had entirely lost it. Strabo the Geographer, writing
in the early years of Tiberius, laments how few cities re-

mained in this province which could be called Greek
;
but

Naples he expressly mentions as one of the few exceptions :

and however much the settlement of numerous Roman fami-

lies in the neighbourhood of the city may have had a ten-

dency to render its inhabitants familiar with the Latin tongue
and manners, yet its conquest by the Eastern emperors in

the sixth century would have more than neutralised any
effects that can have been supposed to arise from such a

cause, and detached it more thoroughly from its Roman con-

nexion. And so, in point of fact, we generally find, that oil

all disputed subjects Naples sided with the Greeks rather

than with the Romans. It was so in the great question of

iconoclasm
;
and even as late as towards the very end of the

tenth century, the Emperor Nicephorus used his utmost en-

deavours, by means of the Patriarch of Constantinople, to
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and an ordinary quarry cannot be overlooked
;
and although it

is true that some of them are such as might have been altered

by the Christians, had they really entered upon the fruit of

other men's labours, and only accommodated them to the dif-

ferent use which they now intended to make of them, yet
this is far from being the case with all; and no one who con-

siders the regularity, the architectural precision, so clearly
discernible in some parts of these cemeteries, more especially

throughout the lower one, can fail, I think, to recognise some

higher design, even in their original formation, than the mere
extraction of a certain quantity of stone.

But what was this design ? Shall we subscribe to the

opinion of Sanchez, and say that this was the public cemetery
of ancient Naples, and that Pagans and Christians were buried

here together, tradition only distinguishing between the graves
of the one and of the other ? Impossible ;

this would be as

contrary to every human instinct, as it is inconsistent with

the records which we have of the habits and feelings of the

early Christians. And where are the proofs of so strange a

contusion ? There is no trace of a columbarium within the

cemetery ;
there have been found no urns or cinerary vases,

excepting, indeed, a few insignificant fragments, which may
have been brought in with the earth and other rubbish with

which the whole place was so plentifully encumbered
;
nor has

it been pretended that here, as in other ancient sepulchres of

the neighbourhood, pieces of money have been found in the

mouths of any of the skeletons. Coins, indeed, have been

found, and shells, bits of glass, peach-stones, and other trifles ;

just as they have been found too in many of the graves in the

Catacombs of Rome, but not in such a position as justifies our

attributing them to any Heathen superstition.

Yet, at the same time, though there is no indication of

these places ever having been used as Heathen burial-grounds,
it can scarcely be denied but that there are, in some places,

especially in the entrances, symptoms of Heathen occupation
of some kind or other. The paintings upon the vault of the

entrance to the lower piano are generally quoted as of an
unchristian character; in fact, as almost identical with the

ornamental paintings which we see in many of the houses of

Pompeii. At present they are in a most faded condition;

nevertheless, there can be no doubt that there were represen-
tations of stags, tigers, goats, and masks, all of which would
seem to harmonise far better with some temple of Bacchus
than with a Christian cemetery. Both stags and goats, in-

deed, are found in monuments which belong to the Catacombs
of Rome, but under circumstances which demonstrate their
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seems no other mode, however, of explaining the strange mix-
ture of Heathenism and Christianity which these pictures at

first sight present to us
;
and we do not hesitate to adopt it,

both because it is unencumbered with any difficulties in itself,

and because it falls in most naturally with what we are dis-

posed to accept as the true history of these excavations.

Travellers tell us, in the same way, of caves and grottoes
in Upper Egypt, where the figures of Isis and Osiris are appa-
rently confounded with rude paintings of our Lord, of his

Blessed Mother, and of the Apostles ; yet no one ever dreams
that the same persons paid worship to all these objects at the

same time, but only that some of the numerous anchorites of

the early ages, with which Egypt abounded, took possession of

grottoes that had once been profaned by idolatrous rites, made
them their own dwelling-places, and consecrated them in this

manner to the service of God. It is still more to our purpose
to remember how the bones of St. Babylas, Bishop and Mar-

tyr of Antioch, were translated to one of the suburbs of that

city, as a means of dispelling the wickedness by which it was

polluted, as the site of a famous Heathen oracle and the scene

of the fabled history of Daphne ;
and how, at a later period,

whole cart-loads of the sacred dust and ashes of innumerable

martyrs were removed from the Roman Catacombs to the Pan-

theon, thereby to convert it from the Heathen temple which it

had been, into a Christian church, such as it now continues,
under the title of S. Maria ad Martyres. Just in the same

way, these subterranean excavations in Naples, part of which

(as we have seen) had certainly been made and occupied by the

Heathen, were probably first consecrated to Christian uses by
the translation of the body of St. Januarius. At any rate, this

is the earliest historical notice of them, if we must not rather

say that even this too rests in great measure upon tradition.

It is known that St. Januarius was first buried at no great
distance from the scene of his martyrdom, at a place called

Marciano, and that his body was removed from thence towards
the end of the fourth century, with great pomp and ceremony,
and re-interred in a basilica, which had been newly made in

his honour by St. Severus, about a mile beyond the gates of

the city. Neapolitan antiquarians seem to be unanimous in

declaring this basilica to have been the subterranean exca-
vation close to the entrance of the lower cemetery, wherein
we still see the ancient altar (only spoilt by modern additions)
and the ancient episcopal chair, hewn out of the solid rock,
behind it. There is certainly no reason to doubt but that the

body of St. Januarius lay here for a period of 400 years and

more, until it was carried off by Sichon, Prince of Benevento,
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wherefore the body of St. Januarius was brought to the Nea-

politan Catacombs is altogether inadmissible ;
there is no such

difficulty, however, in supposing that it may have been brought
hither as a means of consecrating a place polluted by Heathen

worship, but which was henceforward to be dedicated to Chris-

tian uses. The examples of St. Babylas at Antioch, and of

the Pantheon at Rome, shew this to have been no uncommon

practice; and St. Chrysostom speaks more than once of the

Heathen oracles that were silenced, the demons that were put
to flight from places where they had before been worshipped,
not only by the Crucified himself, but also by the bones of

them that had been slain for Him.
What the precise nature of the Pagan occupation of these

places had been, it is perhaps impossible, at this distance of

time, to decide
;
whatever information the paintings might

once have been able to give, is now obscured by the later

painting of the Christians, and there is therefore little or no-

thing to guide us in our conjectures. We know that the inha-

bitants of ancient Naples were divided, like those of Athens,
into a number of fyparpiat,, or colleges of citizens (so to call

them), united by the bonds of the same religious rites, under

the protection of the same deity, &c.
;
and it has been sup-

posed that these chambers may in some way have belonged to

one of them. Nothing, however, has been alleged to give

probability to the conjecture ;
and others, therefore, with

more shew of reason perhaps, recognise in this excavation a

subterranean temple of the god Hebon, like that excavation

in the rock on the left-hand side of the grotta at Posilippo, as

you pass through it in going to Pozzuoli, which is now used

as a little chapel in honour of the Madonna, but which an

inscription, found there in the middle ages, seems to shew was
once dedicated DEO OMNIPOTENT! MITIUE

; and, indeed, some
writers expressly mention a subterranean temple of Vulcan as

having existed in this very neighbourhood.
However, this is altogether too uncertain a topic to be worth

dwelling upon at any length ;
it is more to the purpose to

observe, that there does not seem any proof that the Pagans
had ever excavated more than the chambers which are situated

at the entrances of the two cemeteries
;
the galleries appear

to have been the work of the Christians themselves, executed

gradually during the lapse of centuries, probably with a direct

intention to imitate, only on a grander scale, the Catacombs of

Rome, which at that time were so justly famous throughout
the Christian world, and were visited, as we learn from Pru-

dentius, by long trains of pilgrims from Capua, Nola, and
other cities of Campania.
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of our inquiry ;
for though such venerable memorials of the

faith would have been precious and important wherever they

might have been discovered, yet it cannot be doubted but that

they derive a peculiar interest from the fact of their position
in Rome

;
so that we are disposed to say of them what an old

author has said concerning some other glorious privileges of

that wonderful city, that they are not only great and excellent

in themselves, and such as cannot be' found elsewhere, but
such as we may not even wish to transfer.

P.S. If any of your readers should chance to have visited

these Neapolitan Catacombs, he may remember a certain stone

column in the lower cemetery, with the word nPlAnoc carved

on it in Greek letters, and a longer inscription in Hebrew,
purporting to belong to the same abominable worship. I have

purposely omitted all mention of it, not only because I have

been assured by a learned Jesuit father, well skilled in Eastern

languages, that the said Hebrew inscription is a forgery exe-

cuted at no very distant period, but also because it is mani-

festly impossible that such a monument should have belonged
to the place where it now appears. An image of Priapus in

a Christian cemetery! the combination is impossible; the

column can only have fallen in through the luminare under
which it lies.

In the other Catacombs of Naples there is nothing which
deserves particular mention

;
that which is situated higher up

in the hill, behind the church of San Gennaro, is, in fact, only
a fragment of the upper one which we have been describing;
that of San Severe is at present inaccessible

;
that of Sta.

JVlaria della Sanita is small, and much of it is modern one

portion only is interesting, the burial-place of St. Gaudiosus
and other Bishops who came over here from Africa to escape
from the persecution of the Vandals,

N.

TOWN CHUKCHES. No. III.

-TOWARDS the decline of classical architecture, columns were
not only applied to sustain an entablature, but were used to

support a series of arches, as may be seen at Dioclesian's pa-
lace at Spalatro, and in the circular temple of Claudius at

Rome. The architects succeeding this period, having these

examples before them, in the primitive churches applied the
columns taken from the Heathen temples and other buildings
in the same manner, that is, they rested the arches sometimes
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No. IV.

ST. PHILIP AND THE MIDDLE AGES.

[VI.]

PINING for old poetic times,

Young hearts have oft unwisely grieved ;

As though there were no days like those

When men loved less than they believed.

Yet are they sure, if on those days
Their span of trial had been cast,

They could have well, in penance drear,

The long-sustained ordeal past ?

Teasing hair-shirt and prickly chain,

Rude discipline, and bed of earth,

Would they have tamed by these rough ways
Their love of ease and pride of birth?

God's poor, God's church, are these to-day
. Welcomed and nourished at their cost

Yea, to the brink of poverty ?

If not, how sounds their idle boast?

Ah, no ! it is not jewelled cope,
Brave pomps, or incense-laden air,

Can lull the pains of aching hearts,

Or bring the Saviour's pardon there.

No ! to be safe, these outward things
Interior strictness must control :

To play with beauty and with art

Saves not, nor heals the wounded soul.

No, dear St. Philip, we must learn

Our wisdom in thy heavenly school,

Love thy restraints, and wear thy yoke,
And persevere beneath thy rule.

Love is to us, in these late days,
What faith in those old times might be :

lie that hath love lacks not of faith,

And hath beside love's liberty.
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CARDINAL PACCA'S MEMOIRS.

Historical Memoirs of Cardinal Pacca, Prime Minister to

Pius VII. Written by Himself. Translated from the

Italian by Sir George Head, Author of "
Rome, a Tour

of many Days." 2 vols. Longmans.

WHEN Sir George Head undertook the translation of these

agreeable Memoirs, he probably little anticipated that they
would furnish a striking and instructive lesson on events com-

ing to pass in his own communion just at the time when the

fruit of his labours would issue from the press. In a brief

and pleasingly written preface, he tells us that the subject of

the work is rendered doubly interesting by the analogy be-

tween the events in which Cardinal Pacca was an actor, and

those which are now taking place in regard to the Holy See.

Doubtless this is true
;
and still further, we cannot but ex-

press our thanks to Sir George for the tribute of cordial re-

spect which he pays to the personal character of the Cardinal,

a tribute the more grateful from its not being alloyed with

any of those offensive qualifications with which Protestants

generally render nugatory their eulogies upon Catholics. Sir

George Head does not say that Pacca was either a fool or a

semi-Protestant.

" The individual character of Cardinal Pacca," he writes,
" as

it becomes developed under the various stirring vicissitudes of for-

tune that befel him during his administration, presents nn edifying

picture to the public of a pious, well-regulated mind, constantly

preserving its even tenor, and maintaining in all manner of trying
situations a steady, unbiassed equilibrium. Whether captive in an

Alpine dungeon, or returning in triumph with the Pope to the

Eternal City, ever magnanimous and honourable, undaunted and

patient in adversity, humble before God m prosperity, generous

though justly indignant towards oppressors, grateful and tender-

hearted to benefactors. Such exalted virtues, though exercised by
an open, strenuous advocate of the tenets of the Roman Church, it

were surely not unbecoming a member of the Protestant faith to

respect and admire."

In most cases, such sentences as these would have been
followed by a "testimony" against' the Cardinal's weakness of

judgment or superstitious practices, or by an insinuation that

he was too acute a man to believe all the absurdities of the

Romish creed. To our obligations, therefore, to the transla-
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powers of the State, let him peruse these details of the events

at Fontainebleau, and see how Pius VII. humbled himself

instantly before God for one slight error of administration,
and how he humbled himself before man, as though he had
been guilty of some grievous sin.

Truly the history of the last Concordat between Napoleon
and Pius VII. is a most instructive and consoling contrast to

the attitude of the Anglican Church in her relations towards
the English nation. Here we have the two opposing theories,
that of national Churches and that of a universal Church

governed by one head, at work. In England, the working
capabilities of the Anglican system have been just tested on
a question of vital doctrine, such as to give the Church the

highest vantage ground she could possibly possess. In France,
on the contrary, we see the Pope taken at every disadvantage,
and on a subject simply of ecclesiastical discipline and juris-
diction, involving no doctrine, and still further, brought for-

ward shortly after the Sovereign Pontiff had enforced the

papal claims upon the French Church with a severity unex-

ampled in history, and when many of the French Bishops and
Cardinals united with the despotic Emperor to force from their

spiritual superior concessions against the true welfare of the

universal Church. If ever a Pope was taken at a disadvan-

tage, it was Pius VII. at Fontainebleau
;

if ever there was a
time when the maxims of the world could exert a deceiving

power upon the ruler of the Church, and blind his eyes to the

true nature of the peril he was encountering, it was when
Pius VII., torn from his faithful Cardinals and friends, a pri-
soner in a foreign land, exhausted with sickness, fatigue, old

age, and bullying of the meanest kind, and surrounded with
ecclesiastical traitors of cunning tongue, stood face to face

with the mightiest conqueror of modern times, whose heart

knew no scruple when his own intense selfishness was con-

cerned in his success. Had the Pope been called to martyr-
dom, the trial would have been far lighter ;

had he been loaded
with fetters, or bribed with the most tempting offers

;
to in-

duce him to alter some dogma of the Church, all this would
have been a less terrible trial to his constancy, and would less

severely have tested the reality of that unseen power which

guides the fortunes of the bark of Peter.

Yet compare the issue of his conflict with the condition

of Church and State in England. Before the false step is

fully taken, the hand of God intervenes, while a divine light
shews to the Pope what would be the consequences of his

error; in a moment all is cleared up, and the Church once

more, by her supreme Head, maintains her front erect as

VOL. v. N N
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fought in his long-loved Establishment. But he will not

perceive that what he calls his misfortune is, in truth, his

fault; his Church chose to be governed by Bishops inde-

pendently of the Pope, and she must take the consequences.
If she had been contented with the governor whom God had

given her, all would have gone well. As it is, she has preferred
two Archbishops and four and twenty Bishops to the Vicar

of Christ, and her abject captivity has been the natural and

necessary result. If such a negotiation and such a breaking
off as that which took place between Pius and Napoleon be

impossible in the Church of England as every man must
see that it is it is so because the Church of England has no

Pope, to be at once her guide, her ruler, and her defence.

But it is time that we recur to the Memoirs themselves :

"
They comprehend the series of events that fall between the taking

possession of Rome by the French in 1808, and the abdication of Na-

poleon in 1814; including consequently the intercourse between the

Roman Pontiff and the French authorities in Rome till 6th July, 1 809,
the attack of that day on the Quirinale Palace by escalade, and

the forcible abduction from Rome of the Pope and Cardinal Pacca,
the imprisonment of the Cardinal for three years and a half, till

February 1813, in the Piedmontese fortress of Fenestrelle, the

means used and the measures adopted by Napoleon hi the interim to

re-organise the Roman Church and subjugate the Pope, while under
durance at Savona, on the shores of the Mediterranean, and the

negotiations that took place afterwards at Fontainebleau between

the Pope and the Emperor relating to the conclusion of the Con-

cordat, and his Holiness' s subsequent retractation of that docu-

ment."

Considering that Cardinal Pacca was Prime Minister to

the Pope at the time these events commenced, that he was

eye-witness of almost all that he narrates, and that he pro-
fesses to give a true, clear, and fearless picture of facts, and
not to be pronouncing a eulogy or making out a case, it is

obvious that, if the Cardinal is true to his professions, and is

at all a competent narrator, his book must possess a singular
interest and value. It is not often that a Prime Minister,
and that minister a Cardinal, comes voluntarily forward to

unfold the secrets of government, or to tell all the little mi-

nutiae of private daily life which accompany and influence the

most momentous State affairs, though they may not reach the

world at large.
That Cardinal Pacca was eminently fitted to fulfil the task

he had undertaken, we think no reader of his Memoirs will

doubt. A more natural book was never written, or one in

which the writer's good faith was more apparent in every line.
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tual government of the Church, which, though thereby deprived of

lustre, pomp, dignity, and the attraction of her temporal benefits,

on the other hand would have the advantage of numbering those

exclusively who are zealous in the sacred cause among her ministers

those who, so long as they
' desire the office of a Bishop, desire a

good work.' The Pope also would in future have less regard, in the

choice of his ministers and councillors, to the splendour of birth,

the solicitation of influential persons, and the recommendation of

sovereigns, of whose Roman promotions it may frequently be ob-

served,
' Thou hast multiplied the nation, and not increased the

joy ; they joy before thee according to the joy in harvest, and as

men rejoice when they divide the spoil.' Finally, in our councils

on ecclesiastical affairs the fear of losing the temporal benefits of

preferment would cease to be regarded as a motive, which, so long as

it has a place in the scale, is liable to turn the balance, and influence

the rejection or the adoption of a resolution, by pusillanimous
condescension."

This opinion Cardinal Pacca grounded upon the supposi-
tion that a universal European monarchy would be perma-
nently established by Napoleon, by which the Supreme Pontiff

would be placed in the natural condition of a subject, as in

the earliest days of the Church. In such a state of things,
the Cardinal considered that the temporal sovereignty would
not be necessary to the independence of the Popes, as it has

been since Europe has been divided into several separate and
rival Catholic kingdoms, to none of which could the Pope be
a subject without placing himself in a false position towards

the rest of Christendom. And if the temporal kingdom thus

became unnecessary, the Cardinal, who knew too well from his

own experience what a terrible burden it is to the head of the

Church, accounted it a positive evil, with no overbalancing

advantages to make the Church regret its loss. This is the

only ground on which Cardinal Pacca speaks unfavourably of

the pontifical sovereignty of the Roman states; and as his an-

ticipations respecting the empire of Napoleon proved ground-
less, he continued to uphold the temporal dominion as neces-

sary to the Church, notwithstanding all the thorns which it

plants beneath the gold and jewels of the tiara.

In the second chapter, Cardinal Pacca sketches the state

of affairs in Rome at the time when he was called to be Prime
Minister to Pius VII. In the beginning of the year 1809,

Napoleon was preparing to consummate the wickedness of
his career by seizing, openly and professedly, on the domains
of the Holy See. Already he was practically master of Rome,
and the Pope was little better than a prisoner in his palace ;

still Pius was the nominal sovereign, and his flag floated on
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the one that had been destroyed. Another Bull was prepared

accordingly, which the Holy Father, after having himself examined,

put into my hands, directing me at the same time to employ the

most trustworthy officials of the Secretary of State's office to make
several copies of it. In compliance with these instructions several

copies were made, uniform in every respect, with the exception of the

clause assigning the immediate and conclusive reason of fulminating
the excommunication, inasmuch as it was not yet a matter of cer-

tainty whether the destruction of the Government, and the union of

the Pontifical States to the French Empire, would or would not

precede the removal of the Holy Father from Rome. The above-

mentioned clause was consequently worded differently in two sepa-
rate sets of the same document, to the end that, according to the

progress of future events, one to suit either contingency might be at

hand, ready to be placarded at a moment's warning.
"
Reports meanwhile became every day more prevalent that the

Pope, whether forcibly or otherwise, would be sent out of Rome at

all events, even though it were necessary to storm the Apostolic
Palace ;

and as these reports were corroborated by letters received

from Paris, it was thought advisable to induce the Holy Father to

sign with his own hand, and seal with the Pontifical seal, those

copies of the Bull above referred to, which assigned, as the reason of

its publication, that violence had been offered to the Apostolic Pa-

lace, and the Holy Father removed from Rome by force of arms. A
few weeks after the Pope had signed the document, I had reason to

suspect that intelligence of his having signed it had got abroad, in

consequence of inquiries that were made of the officials in the Secre-

tary of State's office by a person, not quite to be depended upon,
who asked if the Pope were likely to adopt the same resolution in

the event of both occurrences, namely, whether his Government
were put an end to or he himself carried out of Rome. I accord-

ingly immediately communicated my suspicions to the Holy Father,
and we agreed, in order to embarrass the French, and delay for a

short time, if not prevent altogether, the execution of their threat,

that the Pontifical signature should also be affixed to the remaining
copies of the Bulls that were prepared to meet the other contin-

gency; to the end that, provided there were any person in the

palace or in the Secretary of State's office who held traitorous com-
munications with the French military commandant, he might conse-

quently be the bearer of the intelligence to that functionary, and

thereby place him in a dilemma. The Pope, however, did not finally
determine to publish the Bull at present, but intended to submit it

previously to a more mature and careful examination whenever the

moment of the superseding the Government might arrive. * *

"On the evening of the 9th of June, 1809, a celebrated digni-

tary of the purple, who, together with myself, was a recluse in the

Quirinale Palace, came into my chamber, and asked me 'What
measures we intended to adopt, provided the report then current in

Rome, namely, that the Pontifical Government would be put an end
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that after all the Pope would not dare to execute his threat,
that they ventured to commit the long-plotted crime. As it

was, the 10th of June saw the Pope dethroned and Napoleon
excommunicated.

" On the morning," says Cardinal Pacca,
" of the 10th of June,

before I was well awake, a note, and at the same time verbal intelli-

gence, was brought to me, stating that on the preceding evening the

partisans of the French had triumphantly asserted at their private par-

ties, as well as at the cafes, that the Pope, in case of a change in the

Government, would do nothing more than issue a protest, to which the

commandant, they said, would pay no more attention than he had

done to his other notes
;
and they further added, that he had been

persuaded to abandon the idea of having recourse to stronger measures

by the advice of some of the Cardinals. The moment I read the letter,

the reports I had heard relative to the promulgation of the imperial
decree became fully confirmed in my mind, and I perceived at once

that the fatal day had arrived. And so it turned out eventually :

for the pontifical standard, that floated over the castle of S. Angelo,
was lowered under a discharge of artillery at two hours before noon,
and immediately afterwards the French tricolor was hoisted in its

stead, and the decree announcing the termination of the Papal

dynasty proclaimed through all the streets of Rome by sound of

trumpet. Immediately I hastened to the chamber of the Holy Fa-

ther, and entered with a palpitating heart, as may well be imagined.
There, if my memory serves me right, the first words that both of

us uttered simultaneously were the words of the Redeemer ' It is

finished /'

"
I took courage, however, and felt heartily edified in perceiving

that his Holiness still preserved his equanimity, and by his counte-

nance betrayed no apparent signs of wavering or a want of determi-

nation. One or two minutes only now had elapsed when my nephew,
Giovanni Tiberio Pacca, entered the room, with a printed copy of

the imperial decree, of which the French were dispersing a great
number all over the city.

"
Taking it in my hand, and requesting the Pope to accompany

me, we went to the window, for the curtains obstructed the light
while we remained where we were. Accordingly, the Pope rose

from his seat, and followed me ; and I began to read, feeling at the

same time a lively sense of the importance of preserving my mind
in a state of tranquillity while the operations, which must now
be immediately taken on perusal of the document, were depending.
But all my efforts to preserve my calmness were unavailing, and my
strength failing me, I was hardly able, even with frequent interrup-

tions, to scan over the most important points of the document. The

indignation that I felt at the sacrilegious outrage, the being in the

presence nay, hardly removed a single pace from my ill-fated sove-

reign, the vicar of Christ, who stood listening to the sentence of his

dethronement, as it fell from my lips ; the impostures and calum-
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I am embarrassed by your Holiness' s question. Altliougb,' added

I, 'let the most blessed Father only give me his orders, and rest

assured that the will of Heaven will proceed from his lips.' Then
it was that his Holiness, lifting up his eyes, pronounced, after a

short pause, the words above related ' Let it be done after

sunset !'

" The effect, a few hours after it was done, was so extraor-

dinary I may venture to say prodigious that the French were

absolutely astounded
;
and all Rome was, as it were, in a state of

stupefaction. Meanwhile the persons entrusted with the perilous

undertaking had the courage, notwithstanding the precautions that

were suggested to them not to risk their own personal safety with-

out reason they had the courage, I say, to execute their commis-
sion notwithstanding in broad daylight, and accordingly pasted the

papers against the walls in all the usual places, including especially
the three basilicas of S. Peter, S. John Laterau, and S. Maria Mag-
giore, which latter part of the enterprise was actually performed
between the hours of 22 and 23,* while they were singing vespers,
and the congregations were continually arriving. Though these

emissaries were seen by very many people, not one was discovered

nor arrested, neither on the same day nor afterwards, notwithstand-

ing that the so-called Consulta Straordinaria ^Yas aroused to a pitch
of frenzy, and made the most searching and inquisitorial inquiries.
When the news came to be generally promulgated in Rome, it oc-

casioned, I will not content myself to say universal satisfaction, but
a perfect state of enthusiasm

;
and among the thanks and congratu-

lations that the Pope received next day from various quarters, were
those of persons the most remarkable for learning and piety, who

unanimously described the measure that had been taken as one long
since desired by Providence."

It was not to be expected that the yet unconquered Napo-
leon would submit with patience thus to be defied by a power-
less old man, as he reckoned power. The next step was clear :

the Pope must be carried away from Rome without delay.
But this was not all. Napoleon immediately conceived and

began to execute what he considered a sure method for com-

pelling the Church to succumb, and for bringing the Pope
to be an instrument for consolidating the imperial power in

France and Italy, instead of its most fatal foe. Miscalculating,
as men of the world ever do, the indestructible power of re-

sistance, and the undying elasticity in action which the Church
exercises in the person of the Supreme Pontiff, not by virtue

of his personal character, but through the influence of divine

grace, the French Emperor formed his schemes upon a certain

estimate (a false one, in fact) of the disposition of Pius VII.,
and took his steps accordingly. The Pope was to be separated
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alarm in the night-time ;
and a few moments afterwards I went

myself in my dressing-gown into the Holy Father's chamber. The

Pope immediately got up, and, with the utmost serenity of spirit,

dressed himself in his episcopal robe and stole, and going into the

apartment where he was in the habit of giving audience, found

assembled there the Cardinal Despuig, myself, some of the prelates

who were inhabitants of the palace, and several officials and clerks

of the Secretary of State's office. The assailants had by this time

broken with their axes the doors of the Pope's suite of apartments,
and had arrived at the door of the very chamber where the Holy
Father and ourselves were. At this juncture, in order to avoid the

chance of some more calamitous result, we caused this last door to

be opened. The Pope now rose from his seat, and going opposite
the table, stood nearly in the middle of the room, while we two Car-

dinals placed ourselves, one on his right hand, and the other on his

left ;
and the prelates, officials, and the clerks of the Secretary of

State's office, were on the right and the left of all.

" The door being opened, the first person that entered the room
was General Radet, the commanding officer of the enterprise, fol-

lowed by several French officers, for the most part belonging to the

gendarmerie ;
and last of all came the two or three Roman rebels

who had served as guides to the French, and had directed them

during the escalade. General Radet and the above-mentioned per-

sons having formed line opposite the Holy Father and ourselves,

both parties stood face to face for some minutes in perfect silence,

equally as it were confounded at each other's presence ; while no

one either uttered a single word or changed his position.
" At length General Radet, pale in the face, with a trembling

voice, and hesitating as if he could scarcely find words to express

himself, addressed the Pope as follows. He said that he had 'a pain-
ful and disagreeable duty to perform ;

but having sworn fidelity and

obedience to the Emperor, he was compelled to execute the commis-

sion that had been imposed on him, and consequently intimate to

his Holiness, on the part of the Emperor, that he must renounce

the temporal sovereignty of Rome and the Pontifical States ; and,'

he added,
' that in case of the non-compliance of the Holy Father

with the proposal, that he had further orders to conduct his Ho-

liness to the General Miollis, who would indicate the place of his

destination.'
" The Pope, without being discomposed, but with an air full

of dignity, replied in a firm tone of voice nearly in the following
words :

' Since General Radet, by virtue of his oath of fidelity and

obedience, considers himself obliged to execute orders of the Em-

peror such as he has undertaken, he may imagine by how much the

more we, who are bound by oaths many and various to maintain

the rights of the Holy See, are under an obligation to do so. We
have not the power to renounce that which does not belong to our-

selves ;
neither are we ourselves otherwise than the administrators

of the Roman Church, and of her temporal dominion. This do-
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drive off was given. At this moment a few prelates, officials,

clerks of the Secretary of State's office, and others of our attend-

ants who had followed us down stairs, and were not allowed to ac-

company us to the carriage, stood pale and trembling at the great

gate of the cortile. *

" The same night, in pursuance of orders I gave previous to our

departure, the following pathetic address of Pius VII., which may
be considered as the farewell of an affectionate father to his beloved

children, was secretly placarded on the walls of the city :

" Pius P.P. VII. to hisfaithful Subjects, his own beloved Flock.

" Amid the troubles that surround us, we shed tears of tender-

ness :
* Blessed be God, even the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,

the Father of mercies, and the God of all comfort, who comforteth

us in all our tribulation !' Seeing that the same calamity has be-

fallen our own person that was announced by his Divine Son our

Saviour to the prince of the Apostles St. Peter, of whom, without

any merit of our own, we are the successor :
'

Verily, verily, I say
unto thee, when thou wast young thou girdest thyself, and walkedst

whither thou wouldest; but when thou shalt be old, thou shalt

stretch forth thy hands, and another shall gird thee, and carry thee

whither thou wouldest not.' We well know and declare, not having
committed a single act of violence, being at peace with all the world,

and having offered up prayers continually for the peaceful reign of

all princes, that we cannot lawfully be removed from the city of

Rome, our legitimate pacific place of residence, the capital of our

dominions, the special see of our holy Roman Church, and the uni-

versal centre of Catholic unity, of which, by the Divine will, we are

the supreme head and moderator on earth. We do therefore in

real verity stretch forth our sacerdotal hands in resignation to the

force that binds us and carries us whither we would not ; declaring,
at the same time, the authors of the outrage committed upon us

responsible to God for all the consequences ; while we, for our part,

only desire, advise, and command our faithful subjects, our own
flock of Rome, as well as the universal flock of the Catholic Church,

earnestly to follow the example of the faithful of the first century,

by whom, while Peter was kept in prison,
'

prayer was made with-

out ceasing of the Church unto God for him.' Successor, unworthy
as we are, of that glorious Apostle, we feel confident that all our

loving children will perform this pious and perhaps last act of

duty to their affectionate and common father; and we, in recom-

pense, with the most earnest effusion of our heart, bestow on them
our apostolic benediction.

" Given at our Palace of the Quirinale, Gth July, 1809.

Pius P. P. VII."

Place of the Seal.

Thus his Holiness and Cardinal Pacca were carried out of

Rome, with just eighteen pence in money with them, clad in
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backs. When we entered the inn nothing at all was ready. The

Pope was conducted to a very small chamber, I was consigned to

another close adjoining, and gendarmes were placed sentries at our

doors. Having first gone into the Pope's chamber, there, dressed

in my cardinal's habit, with the rocchetto and mozzetta just as I

had left Rome, I assisted the maidservant of the house to make his

Holiness' s bed, and afterwards to lay the table-cloth for supper. At
our frugal repast, the Holy Father, whom I waited upon, had the

complaisance to invite me to sit at the table with himself; though
for my part I can truly say that now, during supper, as well as

through the whole day's journey, I used my utmost endeavours to

comfort the spirit of the Holy Father, and be to him the ' faithful

messenger' mentioned in the Holy Scriptures :

'

who, as the cold

of snow in the time of harvest, refresheth the soul of his master.'

Moreover, notwithstanding the melancholy prospect before me, the

Lord preserved my hilarity of spirit and natural gaiety of heart to

such a degree, that soon after our arrival at Radicofani, I received

much satisfaction in being told by General Radet that he had fre-

quently observed a smile on the Pope's countenance at what I was

saying to him."

On the 22d of July the Pope arrived at Grenoble, where
he remained with the Cardinal for about a week. The mo-
ment they had entered France, incessant proofs met them
which shewed that, with all the horrors which had been acted

in Paris and the provinces, a very powerful feeling of reli-

gion still existed in the country, among persons of all classes.

Again and again the Cardinal notices the fact
;
and he re-

peatedly expresses his singular regard for the French people,

apart from the acts of their government and the excesses of

the dominant party. Even before this time he had been

strongly impressed in their favour, both as regards their in-

tellectual culture and their sincere piety ;
and the result of

his intercourse during his compulsory visit to France was a

very decided confirmation of his previous impressions. He
also speaks in high terms of many of the French clergy, and

gives some curious anecdotes of the state of the French

Church, in respect to the contending opinions which divided

it, consequent upon the Concordat of 1801, and upon the still

remaining Jansenism and Gallicanism of many, both clergy
and laity. At the same time he expressly states that in many
instances these Gallican notions were the result of ignorance
as to facts

;
and he considers that the intercourse which the

disasters of the time brought about between the French and
the Italian clergy materially tended to the benefit of both

parties.

Here, however, for the present, want of space compels us

to break off. In our next No. we shall return to the Memoirs,
VOL. v. oo
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against idolatr)
7
,
obtained the martyr's crown. In his days, the

Christian public, inspired with godly zeal, raised many temples,
some in the name of Christ, and others in honour of the saints

; and
in these they depicted both the things relative to the incarnate dis-

pensation of our God, and also the combats and conflicts of the mar-

tyrs. Others again, wishing ever to have about them the memorial
of some such beloved martyr, or of Christ himself, would have their

images delineated on their garments. And, moreover, these images
were wrought on the sacred vestments, and on precious stones, both

by our holy Fathers and other religious men, and in these they offered

the unbloody sacrifice : and from their time to the present all these

things have been manifestly proved to continue, and they shall con-

tinue for ever."

In this passage it seems to be confidently asserted, that

images were apostolic in their origin, and of universal use
in the Church from the earliest times. How, then, are the

two accounts to be reconciled ? In the first place, it is to be

observed, that it is far from being asserted that what are now
generally meant by images, or that such as were common at

the time the Council was held, were in use from the begin-

ning; on the contrary, it is implied that their introduction

dated from Constantine
; again, nothing is said as to their

being honoured in the same manner as was then become ge-
neral in the East. All that is asserted is, that certain images
and pictures had been in use from time immemorial, and that

they were treated with a certain reverence and devotion. The
solution of the difficulty, therefore, is to be found in what we
stated in our former article, viz. that the principle was re-

cognised in the Church from the first, not theoretically only,
but practically.

"
Image-worship," in some form or other,

had always existed. The use of holy images was never merely
historical; it was this too, but it was something else also.

Pictures excited devotion, but they likewise attracted it. A
religious mind would use them religiously, and that religious
use was in itself a certain veneration and worship in some

way paid to them. The memorials of the Lord's Passion, and

especially the Cross, the symbolical representations of his per-
son and office, were devotional objects ;

their historical import
would be wholly absorbed in their representative character.

The sight of them must needs have elicited acts of love and

adoration, and these acts would be in some manner referred

to the visible material objects calling them forth. Whether
the Cross were honoured with the salutation of the lips or

the bowing of the head, or were adored on bended knees with

incensings and lighting of lamps, the worship directly rendered
to Christ would be indirectly paid to the image. The feeling
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" This is not proof :"
" The passages quoted do not apply ;

the two things are not the same." In fact, the Protestant
mind cannot understand the Church's use of tradition, or the

rule by which she is guided to the truth. It is ever seeking
for a literal text, or an actual precedent, such as men seek in

law : it knows no other way of arguing. Spiritual things are

not realities to it
;
the region of faith the interior of that

mysterious kingdom of grace which Christ set up upon earth
is a terra incognita to it ; and therefore it is incapable of

reasoning from one thing to another. The Church, on the
other hand, does not count texts, or balance and reckon up
precedents, and act upon a certain given number as sufficient

for her purpose ;
she interrogates the living tradition she has

received, and compares it with the tradition of former days ;

she seeks what is conformable to the doctrine of the Apostles,
and the original deposit of the faith. Conformable: here lies

the difference. Truth is one, error is manifold; but truth has
this distinguishing property, that it is conformable to itself.

Consistency is its touchstone. Now this consistency it is

which is the subject of the Church's inquiry when any point
of faith or practice is in question, not actual precedents.

This is why the religious use of images once established,
the veneration of them follows. It was implicitly contained
in it from the first. It was explicitly evolved or developed
from it as time went on. And when that development had
taken place, when the bud had opened into the blossom, it

was sufficient to point to that bud to prove that the blossom

belonged to the same parent tree
; nay, was but the bud in its

more expanded form. For what is meant by the religious use

of images ? It seems to be threefold, as they address them-
selves to the memory, the intellect, and the affections. The
Fathers of the Council treat of them under all these heads

;

vindicating the practice, sometimes under one, sometimes
under another. Images speak to the intellect, when they
instruct the ignorant, and act the part of books to the un-
learned

;
to the memory, when they help to recall the mind

to heavenly things ;
and to the affections, when they excite to

pious sentiments. But such uses are really inseparable from
their veneration, or they would not accomplish the object

proposed. For it is by being representative that they lend

themselves to these several uses. Now, that which represents
affects us, more or less, as the object represented ; therefore,
to treat it as though it were the object itself, is only to carry
out into action a sentiment already entertained. Such treat-

ment is a development, not an addition or a novelty. Hence
the reasoning or the authority which justifies the one, justifies
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on the cross, like the Dutch traders in Japan, and many a

school-boy who would feel it not altogether loyal to his sove-

reign lady Queen Victoria, to pelt her bust with stones, or

bespatter it with mud. Yet why not, except that such acts

have a value which human instinct recognises ? The abbot

Stephen convicted the emperor alike of false reasoning and of

impiety in profaning the images of Christ and his Saints, by
setting his foot upon a coin on which the imperial counte-

nance was stamped. He proved that the honour or dishonour

rendered to an image was referable to the prototype ;* he

proved it to his cost, for the tyrant cast him into prison, and

put him to a cruel death. We conclude, then, that whenever
an image is used that is, the moment it passes out of the

department of mere art and ornament, and is considered as

representative it becomes the object of sentiments and treat-

ment similar to those which the original excites and receives,
and a medium of expressing the feelings which we entertain

towards him.

Although, therefore, it might happen that when the con-

troversy about images first arose, individuals would not see

what was involved in the principle they held, or the practice

they approved ;
it was sufficient for those to whom the fuller

doctrine was unfolded, and among whom devotions more de-

monstrative prevailed, to appeal, in their justification, to that

principle and that practice. There was neither dishonesty
nor weakness in such a mode of reasoning, any more than in

the argument they employed, and which we have ourselves

repeated above, drawn from the respect and affection shewn
to the likeness of a friend

; unless, in employing it, they had
intended to give the impression that they meant no more;
unless they had wished to establish a parity or identity, as

well as an analogy, between the two cases ;
as though, for

example, they honoured the Saints merely as departed friends,

and paid them no higher homage. This would have been
a miserable accommodation of the truth, to conciliate their

opponents. But inasmuch as they were contending for a

principle, their argument was just and fair. It is in the

same way that, when explaining to Protestants the lawfulness

of praying to the Saints, we remind them that they do not

scruple to ask each other's prayers ;
not as though there was

no difference in the act itself, or in the relative value and

* Mr. M. tries (p. 183) to evade the force of this reasoning by arguing that

to deface the king's image is not to do the king any injury ; as if that were all.

According to this, to blaspheme the name of God were no offence against Him,
because it inflicts no injury upon Him. There is nothing like a practical proof in

such a case. Were any one to take Mr. M.'s portrait and insult it, would he feel

that it meant nothing against himself :
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rest where they begin, because, in reality, they begin much
farther back than the)' appear to begin.

The Iconoclasts form no exception to this general rule.

Even Protestant writers have observed their ulterior tenden-

cies.
" The spirit which gave birth to the struggle against

image-worship," says Neander,*
" had probably inward mo-

tives for proceeding farther on its course." Beginning by
protesting that they were not averse to the use of holy images,

they were driven by the necessary force of their own reasoning
to condemn such representations altogether. The conclusions

of the pseudo-Council of Constantinople go far beyond what
its Protestant admirers would be willing to accept, inasmuch
as they are opposed not only to the using, but to the making
images or pictures of Christ, the Blessed Virgin, and the

Saints, and indeed to the representing them in any way what-
ever. They denounce the very art of the statuary and the

painter as something illusory, presumptuous, and profane.f
But a much graver charge than that of fanaticism lies

against this Council, a charge in which Mr. Mendham is cer-

tainly implicated, as he quotes with approbation, and supports

History of the Church, Dr. Stebbing's translation, vol. v. p. 282.

f Mr. M. endeavours to shew that what the pseudo-Council condemned was,
not the making an image of Christ, but the making it to be worshipped. That it

speaks ambiguously and inconsistently at times is true enough ; the Nicene Fathers

expose such self-contradictions more than once ;
but not only does it raise objec-

tions against the use of images on the ground that such representations in them-
selves involve heretical notions on the subject of our Lord's person, but it ex-

pressly asserts the absolute unlawfulness of such creations of art.
" The Saints,"

it says (p. 367),
" who have pleased God, and who have been honoured by Him

with the grace of sanctity, live ever with God, although they are removed from us.

He, therefore, who by an art dead and hateful, and which never can confer life,

would endeavour to raise them up among us again, is a blasphemer." And again

(p. 393) :
" We have been taught to make the figures of the Saints, not in pictures

of material colours, but rather by copying their virtues, &c. Too evident is it that

this device is a vanity and an invention of Satanic cunning." And of the Blessed

Virgin it is said (p. 368) :
"
How, then, shall any one dare to portray with this

vain Heathen art the ever-to-be-praised Mother of God, whom the fulness of the
Godhead overshadowed by whom the unapproachable light shone upon us who
is more exalted than the heavens more holy than the cherubim ? Again : who
will not blush to depict by this same Gentile contrivance those who hereafter shall

reign together with Christ who shall be assessors together with Him who shall

judge the world who shall be conformed to his glory? 'of whom (as say the

oracles) the world was not worthy.' (Heb. xi. 38.) It is not lawful for Christians
who have the hope of the resurrection to make use of the customs of the Gentiles
who worship devils, or to insult in inglorious and lifeless material those who shall

hereafter shine in such glory." Dr. Waddiugton, in his History of the Church.

(p. 188), perceives the futile nature of the objections raised by the Iconoclasts.
"
According to them," he says,

" even the painter is convicted of several and
even the most opposite heresies." Quoted by Mr. M., p. 336. The opinion, after

all, is not confined to ancient heretics. The writer of this heard sacred engravings
zealously denounced in a debate at the " Christian Knowledge Society" within the
last ten years.
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groundless accusations even at the foot of passages which not

only assert the very contrary of what he alleges, but most

clearly declare the nature of the veneration which Catholics

pay to holy images. But Mr. Mendham cannot, or will not,
understand that any reverence, honour, veneration, and, in a

true sense, worship, can be paid to a picture or image of

Christ, which is not the direct and absolute adoration of that

picture or image itself in itself. The idea that this form of

Catholic devotion is one " monstrous superstructure of Pagan
image-worship" is so deeply rooted in his mind, that no words,
however plain and strong, seem capable of removing it. Ab-
solute and relative are with him synonymous terms ; yet we
have no doubt that he regards his friend's likeness with a cer-

tain affection, and pays to it a certain respect; how is it, then,
that he cannot understand that Christians naturally regard
with another and a higher kind of love, and pay another and
a higher kind of respect to that picture or that image which

represents their heavenly Lord and Master a respect and a

love corresponding, in the divine order, to that which is given
to the portrait of a friend or a superior in the merely human
order ? Could he once realise that Christ is, not an abstract

junction of a divine and human nature, but a Divine Person,
we have a very strong persuasion that his understanding
would be enlightened on this matter also. He would then

know how it is possible to worship an image of Christ even

with relative
"
latria," and yet give divine honour to Himself

alone. As it is, he does not see (as our next extract will

shew more clearly) how it is possible to
"
worship" an image

of Christ except under the belief that it is in a way substan-

tially united with the Divine essence
;
which is just like a

savage's imagining that the white man would not treat his

friend's picture with so much care and affection, unless it were

somehow vitally connected with, or inhabited by, the invisible

spirit and presence of that friend. But our author does not

understand an analogy. Here is the passage we have alluded

to, and a strange confusion of ideas indeed does it evince :

"The Godhead of Christ was still uncircumscribablc and uncon-

fined to place, though essentially united to a body which was circum-

scribed. Now, it was because of this union of Deity to his human

body that worship was paid to Him in the nature of his humanity.
Had there been no such union, then no worship would have been

due to Him. Now, if worship is paid to a picture, ought it to be so

paid unless united to that picture which was the uucircumscribed

nature of Deity, for this is the only ground why the human nature

of Christ was worshipped ? Either, then, with the humanity they
must have pretended to depict the Deity, or the worshippers must
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nor the Divinity, which is immaterial and incomprehensible,
but the Person of Him who is both God and man.

The theology of the whole matter is fully set forth and

beautifully illustrated by tin Fathers of the Council in refut-
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ing the arguments of their opponents. The quotations we
have room for will give our readers but a very slight idea of
the depth and perspicacity with which they deal with the

subject, but we hope they may induce them to study the Acts
of the Council itself. The pseudo-Council having declared

that " the unlawful art of the painter .... establishes Nestorius,
who divided the one Son and Word of God, who was incarnate

for us, into two Sons," Epiphanius reads in the name of the

Catholic Bishops as follows :

"
Again, as we have said before, they only assert they do not

prove. How does he who paints an image of Christ establish Nes-

torius ? Nestorius brings in two sons one the Word of the Father,
the other the Son of the Virgin ;

but true Christians confess one and
the same Son to be both Christ and Lord, and when they paint his

image in the fashion in which ' the Word was made flesh and dwelt

among us' that is, as perfect man they do very right. For God
the Word who dwelt among us was circumscribed in the flesh, and
never did any one attempt to depict his Deity ; for He says,

' No man
hath seen God at any time.' He is as God uncircumscribed, invisible,

incomprehensible, but He is circumscribed as to his manhood. We
know that Christ is both of two natures and in two natures without

division that is, the divine and the human and that the one which
is uncircumscribed and the one which is circumscribed are seen in

one Christ. Moreover, a picture is not like to its prototype in

essence, but only in name and in the fashion of the depicted mem-
bers. When any one makes the picture even of a man he does not

attempt to represent his soul in his drawing, and between the human
soul and the divine nature how vast the difference the one uncre-

ated, the Creator of all, and without time the other created, made
in time, made by the former ! A.nd would any one in his senses, if

he saw the picture of a man, argue that the painter had made a

separation of the man from his soul ? For not only is the picture of

a man without a soul, but without the essence of body that is, flesh,

muscles, nerves, bones, and the elementary parts, blood, phlegm,
chyle, and gall, to introduce which into a picture is impossible : and

indeed, if they were found, then we must say it was the man himself

and not his image. This present vain speculation must have its part
with the rest of their crudities."

The " conciliabulum" had said that to
" make an image

of Christ God and man" was to
" circumscribe within the

limits of created flesh the uncircumscribed nature of God, or

to confound the unconfused union." To this the Fathers of

Nicoea reply :

" The name Christ is significative of the Deity and the Humanity
the two perfect natures of the Saviour. Christians, however, have

been taught to paint his image after that nature which is visible, not
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time, whether we believe it to have been written by Charle-

magne himself, or compiled by his orders, or merely transmit-

ted to the Pope by his direction, and associated with his name
because of the answer or refutation which Adrian addressed

to him
; and, secondly, that neither it nor any of the Councils

which took the same side were considered heretical either by
the Pope, or, so far as appears from any records extant, by the

defenders of "
image-worship" in East or West.

The solution of both these historical difficulties for such

they have been regarded by Protestants and by certain Ca-
tholic writers, who, to our minds, have shewn an unreason-

able anxiety to prove the antiquity and universal adoption of

the practice in question is to be found in the account we
have already given of the gradual rise of the devotion paid
to sacred images, and of what constitutes the difference be-

tween a crypto-heretic and one who, to use a theological

phrase, is only materially unorthodox. The one impugns the

principle from which a doctrine or a practice springs ;
the

other holds the principle, but disapproves, through ignorance,
or want of preparation, or illogicalness of mind, the form* and

expressions with which it has begun to clothe itself. Such
an one, before a doctrine or a practice has received any au-

thoritative sanction, will dislike its introduction
;
he will

misunderstand the terms in which a dogma is propounded ;

he will argue inconsecutively and make contradictory state-

ments
;
he will act inconsistently, and do the very thing in

one form which in another he condemns. The heretic, what-

ever his collateral inconsistencies and misconceptions, will be

fatally consistent in the matter of his heresy ;
he will not

shrink from the consequences of his own theories
;
he will

carry them out perseveringly into practice ;
he will give up

other known and established doctrines, other approved and
authorised practices, sooner than disavow his error or abandon
his pernicious ways. The one, as he is better informed, will

discover and acknowledge his mistake
;
the other will retreat

further and further into formal heresy, and entrench himself

in a position of determined resistance to authority.

Now, this is most remarkably exemplified in the whole
conduct of those who resisted the introduction of what is now
called "image-worship" in parts of the Western Church.
Take the " Books" which go by the name of Charlemagne.

Judging from the inconsistencies with which they abound, as

well as from the double line of argument adopted at one
time as against a dangerous and excessive use of images, at

another as against a direct and positive adoration of them
one would conclude, either that they are the production of
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perverted from its meaning asserted the very contrary,* viz.

that supreme worship was to be given to the Most Holy Tri-

nity alone. Secondly, the Latin word "adorare," by which
the Greek term irpoa-Kuvelv had been rendered, was restricted

in the West to the adoration due only to God
;
and this again

confirmed the misapprehension which the defective version

had naturally caused. Nor does this appear the only mis-
translation. Mr. Mendham himself says: "It must be
confessed that the author or authors of these books do at

one time or other fall into error, allowance for which will be
made when it is considered that the translation of the records
of the Council which they had were so very imperfect.'" And
in his

"
Historical Sketch," after regretting the large amount

of "
dangerous errors" which the Books contain (for on every

subject, images alone excepted, they are thoroughly Catholic),
he says :

" We find not uufrequently that the Council is censured amiss
because its meaning has been mistaken. Thus, certain texts are

censured as being applied improperly to image-worship ;
but the

censure falls back on those who made it, when it is found that the

text was not alleged for any such purpose. One error seems to be
but too common in these books to take for granted that every text

which appears in the Council has been brought forward for the pur-

pose of proving the worship of images which is, after all, very far

from being the case. Some of the objections seem rather hypercri-
tical and captious, and others were occasioned by the very faulty

translationf of the Council transmitted by Pope Adrian. To this

cause must be attributed the error of charging the Council of Nice

with passages which were not spoken by the Bishops there, but

which they had brought forward from the previous Council of Con-

stantinople for the purpose of confutation."

And again :

"
It is further to be remarked on this chapter,

that the author attributes to the Nicene divines that which
was actually spoken by their iconoclastic predecessors." Here,
also, we are told by the Protestant Dallseus that " in his pre-
face the author [of the " Caroline Books,"] confesses that he

had not read the ' Nicene Council"
1

itself, but only certain

* Mr. M , with his usual moderation of language where justice has to be done
to the Catholic Church, says naively :

" The difference between the Latin trans-

lation and the Greek original is very great : in the former, the words of Constantine

are :
'

1 receive and embrace with honour holy and venerable images, according to

that worship of adoration which I offer to the Trinity.' In the Greek it is thus :

4 I receive and embrace with honour holy and venerable images, but the worship
of adoration I reserve for the Trinity only.'

"

f Yet this Mr. M. forgets (p. Ixxxiv), where he quotes a canon of the Frank-
fort Council as rejecting that of N'ieaea for giving

" that service and adoration to

images of Saints which they paid to the Divine Trinity ;" which canon was founded

solely on the mistranslated Latin version !

VOL. V. P P
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have been viewed as an act of adoration due only to the Al-

mighty." The practice, therefore, was simply not understood,
or if understood, it was considered dangerous to a rude and

newly converted people.
Nor in all that took place was there any intended opposi-

tion to a General Council (for the Bishops of France regarded
that of Nicsea as a merely Eastern Synod), nor to the authority
of the Pope. It is very important to observe that Adrian, in

sending a version of the Acts of Nicsea into France, did so,

not as having confirmed* the Council, or as enforcing its deci-

sions and the practices there enjoined, but rather, it would

appear, with a view of ascertaining the mind of the Gallican

Church, and obtaining information as to the desirableness of

making a dogmatic and authoritative decision. The course taken
seems analogous to that which has been pursued by his present
Holiness in the matter of defining the doctrine of the Imma-
culate Conception. And as the Pope did not act with autho-

rity, so it is clear that neither the author of the " Caroline

Books," nor the Council of Frankfort (nor, indeed, that of

Paris), opposed the head of the Church, or had any intention

of doing so
;
on the contrary, they express the utmost devotion

and submission to the Apostolic See. The Council of Paris,
held A.D. 825, as it was assembled by the express permission
of the Pope, so did it definitively declare that it was met, not to

form any decision on the subject in dispute, but to submit its

conclusions to the Sovereign Pontiff. Indeed, while setting
itself to refute the arguments used by Pope Adrian in his reply
to Charlemagne, it is careful to shew that it regards that docu-

ment as bearing no dogmatic character, and goes out of its way
to express its full agreement with what it professes to believe

to be the Pope's real meaning.
On the whole, it is plain, from a review of the facts, that

the question between East and West was not regarded as one
foreclosed by any decision of the Church, and that while the

Iconoclasts sought to overthrow established usages on heretical

grounds and in violation of the Papal injunctions, the object of

the Gallican protesters was only to prevent their introduction,

through a misunderstanding of the nature of such devotions,
or a fear of the consequences that might result from their

adoption ;
and that, neither in fact nor in intention, did they

* This appears from his letter to Charlemagne, in which he says that he had
as yet returned no answer to the Emperor respecting the Council, fearing lest the

Greeks, in their inconstancy, should relapse into their old errors. " Nos vero adhuc

pro eadem Synodo nullum responsum hactenus eidem Imperatori reddidimus,
metuentes ne ad eorum reverterentur errorem.

"
Quoted by Palma, Prtelectiones,

torn. ii. p. 28.
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lie is only usually inconsistent or oblivious
;
but these are his

words :

" The Council had made a marked distinction between tha wor-

ship due to God and that to be paid to any image whatever, even of

Christ or the Virgin Mary. This superior kind of worship was to

be paid to God alone, and to no creature whatever ; while the infe-

rior worship might be given to pictures and images, saints and

angels, as well as God That this inferior kind of worship
was the only worship allowed to images of any kind whatever, is

further evident from the words of their decree or definition on this

subject. But this view has not satisfied later divines on this head,

and they have, in part at least, come to an opposite conclusion ; and,

it appears from Thomas Aquinas and many others enumerated in

Stillingfleet's Defence, that, after all,
'

latria,' or supreme worship,
does belong to images of Christ Hence also has arisen a third

point of difference. The Council of Nice recognised but two kinds

of worship :

'

latria,' the worship in spirit and in truth, due to God

only ; inferior worship, which is common to all sacred things what-

ever. This latter was by the Council called '

proscunesis,' but since

it has been called '
dulia.' A third kind of worship, entirely un-

known to the Nicene divines, has been established in succeeding

ages, a worship inferior to *
latria,' and yet superior to '

dulia,'

which is styled 'hyper-dulia,' and belongs to the Virgin Mary only."

So that, after all, the Council of NicaDa is cleared from the

charge brought against it, except perhaps as having implicitly
favoured later corruptions; and as the Council of Trent simply

repeats the decision of Nicaea, it follows that the Church of

Rome is guiltless at least of having synodically sanctioned any
form of actual idolatry whatever.

But what is it that the theologians referred to really say
or mean ? Despite scholastic language, and the confusion

which Protestant controversialists have raised about it, the

matter in itself is simple enough, and capable of being com-

prehended by any ordinary understanding. We will try to

state it in common terms. You possess the portrait of a be-

loved friend
; you regard it with a certain affection

;
in some

way or other you look upon it, and you treat it as represent-

ing the person whose portrait it is. It reminds you of him,
and in imagination you make him present to you ;

and this

calls forth certain feelings and affections, of which the inani-

mate portrait is itself in a manner the recipient or the object.

Any how, in whatever way you may please to express it, the

portrait bears a certain relation to your friend
;
and the feel-

ings with which you regard him are somehow associated with

the image of him. Well, a metaphysician will analyse these

feelings, and will give you the value of this relation
;
he will
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The Council of Nicaea defined that images of Christ were
to be venerated, but not with "

latria ;" that is, not directly
and absolutely with that supreme worship which is due only
to the Person of Christ. Later theologians strictly maintain

the same proposition ; but they shew that in venerating such

image, the honour paid properly and absolutely to Christ is,

by the very constitution of the human mind, paid improperly,
and (as the phrase is) accidentally to the image. If properly
and improperly be synonymous terms,* then the Protestant

charge is true
;

if not, it is a calumny, and what is more,
a very stupid calumny. If the analogous honour paid to

a friend's portrait be not non-religious idolatry, then the

honour which is due to an image of Christ is not religious

idolatry. Again, there being, as we have said, a certain neces-

sary metaphysical connexion between a person and his image,
the " cultus" shewn to the former has a certain relation or

value in regard of the latter; and as the "cultus" varies with

the person to whom it is shewn, so the terms in which that
" cultus" and its relation to the image are expressed, vary
likewise. Hence the distinctions in theology between "

la-

tria," the supreme worship due to God,
"
dulia," the " cultus"

or worship due to the Saints,
"
hyper-dulia," a higher form of

the same due to the Mother of God. And theologians speak
of relative "

latria," and inferior "latria," and "latria" secun-

dum quid) and the other combinations in a like manner, simply
because such, when analysed, is the technical value of the acts

which are severally elicited by the images of those to whom
the "cultus" is paid.

We cannot enter further into these questions. All that

we would draw attention to is, that, in some sense or other,

honour, veneration, worship, or what is meant by the Latin

word "
cultus," is due and is to be paid to a sacred image :

to the person represented through the image, but also to the

image itself, as that person's representative. The intention

of the Church is not fulfilled by historical pictures, or symbo-
lical figures, or sculptured effigies of Saints, as they are some-

times called (as if all that was set up was some monument or

memorial of them), or statues which form part of the architec-

Yet this is what Protestant controversialists hold. The most flagrant in-

stance, perhaps, is that of Mr. Palmer, who in his eighth
" Letter" to Dr. Wise-

man labours to shew that, in the very judgment of Catholic divines themselves,

there is no difference between the adoration due to Christ and that which is due

to his image per se. As a specimen of extreme dulness joined with a certain

acuteness and aptitude for theological analysis, this series of " Letters" is, as far

as our knowledge extends, unique. When Protestants take to systematising their

opinions, it is like an insane man attempting to reason consecutively. The very
madness of the thing baffles all refutation.
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their feet, not once, but many times, leaving them moist with

tears, lighting little tapers in their honour on their festal

days, and all so simply, and so sweetly, and in such a trustful,
childlike way, as though it were part of their daily life of

faith. Privately, of course,
"
image-worship" has never ceased

to be most religiously practised; for how can one imagine
a Catholic without his crucifix, his rosary with its oft-kissed

medal, his little holy pictures, and -other cherished objects of

devotion ? And much has been done, and more is doing, to

encourage its public exercise, but it is our earnest prayer that

the day may be hastened when Protestants shall be unable to

suppose a difference in this respect between English and fo-

reign Catholicism, and our brethren from more favoured climes,

entering the very poorest and least ornamented chapel in this

alien and heretical land, shall feel themselves still in the ac-

customed home of their heart, amidst the dear familiar tokens
of the one communion and the one faith.

One word to those who dislike the forms in which this

devotion exhibits itself abroad, who take offence at the gaily
dressed Madonnas, with their spangled robes and muslin
veils and tinsel crowns. We would say to them, Are you for
"
image-worship" in any shape ? Do you admire the devo-

tion of the people more than you dislike the form it takes ?

If not, is it quite certain that it may not be the devotion, and
not the form, which is distasteful to you ? Have you per-

sonally any attrait towards it? if not, can you be a fair

judge of its due expression ? Is it so certain that if you^rac-
tised "image-worship" you would not naturally do what now

displeases you ? As a fact, does this practice prevail, has it

ever prevailed, can it prevail, where the taste of the few and
not the devotion of the many is consulted? As a fact, do we
not find that wherever this devotion is popular, it takes such
forms as shock good taste ? Set up a fine statue, and see

whether the people will pay it any
"
worship." Of two things

one : either they will shew it but a passing admiration, or they
will so bedeck and bedizen, or otherwise disfigure it, that it

will soon be impossible to say of what material it is made.

Popular devotion has a trick of smothering good taste and

overpowering it altogether. In this matter at least, we be-

lieve that it is impossible to combine devotional use with
artistic effect. Which do you prefer ?

Again, Protestants will tell us we ought to avoid extremes.

This is a common phrase; what, then, does it mean? With
them every religious affection, every devotional act, borders

upon sin
;
the perfection of every virtue is a vice, because it

is an extreme. Even the love of God, in their judgment, tends
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move us to scorn and indignation, did it not move us rather
to compassion ;

but let them know that our safeguard against

idolatry, as against every other error, is not a pitiful fear of

extremes, a shrinking dread of allowing free scope to our
affections and the natural homage which the heart pays to

all it loves and honours
; our safeguard is this, that we wor-

ship one God in Trinity and the Trinity in Unity, and one
Lord Jesus Christ, who is God over all, blessed for ever.

He who loves God cannot be joined unto idols.

SHORT NOTICES.

A remarkable and interesting Life has been added to the series

of Modern Saints' Lives that of the Ven. Benedict Joseph Labrtfy
who was literally a beggar for Christ's sake. We trust English
nicety will not be too much astonished at the dirt which the holy
man cherished rather than avoided. It is his sanctity and mortifi-

cation which are to be imitated, according to our vocation, and not

according to his. The Editors remind the delicate reader that St.

Philip Neri abhorred dirt quite as fervently as the Ven. Benedict
Labre loved it; and we have little doubt that were the twelve

Apostles now to reappear in the world, they would present very
considerable varieties in personal cleanliness to the eyes of the

astonished people of this island of ' ' baths and washhouses for the

labouring poor," and poisonous sewers for all classes of the com-

munity. A race which drains the filth of a city of two million

inhabitants into a large open river running through the heart of

its houses, and then drinks the polluted stream, need not turn up
its nose very high at the anti- sanitary peculiarities of an Italian

Saint. Those who love cleaner Saints may study with pleasure and

profit the Lives of the Ven. Fabrizio dalV Aste, and the Ven. Mariano

Sozzini, both Fathers of the Oratory, and whose biographies are also

now published in the same collection.

A very useful supplementary volume to Cardinal Pacca's Me-
moirs, reviewed in our present Number, will be found in a book

by M. Pradic, Secretary to the Comitc des Cultes of the French

Assembly, entitled La Question Religieuse en 1682, 1790, 1802,
et 1848 (Paris, Sagnier et Bray). The Cardinal makes frequent
mention of the relation in which the French nation had at different

periods placed itself towards the Holy See, especially by the Con-
cordat of 1 802, by which the Catholic religion again received the

homage of the French Government under Napoleon. M. Pradie*

here gives a complete resume' of the events of the four different

epochs above named. These include the declaration of the French

clergy on the liberties of the Gallican Church in 1682, together
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of a very well-chosen collection of short poems. Many of them are

translations from Catholic hymns, and many from Mr. Keble's

version of the Psalms. Besides these, there are a few poems by
other writers, including the compiler herself. From the last men-

tioned we take the following lines, for the sake of the happy image
with which they conclude.

" Ave Maria ! words that still

The charmed air with music fill

Whene'er they meet our ear, as though
Th' angelic voice had power to throw
Its own celestial tones upon
Our earthly language ; as when shone

Of old the dawn on Memnon's stone,

The rock breathed music not its own I"

A clever preface is prefixed to the volume, in which the authoress

expresses her dissent from an article which formerly appeared in

the Dublin Revieiv on Keble's Lyra Innocentium. We suspect there

is less difference between the reviewer and the writer of this pre-
face than the latter suspects.

Mr. Price has published in a single volume his Sick Calls, which
first appeared in Dolman's Magazine. They are already well known
to many of our readers ; but there is some addition made to the

original series. They were amongst the best papers which the

Magazine supplied during Mr. Price's editorship ;
and bearing all

the impress of reality, are worth republication, and well deserve an
extensive circulation. A graceful frontispiece and title-page adorn
the volume, from the pencil of Mr. Henry Doyle.

The Rev. J. Hughes, whose treatises on the celebration of Mass
are already well known, has published a small treatise on Pontifical

Ceremonies, from the work of Monsignor Sillani, Bishop of Terracina.

Now that pontifical functions of all kinds are becoming so much
more common throughout Great Britain and Ireland, Mr. Hughes'
manual will be an acceptable addition to his former publications.
The price is very low, and the work deserves general circulation. ^

The Unity of Government in the Church of Christ, considered in

reference to the Gorham Controversy, by the Rev. R. Sumner, S. J.

(Rockcliff ), is a very forcible and thoughtful sermon recently preached
on the subject which its title describes. In the space of an ordinary
discourse it contains the gist of the whole question between Catho-
licism and all forms of schism, as such. The profits of the sale

are to go towards purchasing a new organ for St. Francis Xavier's

Church at Liverpool ; and they who love material as well as moral

harmony will do well to purchase copies of the sermon (which is

very cheap) for general circulation.

Dr. Miley's History of the Papal States (Newby) is a work de-

serving a far more extended notice than we can at present bestow.
We must reserve it for a future occasion, and be content with saying,
that it claims a place by right in every historical and Catholic library.
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been brought to bear upon this last society, and as it has unde-

niable claims upon the support of Catholics, the present will be a

fit opportunity for introducing the subject to our pages.
It is now nearly a century and a half since the first Life As-

surance Company was established in England. During the first

hundred years not more than twenty were brought into existence,

while during the last forty-five years there have been upwards of

one hundred founded ; and yet the practice of assurance, as a pro-
vision for families, is by no means what it ought to be. One would

think, judging from the number of existing offices, and their enor-

mous accumulations of profits, that almost every man and woman
in the United Kingdom made a practice of assuring. But this is

very far from the truth. It is doubtful if there are at this moment
much more than 150,000 lives assured in all Great Britain and
Ireland. Numerous as are the present Assurance Companies, there

is room for very many more ; for it needs but a comparatively small

number of annual assurers to create, in the course of twenty or

thirty years, a vast Provident Institution.

The "
Equitable," established nearly one hundred years ago, has

received, in entrance-money, premiums, and interest, upwards of

twenty-five millions, and it still possesses nearly nine millions in

stock, mortgages, and cash. Among others not so long estab-

lished is the "Scottish Widows' Fund," established in 1815; at

the termination of its fourth year, the capital sums assured

amounted to 68,000/. ;
while the annual revenue from the pre-

miums on this sum did not exceed 2500/. In 1841, just twenty-
five years after its establishment, the assurances had swelled from.

68,000/. to 5,500,000/., and the yearly income from 2500/. to

190.000/. Again, let us take what is called a "Class office," the
" Law Life," an office which looks to members of the legal pro-
fession for its chief support. This Society was established in 1823.

In 1833, after ten years' existence, it received 880,295/. in pre-

miums, averaging 88,029/. per annum. But in the next seven years
it received 1,399,0667., averaging 200,OOO/. per annum, or more
than double the annual average of the first period. Its assets

now exceed three millions sterling, and its income exceeds four
hundred thousand pounds yearly. Or to take another Class office,

the "
Clerical," established in 1824. This Society at first made its

way slowly, but now its invested funds exceed C50,000/. ;
and the

income, steadily increasing, is upwards of 127,000/. per annum.
Numbers of other instances might be given, such as the

"Church of England," the "Legal and General," the "Medical,"
and many more founded within the last ten years. In fact, now

nearly all professions and classes have a flourishing office of their

own. There are companies for lawyers, parsons, doctors, soldiers,

mariners, merchants, architects, engineers, freemasons, licensed

victuallers, teetotallers, clerks, farmers, Wesleyans, Quakers ; and,
to come to our special object, for Catholics also. Four years have

not elapsed since the foundation of this last. Half of that period
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